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Abstract 
No Neutral fantasy: women, gender and music in Britain 
1880-1920 
By Annemarie (Nancy) Bruseker 
 
This study examines the relationship between an English music hall performer, 
Vesta Tilley, and her largely female working-class audience through the lens of the 
Barthesian concept of the Neutral. The primary sources investigated include 
published autobiographies, but also an important collection of scrapbooks held by 
the Worcester Archives and Archaeology Service, containing extensive newspaper 
clippings as well as letters written by fans. An examination of these texts was 
undertaken alongside genealogical research to add greater depth to the lives of the 
historical actors investigated here. This analysis shows that Vesta Tilley’s gender 
performance as a male impersonator, and the success she had in this role, was due 
to her constant self-positioning and re-positioning as Neutral. This was largely 
accomplished by appropriating a hybrid gender identity, one which was both male 
and female. The texts also demonstrate that the Neutral was equally employed by 
her working-class female audience members to embrace and reproduce the 
pleasure that the music hall performance brought them. They prioritised the 
pleasure of the evening entertainment, and ensured the reproduction of these 
values in their own lives, and also across generations. Far from theoretical, the 
words written by these women – performer and audience – demonstrate the 
radicality of the Neutral, and also how radical they themselves were in a time usually 
understood to restrict the autonomous pleasure of women. Consequently, while 
Barthes concluded that the Neutral was merely a fantasy, the investigations here 
demonstrate that it was instead a strategy, a way for those in marginal positions to 
‘get away with’ personal autonomy. 
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Introduction 
When considering the wealth of history and rich present for popular entertainment – 
music, theatre, film, dance – the preponderance of literature in the field will tend to 
focus on the action taking place on stage. It is easy to analyse one performer, or 
even a small group. Our systems of analysis are geared towards examination of 
discrete texts: film, script or score, self-contained and knowable. The audience for 
whom the action is being performed, however, has received less study. Audiences 
of women have been studied even less. Even those studies that do analyse the 
gender dynamics of audiences do not address those women who did not document 
their presence through diaries, journalism, or memoirs. Trying to make those women 
– who are often marginal due to class, ethnicity, education – legible as individuals is 
even harder. Most scholars, should they even get so far as to consider audiences of 
marginal peoples, treat them as a mass.1 They are not individuals but a set of 
statistics; in some cases, such as journalistic accounts of audiences, they might 
even be depicted as a mob.2 Sources are partly to blame for this. It is difficult to 
access the voices of individuals in any audience, at least if they are not professional 
critics. Thus, when an archival record becomes available that permits such a view, it 
offers an exciting opportunity for new scholarship.  
As previous scholarship has shown, a more limited scope is better when it 
comes to analysis. It is difficult to deal with audiences as a whole without 
depersonalizing them. Atomising the crowd makes its members more relatable, 
more interesting. Understanding why individuals seek out the pleasures of the arts – 
whatever form they might take – and just how they understand those pleasures not 
only allows for a better understanding of the performance but also means that we 
work towards a better understanding of one of the most important activities of 
                                                
1 This occurs in seminal texts such as Tracy C. Davis’s Actresses as Working Women (1991) 
which considers the major theatres in the period, and Dave Russell’s Popular Music in 
England (1997) which focuses on music in the same period, discusses the necessity of the 
audience for the music hall audience, but is not able to identify individuals. This recurs 
throughout music hall studies; the audience is important, but they cannot have names. 
Daniel Cavicchi’s much more recent Listening and Longing (2011), which treats the 19th 
century but from the other side of the Atlantic, does identify the audience, but is a rare 
example of such work, using diaries to get at contemporary reactions to musical 
performance. His earlier work on Bruce Springsteen fans is discussed in Chapter 1. 
2 One particularly striking example of such work takes individuals and undoes their 
individuality to transform them back into a mob. See Crazy About One Direction, TV movie, 
directed by Daisy Asquith, (2013; London, Channel 4) On demand at 
http://www.channel4.com/programmes/crazy-about-one-direction/on-demand.  
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humanity. Doing this for marginal peoples, whether present or past, reinvigorates 
our empathetic understanding of our common humanity. 
This thesis is based on a collection of archival material that permits just such an 
understanding of the audience for a music hall performer, Vesta Tilley. In these 
materials, consisting of letters written to Vesta Tilley, the presence of working-class 
women in music halls of the 19th and 20th centuries can be discussed and 
evaluated using the women’s own words. The letters allow for a view into how and 
why they sought pleasure and how they found pleasure in Vesta’s performance. 
This thesis will examine Vesta Tilley and the relationship between her and those 
who wrote to her. In the process, it will seek to establish how this relationship 
produced the performer, and also the audience – doing justice to both sides of the 
interpellative moment – and what that meant for them. To put it in Raymond 
Williams’ terms: given that these texts demonstrate the agency of the members of 
this audience, and give us an understanding of the structural limitations of this 
world, what social practices can we come to understand?3 In these letters, the social 
practices seem out of step with the structural limitations and agency of the 
individuals. Further, in Vesta Tilley’s case, her real-life situation seems implausible. 
A working-class woman became a child star and then made it to adult stardom by 
dressing as boys and men, thanks to working-class women flocking to see her 
perform for decades, sharing this with their friends, their mothers and children. 
Contrary to what the structural limitations suggest should be happening, women with 
limited means and time, whom society expected to be angels in the home (even if 
home was a hovel), were still out to take their leisure, and in the process find 
pleasure. They did this through their love of, and appreciation for, one star in 
particular, a woman who spent her career singing songs which mocked those who 
would be her – and their – ‘betters.’ Despite what seems to have been a clear 
challenge to the doxa, or hegemony, both performer and audience continued not 
only to survive, but to thrive. They were able to pass this relationship on through the 
generations, often one, two, or even three generations, the sign of a viable 
organisation of social life. This set of social practices bears closer investigation. 
                                                
3 Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature (London: Oxford University Press, 1977). A 
useful discussion of Williams’s ideas, and the implications for leisure, can be found in 
Richard Butsch’s introduction to For Fun and Profit: The Transformation of Leisure into 
Consumption (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1990). 
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Historical background 
Vesta Tilley was a music hall performer who had a long and successful career 
spanning five decades, from 1870 to 1920. Her performances took the form of male 
impersonation; these roles meant she dressed as a variety of boys and men, and 
performed songs in character. It also meant that for two decades she was a regular 
of the pantomime stage, as a principal boy. While pantomime ensured a wider 
audience for her performance, the newspaper reviews tell us that she was wildly 
popular in every role. If there were dissenting voices, the historical record suggests 
this dissent was communicated via silence, as negative reviews were few and far 
between. This success translated into the financial and social security (far from 
assured at her birth) that continued through to the end of her career, and to the end 
of her life.  
The key players in her audience were understood to be working-class women, 
who reputedly filled the halls and theatres when they knew she was performing. This 
is borne out in the historical record. The surviving letters include a range of writers, 
including quite a few men and middle-class women writers; however, the 
preponderance of the correspondence comes from working-class women. The 
letters date from two distinct periods: 1894-95 and 1919-20. The first set were 
responding to Vesta at the height of her career; in the 1890s she was reported to be 
the highest paid woman on the stage. The second set of letters date from her 
farewell tour just prior to her retirement. This range of dates allows for a broader 
picture of the women who responded to Vesta’s work. The majority of the writers 
were working-class women in both periods, but their social circumstances, at a 
remove of twenty-five years, were quite different. As a result, the way in which they 
enacted their agency varied between the two sets. However, both sets offer 
documentary proof of the full lives these girls and women led, in their own words. 
The critical role of leisure and pleasure was neither theoretical nor abstract, and 
certainly much more than merely Stedman Jones’s ‘culture of consolation.’4 
                                                
4 “Once the defeat of Chartism was finally accepted […] working people ceased to believe 
that they could shape society in their own image. […] [Working class activity] was now 
concentrated into trade unions, co-ops, friendly societies, all indicating a de facto recognition 
of the existing social order as the inevitable framework of action. The same could be said of 
music-hall. It was a culture of consolation.” Gareth Stedman Jones Languages of Class: 
Studies in English Working Class History 1832-1982, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1983), 237. 
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Work to date 
Academic work on Vesta Tilley has focused heavily on her stage persona and 
performance. As the quantity of primary material on her stage roles is vast, and the 
amount of information on her personal life is scant, this is hardly surprising. She was 
written about in her time, usually in accounts of her performances such as theatre 
reviews. The theoretical work on her performances – in relation both to her fellow 
male impersonators and also to other performers in general – has largely been 
published from the 1980s onwards. These Vesta Tilley-specific studies are 
discussed in Chapter 3, where their insights are established and then expanded 
upon. In brief, drawing on developing ideas on the constructedness of gender, these 
works – by Martha Vicinius, Jacky Bratton, Elaine Aston, Sara Maitland, and others 
– document the crossdressing gender play of the 19th century stage, and the role 
that male impersonators (including Vesta Tilley) had at that time, and in that milieu.  
The other half of the story discussed in this thesis – Vesta’s audience – has 
received some attention, but the views of the audience members themselves have 
remained understudied. This is important in the context of music hall, where the 
audience members were an integral part of a performance, and for several decades 
were hardly physically differentiated from the performers. The hall was lighted at the 
same level for audience and performer, and the performer had to compete to be 
heard over the conversations of the audience. The audience was as important for 
popular music in the 19th century as it is for popular music in the present day. 
However, most work focuses either on what the audience did for the performer, or 
what the performer and the audience did together. For example, Peter Bailey 
describes an identification of ‘knowingness.’ This identification manifested itself in 
the relationship – the interpellation – that produced the roles of performer and 
audience.5 Here, Bailey relies on the texts produced by the performers – published 
songs – and the observations of middle-class journalists or reformers who were 
present in the halls and reported on its doings. The audience speaks only through 
the pens of others. 
Scope of work 
Offering an integrated perspective – where both performer and audience members 
can be understood as historical agents – requires a new theoretical approach. This 
                                                
5 Peter Bailey, “Conspiracies of Meaning: Music hall and the knowingness of popular 
culture,” Past and Present 144 issue 1 (1994): 138-170. 
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thesis provides new understanding about the historical moment and the actors 
involved through recourse to a new theoretical framework. This framework will 
explain the social practices which in turn will explain how what was described above 
as impossible – working-class women in music halls for their own pleasure – should 
in reality be entirely so. This theoretical frame, the Neutral as articulated by Roland 
Barthes, allows for that which does not serve the dominant narrative but somehow 
avoids opposing it as well. By avoiding both agreement and disagreement through 
an absence of meaning – what Barthes calls ‘dodging the paradigm’ – Vesta and the 
women in her audience were free to take pleasure.  
Using this framework, this thesis will demonstrate two important and interrelated 
points: first, why Vesta Tilley’s performances drew such a significant working-class 
female audience, and second, why this audience shows that Barthes’ Neutral, 
contrary to his own view, is no fantasy. The first of these will require an unpacking of 
Vesta’s gender performance, and an analysis of the effect this performance had on 
her audience; what mimesis did she inspire in them? The second will be 
accomplished through an exploration of how Vesta’s life and the letters demonstrate 
the Neutral in action. Moving the Neutral from the realm of fantasy to reality offers a 
great deal of explanatory promise.  
Though a number of scholars have pointed towards the androgyny that Vesta 
represented in her impersonations, the implications have not been fully explored. 
This is where Barthes’ concept of the Neutral becomes so important. Barthes puts 
androgyny firmly in the realm of the Neutral. This defines androgyny as that which 
defies meaning, and thus defies constraint. From her androgynous position, Vesta 
was able to help her audience towards two important ends, both of which were 
enacted in such a way as to ‘baffle the paradigm’. The letters show that Vesta’s 
performance meant women could talk about finding and taking pleasure, and also 
about the reproduction of both this pleasure and the Neutral itself. The evidence of 
the success of this attempt can be read on an individual basis in the letters, but also 
reveals the creation of a wider community. This was the creation of a whole new set 
of social practices which can serve as a model for other marginalised groups 
wishing to ‘get away with’ whatever pleasures or erotics have been forbidden. 
Finding the un-meaning of the Neutral is proved here to be grounded, not fantasy 
but historical reality. It is also hope. 
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Plan of the thesis 
Given the nature of the questions posed of the sources, the range of different 
disciplinary fields is necessarily broad. Thus, Chapter 1 gives an overview of the 
relevant scholarship in several fields. This includes historical work on music halls, 
gender, and class. Chapter 1 also reviews scholarship within cultural studies, 
including work on fan studies, celebrity studies, and popular music studies. The 
interdependencies between these fields of study will be made clear. The theoretical 
arguments are given their own section in Chapter 1.5. Here, Barthes’s Neutral will 
be given a proper airing, alongside the complementary and crucial work of Judith 
Butler on the subject of gender, and of both Walter Benjamin and Bertolt Brecht on 
the subject of theatre and performance. In each case, the author’s view of language 
will be briefly summarised, and linked to the view of the other authors. At the close 
of the chapter, the implications of the move from the theoretical to the experiential, 
by applying theoretical concepts to the experiences of Vesta Tilley and her 
audience, will be explained. Chapter 2 provides a short biography of the life and 
career of Vesta Tilley from birth to 1920, the year in which she retired. The most 
recent biography of Tilley was published in 1986, and requires updating. The 
overview is also intended to provide context, as Chapter 3 includes in-depth 
analysis of Tilley’s gender play. Chapter 3 looks very specifically at how gender 
performance was a feature of Matilda Powles-De Frece/Vesta Tilley’s life and 
performance career. Using contemporary newspaper reports and her own 
autobiographies, this chapter illuminates how her public persona can be read as 
assuming a position akin to that of the hermaphrodite/androgyne. It also shows how 
this Neutral position was intimately bound up with her success on the stage. 
Chapters 4 and 5 turn to the audience, where individual women are discussed, as 
identified courtesy of their correspondence with Vesta Tilley. These letters are 
collected in a series of scrapbooks, now held in a public collection at the county 
archives in Worcester. Chapter 4 focuses on the first set, written in 1894-5, looking 
at the collection as evidence of the pleasure to be found in fin-de-siècle Britain, even 
if one had the misfortune to be born working-class and female. Chapter 5 focuses 
on the second set of letters, dated 1919-1920. These letters were written just after 
the immense social upheaval of the First World War, and were also a response to 
Vesta’s impending retirement. Many of them were written in reply to Vesta’s Empire 
News 1919 serialised autobiography, and the chapter considers the issue of 
reproduction – of social bonds, of pleasure – through the letters. 
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Chapter 1: Literature review 
The following chapter offers an overview of the underlying thinking supporting this 
thesis. It addresses the ideological framework which prompted the research, and 
presents a summary of the fields of academic study deployed in explaining how one 
performer and her audience can be understood a hundred to a hundred and fifty 
years, after first and last bow. The overview presents the broad brushstrokes of the 
arguments of relevance, which will be explored in greater detail in relation to the 
specifics of the performer – Vesta Tilley – and her largely working-class female 
audience. The major fields of study relevant to this analysis are history and cultural 
studies, out of which come the important themes of histories of music hall, gender 
and class, and fan, celebrity and popular music studies. Given the breadth of the 
sources used, and the limitations on space, this overview should be seen as 
representative rather than comprehensive. Further, it should be noted that the 
literature which deals much more directly with Vesta Tilley as a historical performer 
will be reviewed and evaluated in Chapter 3. 
Background 
This work grew out of an interest in interrogating the construction of ‘mass culture’ 
and undermining the commonly held assumptions around its gendering as female. 
The development of the concept of ‘mass culture’ was most notably and extensively 
developed in the Frankfurt school, with Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer the 
key figures in applying Marxist thinking to what they called the culture industries. 
Deborah Cook, in her analysis of Adorno’s work, offers a concise summary of the 
basis of their analysis:  
Far from being a culture by and for the masses […] the culture industry is [and 
has been since the 19th century] geared to profit-making, controlled by 
centralized interlocking corporations, and staffed with marketing and financial 
experts, management and production teams, technicians, ‘star’ reporters, 
writers, actors, musicians and other creative talent. […] Owing to the mass 
production of culture, hundreds of millions of people now watch the same 
television programs and movies, listen to the same music in recordings and on 
radio, and read the same newspapers and magazines.6 
While there are some important challenges to capitalism in their arguments, the 
parallel message that women are the dupes or pawns of mass culture –  
                                                
6 Deborah Cook, The Culture Industry Revisited: Theodor W. Adorno on Mass Culture. 
(Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 1996): x. 
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[Women] have no autonomous share in the capabilities which gave rise to this 
civilisation. […] The woman is not a subject. She does not produce but looks 
after the producers, a living monument to the long-vanished time of the self-
sufficient household.7 
 – was, and still is, contentious. 
The initial challenges to the negative construction of ‘mass culture’ began in the 
1960s in the UK, with Richard Hoggart and the establishment of the Centre for 
Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) at the University of Birmingham. Also 
Marxist in its ideological position, the CCCS, with Hoggart and also notably Stuart 
Hall, set about starting the process of pointing out the consequences of the divide 
between high and mass culture, as a product of capitalism. In so doing, they also 
began to show up the ways in which this divide was not only unhelpful, but outright 
damaging irrespective of gender, class, ethnicity/race, or any other category of 
humanity. Still, the question of gender remained under-explored, until the seminal 
1986 essay by Andreas Huyssen, “Mass culture as woman”, articulated the gender 
divide in a way which resonated audibly with the mood of the time. In this article, he 
articulated what had been rendered invisible in the development of ‘mass culture’ 
and in the ways it had been written about since: 
But when the 19th and early 20th centuries conjured up the threat of the masses 
‘rattling at the gate,’ to quote [Stuart] Hall, and lamented the concomitant 
decline of culture and civilization (which mass culture was invariably accused of 
causing), there was yet another hidden subject. In the age of nascent socialism 
and the first major women’s movement in Europe, the masses knocking at the 
gate were also women, knocking at the gate of male-dominated culture.8  
Mass culture, of course, is anything popular, anything which could be said to appeal 
to a large group of people. It was the appeal itself that was the problem; mass 
readily elides into mob. Sheer numbers provided power which had been taken from, 
rather than given by, the establishment. Since the establishment was patriarchal in 
this scenario, it is hardly a surprise that a threat should be Othered, or here, 
feminised. 
It is indeed striking to observe how the political, psychological, and aesthetic 
discourse around the turn of the century consistently and obsessively genders 
mass culture and the masses as feminine, while high culture, whether traditional 
or modern, clearly remains the privileged realm of male activities.9 
                                                
7 Horkheimer, Max and Theodor Adorno. Dialectic of Enlightenment: Philosophical 
Fragments. (Redwood City: Stanford University Press, 2002): 206. 
8 Huyssen, After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism. (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1986):47. 
9 ibid. 
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Without wanting to argue for the recuperation of music hall as high culture, I do 
nonetheless seek to undermine the alliance of negativity (read: femininity) and the 
popular. The persistence of this view has an enormous, daily impact on all of us. 
The ongoing belittling of spectators and fans of reality television, pop music, ‘chick 
lit’, soap operas, fashion, dancing, and more, produces an overwhelming anxiety 
around gender and pleasure that limits and hurts people of all genders. Looking at a 
time in history when this process was in its nascent form, and being able to analyse 
a moment when the calcification of meaning had not yet occurred, is important. It is 
through this moment that we are able to identify what has been possible, and the 
fringe of what was already beyond the pale. Further, it is also interesting to examine 
how the policed boundaries could be (and were) challenged.  
The driving force behind this thesis is to seek the historical roots of women in 
popular music audiences. Quite by accident, the sources led back to the Victorian 
period, a ‘foreign country’ which requires its own understanding before a full 
appreciation of the reasons for spectatorship being what it was can be achieved. 
Given the sources which bring us face-to-text with ordinary women from across the 
country, a solid historical understanding of the world from which they wrote is 
essential. However, aside from getting to grips with key facts of the day-to-day lives 
of Victorian women and men, the discipline of history itself offers useful structural 
frames which also are instrumental in making sense of the rich sources under 
investigation here. However, history alone cannot adequately address the 
fundamental question. A multiplicity of disciplinary approaches must be deployed. 
Much of the supporting scholarly work which is discussed here is itself 
interdisciplinary, even as its collection into this chapter produces yet another 
reconfiguration, a transdisciplinarity, cutting through/across history, music, popular 
music studies, cultural studies, theatre/performance studies, film studies, and fan 
studies. There are also theories of gender and class, which are present in each of 
the disciplines named here, but also sometimes stand alone. The individual 
traditions within these disciplines over the course of the last four or five decades 
also sometimes connect with much larger discussions, such as the postmodernist 
turn, the call (and answer) to investigate subaltern positions, second and third wave 
feminism, the linguistic turn, and the development of queer theory, among others. 
Thus, despite an arrangement of the literature into the general categories discussed 
below – British music hall, women’s history, female performers and fan studies – 
there is nonetheless a great deal of overlap in both the underlying questions around, 
and also the attitudes towards, the material. 
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British music hall 
In its ‘early’ form, music hall appeared to have escaped being seen as ‘mass culture’ 
by being an ‘authentic working-class art form’; cinema instead took the brunt of the 
ire of such writers as TS Eliot (and later, Adorno and Horkheimer). Eliot’s 
descriptions are textbook examples of how the distinction was framed: “The 
working-man who went to the music-hall and saw Marie Lloyd and joined in the 
chorus was himself performing part of the work of acting; he was engaged in that 
collaboration of the audience with the artist which is necessary in all art and most 
obviously in dramatic art.”10 Music hall, the authentic working-class cultural form, 
was sanitised into non-existence by a gentrifying middle-class. The ‘clean up’ of this 
‘authentic’ art form was lamented by many in contemporary reporting at the time, 
and its passing was considered a great cultural loss. Barry Faulk has neatly 
summarised the arguments of contemporary intellectuals such as Max Beerbohm 
and Elizabeth Robins Pennell:  
As they understood it, culture [sic] forms emerge with an appealing vigour, 
vitality and charisma. Popular entertainment stands in some honest, 
responsive, and authentic relation to its patrons. Inevitably, the bloom leaves 
the rose; entertainment becomes commercialized, co-opted, appropriated, and 
vitiated. Popular, working-class, or otherwise marginal expressive forms gain 
momentum, marshal force, and become transformed utterly in the process. […] 
The commercial success of the form spells its predetermined failure as genuine 
vernacular expression.11 
In parallel to these arguments about the demise of music hall was the 
concomitant valorisation of what it was to those who made it, what it did for them. 
Crucial to its functioning as a working-class art form was its subversiveness, which 
Peter Bailey has helpfully identified as ‘knowingness’: a discourse and a practice, it 
is “what everybody knows, but some know better than others[, at] once complicit 
and discriminatory.”12 The inside jokes, the wink-and-a-nod innuendo, the space to 
‘speak’ authoritatively from a platform of non-dominant positions, all this was what 
made it dangerous (and thus also desirable). In this space of subversion, there was 
room to play around with convention – something which has been unsurprisingly 
                                                
10 T.S. Eliot, “London Letter,” The Dial LXXIII no. 6 (1922): 659-663. Available at    
http://world.std.com/~raparker/exploring/tseliot/works/london-letters/london-letter-1922-
12.html, accessed 29/4/2015. It is illustrative that Eliot makes the music hall patron male; 
here is the concept of the man as producer-not-consumer, in the negative creating the 
woman as consumer-not-producer, an organic part of his argument. 
11 Barry Faulk, Music Hall and Modernity: The Late-Victorian Discovery of Popular Culture, 
(Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2004): 2. 
12 Peter Bailey, “Conspiracies of meaning: Music hall and the knowingness of popular 
culture” Past and Present 144 issue 1 (1994): 138. 
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dubbed the Bakhtinian carnivalesque13 – but this play in itself became codified. So 
while it is interesting to scholars to identify challenges to the hegemony – Marie 
Lloyd not just singing ‘Daddy Wouldn’t Buy Me A Bow-wow’ with innuendo but also 
‘Come in the garden Maud’ – it is even more interesting to clarify/examine whether 
that challenge is a true one, or if it is one that comes from its own hegemonic 
position.  
As a consequence of the narratives discussed above, music hall has long been 
seen as a working-class cultural invention, and as a repository for working-class 
culture, looking backwards in an Eliot-ian nostalgia. There were, of course, critics 
who tried to capture the spirit of the times as it was happening, and those who 
eulogised its passing as well. These early writers provide some of the only attempts 
at capturing the atmosphere of the performance as it was happening, given the lack 
of recording technology for capturing the halls as they were. A number of these 
writers wrote first as journalists, and the journalistic style persists in their 
monographs as well. A great example of this is WR Titterton, journalist and GK 
Chesterton’s biographer, who gives us a singular description of the performance of 
Vesta Tilley; no other writer provides us with so detailed a description of her act, 
which will be instrumental in Chapter 2.14 While the trade press focused on the 
reception, he evoked the actual performance itself, invaluable when no film footage 
of her onstage is known to survive. Others who wrote memories of early years were 
members of the industry such as theatre proprietors like H Chance Newton.15 Dave 
Russell recounts how these writers set the framework for how the genre was written 
about for decades. The vast majority of the writers identified a decline in the genre 
as attendance increased; those syndicate chiefs, who produced the ‘two set-time 
houses a night’ system, rather than continuous entertainment, and coordinated large 
numbers of performers to circulate between their halls “’devitalized’ the music hall, 
[…and gave it] its final kiss of death with the achievement of a Royal Command 
Performance in 1912’.”16 
                                                
13 Jacky Bratton, “Irrational Dress” in The New Woman and her Sisters: Feminism and 
Theatre 1850-1914, edited by Viv Gardner and S Rutherford (London: Harvester 
Wheatsheaf, 1992): 88. 
14 WR Titterton, From Theatre to Music Hall. (London: S Swift & Co,1912). 
15 H Chance Newton, Idols of the ‘halls’: being my music hall memories. (London: Heath 
Cranton, 1975). 
16 Dave Russell “Varieties of life: the making of the Edwardian Music Hall”, in The Edwardian 
Theatre: Essays on Performance and the Stage, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1996): 64. 
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The first serious scholarly investigations into the cultural phenomenon of music 
hall/variety came only as the last performers, who had participated in the ‘golden 
age’ of the late Victorian/Edwardian period, were dying. Part of a significant re-
evaluation of popular culture, the work of these scholars, starting in the 1980s, has 
largely stood the test of time, if in part because after the first wave of enthusiasm, 
there has been minimal concerted effort to establish a field. Music hall research has 
of course continued, but as an adjunct of other fields. This is due in part, perhaps, to 
the wide variety of acts seen on the music hall stage, which requires scholars to 
have a range of expertise, for instance in respect of dance, singing, acrobatics, 
‘freak’ show material, magic shows, and so forth. It is also trapped by the same 
discourses around ‘legitimate theatre’ which was a contemporaneous challenge. 
Thus, collecting institutions privilege archival records related to ‘legitimate theatre’, 
and where these records already exist, they can be hard to access as organisational 
principles privilege how ‘legitimate theatre’ material naturally self-orders (for 
example, by theatre or by production). That said, the scholarly output relating to 
music hall, which has been nonetheless produced, is crucial to understanding it as a 
cultural phenomenon, its cultural products, and its social worlds. The scope of the 
work is extensive: Peter Bailey has written on music hall management in London,17 
Jeremy Crump on the business of entertainment in Leicester,18 and middle-class 
reforming efforts have been captured by Susan Pennybacker19 and Chris Waters.20 
Issues of class are addressed in Lois Rutherford’s work on the ‘middle-class-ness’ 
of comic sketches,21 and in Dave Harker’s piece on how one performer – Joe Wilson 
– navigated class position in performance.22 All in all, academic writing provides a 
view into how the halls functioned as a multi-decade commercial and social milieu. 
                                                
17 Peter Bailey, “A Community of Friends: Business and Good Fellowship in London Music 
Hall Management c 1860-1885” in Music Hall: The business of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey 
(Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986): 33-52. 
18 Jeremy Crump, “Provincial Music Hall: Promoters and Public in Leicester, 1863-1929” in 
Music Hall: The business of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: Open University 
Press, 1986): 53-72 
19 Susan Pennybacker, “‘It was not what she said, but the way in which she said it’: The 
London County Council and the Music Halls” in Music Hall: The business of Pleasure, ed. 
Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986):120-140 
20 Chris Waters, “Manchester Morality and London Capital: The Battle over the Palace of 
Varieties” in Music Hall: The business of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: Open 
University Press, 1986): 141-161 
21 Lois Rutherford, “‘Harmless Nonsense’: the Comic Sketch and the Development of Music-
Hall Entertainment” in Music Hall: Performance and Style, ed. JS Bratton (Milton Keynes: 
Open University Press, 1986): 131-151. 
22 Dave Harker, “Joe Wilson: ‘Comic Dialectical Singer’ or Class Traitor?” in Music Hall: 
Performance and Style, ed. JS Bratton (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986): 111-
131. 
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Add to this the work on the music itself – by Anthony Bennett,23 Jane Traies,24 and 
Derek Scott25, among others – and it is possible to at least begin to contextualise 
one specific performer, their act, and their repertoire. However, it is also crucial to 
remember the audience, without whom the performance could not mean anything. 
As Crump, mentioned above, has said when discussing the dissemination of ideas: 
“In so far as the provincial music hall was central to a local popular culture, it was as 
a place for sociability among its audience.”26 With the help of Dagmar Hoher Kift’s 
work on audience composition27 – supported by additional material from theatre 
studies proper, such as Susan Bennett28 and Tracy C Davis29 – the people in the 
hall who made the performance matter also begin to reappear. 
As it remains one of the major contributions, to date, on the composition of 
working-class music hall audiences, it is useful to look a little more closely at Hoher 
Kift’s contribution. Her work helpfully takes in the provincial halls, as well as offering 
a view into London. She notes the variation across time in terms of the composition 
and behaviour of the audience. The broad strokes of these variations come from the 
gradual gentrification of the halls, as they became variety theatres. This changed 
how the night was structured – two houses a night – and how the building was 
structured as well, with fixed seating facing the stage and with dim house lights 
rather than full light in the auditorium as a whole. As a consequence, dropping in for 
an hour, as and when suited a working-class person’s work pattern, was no longer 
possible; on the other hand, it was physically and psychologically safer and less 
random for the middle-class patrons, making it more accessible to them. Aside from 
these general patterns, Hoher Kift’s cross-class analysis focuses on empiricist 
sources – coroner’s reports – which helps to bolster the anecdotal evidence from 
contemporary sources: women were present in the halls, of all ages and classes. 
                                                
23 Anthony Bennett, “Music in the Halls” in Music Hall: Performance and Style, ed. JS Bratton 
(Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1986): 1-22. 
24 Jane Traies, “Jones and the Working Girl: Class Marginality in Music-Hall Song 1860-
1900” in Music Hall: Performance and Style, ed. JS Bratton (Milton Keynes: Open University 
Press, 1986): 23-48 
25 Scott, Derek B (2008) Sounds of the Metropolis: The 19th-Century Popular Music 
Revolution in London, New York, Paris, and Vienna. New York: Oxford University Press. 
26 Crump, “Provincial Music Hall”, 65. 
27 Dagmar Hoher (Kift), “The Composition of Music Hall Audiences, 1850-1900” in Music 
Hall: The business of Pleasure, ed. Peter Bailey (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 
1986): 73-92. 
28 Susan Bennett, Theatre Audiences: A theory of production and reception. (London and 
New York: Routledge, 1990). 
29 Tracy C Davis, Actresses as Working Women: their social identity in Victorian Culture. 
(London and New York: Routledge, 1991). 
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She was also able to identify an underlying pattern which allowed for more or fewer 
women in attendance.  
The more employment facilities for women a town offered, the higher was the 
percentage of women attending the halls. Thus Liverpool audiences contained 
relatively few women, whereas in strongholds of the textile industry such as 
Manchester, and in industrial areas like Sheffield where the domestic and 
workshop system meant that there tended to be a high proportion of female 
workers, the situation was entirely different.30  
She also identified how these women experienced the social world of the halls, 
a pattern which is recognisable even today. It also puts us in a position to consider 
just what this community of “young women [who] would visit the halls with their 
neighbours or friends from work, and in groups rather than alone or accompanied by 
men” looked and sounded like.31 Unfortunately, the sources which were available 
when she was undertaking this work could not account for audiences where no 
disaster produced victims. Nor could her sources offer the voices of the women who 
were present.  
On the other hand, her discussion of the integration of working-class and 
middle-class audiences provides some important insights into the popularisation of 
the genre. Much has been written about the impact of the reform of the hall system 
– fixed seating, two houses, restricted sale of alcohol, and so forth – but Hoher Kift 
also points out the importance of a different reform.  
An increasing number of middle-class children were learning music hall songs 
from their nurses and nannies, and music hall song sheets were to be seen on 
drawing-room pianos. Furthermore, from the 1880s onwards the annual 
Christmas pantomime had been a source of direct contact with music hall 
stars.32  
Although the music hall literature touches regularly on the pantomime, as a 
genre it also has its own literature. As a particularly significant theatrical form in the 
period, with a great deal of crossover among the performers, it is important to think 
about the audiences in this context, as well as the performance conventions in 
terms of what was happening on stage. Looking again at Hoher Kift’s comment on 
the class-crossing the pantomime permitted, it is important to note that this was 
recognised at the time as potentially problematic. The fact the performers for the 
pantomime were largely drawn from the music halls was particularly worrisome. 
“They [music hall performers] have the effect of familiarising audiences, and children 
                                                
30 Hoher (Kift), “The composition of music hall audiences,” 81. 
31 ibid. 
32 ibid.,85. 
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especially, with a style and kind of singing, dancing and ‘business’ which, however it 
may be relished by a certain class of the population, ought steadily to be confined to 
its original habitat,” said contemporary commentator W Davenport Adams in 1882.33 
For the duration of the period under investigation, however, music hall was not 
contained. Up until the First World War, pantomime continued to be a major and 
important artistic form, and, though it gradually diminished thereafter, a hundred 
years later, pantomimes are still put on today.34 As a crucial part of Vesta Tilley’s 
career, as well as a key moment for her audience to be present in the halls, it is 
important to consider the research which explains the uses of the form. Aside from 
the audience being drawn from the largest possible population base – “ordinary 
people […] queued for hours to get into the pantomime all over the country”35 – it is 
also important to note for this study the embedded gender play of the casting, with 
the dame and the principal boy played by men and women respectively. The long 
history of theatrical crossdressing has been written about extensively, beyond the 
pantomime, and this will be discussed in due course. However, it is important here 
to note the tendency for both women and men to present, in the pantomime, 
unconvincing portrayals of masculinity and femininity respectively. The 
Encyclopedia of Pantomime offers the following definitions: 
The ostensibly male hero of pantomime plots, [the principal boy] is usually by 
convention played by an actress. Such actresses are most definitely not male 
impersonators and retain their femininity in the role, generally wearing flattering 
costumes showing off their legs – to which they draw enthusiastic attention by 
giving them an occasional hearty slap – despite the fact that the character they 
play is generally of the strapping, undaunted, even chauvinistic, masculine 
variety. 
On the other hand, the dame “(usually the hero’s mother) […] dominates the modern 
pantomime and provides much of the best of its humour. Irascible, irrepressible in 
the face of adversity, quick to take offence, vulgar, vain, and probably the best loved 
[…] she has long been the province of male comedians.”36 
The unreal nature of the crossdressing in the pantomime should be noted as a 
contrast with the often much more realistic crossdressing presented on the music 
                                                
33 Quoted in Gerald Frow, “’Oh, Yes It is!’ A history of pantomime. (London: British 
Broadcasting Corporation, 1985): 156. 
34 The cultural form was the focus of an AHRC study, from 2008-12. Jeffrey Richards’ The 
Golden Age of Pantomime: Slapstick, spectacle and subversion in Victorian England 
(London: IB Tauris, 2015) was one publication emerging from this study. 
35 Jeffrey Richards, The Golden Age of Pantomime: Slapstick, spectacle and subversion in 
Victorian England (London: IB Tauris, 2015): 1. 
36 Dave Pickering, Encyclopedia of Pantomime (Andover: Gale Research, 1993). 
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hall stage during the rest of the year. This will be explored in more detail in Chapter 
2. 
History 
When dealing with people in the past, it is easy to presume that writing about them 
immediately produces ‘History.’ However, without a big-picture context for whichever 
facet of their lives is being investigated – be it economic, familial, social, leisure – 
the conclusions which might be drawn cannot be certain. Thinking about the way 
that fin de siècle women found their way to the music halls means putting them in 
social context. In general, when thinking about the composition of audiences it is 
important to consider the processes by which they came to be part of the audience, 
and what inducements or constraints were placed upon them in these processes. 
When thinking of women, this is largely a question of constraint: how did they get to 
the theatre safely (physically and ‘morally’); once there, how did they secure 
entrance; and finally, how did they maintain the same safety inside the hall? The 
‘common understanding’ around the notion of separate spheres put women solidly 
in the home, where they were safe from the dangers of the outside world.37 Those 
women, by the same logic, who chose not to remain in the safety of the home were 
profoundly suspect. Further, women were considered responsible for the well-being 
of the household, which meant care of spouse and children first. Depending on 
class position, this could easily leave no additional money for such luxuries as 
entertainment.  
Many writers have considered the place of women in Victorian society, 
particularly in relation to their physical location. To take just one example, Lynne 
Walker’s essay, ‘Home and away: the feminist remapping of public and private 
space in Victorian London’, focuses exclusively on the ways in which middle-class 
women continued their work (philanthropic or otherwise) in the face of a matrix of 
opposition. Her outline of the fight these women had in order to be accepted into the 
professions (medicine, architecture), their campaign for women’s suffrage, and their 
establishment of private members’ clubs is of course an important part of women’s 
history. However, as she herself notes, this view obscures the other ‘public women’;  
                                                
37 Much ink has been spilt debunking the usefulness of the notion of separate spheres, as so 
many households failed to conform to this pattern it might be seen as the exception, not the 
rule.  It was nonetheless a powerful idea whose influence was high at the time, and evidence 
suggests those who transgressed could be (and were) challenged. 
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there were working-class women, many of whom lived and toiled in their 
thousands as servants in the great houses of the West End; street sellers and 
entertainers; barmaids and female drinkers; prostitutes and performers; middle-
class proprietors of shops […] lower-middle class and working class shop 
assistants in the burgeoning department stores [… etc].38  
This list of women serves as a useful reminder of the range of women whom we 
should consider when thinking of women in the 19th century. 
The first of these constraints upon women as potential audience members has 
been well discussed in the literature, with important work from Elizabeth Wilson and 
Judith Walkowitz encapsulating the key points which worried Victorians. Wilson 
notes that the city itself, and increasing urbanisation, was creating a set of anxieties, 
which readily enough manifested itself in gender terms. In fact, she makes clear that 
these were intertwined. “One effect of the new anonymity of the great city was that 
women became more vulnerable to the ‘male gaze.’ More generally, the condition of 
women became the touchstone for judgments on city life.”39 This was true for middle 
and upper class women, and also for the working-class women, whose employment 
caused further problems: “the real or imagined autonomy of the working-class 
woman in the factory town was often discussed in terms of the natural and 
unnatural. Urban life overturned a symbolic natural order; and the linchpin of this 
natural order – the family – was the woman.”40 Behind all of this was the threat of 
prostitution – neatly encapsulated in the historic term for them, ‘street-walker’ – and 
the disruption of the patriarchal order it represented.  
Walkowitz picks up this narrative of “representations of sexual danger”41 in her 
work on late Victorian London, a city in a time when it became a “contested terrain, 
where new commercial spaces, new journalistic practice, and a range of public 
spaces and reform activities inspired a different set of social actors to assert their 
own claims to self-creation in the public domain.”42 While previously it had been for 
men to command the city at night, to promenade and dominate, now the situation 
was rather more equivocal. As Walker noted, women were there. How the dominant 
narrative tried to assimilate this fact into the ideological frame shows up the fragility 
                                                
38 Lynne Walker “Home and away: the feminist remapping of public and private space in 
Victorian London” in Iain Borden, Joe Kerr, Jane Rendell with Alicia Pivaro, in The Unknown 
City: Contesting Architecture and Social Space ( Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2001): 307. 
39 Elizabeth Wilson, The Sphinx in the City: Urban Life, the control of disorder and Women 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991): 27. 
40 ibid., 33. 
41 Judith Walkowitz, City of Dreadful Delight: Narratives of Sexual Danger in Late-Victorian 
London (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1992): 5. 
42 ibid.,18. 
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of the status quo in this time of change. In public, women were presumed to be both 
endangered and also a source of danger to those men who congregated in the 
streets. In the mental map of urban spectators, they lacked autonomy: they were the 
bearers of meaning rather than the makers of meaning. As symbols of conspicuous 
display or of lower-class and sexual disorder, they occupied a multivalent symbolic 
position in this imaginary landscape.43  
Walkowitz also speaks specifically about the music halls, and the content of the 
performances therein. Particularly germane here is the imagining of the shop girl, 
who appeared in many songs44 and no doubt also sang along in the halls to them.  
Such a girl ‘could look after herself, knew her own mind and had her latch key, 
and was too worldly wise to be taken advantage of, or ‘got round’.” […] In many 
ways, she was the equivalent of the swell image for men: meticulously dressed, 
able to move beyond the confines of her neighborhood (and the social 
constraints imposed by the ‘local matriarchs’) and to navigate the class 
distinctions of the West End. However, songs performed by male singers 
displayed a more ambiguous attitude towards the self-possessed 
workingwoman. Like his middle-class betters, the workingman mused about her 
commercial status: if she sold things did she not sell herself?45 
And here we begin to see the other issue at play, which is the need for the 
disposable income necessary to be able to take advantage of the burgeoning 
opportunities for leisure. Having overcome the multiple dangers required to get to 
the box office, there remained the issue of being able to turn labour to leisure 
through the exchange of coin for tickets. 
The shop girl was one important figure in the sea-change which was underway 
at the end of the 19th century, as more and more women took it for granted that they 
would work, and that they would thus participate in the bettering of themselves. Not 
that this was not also problematic, as Lise Sanders writes: 
Not only does the figure of the shopgirl trouble long-held ideologies of class and 
gender articulated through the language of domesticity, feminine propriety, and 
virtue; she also symbolizes the social and cultural transformations resulting from 
women’s entry into a vast range of employments in the late nineteenth century. 
[…] the figure of the shopgirl demonstrates the instability of the notion of 
‘separate spheres’, divided by gender into the public and private realms[.]46 
                                                
43 ibid., 21. 
44 See footnote 14 also. 
45 Embedded quote from Jane Traies, “Jones and the working girl’, 3. Walkowitz, City of 
Dreadful Delight, 45-6. 
46 Lise Shapiro Sanders, Consuming Fantasies: Labor, Leisure, and the London Shopgirl, 
1880-1920. (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 2006): 2. 
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There was work beyond the shop, however; and there is a wide range of literature, 
with many studies covering cities and regions, offering in-depth analysis of the 
working patterns in diverse places around the UK. Though I will look at these 
sources in detail later, it is important to note the overarching work done by Elizabeth 
Roberts, with the use of the census data to provide us with incontrovertible (though 
under-recorded) proof of women working across England and Wales. She records 
that throughout the period from 1871-1931, the percentage of women in work stayed 
consistently between 31-35%, though the breakdown by age is also important. 
Citing Hakim, Roberts points out the strong weighting towards young women being 
in work: “for 1901, 77 per cent of women in the age group 15-34 were at work but 
only 13 per cent were at work in the next group, 35-44, and only 11 per cent of 
those aged 45-59.”47 Works such as Ellen Ross’s Love and Toil also provide an 
excellent overview of general household finances in the period, using contemporary 
sources to draw together what actual women had to contend with. What is useful 
about these real-world families and figures is seeing how near to the edge many of 
the London families were in terms of survival – one heart-breaking story involves a 
family losing a child to illness after only two weeks of lost wages48 – and yet how 
leisure still featured in their lives. It should be noted that the variance in how women 
had access to money for leisure was geographically specific. Ross notes in a 
section on ‘the wife’s “wage”’ that “in Slough […] only 5 percent of the husbands 
gave all their earnings to their wives, compared with 49 percent in […] Blackburn.”49 
In the textile districts of the north, the women gave the husbands spending money 
out of the family earnings; in London, men gave women the money they chose to 
spare for the upkeep of the household.50 Regardless, however, the contemporary 
reports tell us that women found ways to take their leisure. 
These contemporary sources, such as Pember Reeves’s Round About A Pound 
A Week, or Helen Dendy Bosanquet’s “The Children of Working London”, give us a 
view into how entertainment was made possible, even when resources were scarce. 
Because most of the anecdotes available are filtered through a judgmental middle or 
                                                
47 Elizabeth Roberts, Women’s Work 1840-1940 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1995): 13. 
48 Ellen Ross, Love and Toil: Motherhood in Outcast London, 1870-1918 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1993): 41-2. 
49 ibid., 76-77. 
50 For a more detailed view on household incomes and spending, see Laura Oren, “The 
Welfare of Women in Laboring Families: England, 1860-1950” in ed. Mary Hartman and Lois 
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upper-class lens, they are often patronizing at best, and insulting at worst. For 
instance:  
Two instances of ‘picktur show, 2d.’ appeared in budgets. One was that of a 
young, newly married couple. The visitor smilingly hoped that they had enjoyed 
themselves. “‘E treated me,” said the young wife proudly. “Then why does it 
come in your budget?” asked the visitor. The girl stared. “Oh, I paid,” she 
explained; “he let me take ‘im.”51 
Roberts also cites Lord Shaftesbury, who provides a particularly evocative (read: 
insulting) account of the ‘consequences’ of women taking on factory work: 
the woman says she will pay no attention to her domestic duties, nor give the 
obedience which is owing to her husband [b]ecause on her devolves the labour 
which ought to fall to his share, and she throws out the taunt, ‘If I have the 
labour, I will also have the amusement [to drink, sing and smoke]’.52  
Outside of London, there are also contemporary accounts. Russell’s Social 
Problems of the North provides a rough charcoal sketch of an excursion to a hall: 
The music-hall has the advantage of being very cheap, and frequently whole 
families, father, mother, and children, may be seen seated there. But if it is not 
in itself the evil that it formerly was held to be, there is a danger, and by no 
means a small one, that it may become too engrossing a pleasure, and that for 
its sake money which is needed for home purposes may be wasted.53  
The scholarly material on the provinces offers yet more important detail behind 
the overarching conclusions available from the national census data. Jane Long’s 
Conversations in Cold Rooms is very much about the northeast, focusing on 
Tyneside and its people. However, the insights she offers for considering working 
women, and the challenges they faced could (and should) easily be read as 
indicative questions (and indicative answers) for the rest of the country as well. For 
instance, Long’s account of the Sandgate area of Newcastle, and the worries with 
regard to women living there, was centred around the “triple transgression of 
bourgeois norms” as women “plied their trades or pursued their leisure in the 
open[,…] noisily and at night.”54 This is where it becomes particularly visible that 
assumptions around appropriate behaviour were very much class-based, but the 
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anxieties of not conforming to bourgeois norms could very easily and readily travel 
across class boundaries. But, again, while acknowledging the dominant narrative of 
the danger to, and of, women in public, the evidence tells us that they were 
nonetheless there for both business and pleasure. 
On the other side of the country, Andrew Davies’s work on Salford provides a 
different view, though many commonalities surface. As Davies himself notes, its 
status as a ‘classic slum’ makes it an interesting subject for discussion of leisure 
pursuits, since these two are often seen as mutually exclusive. On the one hand, the 
data shows that “prior to 1914, working lads and girls formed a sizeable proportion 
of music hall audiences”.55 As elsewhere in Britain, leisure was still an option which 
many exercised, even under the strictures of limited family finances. Like Jane 
Long, he notes that “leisure was by no means an exclusively male sphere.”56 
However difficult it might be, women nonetheless found ways to get out of the 
house, at all ages, and stages of life. In one example, Davies quotes a 
contemporary from 1914: 
I know a highly respectable widow, the mother of grown-up sons, who makes a 
regular practice of going to a picture theatre, or sometimes a music-hall, five 
nights a week, and I understand there are many like her.57  
He also notes that this leisure was largely conducted separately from spouses, if 
women had them, which he terms “an independent sphere.”58 When women did go 
out, they did so in the company of other women, regardless of whether the money 
came from their own earnings, or from the household funds.59 
Nonetheless, it is also important to note within the realm of constraints, the 
question of time. This is not necessarily life-stage time, but rather time not at paid 
employment, or in unpaid employment at home. Catriona Parratt, for instance, notes 
that “in charting the nineteenth-century increase in workers’ leisure time, historians 
have given considerable attention to legislation that guaranteed set daily working 
hours and a Saturday half-holiday in certain industries.”60 However, many overlook 
the gendered nature of these changes in regulation, which were largely secured by 
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and for male workers. She notes that “even in the most highly regulated occupations 
[… the average workday for women] was two hours longer” than it was for men.61 
All of this feeds into, but leads to a separate set of texts dealing with, women’s 
work and autonomy in the First World War. While women had been working prior to 
the war, the war-time perception was that they were doing more, and more publicly, 
than they had ever done before outside the home. Gail Braybon’s seminal study on 
the subject records that in July 1914, 3,276,000 women were in employment. In 
April 1918, this had risen to 4,507,000. However, this increase must be qualified. 
Braybon notes: 
The main effect of the war was […] to bring about the transference of women 
between trades [moving into higher paying jobs], and the return of those 
previously excluded [such as married women]; there were not really hundreds 
of thousands of completely new workers in industry as might be suggested by 
the statistics.62 
The overarching argument in the scholarly literature strongly suggests that the 
perception that things had changed dramatically (and perhaps permanently) was 
erroneous. However, this sense of freedom, coupled with the gains made via the 
movement for women’s suffrage, had a clear and measurable impact on women’s 
lives. The perception of possibility, together with the freedom of movement the war 
provided, was documented by middle-class women such as Vera Brittain. It also 
meant that many more women were pushed out of work in 1918 and 1919 than had 
taken up purely wartime work. Though the situation changed again later in the 
1920s, this is outside the scope of this research, and we must end instead with a 
conservative contraction for women’s worlds, after a period of immense social 
disruption. 
Fan cultures, fan studies 
In contrast with History, fan studies is a much younger academic field, and one that 
is still rapidly expanding.63 There are multiple strands, organised around media – 
popular music, film and television, books, comics – and around loci for fan 
interactions – at music and film venues, at fan conventions, and in multiple spaces 
online. Finally, there is the material relating to performers and celebrity, which 
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concerns itself with representation, both of the individual and also of celebrities as 
avatars of cultural formation.64 There is an overlap between celebrity studies and fan 
studies, of course, but some of the methodological interrogations differ in useful 
ways, broadly-speaking derived from the single-pointed focus on the collective 
(audience) in the former, and the collective looking towards the single point (or itself) 
in the latter. These two fields dovetail, with celebrity studies offering established 
investigations into how star performers/celebrities function socially, and as 
commodities,65 and fan studies contributing insights into how fans interact with them, 
whether as individuals or as part of a collective. 
In general, women in audiences have been under-researched, regardless of the 
medium or genre of performance with which they have engaged, be it theatre, 
cinema or music. A large part (though not all) of this neglect stems from the 
modernist production/consumption divide, which operates ‘hand in glove’ with the 
divide between high and mass culture. Where audiences are deemed to be passive 
receivers of a text (film, play, musical performance), the absence of scholarly 
literature suggests that they have been declared unworthy of study in their own 
right. Henry Jenkins noted in 1992 that fans are “feminized and/or desexualized 
through their intimate engagements with mass culture.”66 While the historical 
specificity of these writings makes it difficult to project such conclusions onto a time 
before the categorization of mass culture, the late 19th century was already 
beginning to identify the limits of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ culture and, as will be shown, the 
behaviours of the fans are very familiar. However, there are nonetheless still 
scholarly works on audiences, which, when taken alongside contemporary reporting 
of the behaviour of the audience, provide helpful insights. Taken from a multiplicity 
of genres, they show some of the same concerns facing scholars of any art-form 
requiring an audience. Jackie Stacey, looking at female film spectators in the 1940s 
and 1950s, articulated the following questions: 
How do women look at their Hollywood ideals on the cinema screen? What 
pleasures can they gain from the feminine images produced for the male gaze? 
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What readings do female spectators make of the female Hollywood stars 
produced by a male-dominated film industry?67  
The reaction against this feminisation of mass culture has had some unexpected 
consequences. For instance, Stacey found herself trying to address the spectator 
gap in film studies with no support from the work of feminist film scholars. The 
reluctance to engage with the audience was partly because of the discipline’s 
tendency, in the 1980s, to condemn the monolith of patriarchal cinema. As she 
notes, “it has been easier to condemn the dominant cinematic institutions and the 
films they produce, rather than to analyse the women in the cinema audience to 
whom Hollywood may have meant so much.”68 The same ease of analysing the text 
(film) applies to theatre, where the volume of material relating to actors, their 
performances, or the texts they perform vastly outweighs investigation into the 
audience for whom this was all ostensibly created and produced.69 
There remains, of course, a tension between ‘spectator’ and ‘fan’, a distinction 
often elided in discussions of cinema and theatre studies, in which contexts an 
audience will always have spectators, but will sometimes also contain fans. Given 
the focus of the field of study, the emphasis is unsurprisingly on the fans in the 
audience, with the audience as a whole afforded less attention than the most 
enthusiastic members therein. It is here, however, where audiences are 
rehabilitated from their passive ‘mass culture’ position, and where their behaviour is 
reframed as an active production in itself. Henry Jenkins, one of the early leading 
figures in fan studies, writes in his seminal work, Textual Poachers: “fandom here 
becomes a participatory culture which transforms the experience of media 
consumption into the production of new texts, indeed of a new culture and a new 
community.”70 While this has subsequently been interrogated, and nuance added, 
by a number of scholars, the overriding principle that an audience might also be a 
productive community is an important one. Alongside the question of community 
between fans, there is also the issue of what the purpose of fandom might be. While 
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it is unhelpful to try to find a single answer to such a question, there are still some 
suggestions which are helpful guides. For instance, Cornel Sandvoss notes: “the 
object of distinction in fandom is no longer the text, but the meaning that is 
constituted in the interaction between text and reader.”71 This allows for both a 
dismantling of the idea of a production/consumption divide, and also allows for the 
focus to be placed on the effect of a performance (text) reading on the audience 
(reader). Further, the notion that they might use the object of their fandom as a 
means for making meaning in their lives, as a tool for their own expression, is also 
relevant and useful.  
This is also the field in which the notion of spectator pleasure is investigated. 
Pleasure, here, covers the full range from mild contentment to intense sexual 
pleasure, and every gradation in between, as a result of individual interaction with 
the object of fandom (or text) and/or the community coming together around that 
object/text. Mark Duffett calls this ‘pleasures of connection’,72 which encompasses 
the range of possible connections arising from participating in any activity where an 
audience might form. The most obvious example is of course the interaction with the 
performer: Daniel Cavicchi’s well known work Tramps Like Us examines the 
accounts of Bruce Springsteen fans, which deals with their attempts to connect with 
him as a performer, not only with the performance he enacted on stage. The 
relationship between audience and the star performer, from the audience/fan 
perspective, has been termed that of ‘intimate strangers.’ This term, discussed by 
Ferris and Harris, showcases the imbalance between, say, Bruce Springsteen and a 
fan from New Jersey.  
Fans may feel that they are entitled to knowledge of and contact with celebrities 
(strangers) just as they do with friends, family and colleagues (intimates). But 
fans and celebrities are ‘intimate strangers’ (Schickel 1985), and that makes all 
the difference.73  
More on the relationship between the star and the fan will be discussed 
subsequently.74 However, there are other connections, namely between members of 
the audience/fans. We are in a position to benefit from the experiences collected by 
Cavicchi from Bruce Springsteen’s fan-base, experiences expressed in those fans’ 
own words. It is useful to be able to turn to a strong empirical basis for conclusions 
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such as this: “Fans create community or a ‘sense of belonging together’ not with 
actual shared experience but with the expectation of shared experience.’75 This 
sense of community, along with the sociocultural advantages audiences derive from 
their spectatorship in becoming fans, is as important for fan studies scholarship as 
the relationship between them and the performer. Pleasure is a many splendoured 
thing. 
Although, understandably, much attention is paid to the audience in the venue, 
and their watching and cheering the performer on the stage, there is also a 
technological remove which disperses the star and atomises the audience. The 
ubiquity of printing in the second half of the 19th century – of newspapers, of sheet 
music, of photographs – and the late 19th and early 20th century advent of sound and 
film recording allowed for the reproduction of the star, and for the audience to 
interact individually with the performer, while not quite losing touch with the 
collective. Thus, despite the fact that it is difficult to apply the research into internet 
fandom to this thesis, there are nonetheless useful studies, such as Elihu Katz’s 
early work (1950) on radio fan mail. Katz notes two important aspects of fan mail: 
one, that the content of the letter often centres on the writer; and two, that it is often 
solicited, in his case, by the radio station. He also notes, and this is relevant for 
individual performers as well as broadcasting stations, that: 
Study of the mail response to different programs can, and does, provide real 
clues about the effect of different kinds of programs, about the meaning of 
different kinds of programs to the listener in terms of learning and gratifications, 
and about the kinds of personalities who identify or become involved with 
different programs.76 
Charlene Simmons’s 2008 study on radio listeners in the 1920s and 1930s further 
interrogates the nature of interactivity provided by fan mail. She finds that the 
evidence supports Katz’s view, namely that listeners perceived the medium as 
interactive, despite the fact that their interaction required a change in format. She 
found in her collections that listeners were offering feedback (providing criticism, 
praise, and suggestions), input (providing programme content), making a request, 
and finally, crucial in early radio, monitoring system-use by reception information. 
These broad categories remain useful for considering any correspondence between 
a spokesperson and an audience; and hold true for other kinds of fan mail as well. 
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Reka Buckley’s study of Italian film star Claudia Cardinale’s fan mail supports both 
Katz and Simmons’s views, as she notes that the letters showcased: first, “yearning 
to be closer […] (through signed photographs or personal keepsakes)”; second, 
“eagerness to obtain from Cardinale material goods and money”; third, “the 
aspiration—expressed by fans—for social mobility”; and, finally, help in achieving 
“fame and fortune (through a career in film).”77 This last examination bridges the 
divide between the idea of the ‘intimate stranger’ and the analysis of radio fan mail, 
since the interaction is simultaneously as removed as with radio, but with the focus 
on the singular performer. The medium of interaction alters by degree, but not in 
substance, what fans want and/or expect. 
While mention has been made above of music fandom, there are still a few 
additional comments to be made on the applicability of 20th and 21st century studies 
to a 19th century performer and her audience. It is tempting to want to compare the 
star and her entourage to more modern examples, given the similarities between fan 
behaviours then and now. For instance, there are plenty of examples of the 
audience stopping a music hall performer from singing, due to excessive applause 
and cheering, which were widely reported in the press. This looks very much like 
Barbara Ehrenreich et al’s description of Beatles fans: “When the screams drowned 
out the music, as they invariably did, then it was the fans, and not the band, who 
were the show.”78 However, as discussed above, the fans were not yet the abject 
women they would become when the Beatles were making music. Thus, while on 
the one hand it is useful to look at this literature as confirmation of a lineage of 
behaviour, there are a limited number of conclusions to be drawn. For instance, 
Gayle Wald cleverly says “there is something all too powerful about a nearly 
hysterical audience of teen girls screaming and crying together; this activity may 
well have as much to say about the desire between the screamers as it says about 
their desire for the mythic boys.”79 However, the Victorians saw the “screaming girls” 
rather differently – for one thing, many of them were not girls – than Wald does at 
the end of the 20th century, or we do in the 21st. Again, this means that there is only 
so much that can be analytically useful, even when considering the parallels 
between boybands and Vesta Tilley. Wald writes of boybands: “this is rather an 
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intricate performance of butch masculinity, queer masculinity that presents itself to 
screaming girls as a safe alternative to hetero-masculinities.”80 That again feels true 
of Vesta Tilley, and certainly represents existing scholarly arguments on her position 
vis a vis fans, but we are once again limited by the lack of Victorian language for 
both butch and queer in this context.81 More on this will be discussed at the 
beginning of Chapter 4. 
Female artists, star performers 
Much of the thinking on celebrity and stardom works in parallel with fan studies, 
alternating between the subject and object of interaction. However, most work on 
celebrities looks to 20th century stars, usually of film and television, though music 
and stage also provide good examples. There are some historical works picking up 
19th century celebrity, but these are largely focused on literary celebrity. One such 
work is by Eric Eisner, whose work on poets Keats, Shelley, Byron, and Barrett 
Browning provides a fascinating view into the similarities between celebrity and fan 
behaviour as we understand it, and that of a time long past. He recounts an 
actress’s experience in the late 18th century: 
Whenever I appeared in public, I was overwhelmed by the gazing of the 
multitude […] in the streets of the metropolis I scarcely ventured to enter a shop 
without experiencing the greatest inconvenience. Many hours have I waited till 
the crowd dispersed which surrounded my carriage, in expectation of my 
quitting the shop.82 
More than just this experience, however, Eisner discusses the concept of the 
‘literary lion’83 which developed at this time, echoes of which carried forward into the 
halls as evidenced by the fact that the male singers, such as George Leybourne or 
George Vance, were known as the lions comiques. He also examines the new 
experience in literature via the writings of Byron, where a reciprocal relationship 
developed between the poet and his audience: “the deep and complicated 
involvement of each in the emotional life of the other.”84 This affected both Byron 
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and his readers, particularly as the response of the latter to his work changed the 
work itself. This would of course happen with Dickens later in the 19th century85, but 
it is interesting to note the similarity to a stage performer altering their performance 
depending on how the audience is reacting. In the realm of music, Daniel Cavicchi 
similarly looked to the 19th century, exploring at length the response to the ’Swedish 
Nightingale’, Jenny Lind, in Listening and Longing. Here, again, celebrity looks very 
familiar:  
During her premiere in New York City […] she was cheered in the streets by 
thousands of onlookers, and her concerts, held on multiple nights to overflowing 
audiences, were the news of the day, attracting roaming crowds outside of the 
Castle Garden venue and inviting intense press coverage.86 
Cavicchi is more concerned, however, with understanding how audiences were 
brought into being than with how celebrity functioned. Mary Louise Roberts, on the 
other hand, places celebrity at the centre of her study of two French actresses of the 
19th century. As a starting point, she uses the assertion taken from Lenard 
Berlanstein’s comprehensive history of French actresses, Daughters of Eve: A 
cultural history of French Theater Women from the Old Regime to the Fin de Siècle, 
that “because women’s role at the time was to be barely seen, let alone heard, 
celebrity status was more problematic for women than for men.”87 Her work on 
Sarah Bernhardt and Rosa Bonheur looks at this situation, which entailed a “cultural 
unintelligibility” due to their status as female celebrities.88 Roberts identifies a coping 
strategy for this which involved their embracing this unintelligibility, which itself 
resulted in their “becom[ing] strange in an amusing way. In the process, they 
became comprehensible—and hence more acceptable—to their public.”89 This 
strangeness she then identifies as eccentricity, for which there is a great deal of 
evidence in respect of both actresses. However, it is important to note the need to 
find a way to cope with the tension between the place of women in 19th century 
society and the powerful position taken up by female celebrities. 
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Looking at more modern conceptions of celebrity, there are important insights to 
take forward, given how similar the interactions between celebrities and their 
audiences seem to be from the late 18th century onwards. As with the prior 
discussion of fan cultures, we can still find useful models in thinking on film and 
television, or even the internet. The common thread, again, is the tension between 
performer and audience, and the power (im)balance in that relationship. P David 
Marshall’s Celebrity + Power: Fame in Contemporary Culture provides a useful 
definition of celebrity, but, most importantly, links it with how celebrity has to 
function: through an audience. 
I define [celebrity’s] power in terms of its capacity to house conceptions of 
individuality and simultaneously to embody or help embody ‘collective 
configurations’ of the social world, [also known as audiences]. It is the social 
power of the audience that identifies the type of social power the celebrity 
expresses.90 
Thus, for Marshall, it is a symbiotic relationship, where neither can exist without the 
other. Further, the quality and degree of the power the celebrity commands is 
vested in the audience, rather than in the star.  
In terms of methodology for analysis, Richard Dyer’s work on film, Stars, 
articulates clearly two methods which still dominate in considering star performers. 
He advocates, as a way forward, a balance between the sociological and the 
semiotic. Rather than preserving the artificial distinction between them, Dyer 
proposes a dialectic: 
On the one hand the sociological concern can only make headway when 
informed by a proper engagement with the semiotics of stars, that is, their 
specific signification as realised in media texts […]. This is because, 
sociologically speaking, stars do not exist outside of such texts; therefore it is 
these that have to be studied; and they can only be studied with due regard to 
the specificities of what they are, namely, significations. Equally, on the other 
hand, the semiotic concern has to be informed by the sociological, partly 
because stars are, like all significations, also and always social facts, but also 
because it is only on the basis of a proper theorisation of one’s object of study 
that one is able to pose questions of it. Semiotic analysis has to make 
assumptions about how texts work before proceeding to analyse them; once it 
is granted that all texts are social facts, then it follows that these textual 
assumptions must be grounded in sociological ones.91 
This provides a useful framework for proceeding in terms of the analysis of any star 
and their world. Alongside the historical specificity of Vesta Tilley’s world – with its 
language of stars, and the social matrices of everyone who lived then and there – 
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and the above-discussed importance of the audience, a clear and comprehensive 
picture of the situation is possible. 
Conclusion 
The four major bodies of literature delineated above are more extensive than 
has been presented here. There are many more articles and books which cover 
similar territory, adding nuance in some cases, veering off into other interests in 
others. Nevertheless, the texts described above constitute a sample of the 
possibilities offered by the various fields in which their authors wrote, and serve as 
the basis for an exploration of one 19th century performer – Vesta Tilley – and the 
audience she commanded. These sources will be deployed, to more precise effect, 
in order to speak to the facts of her life and times in the chapters that follow, the 
insights of these multiple fields informing a new piece of work. Without the historical 
context for both performer and audience, conclusions are bound to be incomplete, 
and also likely inaccurate. Without an understanding of how a star or an audience 
functions, without consideration of the complexities of the relationships between the 
people involved, even a complete picture of the historical context is insufficient. The 
following chapter presents the final, critical piece: the theoretical framework.  
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Chapter 1.5: Theoretical framework 
There are four important strands of theoretical thinking which will provide insight for 
the sources investigated here: Roland Barthes’s concept of the Neutral; Judith 
Butler’s ideas on the social construction of gender; Walter Benjamin, with Bertolt 
Brecht, writing on gesture; and Benjamin’s writing on mimesis and language. Each 
will be discussed in detail below, before being deployed in relation to the sources 
available for a) Vesta Tilley, stage performer and b) the worlds in which she worked. 
This will show that rather than confronting the dominant paradigm, Vesta Tilley was 
acting beyond the binary of dominant/subdominant, allowing her to get away with 
being successful by being a better man than men were, but without being a man 
herself. In fact, in her hybrid gender, she assumed the position of 
hermaphrodite/androgyne. Further, the women she named and authorised as fans 
are already in many ways also acting outside the paradigm, so they recognised the 
‘third space/time’ – the Neutral – as familiar, even as they did not articulate it in 
those terms. For all the power imbalance between star and performer, in this regard, 
they were co-conspirators. The third space/time they all sought manifested itself in 
gender play, in mimesis, and in the mimesis of gender play, with the evidence 
thankfully preserved in language. 
Roland Barthes and the Neutral 
The Neutral has a very simple definition, articulated in the lecture course Barthes 
gave at the College de France in the spring of 1978. Here Barthes defined it as “that 
which outplays {déjoue}92 the paradigm, or […] everything that baffles the paradigm" 
where the paradigm is “the wellspring of meaning.”93 The paradigm is made singular 
here, though of course paradigmatic positions are multiple in real life: what is 
paradigmatic working-class behaviour, after all, is different from what is 
paradigmatic middle-class behaviour, and both affect, but are not equivalent to, 
heterosexual marriage, and so on. Barthes’ use of the term ‘paradigm’ in the 
singular represents “the opposition of two virtual terms which, in speaking, I 
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actualize one to produce meaning.”94 Consequently, the opposition of one ‘right’ 
term versus another raises the issue of the conflict inherent in this choice: “to 
choose one and refuse the other is always a sacrifice made to meaning”.95 Instead 
of submitting to this either/or situation, reproducing this binary, he instead proposes 
a ‘third term’, choosing neither to accept nor refuse these binary ‘virtual terms’. This 
third term (also the zero degree) is “the polymorphous field of paradigm avoidance, 
of conflict ! the Neutral.”96 Thus, the paradigm is something nameable and 
recognizable, to be chosen or rejected; the Neutral, while a third term, is a range of 
possibility that eludes this either/or definition. Barthes was careful to specify that this 
was no ‘ninisme’, in the French newspaper parlance; though superficially a neither-
nor, the stories in Le Monde presented both sides of the argument but with a 
‘remainder’. This remainder would always deliver a judgment, a ‘farcical copy’ of the 
Neutral.97 
As implied by the pairing of the Neutral with the zero degree, the course The 
Neutral was the culmination of a lifetime Barthes spent engaging with some variant 
on the idea, alternately focusing on or minimizing his interest; the definition he 
presented in 1978 represented yet another variant, but was his most explicit, and 
also final, word on the subject. A preoccupation with the Neutral was shot through 
much of his work; indeed, the translator’s note makes this clear, tracing it from 
“Writing Degree Zero, with the zero degree an early version of ‘le neutre,’ through all 
the rest of his books.”98 It was, however, an uneasy relationship. The zero degree is 
particularly associated with (written) language in this early incarnation, something 
plain, simple and clear - an ‘innocent’ writing.99 The promise of innocence, which 
would in turn allow writers to be truly honest, was potent; of course it was also 
already untenable. Here he explained that the zero degree was not a total absence 
(of meaning) but rather a significant absence.100 Out of this it was still possible for 
signification to occur, in the absence of a signifier: “'a "zero sign" is spoken of in 
cases where the absence of any explicit signifier functions by itself as a signifier'.”101 
Defining an absence was immediately difficult, however, and would require focused 
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attention, and was some years in the making. In Roland Barthes, he spared only 
one page for a section titled the Neutral. Here he had moved away from the Neutral 
being “le degré zéro”; “the Neutral is not the third term […] of an opposition which is 
both semantic and conflictual; it is, at another link of the infinite chain of language, 
the second term of a new paradigm”102 Making it paradigmatic, of course, would 
destroy it completely. And yet, the translator’s note finds within Roland Barthes an 
anecdote which showed his continual search. Playing “prisoner’s base” – a version 
of tag – he put himself in the position of the person who was neither taking 
prisoners, nor provoking someone into doing the same to him, but instead freeing 
others so they could re-join the game. While all players had the option of freeing 
other players, Barthes put himself in a unique situation by adopting this role as his 
primary function in the game, a role which did not officially exist, and one which 
undermined the power structures of the game itself.103 His continued interest 
surfaced even when he spoke of other ideas, such as in The Pleasure of the Text, 
where he defined it in reverse: “pleasure is a neuter”, an assertion which is not at 
odds with the final course definition of the Neutral. And then, even in the 
posthumously published collection of notes he wrote to himself in the wake of his 
mother’s death, it appears as one line – Peut-être Neutre —> Transformation de la 
peur du Conflit?104 – which echoes what he said in the course: “initially, it [the 
course] was a matter of speaking of the suspension of conflicts”.105 Despite some of 
the congruencies in the various appearances of the Neutral over time, it is important 
to note that this term was always slippery. Barthes himself sometimes loses a grip 
on this definition106, but this is perhaps a function of the Neutral being a transitory 
state, the Taoist journey and not the destination. For the purposes of this work, the 
definition he presented in The Neutral will be given precedence: that which baffles 
the paradigm, eludes meaning.  
Without resorting to a detailed précis of the list of examples Barthes provided in 
his course, a small elaboration on this definition is yet still necessary. There are two 
further characteristics which must be made clear: firstly, its oppositionality without 
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conflict; and secondly, its unsustainability. While baffling the paradigm and avoiding 
meaning, the Neutral is, naturally enough, in opposition. However, this opposition is 
outside the binary of yes/no, on/off, or similar. The Neutral is “temptation to 
suspend, to thwart, to elude the paradigm, its menacing pressure, its arrogance[.]”107 
This brings to mind the image of a boxing match, where the Neutral is ducking and 
twisting and bobbing to avoid meaning (in this case the other boxer). It is fighting 
without fighting, and requires as much activity as throwing the punches. Hence it is 
no surprise to read that Barthes explained: “‘To outplay the paradigm’ is an ardent, 
burning activity.”108 It is also possible to see that the term’s unwillingness to submit 
to a firm definition is part of its nature. Beyond the notion of swerving the paradigm, 
there is little to be said as it exceeds standard narratives. That does not mean, of 
course, that it does not exist. The course material was a range of examples from his 
library, showing various manifestations of the Neutral across a range of themes. 
Among those which will be relevant in this thesis, and so investigated in detail, are 
adjectives (un-Neutral as they require judgment), ideospheres (un-Neutral linguistic 
system of an ideology), kairos (time for which chronological flow is meaningless,) 
and the androgyne (artificially cut off from synonymity with the hermaphrodite, but 
for Barthes the ultimate Neutral). As Barthes himself described it: “I don’t construct 
the concept of Neutral, I display Neutrals.”109  
Secondly, it should also be noted that the Neutral is unsustainable. Barthes 
does not explain how to cope with this unsustainability, or even discuss its 
implications, but it can be deduced. Neutral is a temporary and unstable state, 
producing and then consisting of a space which eludes meaning only while the 
norm, the status quo, does not recognize it. At the point of recognition by 
observer(s) (with power in language) on the side of the paradigm – either as self or 
Other – the Neutral ceases to be Neutral and becomes either paradigmatic or anti-
paradigmatic. Rather like Schrodinger’s cat, at the point when that observer-in-
status-quo sees and names it, it must submit to the binary of for-or-against. Another 
facet of its unsustainability is slightly subtler. Barthes gave it the characteristic of 
‘will-to-live’, in opposition to the ‘will-to-possess.’ He also insisted that a term from a 
poem by Pasolini equally applied to the Neutral: “a desperate vitality.”110 In both of 
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these terms there is a ticking clock: why desperation if it is not time limited? How 
could anything or anyone with a will to live not also be facing death? 
There are also two important overarching factors in considering the applicability 
and implications of the Neutral. One is its status as Barthes’s fantasy, something he 
could not help but return to again and again. The second is its function, again 
according to its champion, as an answer to the question “how to lead one’s life.”111 
These two positions highlight the critical tension in the figure of the Neutral: it is 
meant to be an ideal, at the same time as its status as an ideal makes it untenable. 
Barthes himself was never able to come to a compromise position between these 
two points. This was true for the Neutral, and, as Kris Pint notes, was true for all 
three courses he taught at the College de France.112 The only consolation comes 
from his use of Eastern philosophies, specifically the idea of Tao. Barthes embraced 
this idea, from which he took the emphasis on the path being the point of the 
journey, not its end. It is “simultaneously the path to travel and the end of the travel, 
the method and the achievement. There is no distinction between the means and 
the aim <…> scarcely has one started on the path, than one has traversed it 
entirely”.113 Within that logic, the ideal worth pursuing is the conceiving of “an 
introduction to living, a guide to life”.114 This guide, or “ethical project” is a slightly 
contradictory manifestation of the desire he shares in his inaugural lecture at the 
College de France, that of wanting a new life (vita nuova) by means of “unlearning, 
of yielding to the unforeseeable change which forgetting imposes on the 
sedimentation of the knowledges, cultures, and beliefs we have traversed.”115 Of 
course, because Barthes wants to avoid the violence of proscription, of rules, we are 
in an odd position with regards to writing a guide to life; it becomes perversely 
easier to define by virtue of what it is not. Thus, the creation of a (new) set of ethics 
requires some unlearning in order to be practicable. Reinvention, and a new life, 
necessitates some unravelling – unthreading, in Barthesian parlance – of the whole 
cloth which is given to all of us as doxa – the unspoken norm. Learning through 
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unlearning, through contradiction, is the uneasy place from where we must begin, 
and revisit again and again, if we wish to take Barthes at his word: Neutral.  
The final point, and perhaps the most important, is the consequence for the 
individual adopting the space and/or time, and/or position/attitude, of the Neutral. 
The concept was meant to be the foundation for an ethics, a way to live, and yet 
Barthes followed this idea through to the final College de France course, The 
Preparation of the Novel, without being able to conceive it beyond the realm of 
fantasy. His novel remained unwritten, the ethics of how to live, together or 
otherwise, remained unachieved, and the Neutral was unsustainable. However, in 
considering the wealth of material relating to the performance of Vesta Tilley, and 
what it inspired in her fans, it is clearly no longer merely theoretical to imagine that 
the paradigm could be baffled, and that the Neutral could be more than fantasy. Her 
world is an example of what the Neutral looks like in practice. However, it requires 
the unlearning, highlighted here, in order to see it; an unlearning which protected 
these historical people and kept them in the Neutral, but which must now be taken 
apart and examined so that the scale of the achievement can be understood. The 
example of Vesta and her audience offers definitive proof – if such a thing is 
possible – that the Neutral is a tactic not only for survival, but also for flourishing 
within a system which has been set up to one’s disadvantage. It is a strategy, not 
idle fantasy. 
Queer theory, gender theory  
In this thesis, the mechanism for turning theory to strategy is legible courtesy of the 
terminology arising from queer theory. One key issue arising from the study of Vesta 
Tilley in particular, and male impersonators in general, is how far queer theory might 
assist in investigating her/the phenomenon. This is complicated by the historical 
contingency of the term ‘queer’, and indeed the behaviour it identifies being given 
any sort of label at all. The question of time, however, ironically serves as a key 
mechanism for resolution, in that Barthes’s discussion of the Neutral, and J 
Halberstam’s work on queer time effectively speak to one another. J Halberstam 
raises these issues in the aftermath of the AIDS epidemic of the 1980s, explaining 
that “‘queer’ refers to nonnormative logics and organisations of community, sexual 
identity, embodiment, and activity in space and time.”116 This definition picks out 
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nearly every dimension by virtue of which the performances enacted by Vesta and 
her audience can be seen as queer: ‘nonnormative’ is a broad church. However, 
there is more here to explore, particularly with regards to the question of time. 
Halberstam writes: “’Queer time’ is a term for those specific models of temporality 
that emerge within postmodernism once one leaves the temporal frames of 
bourgeois reproduction and family, longevity, risk/safety, and inheritance.”117 It 
would be a separate piece of work to examine the relationship between the Neutral 
and post/modernism. It is also worth noting here that a general understanding of 
modernism as a unifying cultural/philosophical position was only nascent during 
Vesta’s performance career. So too was the idea that a movement could be 
transcended with the prefix ‘post-‘, rendering the notion of ‘postmodernism’ in 1919 
meaningless.118 It is thus a leap of faith to assume that queer time is legible in ‘early 
modernity’. However, the evidence, particularly in Chapters 3 and 5, demonstrates 
that the mechanisms existed, even if the terminology did not. In fact, time is one of 
the most fundamental aspects of the Neutral in the context of this thesis. Barthes 
has as one of his Neutral exemplars the concept of kairos, a Greek term which the 
ancient philosophers had counterposed to chronos, thereby proposing two versions 
of time whereby chronos is sequential time, such as can be read on a clock, 
whereas kairos is a (potentially perfect) moment of indeterminate time. Kairos, in 
Barthes’s reading, is crucially non-systemic. In the same way as Halberstam’s queer 
time would defy the bourgeois and heterosexual progression of a human’s life, 
kairos can refuse the ‘natural progression.’ Barthes provides an illustrative story: a 
mother nags her son to get married, and he replies ‘It’s too soon’; but later, when 
she nags him again, he says ‘It’s too late.’ As he says, 
Perfect dodge of the system: the kairos itself doesn’t found the system […]. 
Even more so with the object it blurs: no system of marriage or celibacy, even 
personal (very difficult to reach that point, and especially to make it 
understood).119 
Thus, not only does kairos not demand the founding of a new system, but it also 
undermines (blurs) what already exists. The more different models arise as 
exceptions, the more difficult it is to identify (and thus identify with) the rule. Thus, 
while ‘queer’ was conceptually unavailable to Vesta and her audience, queer time, 
with its era-appropriate name of kairos, was. 
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The other key thinker in this field, and relevant for the purposes of this thesis, is 
Judith Butler, who, through her work in pulling together Derrida’s ideas on 
performativity, demonstrates a keen interest in addressing one of the key 
dimensions by which modern humans discuss difference: gender. Butler is well 
known for the work Gender Trouble in which she draws together developing ideas, 
from second-wave and French feminism, around the constructed nature of gender, 
and how gender (and sex, and sexuality) are performed. Butler proposes a useful 
term which has been widely deployed within gender studies, but also beyond it, to 
show how the social produces personal identity. That term – performativity – is 
defined as “a reiteration of a norm or set of norms”.120 This definition will be explored 
in greater detail below. It should also be noted that Butler cautions that 
performativity is not strictly performance. 
In the first instance, then, the performativity of gender revolves around […] the 
way in which the anticipation of a gendered essence produces that which it 
posits as outside itself. Secondly, performativity is not a singular act, but a 
repetition and a ritual, which achieves its effects through its naturalization in the 
context of a body, understood, in part, as a culturally sustained temporal 
duration.121  
In both Gender Trouble and the follow-up work Bodies That Matter, Butler 
particularly looked at the way bodies in drag offer a view into the nature of the 
performance, and performativity, of gender. Without suggesting that drag is 
inherently radical, Butler nonetheless points to the practice as a useful moment of 
destabilisation of “gender reality.”122 Indeed, “drag is an example that is meant to 
establish that ‘reality’ is not as fixed as we generally assume it to be.”123  
Of course, it is obvious why Butler’s interest in the performance of gender, and 
drag in particular, should be of interest in relation to Vesta Tilley and her 
performance career.  
As an allegory that works through the hyperbolic, drag brings into relief what is, 
after all determined only in relation to the hyperbolic: the understated, taken-for-
granted quality of heterosexual performativity. At its best, then, drag can be 
read for the way in which hyperbolic norms are dissimulated as the 
heterosexual mundane. At the same time these same norms, taken not as 
commands to be obeyed, but as imperatives to be ‘cited’, twisted, queered, 
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brought into relief as heterosexual imperatives, are not, for this reason, 
necessarily subverted in the process.124 
This lack of subversion is an issue, at least if one considers Butler’s analysis in 
relation to the Neutral. The question as to whether one is reinforcing or undermining 
appears to reproduce a dominant/subdominant binary; a person undertaking a drag 
performance would either be contributing to hegemonic sex/gender roles, or 
undermining them. Butler does say that subversion is very difficult to achieve: “drag 
is subversive to the extent that it reflects on the imitative structure by which 
hegemonic gender is itself produced and disputes heterosexuality’s claim on 
naturalness and originality.”125 Again, however, the implications of trying to reunite 
this view, nuanced as it is, with the Neutral, do not quite convince. There is still an 
implied privileging of that which opposes, rather than avoids, the dominant 
discourse. Subversion, naked failure to conform, has its own paradigm, even if the 
detail of the ‘how’ might change. Nevertheless, the importance of thinking about the 
constructedness of gender roles, and how drag in particular functions, is useful for 
this thesis. As will be seen, Vesta Tilley idealised both masculinity and also 
femininity, in the same performance. The feminine and the masculine, as ideals 
being embodied perfectly by one person, in their own way, show how a 
prediscursive embodied sex/gender126 is impossible to attain, even as its ideals 
were (re)produced.  
Returning now to the question of performativity, there is another key term which 
must be identified, one which takes us back to the stage in the hall: citation. This 
term is a necessary part of the definition of performativity, as the reiteration 
demanded in the performative is the citation of a previous performance.127 This 
citation is a reproduction, and in showcasing itself as a reproduction, permits the 
possibility of further citation (and reproduction). This reproduction might be of the 
paradigm, but it might also be a reproduction of a Neutral. As in Barthes’s example 
of prisoner’s base, seeing someone opting to release players makes it possible for 
citation/reproduction of that subject-position. It also implies a historicisation, and a 
historical specificity; without past action to draw upon, no one can repeat a 
performance, irrespective of whether that supports the dominant discourse or in 
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some way swerves it. Butler says: “discourse has a history that not only precedes 
but conditions its contemporary usages, and […] this history effectively decenters 
the presentist view of the subject as the exclusive origin or owner of what was 
said.”128 Thus, it is not exclusively in the realm of gender roles that this notion of 
citation can be of use. Butler does not focus on this, but she does nod towards other 
theorists whose work is useful here. It is also not surprising to find that the 
necessary work was derived from the consideration of theatrical performance in the 
writings of Walter Benjamin and Bertolt Brecht. It is from their work that we add to 
citation the more theoretically rich concept of mimesis. 
Mimesis, gesture, language 
Also important for understanding the implications of performer and audience in 
music hall is the concept of mimesis. Again, as with the Neutral, there is a 
straightforward definition of the term, which complicates as soon as it is deployed. 
This definition does not immediately relate to the Neutral, but in use it soon 
becomes imbricated with possibilities for dodging the paradigm. In brief, mimesis is 
just copying something, or someone. Often discussed in relation to art, it has been 
used to discuss the replication of the natural world, particularly in the work of Plato, 
whose writing on divine mimesis still serves as modern mimesis’s opposite. For 
Plato, people copied nature through art. This necessarily, by association, meant 
copying god. This has been called “sensuous [of the senses] similarity.”129 
More recently, Walter Benjamin, along with other thinkers, took up the question 
in relation to modernist practices. Particular attention was paid to theatre, though 
Benjamin also wrote about photography and other forms of mechanical 
reproduction. In theatre, Benjamin looked to gesture as the means of mimetic 
reproduction. On the one hand it is clear that mimesis – and gesture – in such a 
visual genre should be literally seen in how the performer moves on stage. As an 
admirer of Bertolt Brecht, Benjamin used Brecht’s epic theatre as a key example of 
how mimetic reproduction manifested itself. However, theatre usually requires a 
text, and always language. These two articulations of mimesis/gesture must both 
here be addressed, even as it must be acknowledged that here is where the Neutral 
and mimesis come into conflict.  
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First, there is the much more straightforward matter of mimesis in the ‘real 
world’, in time and space. Unsurprisingly, Brecht is much more interested in the 
physicality of mimesis than is Benjamin. However, Brecht’s theatrical project was to 
create a theatre which would change the thinking of its spectators, and this is where 
Benjamin’s support for what Brecht called ‘epic theatre’ came into play. It is also 
important for the work to follow that Brecht concerned himself with the idea that gest 
(gesture) should not be empty of meaning; as he wrote, “every artist knows that the 
subject-matter in itself is […] somewhat banal, featureless, empty, and self-
sufficient.”130 Instead, he called for social gest, gesture which offered (by many 
different means) commentary on the same gestures outside the theatre. In Brecht’s 
terms, “social gest is the gesture relevant to society, […] that allows conclusions to 
be drawn about the social circumstances.”131 He offered a range of examples of 
physical actions which could be seen as social gest to make this point, such as that 
of the person slipping and trying to regain their balance on an icy surface. This, he 
argued, would be social “as soon as [within this world’s logic] falling down would 
mean ‘losing face’”.132 Despite Brecht’s articulation of this sort of performance only 
coming in the 1930s, more than a decade after Vesta’s retirement, he was 
describing a performance style which had already previously existed; his description 
is presenting this as an ideal. 
Butler also sees theatricality in gesture, though for her the theatricality is 
enacted in the real world rather than on a stage: definitely a social gest  
Paradoxically, but also with great promise, the subject who is ‘queered’ into 
public discourse through homophobic interpellations of various kinds takes up 
or cites that very term as the discursive basis for an opposition. This kind of 
citation will emerge as theatrical to the extent that it mimes and renders 
hyperbolic the discursive convention that it also reverses.133  
The social gest here exists only to be deconstructed and rendered invalid. What this 
means for the person in question is not clear, since the paradox is that while “there 
is no ‘one’ who takes on a gender norm […] citation of the gender norm is necessary 
in order to qualify as a ‘one’.”134 This is where drag offers its potential as the 
hyperbolic undermining of the gender norm. ‘One’ can exist as long as there is a 
gender norm cited; however, if the norm is cited in order to show its instability, then 
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a prediscursive gender is similarly shown to be false. In both cases, of course, the 
material body matters, but it is not only physical. Nor, however, is it purely linguistic. 
It is of course no surprise that in discussing the physical, the linguistic should 
also emerge. In practical terms, nearly all that remains for analysis in this thesis are 
linguistic texts, and, with Dyer’s observation on the interconnectedness of social and 
semiotic in mind, thinking about how to approach them is crucial. In the case of the 
historical actors discussed here, the body cannot be materially present, except very 
partially through photographs and artefacts. Here it is particularly relevant to 
consider the set of writings devoted to the linguistic gesture, which helpfully, but also 
problematically, involves all four thinkers. Given language is the mechanism through 
which the vast majority of what can be known about Vesta Tilley and her audience 
has been recorded, understanding the implications of using those sources is critical. 
Thinking first of Butler, we must remember gender exists in language. As she has 
said (ironically enough), language acts first, and there is an initial trauma in being 
named.135 On the other hand, this negative view is strongly contradicted in 
Benjamin’s writing. The relationship between mimesis and language was particularly 
crucial and, in his ‘On the Mimetic Faculty’, he laid out his view of the particular 
importance of language. In brief, the sensuous (of the senses) similarities Plato 
elaborates have a counterpart in the nonsensuous.136 What had been a reproduction 
of nature (sensuous) was now supplemented by the nonsensuous, things which 
may not be in nature, things which may not be perceived by the senses. This is 
possible through language. Benjamin’s view was that the point of understanding 
(between people, say) is the most perfect form of non-violence possible. The ability 
to connect with, and to understand, one another is the moment of highest 
importance. In language, this connection is possible, because “what is 
communicable in a mental entity is its linguistic entity.”137 Gregg Daniel Miller takes 
this further, by using Benjamin’s notion of “linguistic manifestation of spirit [mental 
being]”, into the realm of naming, thereby reconciling Butler and Benjamin. Naming 
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is at once being recognised, and also, at the same time, othering, with the attendant 
pain of being made distinct and separate.  
Language as naming, therefore, is about the preservation and affective 
actualization of identity and difference in the same gesture. Mimesis finds its 
rational articulation in language, but an articulation that amounts to a 
nonsensuous manifestation of the other’s otherness rather than simply a 
transposition from living nature to dead script, or from a sacred origin into a 
profane copy.”138  
For all that, through mimesis, we are trying to achieve this similarity that will 
erase the differences between us, the mechanism of language nonetheless requires 
it. However, once there, there is consolation:  
language is the highest application of the mimetic faculty—a medium into which 
the earlier perceptual capacity for recognizing the similar had, without residue, 
entered to such an extent that language now represents the medium in which 
objects encounter and come into relation with one another.”139  
Benjamin does not make explicit a difference between speaking and writing. Barthes 
does. Many years before the eponymous course, he wrote: “writing is that neutral, 
composite, oblique space through which our subject slips away, the negative where 
all identity gets lost, starting with the very identity of the very body writing.”140 This 
allows for his argument regarding the death of the author, but also indicates the 
availability of writing in the realm of the Neutral. In considering the texts under 
investigation – letters, autobiographies, press reports – the theories of these four 
thinkers offer an important set of insights, even as Butler signals a cautionary note. 
Postscript 
These theoretical investigations and the terms they provide allow for the analysis 
undertaken in this thesis. There are two sets of fantasies here, and a few ideals as 
well. Barthes’s fantasies have been discussed in detail above: for example, his 
desire for an ethics for living, and a vita nuova, but without any expectation of being 
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able to actually achieve such a thing. Butler, too, seeks in her work to present and 
provide for a mechanism to disrupt the norm, to the extent of even dismantling legal 
structures in the process. Brecht, putting on plays in the strange lull between world 
wars, sought to make theatre a place where people would engage and think 
critically, and question the spectacle. Benjamin, also, wanted to find the perfection 
of non-violence in language, as a means of escaping the fascism of his 
contemporary Europe. All these ideals and fantasies are stretched and distorted and 
bruised by the real world, in their transfer from the ideal to the real. It is all too rare 
that language, and understanding one another, works as Benjamin would have it; 
and Brecht’s methodologies have been applied to the theatre for decades now 
without having the kind of overwhelming revolutionary force he might have wished. 
In Butler’s 1999 introduction to Gender Trouble, she outlines in detail the ways in 
which she is pleased to find that her work should have proven to be ‘popular’ 
despite the challenging language and ideas presented, and that the DSM-V 
medicalization of homosexuality was interrogated and ultimately removed in part 
because of her writing. However, the intervening twenty-five years since the 
publication of Gender Trouble have shown nothing less than an increase in the 
binary gendering of the western world, and a reaction against the expanding rights 
of LGBT people in the West and also elsewhere. While the general circumstances of 
individuals have improved, it has been an uneven progression, and remains 
precarious. Finally, Barthes’s thoughts on the Neutral have only so recently been 
made available, and the nature of the text is so contradictory and fragmented, that 
there has been no substantial engagement with the idea. Further, there is much of 
what he presented which was, and is, contradictory and sometimes deliberately 
opaque.  
Barthes was wrong, however, about the fantastical nature of his guide to life; 
and, when taken outside the framework of a mid to late 20th century gay white 
intellectual, it has practical implications. A different group of people, living before a 
time when Sartre, Derrida, Blanchot, Barthes et al had conceived of a Neutral, 
somehow found a way around the totalizing forces of for/against, and stepped 
outside of the binary and meaning-making. They did so also before queer theory 
interrogated sex/gender roles, or complicated normative sexualities, emerging just 
at the point where Oscar Wilde would help concretize them for the first time. Here 
then, is a thesis that seeks to engage with the ‘baffling of the paradigm’, the 
revealing and undermining of doxa, by historical actors co-opting a highly repetitive 
and formulaic art form, and life forms. In some cases, they did this merely by 
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surviving the material circumstances of their existence. In others, they actively 
chose to follow the model or attitude set for them by a favourite performer.141 This 
practice of theory offers hope, a way forward that does not involve direct opposition, 
with its sometimes-violent reactions, against those whose lives and choices do not 
conform to the dominant paradigms. The mechanisms for accomplishing this 
Neutralisation, in this instance, come via mimesis of gender roles: an 
overabundance of mimesis on the part of the performer, and the citation of the 
performer by her audience. 
Analytically, for this thesis, we can place Vesta Tilley and her audience at the 
intersection of these theoretical frames. Though the following chapters will explain 
this in much greater detail, it should be noted here that it is only with the help of all 
of these ideas that the crucial questions can be answered: how was she so popular 
and successful, and how did she and her audience get away with their part in her 
baffling success? 
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Chapter 2: Vesta Tilley biography 
This chapter starts from the initial difficulty of seeking to explain the long-lost 
performance of a singer/actress and the corresponding performance her audience 
enacted. As Peggy Phelan has noted, “performance’s only life is the present. 
Performance cannot be saved, recorded, documented, or otherwise participate in 
the circulation of representations of representations: once it does so, it becomes 
something other than performance.”142 Further, the work of this thesis is itself 
problematic: 
To attempt to write about the undocumentable event of performance is to 
invoke the rules of the written document and thereby alter the event itself. Just 
as quantum physics discovered that macro-instruments cannot measure 
microscopic particles without transforming those particles, so too must 
performance critics realize that the labor to write about performance (and thus 
to ‘preserve’ it) is also a labor that fundamentally alters the event.143 
And to compound the problem, this thesis can only be written because of this earlier 
labour on the part of the critics who bore witness to the disappearance of the 
performance, and whose writing has already altered what occurred. Nevertheless, 
those writings are the only access to a performance now long gone. As Phelan 
suggests, “the challenge raised by the ontological claims of performance for writing 
is to re-mark again the performative possibilities of writing itself.”144 Given that an 
important part of the writing here, in the performance of an acting persona and in the 
actions undertaken themselves, is undertaken by the performer herself, a performer 
now gone, subjectivity is left to the documentary. As Maggie Gale and Viv Gardner 
note in their collection on actress autobiographies, “where women’s voices have 
been historically denied or undervalued it is important to recognize patterns of self-
representation in autobiographic writing by theatre women”.145 
There are two major types of sources outlining the career and life of Vesta 
Tilley: her two autobiographies – the first serialized in the Empire News in 1919146, 
the second published in book form in 1934 – and the extensive press coverage 
devoted to her, including entries in Who’s Who. The autobiographies are a 
consequence of a situation, identified by Mary Jean Corbett, where “as professional 
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performers, actresses were fully licensed to represent themselves textually” and 
thus perhaps also expected to. The journalism, too, is expected, given the 
enormous success, by any metric, of her performance career. At a distant second, 
there are also biographical details to be found in the official records: censuses and 
electoral rolls, which provide a limited view ‘behind the scenes’. Even more 
infrequently, one can also find details in the records of the businesses in which she 
worked. With these records, it is possible at times to pinpoint exactly where she 
stood, right down to the minute, on a given night; and it is possible to discover how 
much she was paid for that minute, and make an educated guess, even, as to what 
she was singing. However, it is difficult from these sources to ever obtain more than 
a peek into the wings, the backstage, and the gap between the curtains as they’re 
drawn shut and the performance ends.  
“Actresses,” Gale and Gardner note, “as one of the first groups of professional 
women, have used, and still use, autobiography and performance as a means of 
both expression and ‘control’ of their public selves, of both the ‘face and the 
mask.’147 The press of the time, at once similar to the press we have now, and also 
substantially different, in Vesta’s case does little to undermine the public self she 
constructed. What remains, through the public record, is that barest glimpse beyond 
the public persona. Mary Jean Corbett, in her study of six of Vesta’s contemporaries 
on stage, argues that “self-representation of a public woman in autobiography is no 
less a performance than anything she undertakes on stage, and no less a product of 
the ‘double process’ that operates in any rhetorical act”.148 The actress Irene 
Vanbrugh, whose eldest sister Violet was one of Vesta’s friends, wrote in her own 
autobiography about the two selves necessary in stage performance: 
Most people are many persons, but who and what is the person who spends 
most of his or her life impersonating other people, impersonating them strongly 
enough not only to convince themselves, but to convince thousands of others. 
[…] What then is the reality; how far has this constant re-creation of yourself 
obliterated the original? […] A sort of double life must be led. You are nobody, 
yet inside you there is a second self who has a way of suddenly appearing and 
obliterates you completely.149  
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Vanbrugh suggests here that, even for the actress herself, it is difficult to be certain 
about the boundaries of self150; the originary ‘nobody’ becomes as chosen and 
constructed as the ‘second self’ adopted for the stage.151 Additionally, as Thomas 
Postlewait notes, autobiographies are thus suspect as historical documents: “with 
their gossip, their well-rehearsed anecdotes, and their often self-aggrandizing 
narratives, […they] are to be approached warily.”152 On the other hand, as Barbara 
Caine has noted as to the use of autobiography for the historian, we now read them 
for “what they reveal about the beliefs, ideas and subjectivity of their authors, and 
for the insight they offer into how people saw and understood themselves and their 
worlds.”153 The biography drawn here is not meant to find the ‘truth’ of who Vesta 
Tilley was, but rather to recover the Vesta Tilley her audience knew, the public 
persona she presented to the world. Unlike Vanbrugh, whose ‘nobody’-ness 
(nobody special) was tied up with her middle-class origins, Vesta did not have to 
discover the fervor of “the possibilities that a working life seems to offer.”154 She is 
less torn in this way, more wedded to the “competitive, aggressive, dedicated, hard-
working and ambitious” persona that Vanbrugh can only sometimes embrace.155 I 
am most interested, then, in what Regenia Gagnier terms ‘pragmatism’: “instead of 
evaluating the truth of a statement, pragmatism considers what it does […] the 
purpose an autobiographical statement serves in the life and circumstances of its 
author and readers.”156 Nonetheless, this biography also includes historical data 
which supports, fills in, or sometimes contradicts this narrative, to demonstrate just 
how reliant we are on that public persona to know much of Vesta Tilley at all. This 
biography is also an opportunity to show the range of ways in which her life 
consisted of presentations of the Neutral, in advance of the in-depth investigation on 
gender and the Neutral which follows in Chapter 3. 
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Before discussing the content of Vesta Tilley’s two autobiographies, it is useful 
to consider their structure. There is important information in the very shape of what 
she wrote, in the sorts of anecdotes she chose to include (or not include), and what 
impact that has on her position vis-à-vis the Neutral. There are three primary axes to 
consider: gender, class and occupation. Regenia Gagnier’s study of Victorian 
autobiography identifies some important class differences between working-class 
and middle-class autobiography. Key to this difference is the gender split, and how 
this structurally changed the shape of the text. While middle-class boys were very 
quickly shunted out of the house to school, and then to work, an early break with 
domesticity and parental authority, girls were socialised so as to be domesticated. 
“Middle-class women,” Gagnier writes, “wrote of early life with fathers and afterlife 
with husbands.”157 Working-class women, on the other hand, were differently 
domesticated, “from the time they were old enough to mind younger siblings, to their 
minding the children of the upper classes”; and, when they married, it was often 
“noncompanionate (economically oriented) marriage, […to] husbands [who] learned 
to be ‘matronized.’”158 Despite the drastic differences between these two 
experiences, working-class women’s narratives often tried to replicate the structures 
of what their middle-class sisters would write. In the examples Gagnier investigates, 
she notes that the gap between the desired shape and the actual shape of these 
lives (as both lived and written) was due largely to “un- and underemployment, 
nonfamilialism, aborted romance, and noncompanionate marriage [and illustrated] 
the distance between narratives of relatively autonomous individuals in pursuit of 
chosen goals and economic determinism.”159 And yet, the working-class women 
represented in these autobiographies were still oriented largely towards the 
domestic: “my reading of working women’s autobiography confirms that for many of 
them such strategies for the [survival of the] family household were, again, 
indistinguishable from self-actualization.”160  
Gagnier’s former PhD student, Mary Jean Corbett, expanded on this work of 
considering autobiography, turning specifically to middle-class women’s 
autobiography, and, crucially, those written by actresses. Women were not meant to 
become actresses, went the received wisdom, and yet of course they did. She picks 
up the issue of these women needing to “enter into a discourse from which they are, 
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in ideological terms, supposed to be excluded, yet they enter all the same. For 
middle-class women autobiographers, then, the ‘public discourse’ of autobiography 
has to be negotiated, at least in part, by and through the representation of the 
private sphere.”161 Thus, even though as discussed above actresses were only 
writing autobiographies as a consequence of their public personae, they had to 
include more than that which had brought them a public readership.  
Thomas Postlewait has identified a number of key moments in the actress’s 
autobiography, in addition to the usual stages of autobiography. Drawing on the 
writings of others, he identifies these, for theatre professionals, as:  
a life of innocence (or enclosure), paradise lost (or confinement escaped), 
struggle, journey and quest, discovery and appreciation by others (which, in 
turn, often leads somewhat later to a moment of self-assessment), success, 
public glory (usually at the price of personal hardship), and abundant 
recompense, as viewed retrospectively.162 
Further, he adds some “additional standard topics: 
including the emotional reports of first appearances and opening night 
anticipations, the comic stories of stage mishaps and pranks, the descriptions of 
professional camaraderie, the demonstrations on how performers care for one 
another, the series of anecdotal tributes to character actors (and to actors as 
characters), the traveler’s tall tale (usually taller the further abroad one goes), 
the moral exemplum on economic frugality or the confession of financial 
prodigality, the name-dropping catalogues of the famous, the commentaries 
(often vague) and the anecdotes (usually unreliable) on acting methods, and 
the chronicles of hardships faced and overcome (often matched by a sad, 
sympathetic fable of another performer who has been defeated by age, 
misfortune, or personal vice).163 
What is interesting about the autobiographies that Vesta Tilley produced is just how 
hybrid her writing actually is. For instance, nearly everything that Postlewait 
identifies as ‘additional standard topics’ is present in both 1919 and 1934, and often 
repeated. Looking at these categories alongside the examples given of middle-class 
actresses in both Postlewait’s and Corbett’s works, it is clear that Vesta’s 
autobiography positioned her primarily as a performer. However, when considering 
where to position her work in terms of its class position, the reasonably clear 
distinctions between working and middle-class women are emphatically muddled. In 
the world in which Vesta was born, and at least partly raised, the middle-class 
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notion that she would move from her father’s house to her husband’s house without 
ever setting foot in the public sphere was utterly foreign. Children – even girl 
children – worked to support the household. On the other hand, she had been a 
wealthy woman for decades by 1919, and even longer by the time she penned her 
second effort at an autobiography in 1934. Her friends, her reading material, and her 
social world were all heavily (if not wholly) influenced by an entirely different 
paradigm of class, and this is reflected in her choice of anecdotes, shape of the 
narrative, and a myriad tiny details which betray the hybrid nature of her 
socioeconomic identity. This will be demonstrated again and again in the biography 
which follows. 
Vesta Tilley was born Matilda Powles on 13 May 1864, in Worcester in the 
Midlands.164 This did not stop many different cities from trying to claim her as their 
own, and there was a healthy debate in the papers, from the 1890s through to her 
retirement, about just where she called home. Vesta herself recalls this in the 
opening pages of the 1934 autobiography: “Birmingham claimed me; Liverpool was 
certain I was a Liverpudlian; people claimed that they lived next door to my parents 
in Walsall, where I was born; Nottingham said they knew me before I was a year 
old, and so on. Whenever I appeared at Birmingham I was advertised as 
‘Birmingham’s Own’. Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, etc., likewise”.165 In many 
respects, she was a local wherever she went, an impossible state. 
The Powles’s life in Worcester is little discussed in either autobiography. In 
1934, its most notable presence is in serving as the raison d’etre for Vesta’s 
devotion to charity:  
As a wee child I gazed in wonder at the pretty ladies who took so sympathetic 
an interest in the welfare of the poor of the City, and the appreciation of their 
efforts shown by the recipients of their attention made so lasting an impression 
on my young mind that from the earliest day Providence enabled me to bring 
succor to the weak and suffering, it became to me not only a duty but a delight 
to assist.166 
This odd statement, which suggests that she was watching on the side of the ‘pretty 
ladies’, does not match what we know from the public record of the state in which 
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the family lived when they were in Worcester. In fact, they were much more likely to 
have been the beneficiaries of this charity rather than the its bestowers. The 
neighbourhood into which little Matilda was born was populated with large families 
living in cramped quarters with basic sanitation. Infant mortality was high, and many 
of the locals were on the rolls of the Board of Guardians’ Workhouse, claiming out-
relief, or extra money to help make ends meet.167 Further, the census of 1871 shows 
her, aged 7, living in Wyld’s lane with her mother and one sister, Lizzie; although the 
household also included a lodger. This lodger must have helped to offset the costs 
of a household where the main wage earner – Harry Ball – also incurred costs 
(transport and lodging) in plying his trade. It may be that this is why Tilley’s older 
sister Amy wasn’t with them at the time of the census, but was instead staying with 
her maternal grandmother and aunt several doors down; or it may be that at the age 
of 8, Amy was helping out in that household. It is telling that grandmother Elizabeth, 
at the age of 70, appears in that census as a ‘pauper.’ This part of the Vesta Tilley 
story – the matrilineal one – was not something she revealed, either during her 
career or at the end. It could not serve the middle-class narrative to reveal that her 
status had been so obviously earned, rather than something nearer a birthright.  
She shared the name Matilda with her mother; they called her Tilley for short. 
This was the foundation for her stage name throughout her career, initially 
appearing on the bill as ‘The Great Little Tilley’ or ‘Tilley Ball’. The surname Ball was 
one that her father Harry had created – a near-homonym for Powles – for his own 
stage career. He was, at the time of her birth, already working in the profession, 
acting as a songwriter, comedian and also allegedly as chairman for one of 
Worcester’s smaller establishments.168  
This last role was particularly critical for the creation of, and indulgence in, little 
Tilley’s desire for stage performance, and points to the first divergence from an 
expected narrative. While the fact of mother and daughter sharing the same name 
was a matter of public record, it was not a part of the story told in the press, or in 
Vesta’s autobiographies. Instead, breaking with anything like a conventional 
narrative for girls or women of the time, the story of Vesta’s route to the stage was 
told through her relationship with her father. It was through her father’s work in the 
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halls, where she was invited to come along as spectator, that she discovered a taste 
for performance.  
How and when Harry Ball stopped painting china is unclear. However important 
that day job was, there is ample evidence that he was touring the country and 
performing in preference to it. His regular appearance in the pages of The Era, a 
trade publication for the stage, show that he was a keen musician. He was known 
for singing humorous songs on his own, and later including the family dog, Fathead. 
He played such venues as the Hare and Hounds Concert Hall, where, as a 
‘sensation characteristic comic’, he was described as making ‘a great hit with his 
laughable productions.’169 Not content with merely performing his own material, he 
also wrote material for other performers, and billed himself as ‘author’ in The Era 
advertisements. His name also appears in adverts for these other performers; one 
Chas. Pearson, ‘the celebrated Sussex Dwarf and Comic Character Vocalist’, lists 
‘Funny Tommy Blandie’ as one of his songs ‘by that well-known Author, Harry Ball, 
Comic.’170  
Despite having a family established in Worcester, Harry moved to Gloucester, 
where he took on the role of manager of the Nelson Star Concert Hall,171 and the 
Royal Alhambra.172 He continued to perform while undertaking management and 
chairman duties as well, billing himself as ‘comique’, though the work sometimes 
took him as far afield as Longton (Stoke-on-Trent), Rochdale, and even Barrow-in-
Furness.173 When this role came to an end, he continued to tour the country with his 
act, returning now and again to the family he had left behind. 
In her 1934 depiction of this time, Matilda explained that at first, she took her 
dolls to the stage ‘under the sitting room table’, combining this manipulation of doll’s 
bodies with that of her own.174 In her autobiography, she reports: “I can recollect 
vividly how, after a night at the Hall, I would return to my little bedroom and […] sing 
some part of the songs I had heard, mimic the voices of the performers, and try to 
suit the action to the word.”175 The idea of dolls being the plaything of girl children 
was a trope very much taken from middle-class literature of the time; as Sharon 
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Marcus has discussed, children’s books were written about the relationship between 
girls and their dolls.176 Despite the official record, in a working-class household 
where the main breadwinner was in irregular work, the provision of doll, sitting room 
table, and Tilley’s private bedroom are all marked as middle-class, distinctly different 
from the reality set out in the official records. 
It was soon after that she took to the stage herself, in the first place at her 
father’s indulgence, while age three. Harry had by this point taken up a position as 
chairman in a music hall in Gloucester, and at a benefit in his honour Tilley began 
her performance career. Her recollection of this event was recorded in her 
autobiography: 
I remember the Hall filled with tobacco smoke and the fumes of beer, my father 
carrying me to the side of the stage, straightening my little skirts, the band 
striking up the music of my little medley, and his words of encouragement: 
“Don’t be frightened. Sing as if you meant it. Don’t cough, and speak clearly.” It 
was without a vestige of nervousness that I advanced before the footlights. 
There was an encouraging round of applause, and I went through my bit without 
a mistake.177 
This tale of her natural affinity for performance was often repeated throughout her 
career, glossing over the missing paradigm for a father taking a small girl to a ‘hall 
filled with tobacco smoke and the fumes of beer’. These accounts of her stage 
beginnings also speak of the critical early decision to take on a boy’s costume. 
Alongside the decision to mount the stage in the first instance, the decision to put on 
male clothes was attributed to Tilley. Often recounted in interviews throughout her 
career, the full description given in her autobiography makes this clear. Overcome 
by a particular performance one evening, she couldn’t sleep for excitement. 
Sneaking out of bed, she sought to recreate it, but this required putting on her 
father’s overcoat and hat as essential props. However, she was caught in the act 
and expected reprimand. However, instead her father said: “That was quite good. 
Would you like to have a suit of boy’s clothes for one of your songs?”178 Thereafter, 
throughout her career, the little jacket her father provided for her performances was 
regularly brought out to show to interviewers, and she described it as one of her 
most prized possessions.  
Again, however, though her father is credited with providing the little suit, the 
general poverty of the family, which benefited from a child under the age of ten 
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taking to employment, probably prohibited much in the way of costume buying, 
particularly something made bespoke for a small child. Instead, following the 
conventions of working-class domestic life, wherein clothing would be altered, or 
made, rather than bought new, and given that prior to her marriage, Matilda senior 
was a dressmaker179, it seems likely that Vesta’s little suit was made for her by her 
mother. Foregrounding her father’s part in this, again, defies the usual expectations 
for (middle or working-class) familial relationships; she is raised to assume an 
equivalence with a son, and he is cast in the role of consumer, and feminized. 
With her father’s ongoing support, Tilley took to the stage as a professional for 
the first time in Birmingham. Because of his travelling and positions in Worcester 
and Gloucester, Harry had the connections to bring Tilley to the stage at Day’s 
Crystal Palace in Birmingham. The confidence she’d shown in Gloucester stood her 
in good stead; from this performance onwards, she was always remunerated for her 
appearances, and the salaries she and her father commanded were essential to the 
household back home.180 Between this income and that of Harry’s new role as 
chairman of St Georges Hall in Nottingham, the two of them were able to travel to 
other provincial halls. 
Sometime after her brother Harry was born in December of 1871, the family 
moved from Worcester to Nottingham, to join Harry. The regularity of his role offered 
more stability than the previous touring schedule, and it also allowed for Tilley to join 
him in the limelight. She was billed at the hall for the first time on 21 January 
1872.181 When she started appearing in the reviews week on week, it seems safe to 
presume all the Balls had relocated. She appeared in the reviews in The Era as part 
of the St Georges Hall bill several times in 1872, including in a pantomime 
(cumbersomely titled “Enchanted Coral in Stalactic Caverns with a Fairy Grotto of 
Gold and Silver Shells”).182 By the end of 1873, she and her father were touring 
together, and they played halls in Birmingham, Leicester, Derby, Hull, and Liverpool, 
circling back round to Nottingham time and again. She was only nine years old, and 
ought to have been in school.  
                                                
179 1861 census, Class: RG 9; Piece: 2095; Folio: 32; Page: 22; GSU roll: 542916 
180 The fact that she was supporting her family was often mentioned in interviews published 
in the press. For instance: “There was her mother and brother and sisters to provide for, and 
only her father and herself to do it.” Worcester County Council scrapbook collections, 
hereafter identified by the newspaper, if known, and scrapbook number in the series, 
denoted by the prefix ‘s’, and page number. The Ludgate s7 Loose item 1c. 
181 Within the limitations of the 19th century historical newspapers search, at least. “Provincial 
Theatricals: Leicester”, Era, 21 January 1872, 6. 
182“Provincial theatricals: Nottingham”, Era, 5 January 1873, 7. 
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Her repertoire in these early years was initially borrowed from other performers, 
alongside material written especially for her by Harry. It was an obvious choice to 
use a well-known performer, such as opera singer Sims Reeves, as the man she 
would first impersonate, someone whose name was a draw and who could hardly 
be mistaken for a female child. The tension between the two – his name, her body – 
was interesting, and, by all accounts, she carried it off effectively. The material Harry 
wrote for her, by contrast, worked with her child’s form, rather than pulling against it. 
The best known of her own songs from this period, ‘Poor Joe’, was performed as a 
tableau in which she played the child who is sent away even from the workhouse 
door. The story she wove with this portrayal was intended as melodrama, and 
reviews of her performances emphasised its success in this respect.183 Though this 
was her best known number, it was not the only child-waif role her father wrote for 
her; she also performed as ‘Little Jim the Collier Boy’.184 Here it is possible to see 
her father presenting her with material which presented alternative realities for little 
Tilley - if she was only a boy, or if she hadn’t managed to succeed on stage. With 
her grandmother a pauper, the workhouse door must have been quite close; 
ironically enough, of course, in performing it well, she ensured that she would never 
have to wear that role as anything but a costume. In her 1919 autobiography she 
makes it clear that she enjoyed the melodramatic performance; perhaps this was 
true, perhaps it was another palimpsest of class, where in retrospect the irony could 
be transmuted into pleasure because it was so thoroughly escape:.  
I really adored a pathetic song. 
It was just about this period that my father fitted me with a ballad entitled ‘The 
Blind Brother’ which made the tears chase one another down the cheeks of my 
hearers until there was a great danger of the music hall being washed away into 
the silvery Trent! […] The more the audience wept the more soulfully I sang. In 
singing it I had the time of my baby life.185 
Perhaps it could only be a pleasure precisely because of her double presence as, 
on the one hand, Joe, Jim or even the blind brother, and, on the other hand, the girl 
whose life did not look like theirs. That the woman whose life would never look like 
theirs was the author of this anecdote, after the fact, only helped. In any case, the 
presence of death in these songs, and her embracing them, follows Barthes’s line. 
“The Neutral would consist in entrusting ourselves to [or simply in recognizing] the 
                                                
183 “Miss Vesta Tilley in her touching and graphic rendering of […] Poor Jo cannot be easily 
approached.” “Provinicial theatricals: Manchester”, Era, 11 May 1879,  
184 Era, 21 January 1872, 6.  
185 Empire News, 6 Jul 1919, 7. 
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banality that is within us […] this banality is experienced and assumed in the contact 
with death: one never thinks anything about death but banal thoughts.”186 Even if the 
death came from melodrama, surely the banality therein was no less. There is more 
here, though, than the recognition that the performance she was enacting was a 
perfectly banal death, and thus Neutral. It also defies any paradigm that a child 
brought up in a working-class household should take pleasure in portraying her 
peers on death’s door, in order to make the audience weep. It is especially baffling, 
as she offered no explanation for the pleasure derived. We are instead left to 
wonder at its inexplicability.  
It is difficult to trace her story through conventional means in her early career. 
Because she was out on tour in the provinces, apparently with a neighbor when it 
was not her father, their residences were a series of lodging houses throughout the 
country. This network of temporary accommodations was how many music hall 
performers were able to pursue their careers.187 Cheaper than a hotel, and a 
congenial environment where the anti-social hours of their coming and going would 
be understood, this network was integral to the music hall business. Not that they 
were always the nicest circumstances. Tilley recorded staying at several such 
houses, including an anecdote relating to her childhood stay in Manchester where 
she was engaged over the Christmas holidays, sharing a stage with another future 
star, Dan Leno, and his family. On Christmas Day, they had three separate 
performances, the sting of which was to be dulled by the appearance, between the 
second and third performances, of an elaborate Christmas dinner: “turkey, plum 
pudding, and all the accessories.” Alas, when they hurried back to eat it, the 
landlady and her husband had been celebrating: celebrating so hard as to have 
completely forgotten to cook dinner, and to be “safe in the arms of two policemen” 
when the children arrived. Instead of the sumptuous feast they’d been promised, 
little Dan and Tilley had to make do with tea and eggs so that they could make their 
way back to the hall where they had yet another performance to give.188  
Aside from the insight into her early performance career, the juxtaposition of her 
experience with that of Dan Leno’s is an important one. His biographers have made 
much of the difficult childhood and adolescence he endured in the halls, where the 
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choice was only partly his to make. Despite sharing a similar taste for performance 
as Tilley Ball, it was common knowledge that Dan’s stepfather in particular was 
cruel to him and the demands made on the young Dan were more than just the 
discomforts of rooming houses and missing out on Christmas dinner. Tilley may 
have had more of a choice, and derived more pleasure out of the experience, but 
both were contributing materially to the survival of their respective families. Dan and 
Vesta would share the stage throughout their careers, in turns and in pantos, a 
lifelong friendship on which more will follow, alongside more on the other friendships 
formed throughout her career. 
The manner of her introduction to the London audiences was also a point of 
discussion in both autobiographies. Then as now, ‘making it’ in London was critical 
to a performer’s success and longevity. Having succeeded in charming provincial 
audiences throughout England, Tilley and Harry decided to take up the offer from a 
London agent to bring them to the capital. It was a risky endeavor; in the provinces, 
she was a known quantity, and commanding excellent salaries of ten to twelve 
pounds a week.189 In London, she was an unknown, and each hall would only pay 
three pounds a week. The money was made in playing multiple halls a night, which 
was arranged by an agent, who took a fee for the service. Nonetheless, it was the 
next logical move for Tilley, so they took the risk.190 In interviews, she would 
describe these first performances in March of 1878 as an immediate success.191 
Certainly, a contemporary review of those early performances supports this 
assessment: “a clever and realistic entertainment is given by a youthful lady, little 
Tilley, whose impersonation of male character command sincere approbation. Not 
only is this little artist exceptionally good in the assumption of character, but her 
acting and speaking are forcible and enchanting, and when necessary, truly 
pathetic.”192 She was thirteen years old. The secondary literature which would allow 
this experience to be placed in context is not yet available; it is impossible to 
compare her to her peers who did not have the good luck to be born in London, for 
example. What we do know, however, is that the work and the remuneration was 
good enough that they did not look back. 
                                                
189 ibid., 45. 
190 They had come to London on a previous occasion in August of 1875, when she played at 
the Britannia in east London, but had come home after two weeks. See Era reviews for 15 
Aug 1875, for example. 
191 For instance, from her Empire News autobiography 13 July 1919, 7. 
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London was also where ‘Vesta Tilley’ was born. In 1878, on the cusp of puberty, 
Tilley Ball’s gender confusion was more of a concern. As Sarah Maitland has 
highlighted, the frisson of pleasure, at least for cisgendered, heterosexual 
observers, associated with male (and female) impersonators lay (and lies) in the 
tension inherent in realising that their anatomy, underneath the clothes, did not 
match the person their outward dress portrayed.193 An audience does not mind 
being confused so long as they know that they are meant to be so. The ambiguity – 
no really, is she a boy or a girl – presented by a teenage Tilley Ball dressed as a 
boy was uncomfortable.194 Edward Villiers, the proprietor of the Canterbury Music 
Hall, apparently voiced this concern to her father, who concurred. Despite this, it is 
clear from her own reporting – in interviews and then again in both autobiographies 
– that she had an important part to play in choosing her identity. Consequently, after 
a certain amount of debate, and names drawn from a hat, ‘The Great Little Tilley’ 
became ‘Vesta Tilley.’ Vesta, in this case, invoked the Roman goddess of the hearth 
– a clearly feminine persona by Victorian standards – and also vestas, little splinters 
of wood with sulphorous tips which could be struck in the same way as a modern 
match, but might also spontaneously ignite. Both fiery and comforting, Vesta Tilley 
combined the girl born in Worcester with a stage identity that was the height of 
fashion, but also with an edge of familiar danger. She traded gender ambiguity in 
her name for a different sort of Neutral – one in which it was perhaps hard to tell 
which Vesta stood on the stage, trans-vested. Was it the cosy household fire, or the 
sudden spontaneous ignition that might destroy your trousers, your handbag, or 
even your life? The connection was sometimes made explicit: “a Vesta impossible to 
match.”195 More on this issue of her naming will be considered in Chapter 3. 
According to the press reports, her success was assured from then on. This 
success was hers, of course, but should be seen as part of a constellation which 
included her family. Harry was an obvious case, but despite his disproportionately 
dominant presence in her autobiographies, he was far from the only factor. Though 
she and Harry continued to tour the provinces, siblings appeared as regularly as 
healthy fertility and a lack of birth control might indicate. When Vesta and her father 
appeared in Lambeth Road, London, at the time of the 1881 census, they had one 
of those siblings – Harry junior – with them. Six more could be found living with 
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Matilda in Birmingham, two old enough to be of help, with Amy at 18 and Lizzie at 
12, but also Jessie (4), May (3), Eva (2) and Arthur (not even a year old). Matilda 
was not quite yet pregnant with Fred, but his conception was only months away. 
However much Harry and Vesta toured the country, they also regularly came home 
again, this time to Birmingham.196 The ten to twelve pounds that she was earning 
was to help Harry support the family. This situation, wherein the second-oldest 
female child of the family should be the main breadwinner, with her success 
exceeding that of her father, confounded dominant (middle-class) paradigms, but 
also working-class paradigms. Her father was still able-bodied, ready and willing to 
work, and yet she still surpassed his earning power. Further, they were apparently 
still close despite this challenge to his place in Victorian society, and she devoted 
much of both her 1919 and 1934 autobiographies to elaborating on this closeness. 
It was not a straightforward closeness, however, and in this respect again 
swerved the paradigmatic: Vesta was special. Harry’s role was to control her career 
until the age of 24, and while he may have bought Vesta a piano as a gift for her 19th 
birthday, it is hard to look at their relationship as one which had clear lines between 
father-daughter relations and client-agent relations.197 In turn, her other agents 
blurred the lines in the other direction, most notably in the use of De Frece and 
Holmes as London agents: De Frece was Isaac De Frece, her future father-in-
law.198 It was another agent, Ambrose Maynard, who was eulogised at the time of 
his death as “the best known of their [agents’] fraternity,” and who also may have 
crossed a line into intimacy, serving not only as her agent, but also agent for her 
sister Lizzie, known professionally as Maud Verton.199 Having multiple members of 
the same family was of course quite unsurprising, within the field.200 So too was the 
fact that Lizzie’s career, billed as ‘Vesta Tilley’s sister’, was short lived. Upon her 
marriage, she gave up the stage, as many women did. However, during her time on 
tour with Vesta and her father, she was with them for one of the most terrible of 
family crises: Harry’s unexpected death. The three of them were on tour in the 
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provinces in the autumn of 1888 when disaster struck. Harry took ill with typhoid, 
and in a few short weeks succumbed. What we know of Harry’s death must be 
extrapolated from limited sources. From The Era we can establish that Vesta was 
still contracted to appear elsewhere in the country, on tour. Her sister could however 
stay with Harry in Manchester to nurse him, as it appears she did, with Maud Verton 
disappearing from the reviews. Vesta, by contrast, continued on tour and was on the 
other side of the country, appearing at Thornton’s in South Shields, when Harry died 
on 10 October 1888. Lizzie might have assumed a paradigmatic role in being their 
father’s caretaker, but Vesta did not. 
That she was heartbroken by the loss is well documented. She spoke about it 
many times in interviews, and wrote about her feelings in her autobiography. Most 
poignant, though, is the text added to her long-standing advert on the back page of 
The Era. “VESTA TILLEY is compelled to refrain from work at present, overcome by 
the loss of her dear, dear Dad.”201 In the end, however, she took only two weeks out 
of her touring schedule before she resumed work, travelling to Edinburgh, 
Newcastle, Leeds, Blackburn, and Manchester, before taking on the titular role in 
‘Dick Whittington’ at home in Birmingham, as per contract. There is no explanation 
forthcoming in her autobiography or any of the interviews available as to why she 
was so quick to return to the stage. Perhaps it was a matter of subsuming her grief 
into her work, a common response to such trauma. Perhaps it was the six siblings at 
home, under the age of 12, who were depending on her salary, or some 
combination of these. It should also be noted that Ambrose Maynard, that well 
respected agent who might have been able to step in and negotiate on her behalf, 
had died suddenly less than a week before Harry. Perhaps, then, in addition to the 
need for familial revenue, and the desire to turn to work as distraction, it was easiest 
to use these reasons to carry on, in the face of the difficulties of cancelling her tour. 
Regardless, her observable actions in the wake of the death of her father assumed 
none of the rites of mourning designated for daughters.202 Here too, she defied the 
paradigm. 
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It serves as a sharp contrast that, in her public persona, her relationship with 
her mother should be so absent, up until the point of Matilda senior’s death. For 
instance, her mother does not appear in the 1919 autobiography and even in the 
1934 version does not much feature, save for an aside, an anecdote about how she 
came to the theatre during a performance of the 1888-9 Dick Whittington pantomime 
in Birmingham. At the end of the pantomime, when Dick returns triumphant to the 
city, the manager decided that it would be more spectacular to have Vesta arrive on 
a horse. She describes her mother’s ‘horror-stricken look […] seated in the front row 
of the orchestra stalls.’ ‘I can see her now,’ she continued, ‘endeavouring to catch 
my eye and repeating “Be careful, my child; take care.”203 The reciprocal affection is 
obvious, both in Vesta’s seating her mother as near as possible, and also in her 
mother’s reaction to the potential harm that might befall her daughter. It is also 
possible to ascertain that, despite Vesta’s travelling for work, her home base was 
nearly always near to her kin. Throughout the 1880s, her Era advert put her at 3 
Braithwaite Road, Birmingham204; and, into the 1890s, as the entire family remained 
in Birmingham, Vesta followed the pattern her father had established and returned 
again and again to her family. The 1901 census shows her mother and eight 
siblings, plus nephew Harry and aunt Elizabeth, living a half hour’s walk away from 
the Tulse Hill, London home Vesta shared with her husband. Further, when Matilda 
senior died shortly after the census was taken, in April 1901, Vesta first suspended 
her engagements in order to tend to her in her final illness, and then remained off 
the stage through to December of that year. Explaining her absence in an interview 
in the Era, she said: “she died, and that completely incapacitated me. My doctor 
said rest was imperative unless I wanted to be seriously ill myself”.205 This assumes 
a much closer conformity with the paradigms for appropriate responses to 
bereavement, incorporating a much more conventional mourning period, and also a 
caretaking role. However, yet again, the issue is complicated, with the class balance 
reappearing in the relative importance of the mother. Carl Chinn, in his study on 
working-class urban women, brings the issue into focus in a chapter entitled ‘the 
power of mothers.’ In this, he argues, using autobiography as evidence, that the 
working-class person – male or female – placed their mother in the most esteemed 
position possible: “the mother of a poor household was the only safe harbor in the 
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midst of the uncaring and cruel sea which was society.”206 In addition to the class 
dimension, there was also the fact that Vesta and her husband Walter were the joint 
executors of Matilda’s will. Here she assumed what might be seen as a dual role, of 
both the family patriarch – responsible for legal and financial matters – and heir to 
the role of matriarch.207 The implications of the duality of Vesta’s gender position will 
be considered in detail in Chapter 3. 
On the stage 
First and last in the deconstruction of what made Vesta Tilley a phenomenon in her 
own time, and how she is remembered now, was/is her singing. Vesta’s initial 
success was down to her performance of other people’s repertoire, though soon 
enough she made the important leap to commanding the best writers. Initially billed 
as ‘the pocket Sims Reeves208’, she sang that famous tenor’s songs, piggybacking 
on their pre-existing popularity. However, she was soon not only performing material 
which had been written by Harry, but also by George LeBrunn with his lyricist John 
Harrington, and by Oswald Stoll, Harry Norris, and EW Rodgers, among others.209 
Taking on songs, and playing the characters described therein, or serving as the 
song’s narrator, would become the staple of Vesta’s performance for the entirety of 
her career. The picture postcards featuring her name and face were based on these 
characters, and she was well known for playing these roles. Still, those roles and the 
ineffable performance she produced were as transient to her contemporaries as 
they are lost to us. Her songs were one of the few things – besides photo postcards, 
to which I will return – which could be counted, measured, and sold. Despite the 
songs of the music halls not having (or needing) the auteur aura of popular music a 
hundred years later, they continued to serve as a stand-in for the experience she 
invoked. Certainly, the bulk of the entries in Who’s Who after she retired are 
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devoted to listing her repertoire. Thus, we are able to reconstruct the important – by 
one metric at least – material from her career: the 1925 volume, for instance, lists 34 
songs, concluding the list with ‘etc.’ Similarly, the material of her songs, and her 
ability to sing them was often part of any review of her performance.  
The songs she chose were meant to generate an emotional connection with the 
audience. As discussed above, some of them such as ‘Poor Jo[e]’ were meant to 
form this connection through tears.210 The empathy required on the part of the 
audience remained consistent, however, even as her repertoire choices shifted so 
that, more often than not, the audience were meant to laugh along, rather than cry 
along, with her characters. It was the connection, regardless of the sort of emotion 
evoked, which made her successful. 
‘It’s not so much the songs,’ as I heard one of her admirers remark, ‘but the 
charming way she sings them.’ This must surely be the secret of her 
phenomenal success, for she possesses, in an exceptional degree, the rare 
faculty of thoroughly identifying herself with the sentiment of the songs she 
gives, be they ‘from grave to gay, from lively to severe’.211 
The theatre critics such as Willson Disher and WR Titterton made much of the way 
these comic songs, where the man she portrayed was the butt of the joke, managed 
also to make him entirely sympathetic. Of course it was ridiculous that the ‘Midnight 
Son’ should be up all night being drunk on inherited money, or that the Lancashire 
lad from Bolton down at the seaside should be masquerading as a toff – a Midnight 
Son – and kissing girls who were not his wife. But the critics were unanimous that 
Vesta did more than this: her men, with their foibles, were recuperated by her 
portrayal of them. Willson Disher called this ‘an understanding sympathy.’ He 
concluded that ‘this is precisely why we have always been hypnotised by them.’212 
Reporting of her musical delivery was often couched in terms of its reach. 
“There was not a word in her songs but could be distinctly heard all over the house, 
and this result was attained without visible effort.”213 The clarity of her articulation 
was also important, in a time before amplification, and given the competition with 
conversation, and even the orchestra. It was also a matter of being able to respond 
quickly to the needs of the audience, and to make the right intervention at the right 
time. One example she offered in her autobiography, describing the first 
performance of one of her big hits, ‘Algy, the Piccadilly Johnny with the little glass 
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eye’214, and how she had to modify the written music to suit, is thus: “[T]he first three 
verses fell flat,” she wrote, “and I knew instinctively that I would have to do 
something with the repeat of the final chorus to save the number. I had not much 
time to make up my mind, but instead of repeating the words of the chorus I laughed 
inanely to the time of the music, with the result that I left the stage amid storms of 
applause.”215 This became part of the expected performance of the song going 
forward, and is audible on recording.216  
From the few surviving recordings, it is possible to hear how much of her songs 
were ‘spoken’, following the style often used by music hall performers. The speech 
is not unmusical, following a ‘singsongy’ sort of pattern, and the choruses tend to be 
more musical as well. When comparing the recordings to the printed music, it is also 
possible to see the extent to which any attempt to transcribe her performance 
should be read as a ‘guideline’. Where there are fermatas to indicate places to 
pause, or the opposite, the recordings often demonstrate a performance which 
ignores both. She lingered where there is no space in the measure to do so, or 
skipped right through the fermata—with the orchestra deftly following her lead all the 
way. This has been recognised as a common performance convention for music hall 
performers, rather than a particular innovation of Vesta’s.217 We must consider, 
however, that she was particularly effective in deploying the shared techniques of 
the genre. 
Of close secondary importance to contemporary reviewers and also to Vesta’s 
self-presentation was the matter of her acting and the costumes in which she 
performed. In her impersonation, where the vocal was ambiguous, several decades’ 
worth of her other embodiment of the men she portrayed were much less so.218 Her 
acting, alongside her costumes, was essential in producing a compelling 
performance of masculinity. As evidenced by the change in the language used to 
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describe her pantomime performances, which stripped back the terms of femininity, 
on stage she did not represent a woman.219 Time and again contemporary reviewers 
spoke at length about the creative power of the individual performances she gave. 
These characters were men from different walks of life: “[w]e saw [them] not as we 
saw [them] in real life, or as [they] imagined [themselves], but as [they] appeared in 
the eyes of a clever, critically observant woman.”220 These men were clerks on 
holiday at the seaside, sailors, soldiers, rich fops, messenger boys, policemen, and 
schoolboys. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the men she chose to impersonate were 
concerned with their appearance, so her attention to detail was absolutely in line 
with a realistic portrayal.  
One particularly charming example is that of her ‘walks’, which appears in W.R. 
Titterton’s work and is repeated in the souvenir programme by ‘A Bohemian 
Journalist’ (which may be Titterton again), more extreme due to the protection of 
anonymity): 
Vesta Tilley is a perfect mistress in the art of walking. She has the sinuous 
leonine swing from the hips which dandies of the Beau Brummel period affected 
and she can do more with a toss of her interesting head, an expressive step 
either for or against grace, than most dancers can do with their studied step— 
or for the matter of that, more than most singers can do with their voices. […] 
her “Walks” are an art.221 
Her 1919 autobiography provides a tantalizing glimpse of the development of her 
costuming, and some of the process involved in ‘dressing each song in costume.’ 
From surviving sheet music covers and publicity images, this appears to have been 
a combination of her actually wearing boy’s clothes or using the principal boy 
costume and accessorizing it with props to suit the song. She described her 
navigation of the problem of having to make quick changes in an era before Velcro 
as:  
‘underdressing’ which means that I sang my first song with two pairs of trousers 
under the first pair. Frankly I spent weeks planning this out. My waistcoat, shirt-
front, collar and tie I had arranged in one piece to be slipped quickly over my 
head. As for the coat, it had the cuffs ready attached to the sleeves so that a 
lightening change was made quite possible.222 
                                                
219 See Catherine Hindson for discussion of the way in which fin de siècle popular culture on 
the stage was allied closely with the female body on display. Female Performance Practice 
on the Fin-de-Siècle Popular Stages of London and Paris. (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2007) 
220 M Willson Disher, Winkles and Champagne (London: BT Batsford Ltd, 1938): 76.  
221 A Bohemian Journalist, The World’s Idol Queen of Varietyland Illustrated Souvenir of 
Vesta Tilley. Vesta Tilley clippings file V&A theatre archives. 
222 Empire News, 13 July 1919, 7. 
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This changed in the 1890s in that she was now wearing men’s garments (rather 
than costumes) from head to toe, and from skin to overcoat. By the time the mass 
production of cartes de visite was underway, the photo postcards of her that 
appeared for fans to buy showed her in the costumes particular to each of her 
songs. Each of these costumes was composed of actual pieces of menswear; her 
costumes were ‘real’ down to the button and the cufflink. She devoted time in many 
interviews to discussing the importance of getting the costume detail right so as to 
be able to best represent the men she was impersonating. “I dress most carefully 
and most particularly,” she said in 1897. “And […] I am therefore unlike the usual 
run of women who wear men’s clothes.”223 The subject of her costumes became 
part of the conversation around Vesta Tilley, star performer, in line with her turn to 
exclusively wearing formally tailored mens’ clothing. Thus, it is perfectly reasonable 
for an article on Vesta Tilley, in The Sketch, to begin with the following: “the best 
dressed man on the music hall stage is a woman.”224 In the shift from 
‘underdressing’ to the full male attire, she always sought that which exceeded the 
paradigmatic for her craft. 
For Vesta, and for the contemporaries who reviewed her performances, these 
three aspects of her appearance on stage were inseparable. Not only did she sing a 
catchy song with which the audience was invited to sing along, but she was doing 
this while acting the part, in the right costume. Hence, a review of a performance in 
Edinburgh in 1893 noted that, “nothing could excel the finish of her male 
impersonations, the alertness of her acting, and the brightness of her singing.”225 In 
another review, it was even clearer: “[Vesta Tilley] maintains her reputation as one 
of the cleverest artists of her class, by reason both of the cleverness of her songs 
and the cleverness of her impersonation in presenting them.”226  
Her reputation as a performer was founded on her performance of these 
characters on the British stage, but not exclusively so. Two other important strands 
to her career, which served to produce ‘Vesta Tilley, star performer’, were her tours 
of the US and her portrayal of various principal boys in Christmas and Easter 
pantomimes in the first half of her career.  
During this period, she travelled to perform across the Atlantic. Her trips to 
America were prompted initially by a close relationship with American theatre 
                                                
223 New York Journal 26 September 1897, s9 p.13 
224 Vesta Tilley clippings file V&A theatre archives, The Sketch, 26 June 1912, 386. 
225 Evening News (Edinburgh), 17 October 1893, s4 p.102.  
226 Edinburgh Evening Dispatch 24 October 1893, s4 p.102. 
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impresario Tony Pastor, in whose eponymous Manhattan theatre she first appeared 
in 1894. The American press were initially wary of yet another English performer, 
but it took all of one night for the mood to shift in her favour. An indicative review 
read: “No warmer welcome was ever known at Pastor’s Theatre than that given last 
evening to Miss Vesta Tilley[…]. It was her American debut and it can be said of her 
that she scored a decisive hit. She was recalled time and again, and many flowers 
were passed over the footlights to her.”227 This was significantly successful enough 
an appearance that she was able to appear on that continent on another five 
occasions, going well beyond New York to travel as far as Chicago and Toronto. 
Her success in America was a matter of British press attention. The manner of 
her leaving London in 1903 was marked with a lunch at the Trocadero, which was 
extensively reported. This reportage disclosed the attendees, who included many of 
her fellow artistes, but the event was chaired by London theatre impresario George 
Adney Payne, alongside many other theatre owners and managers who came from 
around the country to wish Vesta farewell. Also reported in the papers were the 
details of her parting gifts: an illuminated address from her friends, a Roenisch 
grand piano and a pianola (player piano).228 She was due to be out of the country for 
ten months. When she got to America, people responded just as effusively; theatre 
critic Alan Dale publicly announced her as ‘The Irving of the Halls’, in reference to 
Henry Irving, star English (male) actor of the time.229 The newspapers reported, 
upon her return, that she brought back ‘nearly a score of silver cups’ – given to her 
by the proprietors of various theatres to mark ‘record houses’.230 Her final tour, in 
1909, had her attempt ‘straight’ theatre with a production of ‘My Lady Molly’. This 
was unsuccessful, and after a two week run, she abandoned it entirely, returning to 
her usual songs and performances. However, these were met with delight, and she 
left America an assured success. 
The crucial part that pantomime played in Vesta’s career is reflected in her own 
view: her 1934 autobiography devotes a whole chapter to the subject. She does not 
address the full range of pantomimes in which she took part, but it nonetheless 
signals the importance of those few months of the year. The key performances she 
recalls in her own words were: Portsmouth, where she first took on the breeches 
                                                
227 American review quoted in the Northern Athlete, 4 June 1894, s4 p.177, 
228 Worcestershire Echo, 27 August 1903, s10 p.4; Daily Express 28 August 1903, s11 p3. 
229 Dale was an Englishman from Birmingham, and Vesta’s close relationship with his home 
town likely helped her. Article in question can be found in s9 p.16. 
230 Worcestershire Echo 12 May 1904, s10 p.5 . 
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role231 in Robinson Crusoe; her revisiting of that story in Manchester; and inevitably 
her Drury Lane appearances – and these form the bulk of her recollections. Less is 
made of her pantomime performances in the entries in Who’s Who in the Theatre, 
where only two are mentioned: Birmingham in 1881-2, and Drury Lane in 1882-3. 
However, Vesta performed in pantomimes from age 16 (1880) to 36 (1900), nearly 
every Christmas232 and occasional Easters. Ironically enough, while childhood friend 
Dan Leno marked his presence as the era’s most successful pantomime dame at 
Drury Lane, Vesta only appeared at the apotheosis of Victorian pantomime on two 
occasions.233 Instead, she was better known in, and more frequently to be found 
touring, the provinces, likely playing Dick Whittington, whom she ‘impersonated’ 
more often than any other character.234 Dick Whittington was a particularly apt 
choice, with his rags-to-riches story, and his success achieved only by leaving 
London. It worked even better, metaphorically, when she also left the British Isles 
and turned to America, and to success across the sea. The contemporary press was 
highly invested in pantomime in general, and as a consequence Vesta’s 
involvement was well reported each year. Her provincial efforts appear in the local 
as well as national press, whether she was on the stage in Birmingham, Liverpool, 
Manchester or Glasgow, among others. Reviews of her performance were 
universally glowing. Regardless of how strong or weak the script, or ‘book’, or the 
relative strengths or weaknesses of the other cast members, Vesta herself was 
applauded ‘to the echo’. From Liverpool, in 1886: “Miss Tilley plays her part brightly, 
clearly, and with the utmost vivacity; sings her songs with stirring effect, delivers her 
lines so that every point may tell, and looks one of the handsomest, as she is one of 
the sprightliest principal boys we have.”235 A review from Birmingham was more 
succinct: “Can’t help being a success: Vesta Tilley is in it.”236 While it would seem 
that in pantomime Vesta was finally operating within a paradigmatic space, there 
were nonetheless signs that, here too, she found ways of confounding expectations. 
                                                
231 A convention dating back to the 18th century, the breeches role was a vehicle for women 
to play boys, thus allowing them to wear tights and show off their legs. The aim was not to 
‘pass’ as masculine but instead to provide a role for leading female acting talent, and titillate 
the men in the audience. See Vicinus and Bratton, as discussed in Chapter 3 (p. 87). 
232 Bar 1891-2 due to illness and 1897-8 when she was in America. Full list with pantomime 
titles in appendix. 
233 The difficulties with her appearance at ‘The Lane’ will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3 
(p. 106). 
234 She herself reveled in this role, calling it ‘my favourite pantomime part.’ De Frece, 
Recollections, 58. She played Dick on seven occasions: in Glasgow (1892), Newcastle 
(1893), Liverpool (1898) and Birmingham (1884, 1888, 1894, 1900). 
235 Stage, 3 December 1886.  
236 Birmingham Owl, 28 December 1894, s4 p.226. 
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Though this will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3237, it should still be noted 
that her handling of the two roles at Drury Lane, her success outside the West End, 
her thorough identification with the role of Dick Whittington, and that her 
performances should be reviewed with so little sexualisation of her in the role of 
principal boy, all provide signals yet again to the presence of the Neutral. 
And off the stage… 
Vesta was already well established and a professional success when she 
decided to marry. Defying middle-class expectations for women, her relationship 
with her husband amplified her success. Initially, of course, her tactic was to avoid 
wedding bells. Though she had many admirers, including such theatre notables as 
Oswald Stoll – son of a woman who ran the Parthenon theatre in Liverpool, and who 
later owned an entire circuit of venues around the country – she resisted the pull of 
marriage. Marriage could be a death knell for any woman’s performance career at 
the time; many of her fellow performers saw it either as an opportunity to retire, or 
soon found themselves embroiled in complicated and professionally damaging 
divorces. Between the risks thus associated with marriage, and the place her father 
had in her career, she did not choose a partner until after her father’s death. The 
man she would marry was a good choice in many respects, if one wanted to 
continue to work in the halls. Walter de Frece was part of the entertainment 
establishment in Liverpool by virtue of her father being a theatre manager. As 
discussed, the de Freces were known to the Balls for many years, and Harry had 
met and approved of Walter before his death. Fatherly approval aside, there was 
still plenty about Walter that made Vesta’s choice non-conformist, not least his being 
six years her junior, and only 19 years old, when they married. Once again, Vesta’s 
choices baffled the paradigm, this time for both working-class and middle-class 
marriage, in myriad ways.238 
Vesta’s seniority in their relationship was not an obvious part of the press 
persona during her career. However, she did present a picture in her 1934 
autobiography, describing how they had met, and this offers a clear picture of just 
                                                
237 See further discussion in Chapter 3, from p. 106. 
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how much control she had over the exchange.239 Walter approached her while she 
was on stage. This was not during a performance, but instead on the last night of 
the pantomime, in advance of a presentation to the theatre manager, as he was on 
the point of retiring. A table was installed on stage for this presentation, and Vesta 
arrived to take her seat, only to find that a young man was sitting in the chairman’s 
place – in this case, the place reserved for Henry De Frece, his father. This was 
decidedly out of the ordinary, and his enthusiasm about finally being able to speak 
to her did nothing to endear him to her. Her response was brief and cutting, and, 
given both Walter’s position (son of the theatre manager) and also the conventions 
of female (middle-class) behaviour, confounding. “You must have noticed me!” he 
said. 
“I have been in the front row of the stalls three or four times a week ever since 
the pantomime started. I have thrown flowers on to the stage to you, and have 
sent you several bouquets; don’t you remember?” 
Frankly I was tired and bored and replied: 
“Surely you are not one of those young idiots who occupy front seats so often 
and throw flowers to the girls on the stage,—if so, I should think you could find 
something better to do!”240  
He persisted, however, and her father approved, and over time his devotion to her 
won her over. As Walter was in fact Abraham Walter, and Jewish, they were married 
at the Brixton Register Office on 16 August 1890, with the kind of haste reserved for 
elopements.241 He was hungover, and late in collecting her, in a cab that scarcely 
befitted a marriage vehicle, and, to top it off, as he arrived his hat blew off his head 
and he had to chase it down the street. Nonetheless, she wrote: “I look back at it as 
the happiest event in my life.”242 The marriage was kept low-key in the press, 
restricted to pieces in the gossip section of the Era and Entr’acte, but was not the 
elopement she suggested in her description of the event. The marriage certificate 
records the witnesses as Maurice de Frece (Walter’s uncle), Marian de Frece 
                                                
239 There is a clear date error in her 1934 autobiography, contradicting herself from 1919 
where she identifies the crucial moment as her seventh pantomime season of 1886-7, when 
she played Sinbad at the Alexandra Theatre in Liverpool. It should also be noted that the 
1919 autobiography’s account of their meeting and courtship was narrated by Walter, 
although it presents nearly the same version of events as Vesta herself in 1934. 
240 De Frece, Recollections, 152. 
241 It should be noted that the marriage certificate records them both living at the same 
address – 23 Brixton Road. It is impossible to be sure how long this cohabitation had been 
going on, of course, but for all the conventionality of her public persona, in private it would 
seem that she chose expediency over propriety. Also, amusingly, she lied about her age for 
this formal document – she gave her age as 23. 
242 De Frece, Recollections, 155. 
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(Walter’s mother), H Powles (probably Vesta’s brother Harry) and EG Lawrence. 
Despite not knowing the details of who else might have been in the wedding party, it 
is clear from this one document that family were an essential part. At the point of 
retirement, looking back at her relationship, she presented her conclusions as to 
why she married, and why it had worked for nearly thirty years: 
And she, torn between a desire for a planet of her very own in the theatrical 
skies and for all the fleshpots of Egypt, which a husband with a fat bank-book 
can whisk to her side, hesitated… they always do hesitate in stories. Will she, or 
will she not? To marry or not to marry? 
Sometimes she trips to the altar…but sometimes she turns her back on the road 
to marriage, hitching her wagon to the lone star. 
But I think the fairy god-mother sort of took pity on the little changeling she 
spirited into Vesta Tilley’s body and made her her special care. For romance 
brought neither discontent nor disillusion to me—rather it set my feet on firmer 
ground.243 
Here, spelled out, was the thought process behind her choice. Would it help with her 
career, or would it hinder it? The paradigm, even for female performers, was yet 
again evaded. 
Her career after marriage, bar a brief medical emergency hiccup, which might 
have derailed everything244, continued the trajectory of success. It is hard to be 
certain if this success increased exponentially, or if it was just the coverage in the 
press which increased. In either case, there was no question as to Vesta’s 
dominance as a performer not only in Britain, but also in America. Her success is 
measurable in column inches, but also in salaries, the details of which were 
recorded in the press and can be verified by recourse to a few pieces of primary 
source material. In these figures there is again a confounding of multiple paradigms, 
from the woman-as-wage-earner to female-performer-salaries. While she always did 
well – the £5 salaries of her youth were substantial – the figures which she would 
command after 1890 were startlingly large. In general, aside from this figure, the 
press usually reported her salary in non-numeric terms, such as the advert for her 
appearance in Birmingham in 1896: “engagement extraordinary of the highest-
salaried Artiste now before the public, Miss Vesta Tilley.”245 One interviewer in 1893 
met with her at her home, during which time there was some discussion of what she 
                                                
243 Empire News 3 August 1919, 5. 
244 In the winter of 1891, and stretching well into 1892, Vesta took seriously ill. This is 
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3 from p.129, both the medical issue and the 
implications of it.  
245 Birmingham Daily Gazette, 14 April 1896, s7 p.3. 
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was paid. He noted that her expected salary would be at the top end of the artiste 
scale, given her reputation: his view was that £60 to £70 would serve as the top 
limit. When the interviewer doubted Vesta’s assertion of one of her salaries – £183 
for a week’s run in Birmingham – she produced contracts for his inspection. From 
this we can gather that some of the contracts were based on door takings. The 
wording as transcribed reads: “for a fortnight’s engagement [Vesta is to] ‘receive for 
her share one-third of the admission money, except on Wednesday, when she shall 
receive one-half, and I [Charles Barnard, Gaiety theatre Birmingham] guarantee her 
share not to be less than £200 for the two weeks.’” As it happened, the door takings 
were greater than the minimum, so she received £236 for the run. Other 
engagements paid less dramatically well, but nonetheless at the top end of the pay 
scale: “nine performances at Douglas, Isle of Man, £120; Manchester, one week, 
£70; and several for single halls for £60 and £65 a week.”246 A letter also survives 
from the Star Theatre of Varieties, Dublin, stating that she was paid £100 a week for 
four weeks of work in Dublin and Belfast in 1895.247 Meanwhile, the lucrative 
Christmas period had a pound value as well; a report in the Daily Mail on the dearth 
of pantomime artists suggested that she would ‘easily command £150 per week’ in 
this line of work.248 Each pantomime would also net her a special benefit; when she 
was in ‘Dick Whittington’ in Glasgow in 1893, this added a further £213 to her 
existing salary.249 Aside from the newspaper reports of her salaries, there is one 
surviving salary book which upholds the published figures. The salary book from the 
Palace theatre in Leicester shows that her salary in 1918 and 1919 was £225 for a 
week’s engagement.250 With the books intact, we can also compare her salary to 
other stars of the time, including Little Tich (£200), fellow male impersonator Hetty 
King (£100) and her rival for best-loved female performer of the time, Marie Lloyd 
(£150). The only two performers who matched or exceeded her were the magicians 
David Devant251 (£300) and Chinese impersonator William Ellsworth Robinson 
                                                
246 The Amusing Journal 29 July 1893, s4 p.277. 
247 Not a scrapbook, part 2 item 6i 
248 Daily Mail 1903, s10 p4 
249 Not a scrapbook part 2 item 6iv 
250 Held by the British Music Hall Society. There are few records that survive which 
document the salaries of performers at the time. However, among them are the salary books 
for the London Pavilion syndicate of London music halls. From these books, we have a 
record of week on week salaries for performers from 1908-1920. For this syndicate of 
London halls, performers at the top end of the scale such as Marie Lloyd were paid £60-
£100 for a week’s engagement. These books are held in the V&A’s theatre archives. 
251 David Devant was a popular and well-regarded magician among his peers and among 
British music hall audiences. He also appeared three times in Royal Command 
performances and was the first president of The Magic Circle. 
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(known as Chung Ling Soo) (£225).252 In singing and acting, she was unmatched. 
Clearly, then, Vesta was being paid quite a lot in excess of the normal top limit for 
salaries, which was possible due to her ability and willingness to negotiate better 
rates with the (predominantly) male theatre proprietors. Professionally, she could – 
and did – behave with the kind of gender performance that her male contemporaries 
would have considered their right. In the process she also inverted traditional sexual 
labour relations, as articulated by Gayle Rubin. Where, typically, men exchange 
women, she was exchanging masculinity and being handsomely rewarded for it.253 
Aside from the high salaries, she also forced a change in the usual protocols for 
how door takings were reckoned. At a time when ticket prices were the price of 
admission into the hall, regardless of the entertainment, her arrival on numerous 
occasions resulted in a higher price. The hall owners had no difficulty in stating that 
‘the prices will be raised for the purpose, if possible, of lessening the crowds.’254 
Commentators and reviewers noted this, and added that it seemed to have made no 
dent in the number of people trying to secure a seat, and the number of people 
(‘hundreds’) being turned away because of oversubscription. Some halls even 
physically changed the layout of the halls to accommodate more paying punters 
within the building. A report of her visit to Oldham included this account of the 
modifications required:  
Every night during Miss Tilley’s engagement the management were at their wits’ 
end to provide accommodation for the hundreds of disappointed people who 
had come in from the outlying districts to hear Vesta Tilley. […] To meet the 
unprecedented demand on their space, Messrs Ball and Heywood removed the 
scenery and wings from the stage, which they surrounded with seats […] each 
evening these seats and every other corner of the hall were crammed with an 
enthusiastic audience.255 
Salaries are also readily available for her American tours, where the social 
climate made it more acceptable to ask about or print the details of various salaries 
and the costs associated with the business of entertainment and entertainers. Thus, 
the papers were willing to report that on her first tour Tony Pastor paid her $500 (or 
approximately £100) for each of her seven weeks in New York.256 Later tours would 
                                                
252 Chung Ling Soo took his name from another magician, Ching Ling Foo, who was actually 
Chinese in origin rather than white. By coincidence, the week after Soo’s performance in 
Leicester, he was killed in a failed ‘bullet trick’ on stage. 
253 Gayle Rubin, “The traffic in women: Notes on the ‘political economy’ of sex” in Toward an 
Anthropology of Women ed. Rayna R Reiter (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1975): 157-
210. 
254 Era, 14 September 1889, 21.	  
255 Era, 23 September 1893, 27. 
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up this salary, to $1750 a week for seven performances; and then it went higher still, 
so that she was being paid $10 (£2) a minute.257 The enormous figures she 
commanded in America were a critical part of her representation, particularly in the 
voraciously curious American press. They wanted to know about her suits and her 
position as a fashion icon in Britain; but they were equally invested in her monetary 
value to the proprietors of the theatres of America. The numbers are impressive – 
especially when one extrapolates what, even without currency conversion, a salary 
of $10 a minute would look like in America today – but are not the only ways she 
asserted her control over her career in America. One key story, which was less well 
publicised at the time, but became part of her myth in Britain, was her handling of 
the circumstances by which she broke her contract with Oscar Hammerstein. He 
had engaged her after seeing the press around her 1897 visit, via an agent - which 
meant he had not seen her perform.258 When in London, however, he made a 
special effort to come and see whether his investment was worth it. By bad luck, he 
had chosen Vesta’s third hall of the evening, and, traffic being particularly bad, she 
was late in arriving for her turn. By the time she made it, it was nearly time to play 
the anthem and draw the curtain, and so many of the audience had left on the 
assumption that she wouldn’t make it there after all. Hammerstein obviously drew 
the conclusion that she was, firstly, unreliable and, secondly, not as popular as 
advertised, and thus not worth the money. He invited the breaking of the contract, 
which was at first a professional insult. However, she and Walter, her manager, 
soon realised that they could turn this to their advantage, particularly when an agent 
for Weber and Fields turned up asking if she might appear for them instead. They 
broke the contract on the condition she was paid a cancellation fee. Weber and 
Fields were happy to take her on in Hammerstein’s stead, and she was able to 
                                                
257 This was her actual salary. “[T]he time is to be reckoned from the moment she steps on 
the stage until the instant she finishes her last song.” The manager, Percy G Williams, 
manager of the Colonial, went on to say “I expect this arrangement will cost me between 
$3000 and $3500 [£720] per week, which I believe is the largest salary ever paid in 
vaudeville up to the present time.” New York Times 6 May 1906, X2. Charles and Louise 
Samuels confirm this as the very upper reaches of what was paid to stars. “Women 
headliners were paid from $750 to $1500 a week, and played about forty weeks a year. The 
so-called Big Four – Eva Tanguay, Elsie Janis, Irene Franklin, and Nora Bayes – earned 
twice as much.” Once Upon A Stage: The Merry World of Vaudeville (New York: Dodd, 
Mead and Company, 1974): 52. 
258 Vesta was less keen to leave her great supporter Tony Pastor. She set an exorbitant sum 
for her salary – a misquote of £1000 for $1000 I suspect – to put him off, but Hammerstein 
instead agreed.	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secure a contract to return to America despite him.259 Thus, she managed to turn a 
failure into a financial success. This was proved by the newspaper reports after her 
tour in 1904, where her success was reported in Britain, as she returned with a 
certificate from the proprietor of the Orpheus Theatre in Brooklyn, which stated that 
she had brought in nearly £3000 in ticket sales (£1,050,000 in 2012), while 
performing for 26000 people over the course of a single week.260  
Success on the stage was only part of the story, however. There were other 
ways of increasing one’s profile and also one’s financial bottom line. The vast 
majority of her songs were sold with Vesta’s name as the main draw, printed on the 
cover, often with an image of her as well. Only the very earliest material did not 
carry her name. While, unfortunately, sales figures do not survive from the sheet 
music publishers, this percentage suggests that a song badged with her name was 
considered a good investment for Francis Day and Hunter, H Beresford and Co, 
Von Tilzer and Co, B Feldman and Co, and a number of others. Also, songwriter 
John P Harrington, who wrote at least 30 songs for Vesta, claimed that writing for 
her was always a profitable venture, “Vesta Tilley being a ‘best seller’ whose songs 
in sheet-music form were always in phenomenal demand[.]”261 We also know that it 
would not have taken very much in the way of sales before these would have 
provided a profit. In several interviews throughout her career and again in her 1934 
autobiography, she recounted her usual modus operandi for acquiring new songs.  
When my position was firmly established, all the best song writers submitted 
their MSS. to me, and as the usual fee for the sole singing right, and half the 
publication money, was on the average two guineas, I bought thousands of 
songs[.]262  
Though the majority of these speculatively bought songs never saw the stage, 
overall it was still a great return on investment when songs cost between 6d and 4/-. 
And still the options for adding to her income continued. Aside from sheet music and 
picture postcards, there was also Vesta Tilley merchandise. With all of the attention 
paid to her dress in America, it was a natural progression to also offer 'Vesta Tilley' 
branded items of apparel. Less than two weeks after her debut at Tony Pastor’s in 
                                                
259 In this instance, she credited Walter with a substantial part in bringing about a happy 
conclusion to the proceedings, but she also made no apology for her being the final arbiter of 
her career choices. Walter was also working with a precedent already set by Vesta herself. 
De Frece, Recollections, 202-205. 
260 Worcestershire Echo 23 April 1904, s10 p.5. 
261  In describing a minor hit for Vesta, ‘Doesn’t anybody want the curate?’ he described the 
consequences of her dropping the song after a bad review. “I incidentally lost a hundred or 
two in royalties”. Tony Barker, Music Hall 42 (2003): 29. 
262 De Frece,  Recollections, 124. 
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1894, with her song ‘Our Sea Trip’ featuring a young man with a straw boater, the 
'Vesta Tilley straw boater' was available for purchase, with a range of differently 
coloured hat band ribbons.263 A surviving flyer suggests that this was a registered 
item, ‘none genuine without this label.’264 These were sold to women, but she also 
had merchandise to appeal to the men. There were Vesta Tilley cufflinks, after a 
solitary lost cufflink led to the improvisation of cuffs held closed with two ribbons 
from her maid, Florence Jones’, hair. Despite some misattribution for the fad – 
Vesta took no credit for the invention, but again cited the fashionable men of London 
with the innovation – these ribbons-as-cufflinks were also available 'in all the finest 
shops.' It is unfortunately a matter of speculation as to whether she saw revenue 
from this use of her name for these fashion items. However, we do know that at 
least one of these endorsements would have garnered some financial remuneration. 
There is an exchange with the Commercial Union Cigar and Cigarette company, the 
correspondence of which survives in her scrapbooks, in which the company 
approached Walter de Frece to enquire about her endorsement of their product. 
Terms were agreed, albeit Walter’s letters do not survive, such that those terms 
were remains opaque. Nonetheless, the fact the correspondence exists suggests 
that protocols were observed and it seems reasonable to suppose that other similar 
conversations were being had with other manufacturers.265 The expansion of 
popular culture into commodification worked to Vesta’s distinct advantage.  
There were many different ways in which Vesta’s commodification of herself 
confounded paradigms associated with gender and class and more. According to 
the latter, it should not have been possible for her to command such control, such 
sums, through the deployment of her name or body (presence, or reproduction). 
Nonetheless, she did, taking advantage of all the latest modern developments, 
including film. Initially, she participated in the first experiments to record film and 
sound together, with Walter Gibbons at the camera as early as 1900. They recorded 
her on phonograph first, and then filmed her running through the song. She 
recorded these experiments as “not altogether satisfactory—the camera had a nasty 
habit of going too quickly, and the record too slowly, or vice versa.”266 Three known 
films were made, of ‘The Midnight Son’, ‘Louisiana Loo’ and ‘Algy the Piccadilly 
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Johnny’.267 Despite this disappointing start, she did undertake film work again, 
during the war. She found the demands on her difficult – doing her own stunts on 
horseback and motorcycle! – and the repetition unsuited to how she was used to 
performing. The experience was such that “it made me vow that it would be my first 
and last appearance as a film star”.268 The plot had Vesta appearing as a woman – 
an heiress with two suitors – and also as a soldier. Bored with waiting for the man 
she wants to marry to return from the front, she volunteers as a nurse. It is while at 
the front that she decides to become a soldier, in order to fulfil her ‘lover’s’ duty to 
deliver a dispatch, after he is brought in to her hospital, unconscious but carrying an 
important message. This gallant action earns the lover a Victoria Cross (the highest 
award for gallantry available to those serving in the British Army) and renders him fit 
for Vesta to marry.269 Sadly, no known copies of either the Gibbons works or The 
Girl who loves a Soldier survive, only a few stills of the latter preserved in 
contemporary newspaper reviews. It was a great success, despite her mixed 
feelings about the genre. One review records that “[t]here was spontaneous and 
prolonged applause after each of the three reels and several individual incidents 
were also loudly applauded.”270 Vesta also wrote that she was paid royalties based 
on ticket sales: “from the splendid financial results, the film must have booked 
well[.]”271 This reproduction will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5, 
particularly the effects this had on Vesta’s audience.272 
The last years of Vesta’s career did not indicate her retirement, despite her 
surpassing the career age and actual life expectancy of many of her peers. In May 
1914, barely months before the outbreak of war, she turned 50. Despite this, she 
continued to play the roles of her youth – male youth – and it is in this guise in which 
she is currently especially remembered, playing the role of ‘recruiting sergeant’ 
during the First World War. This role produced real-world results; bringing men into 
the army was an important business and it was with pride that she reported: “[w]hy, 
at Hackney there were so many recruits in answer to my songs that we actually 
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formed a Vesta Tilley Platoon.”273 Though she had played soldiers and sailors 
throughout her career, and this was a live issue during the South African War, it 
became even more crucial to her stage performances during the nation-altering 
conflict of 1914-1918. Reviving ‘Jolly good luck to the girls who love a soldier’ 
(1907), she also commissioned new songs and produced other characters whose 
experiences reflected those of her audience, whether serving or otherwise 
supporting the war effort. Again, as with her other male characters, these soldiers 
were meticulously researched and portrayed particularly sympathetically, as so 
many men were serving, and everyone had friends and relations in service. Given 
her popularity, and the pre-existing association between her and military roles, the 
navy also sought a connection to Vesta – HMS Versatile, a destroyer built in 1917, 
was nicknamed the HMS Vesta Tilley274. Even in 1934, after the narrative of the war 
had passed from the patriots to the cynics, such as poet Siegfried Sassoon, her 
autobiography expressed no regret at her choice to solicit volunteers for service, 
and she remained quite proud of her role. Yet, it was here where it became much 
more difficult to find a way around the abruptly multiplying paradigms, and so to 
avoid judgment. With war, so many bets were off, so many ‘business as usual’ 
scenarios were impossible, that it was a significant challenge to attempt to swerve 
or confound expectations, because expectations were in an ongoing state of flux. 
Women had been her most important audience; now, men (soldiers) were, and 
despite her desire to continue to perform, the ‘new normal’ of the war years, coupled 
with the change in circumstances for Walter – first, Colonel, then Sir, then MP – 
made her retirement inevitable. The newspapers reported it as her ceding the stage 
to him, but also reported how she campaigned on his behalf, and how many of the 
electorate promised to vote for her (which only coincidentally meant a vote for him). 
Her regrets remained private until 1934:  
[e]ven now, about eight o’clock at night, I feel a certain excitement […and] I like 
to sneak off quietly to some secluded nook and dream again of the life I loved 
[…] the feeling of triumph and contentment after the performance, and the 
knowledge that it would all happen again the next night.275  
Her farewell tour, in 1919 and 1920, took months to complete. She played for a 
week each in Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, Newcastle, Glasgow, 
Nottingham, Bradford, with single nights in other cities. Her final London 
performance was at Oswald Stoll’s Coliseum, just off Trafalgar Square. Someone 
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had arranged for books to be passed around the cities where she appeared, much 
as now books of condolence are available for members of the public to sign when a 
public figure dies. These books – three of them in total, bound between planks of 
wood with leather spines and closures – were purported to have two million 
signatures. In them appear the great and the ordinary – her close friends, and her 
fans, fellow performers and ‘comedians’ who signed as ‘A.N. Onymous.’ They were 
presented to her at the conclusion of her final song – ‘Jolly good luck to the girl who 
loves a soldier’ – by none other than (Dame) Ellen Terry, the best known actress of 
her time. Vesta cried, and the audience cheered and clapped, and then she left the 
stage, never to return. By sheer coincidence, this retirement came right on the cusp 
of a change in meaning in Vesta’s performances and attire. With the 1920s came a 
change in the understanding of what it meant for a woman to dress as a man; the 
trials of Radclyffe Hall in the 1920s shifted a neutral/Neutral act into one which 
signified as lesbian. It was only a matter of happenstance that meant Vesta retired 
before this moment; however, it meant that she again baffled the paradigm. The 
performance of Vesta Tilley remained ambiguous, a blessing and a curse. With no 
place in the paradigm, she has disappeared from view; yet, where she continues to 
exist, even now she must be understood largely on her own terms: a rare feat for 
any performer. 
 
  86 
Chapter 3: Impersonating gender-Neutral 
There is no question that one of the most interesting aspects of Vesta’s lengthy 
stage career was the play with gender that she undertook throughout the five 
decades she ‘trod the boards’; and much of the scholarship featuring Vesta has 
focused on this. This play was simultaneously fun and also as fundamentally serious 
as it is for any person to convincingly inhabit a gendered body. Her performances 
were, throughout her career, successful as a consequence of their performativity. As 
discussed, this is success through citation – ‘a reiteration of a norm or set of norms’ 
– of men’s behaviours.276 Superficially, this is the obvious reading of her fifty-year 
career on the stage. However, her prodigious capacity for performativity was applied 
not only to the male roles she undertook in front of the footlights, nor was it her 
decisive career success. After her marriage, when her identity had to include a 
restrictive Victorian femininity, she turned her skills to female performativity as well. 
Jacky Bratton, who has written extensively on the role of women in theatre in the 
18th and 19th centuries, and particularly on women who cross-dressed in 
performance, draws attention to this. Speaking of Vesta, Bratton says: “she has, 
indeed, challenged […] the gender division itself, and so the pre-existence of 
man.”277 This challenge was Vesta’s enacting of the purpose of Brecht’s epic 
theatre, a particularly startling situation as she ‘made gestures quotable’ for men as 
well as women.278 Here is where the Neutral appears, with its avoidance of the 
paradigm, and of explicit meaning. With the impossibility of a woman being able to 
embody quotable gestures of masculinity, juxtaposed against a reality in which this 
was precisely what was happening, the Neutral was a necessary result. Further, as 
Nikki Sullivan elaborates in respect of Butler, performativity makes a person: “There 
is not first an ‘I’ who performs, rather, the ‘I’ is constituted in and through 
performative processes.”279 Extending that to the Neutral, then, Vesta produced a 
Neutral ‘I’, which had enormous implications for her audience, as will be seen, 
through contemporary texts. 
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A recap of key writing  
The interest in the production of cross-dressed stage performances is well 
established in academic writing. Both from the point of view of Vesta herself, and 
the trope in general, a number of scholars have pursued important thinking as to 
why this phenomenon occurred and what it meant. While the traditions extend back 
to the Elizabethan stage, they had evolved in the intervening centuries to allow 
women to take on their own cross-dressing roles, with their own conventions and 
internal logics. The well-known ‘breeches’ role had been preserved in pantomime, 
and will be discussed below280, but there was also another facet, one which has 
become more important in the contemporary perception of Vesta Tilley: convincing 
male impersonation. In both cases, the particularity of Vesta’s performance takes us 
through the paradigmatic and out the other side into the Neutral. Given her high 
profile among her contemporaries, and the frequency with which she concomitantly 
appears at least in passing in histories of the time, this extra-paradigmatic situation 
has been noted. While scholars have made attempts at identifying and naming this 
excess, none have been wholly satisfying. Her performance, queer-before-it-had-a-
name, queer-without-oppositionality, needs a different term, one which allows for 
this eluding or swerving of meaning: the Neutral. 
It is of course still useful to revisit these scholarly works in order to consider 
what has already been thought and said about the gender bending of stage 
performances, as we consider the implications of that undertaken by Vesta Tilley. 
The first work which is important to mention here is the sole full biography of Vesta 
to date, Sara Maitland’s 1986 effort. Of course, at the time, the collection now held 
in Worcester, with comprehensive newspaper clippings from decades of her career, 
was not in public hands, nor were the 19th century newspaper collections of the 
British Library digitized. The 1919 autobiography had not yet been identified, and 
Maitland had to rely almost exclusively on the 1934 autobiography. Thus, Maitland’s 
partial conclusions, both about Vesta Tilley herself and about her relationship with 
her audience, were necessarily hampered by lack of data. What Maitland is able to 
conclude about Vesta herself nonetheless paints a recognizable portrait: 
She offered […] two, parallel models. First, there was the suggestion that there 
might another sort of man, a man who could understand, who could think like a 
woman, a male sexuality deeply informed and mediated by a female sensibility. 
She presented a better man than men could ever be, and it was immensely 
attractive. She also offered a model of where the New Woman might be going – 
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a new sort of possibility for freedom of movement and expression; a woman 
who could afford to laugh at men while claiming for herself all their privileges.281 
She identifies many of the key mechanisms by means of which ‘Vesta Tilley, 
performer’ functioned, but implicitly maintains the gender binary, even while 
complicating its expression.  Whether she would have analysed the data differently 
with the help of Judith Butler’s later insights can only be speculation. In the end, 
Maitland’s analysis stops short of a more complex reading.282  
There are also other studies in which the picture drawn of what was happening 
is quite clear. These sketches, which put Vesta in the context of her time and peers, 
offer a great deal which is useful to know and understand. However, as with 
Maitland, the Neutral does not figure and, as a result, the conclusions drawn are 
incomplete. What follows here is an overview of these insights and the contextual 
work undertaken by previous scholars, highlighting those moments where the 
insights fall short of satisfactory explanation. From Martha Vicinus’s work, for 
instance, we gain a picture of the field in which Vesta worked, the typical positioning 
and performances of male impersonators. This includes an account of both what 
Vesta did, and also how the Victorian and Edwardian audiences understood her 
performance: 
Although the male impersonator will occasionally cross-dress as an older man, 
she is almost always dressed as a dandy—a young, beautiful man-about-town. 
Most often, echoing providing the audience with a frisson of pleasure as it 
watches a boy-like woman pretend to male experience that will confirm a 
sophistication she/he does not possess. Touches of femininity highlight her 
sexual charm for both men and women. The male impersonator attracts by 
means of her understated eroticism[.]283  
In this guise, the male impersonator is presumed to show both genders, but with a 
superficial privileging of the male form, with ‘touches of femininity’ added. The 
reverse was true for the pantomime roles which Vesta undertook over several 
decades. Despite adopting the same role as ‘boy’ on the stage, the costume was 
intended to showcase the female body, to present her on display for male pleasure, 
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in the guise of family entertainment. Jim Davis notes, in his article on gender play at 
the time, the review of one contemporary, which sums up the masculine gaze: 
Ample-bosomed, small waisted, and with thighs—oh such thighs!—thighs that 
shone and glittered in the different coloured silk tights in which she continually 
appeared. How she strode about the stage, proud and dominant, smacking 
those rounded limbs with a riding crop! At every smack, a fresh dart was shot 
into the heart of at least one adorer.284 
Here, there was no intention of touches of femininity; rather, the visual display 
highlighted touches of masculinity, with a hat, a cane, perhaps a cigar.285 Even with 
the same songs, on the same stages, the frame for a male impersonator’s 
performance in the pantomime was different. Martha Vicinus categorises this as not 
“sexual ambiguity so much as sexual candour. At a time when both women and men 
wore layers upon layers of clothing, her [the principal boy’s] relative undress was 
extraordinarily alluring.”286 Whatever role an actor – male or female – was playing, 
sexual candour was outside the norm. 
Vicinus also notes the tension in the portrayal of characters between the 
pantomime and the song-sketches Vesta performed. While the principal boy always 
got his happy ending, with heterosexual marriage and worldly success, this was not 
available to the ‘boys’ and young men she played the rest of the year.  
While the pantomime ended in sexual union and reconciliation, the male 
impersonator’s song ended in frustration; money spent on stylish clothes and 
girls did not bring happiness. Marriage proved an impossibility, and male 
camaraderie became the only reliable bond.287 
There are, of course, important exceptions in her repertoire, such as the songs 
where marriage has been achieved but is being disparaged. There were also the 
songs which took women to task for the way they behaved in relation to the men 
they might marry.288 One significant exception is the song ‘Mary and John’ which not 
only depicts a happy ending for a heterosexual couple, but was also a hugely 
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popular song among her fans.289 Nonetheless, by steering clear of marriage in most 
of her songs, Vesta ensured that attitude which Vicinus calls “privileging a phallus-
free masculinity.”290 
Bratton, for her part, asks many of the most necessary questions:  
our first question should be how far, in a popular consciousness not yet 
permeated by Freudianism, this interest was specifically homosexual, or 
consciously sexual at all? And then, who were these women? What did they 
think they were doing when they offered themselves in these disguises?291 
Unfortunately, of course, it is very difficult to answer such questions, when the 
women under consideration have left historians little to nothing in the way of 
personal materials which would provide their view on their own behaviour. 
Theoretical frameworks, even pace Freud, are the scholar’s most obvious recourse. 
In an earlier article, Bratton identifies the problematics of the way the audiences 
responded to male impersonators in general, and Vesta in particular:  
It is notable that although the fact of her success and the details of her off-stage 
doings are fulsomely reported, Vesta Tilley’s act is almost never described […] 
One is led to ask whether the reticence is because of their unimportance – 
these are acts chiefly appreciated by women, which the men find dull – or 
perhaps because of their unhandleability, their potential dangerousness – 
exciting acts in the hall, but impossible to translate safely into words, to fame 
within the bland, recuperative discourse of the trade press.292 
The untranslateable area that Bratton notes, and names carnivalesque, might be so. 
The excess and role reversal of carnivalesque does not necessarily foreclose other 
interpretive frameworks. However, this description of the unspeakability of Vesta’s 
performance is arguably also – and more importantly – the manifestation of the 
Neutral, a term to which Bratton did not have access at the time of writing. 
To be absolutely clear that this is not about women, or those seen as women, 
but rather about gender, it is useful to consider the converse position. Gender, 
(un)naturally enough, cuts both ways. Laurence Senelick has explored the ways in 
which a female impersonator, Julian Eltinge, occupied a position similar to Vesta, 
but on the other side of the gender divide. He discusses how Eltinge, in 1913, was 
the subject and author of The Julian Eltinge Magazine and Beauty Hints. This book 
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was intended for a female audience, and included Eltinge’s insights into women’s 
apparel and women’s makeup, alongside pictures of himself both in female and 
male attire. In this role, the book assured, he was helping women, as they needed 
male advice on being womanly (fashion of course being led by men). In addition to 
this assistance, however, his position as “a man, and a large man at that […] 
capable of turning himself into a lady” demonstrated male virtues of “perseverance 
and industry” which women needed to learn.293 Senelick draws a link between this 
role – as bridging male and female identity positions through the ‘androgynous’, 
particularly in the American context - and the development of the New Woman. 
Eltinge, in his view, stood in for the tension between rapidly changing models of 
femininity and their relative impossibility: “Eltinge’s gender indeterminacy qualified 
him to serve as a middleman between traditional standards of curried comeliness [of 
the Gibson Girl] and the newer ideal of ‘masculinized’ femininity [of the New 
Woman].”294 Still, his position as a female impersonator was one that relied heavily 
on his ability to be a man in a woman’s clothing, not some sort of hybrid persona. 
Senelick notes that during Eltinge’s performance career, he was recognised as a 
bachelor, someone who didn’t want to bring a wife into the sordid world of 
entertainment, especially given his college education and solid middle-class status. 
It is only more recently that it has been understood that he was in a long-term 
relationship with a man. By contrast, Bert Savoy and Jay Brennan were recognised 
(at least by their fellow actors) as performers whose patter came from the 
vocabulary of gay men, even as they assumed the dress and apparent deportment 
of women. Savoy in particular may even have been transgender, referring to 
him/herself only with female pronouns, strikingly different from the much more 
masculine Eltinge. In both of Senelick’s case studies, however, it is clear that the 
reliance on a stable gender construction is what made the performances work. 
Acknowledging that there was more going on with all three men was beyond the 
bounds of what was possible, without then having to cast them beyond the pale. 
The Androgyne 
In all of this scholarly investigation into male impersonation in general and Vesta 
Tilley in particular there are useful insights. Wrestling with Freudian theory, 
Bakhtinian carnivalesque, gender or queer theory, scholars have tried to make 
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sense of a woman in male attire, her performance of gender, and what it meant. 
However, there is a key idea which many of these scholars invoke in their writing, 
and which signposts the direction of travel. For instance, Senelick is most interested 
in how Savoy and Brennan were able to “get away with such material”295 and he, 
like Aston, suggests that there was a neutralization within their performance. What 
Aston calls Vesta’s “neutered, neutral self” protected her from censure, but it was 
also the extreme nature – the unnatural “clown costume” – of the camp performance 
which served to “neutralize any danger which this otherness might pose.”296 These 
invocations of neutrality are vague, and under-elaborated, but are nonetheless a 
flag that something ‘neither/nor’ was at play in these performances.297 Aston nods to 
this possibility, but then steps back from it:  
Imagine the reaction if the male critic were to concede the illusion, and align the 
image of a feminized male with the military, naval or Eton costumes – signifiers 
of monastic institutions threatened by homosexuality, abhorred and punished as 
undermining the ‘macho’ image.298  
She similarly also disavows the usefulness of exploring the androgyny possible in 
her role, partly because of the way it was discussed by Vesta’s contemporaries: “if 
androgyny is discussed, it is with reference to the male ego taming the female, but 
the androgynous appeal of asexual masculinity for women is never explored, given 
that it links, threatening and subversively, to images of homosexuality.”299 However, 
thinking back to Bratton’s observation on the silences around male impersonation, 
as discussed above300, the absence of discussion in 19th century texts is not 
sufficient reason to avoid discussion now. Despite these clear nods in the 
scholarship towards something that escapes gender, in the end existing analysis 
tends to reinforce it. The performances lend themselves to this, though of course in 
the end, this reiteration is unhelpful. Instead, I propose turning towards the full 
articulation of this neutral between the binary poles, and examining Barthes’s 
Neutral dossier on the androgyne. As he devotes only a scant few pages to a series 
of complicated concepts, it is also helpful to unpack it further, using historical 
sources. 
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Barthes goes to great pain to distinguish between the hermaphrodite and the 
androgyne, and defines them along established lines, drawing on long-standing 
traditions dating back to the Renaissance. In his view, the hermaphrodite is 
“universally discredited […] a monster: not terrifying, but worse: uncanny”.301 By 
contrast, the androgyne is the “merger of virility and femininity insofar as it connotes 
union of contraries, ideal completeness, perfection.”302 The difference between the 
two positions could not be more stark. Nor could it be more evident that the difficulty 
here is that both positions are entirely paradigmatic, even as they are largely 
imaginary.303 Both the hermaphrodite and the androgyne represent the union or 
mixing of male and female in one body, and literature on the subject shows the 
slippage between the terms over centuries. These terms, in general use, have often 
been used interchangeably and are considered synonyms. One of the most oft-cited 
articles on the term itself says “it is preferable to consider the two terms exactly 
synonymous”.304 However, the desire to produce a difference remains, at least for 
Barthes, a distinction he takes from Freud.305 
Despite a lengthy explanation of the long history of the ‘perfection’ of the 
androgyne, by way of God, his angels and Adam, the first man, Barthes’s only 
formal explanation of why the distinction is necessary is “things, when they are 
important [...] have a farcical version.”306 He does not, for example, distinguish the 
androgyne by noting its sharing of Greek origins with Hermaphroditus, who was 
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‘penetrated’ by a female nymph, Salmacis, who fell in love with him, and tried to 
seduce him. Hermaphroditus was not interested, so she instead turned to the 
heavens and asked the gods to make sure they were never parted. The gods 
responded by binding their bodies together into one, both male and female.307 
His/their name was only bestowed upon them after this union took place. That this is 
monstrous is in part due to a misogyny inherited from the Romans.308 This is a 
person born out of sexual desire, and, in the fusion of the bodies, invokes a very 
corporeal melding of sex/gender. On the other hand, the etymology for androgyne 
includes a Greek root for eunuch, and its use is tied by Barthes and others to the 
intellect, although again, this etymology is not invoked. What is constructed here is a 
divide between body and spirit, whereby, as is depressingly common, the spirit is 
given to the masculine, the body to the feminine.309 The theistic frame presented 
here is Biblical, referring to Genesis, the angels in heaven, and the making of Adam 
(and then Eve). Barthes’s insistence that these two positions should have distinct 
named terms separates the dual nature of the androgyne/hermaphrodite in society – 
both divine and monstrous – and maps it to a socially articulated and gendered 
divide, which perversely enough is what the androgyne/hermaphrodite calls into 
question. 
What is required is an example where the tension might be played out, and its 
usefulness/functionality tested. From the outset, Vesta challenged this divide. The 
given definition of hermaphroditism is very solidly rooted in genitality. However, 
Vesta’s performance of gender necessarily required the opposite of nudity, and the 
audience’s view of her body was complicatedly both male and female. Outside of 
the pantomime, she dressed on stage as immaculately as possible in men’s 
fashions, while simultaneously exhibiting a voice which was unmistakably 
feminine.310 There is no genitality available in this presentation, despite the 
analogue between the throat and vocal chords and female genitalia.311 They are 
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hidden, tucked away, behind the tie, the cravat, the symbol of ‘proper’ masculinity. 
Further, Long notes that “the hermaphrodite is associated […] with incest and 
human sacrifice (the cutting of the body into tiny pieces) [and] thus dissolution of the 
family and of the body”.312 In stark contrast, both the family and the extension of the 
body through various modes of reproduction enacted by both Vesta and her 
audience, as discussed below and in Chapter 5, reject this possibility. Finally, the 
hermaphrodite is cast (at least partly) as a monster. Foucault notes that “the 
monster appears and functions precisely at the point where nature and law are 
joined.”313 So little of how Vesta performed, and how the audience responded, would 
be recognized in law. There was nothing codified in law about the relationships she 
was creating or encouraging, virtually nothing the law saw as worthy of control 
through the court system. There were rules of course – the paradigm – but in terms 
of juridical controls much of what Vesta and her audience did lay outside the law.  
If Vesta failed to be a hermaphrodite, she similarly failed to be an androgyne, 
though not precisely on the same grounds. She came closer to the androgyne, with 
the possibility of the androgyne being “a dialectic, not of man and woman (genitality) 
but of masculine and feminine.”314 Further, Barthes suggests that the androgyne, 
with its lack of genitalia, can nonetheless provide “ecstasy […] gentle radiance, […] 
sovereign good.” This suggestion of pleasure can be read as that experienced by 
the audience through their satisfaction at an excellent performance from a favourite 
star. It also explains how she was interpreted as ‘pure’, and safe for women and 
children, with nothing sexual about her performance; as contrasted so readily and 
often with the knowingness of Marie Lloyd’s performances. Further, the characters 
she portrayed in her songs were dandies, worried first about how they looked, and 
perhaps secondarily of their place in their homosocial milieu, or perhaps thinking of 
the girl they were trying to romance. An active sexuality of any kind seemed remote. 
However, the letters written to her make it hard to dismiss a romantic/sexual 
response to her performance in their declarations of love, and desire for kisses. 
Barthes also says that “the androgyne would be any subject within whom there is 
something maternal”, whereby it is clear that the subject is gendered male, which is 
precisely the opposite of Vesta’s experience, on multiple levels. First, as far as we 
can know, Vesta was female bodied, and it is certain that, during her lifetime, she 
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was gendered and gendered herself as female. Second, if Vesta had had biological 
children of her own, her ability to have a performance career would have been in 
doubt. As previously discussed, those of her sisters who took to the stage all cut 
short anything like a career upon marriage, prioritising normative (middle) class and 
gender conventions.315 Vesta’s lack of traditional maternalism doubtlessly facilitated 
her long and successful career. Yet there was still something maternal, and/or 
reproductive, about her public persona. Furthermore, Vesta Tilley was very 
obviously not anything as straightforward as masculine or feminine, or purely male 
or female. If one accepts Barthes’s distinction between two supposed synonyms, 
and tries to find a way for Vesta to accord with one or the other, what instead 
emerges is the necessity of a third ‘third term’316, something which takes us out of 
the paradigmatic (false) dichotomy between hermaphrodite and androgyne. This 
also resolves the problem of these terms allowing for no reproduction. Instead, 
appropriately enough, “the coexistence of two sexes in one body neutralizes317 […] 
the reproductive power of the body in question.”318 A space which is neither entirely 
spirit or body, which does not submit to the tyranny of either, but instead has the 
“desperate vitality” of both, is where the Neutral should be found. This embraces the 
spirit of what Barthes most wanted linguistically: “not what cancels the genders, but 
what combines them, keeps them both present in the subject, at the same time, 
after each other […] ‘the loving entanglement’ (Nietzsche) of nuances, contraries, 
oscillations”.319 Rather than attempting to give a name to the position that Vesta 
occupied, I will refer to it as the Neutral-third term,320 to keep it in the Neutral-sphere 
as much as is possible. Where other scholars locate this ambiguity in either 
hermaphrodite or androgyne, in contrast to Barthes’ distinction, their terminology as 
written will stand when cited.  
The discussion of Vesta’s career, and how her performativity produced the 
Neutral, is best understood by considering some important before-and-after 
moments, which overlapped but nonetheless produced distinct periods of her life: 
the first of these is her life and career before, during and after her participation in 
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pantomime; the second is her life before and after her marriage in 1890; and finally, 
the third, is her life before during and after her trips to America. In all three 
instances, she herself changed the rules of the game, modifying her own 
performance of the Neutral, sometimes in response to social change in the world 
around her, and sometimes demonstrating continuities. However, the changes 
which arose as Europe moved towards the conflict of the First World War, including 
the changes to how the campaign for women’s suffrage was playing out, had an 
impact on her performance as well. Her ability to maintain her place within the 
Neutral, to continue to be able to produce a body which could only be read in the 
Neutral-third term, allowed her to claim success on her own terms.  
Gender in performance: the case of Vesta Tilley 
Pantomime 
Before pantomime 
Vesta first appeared in a lead role in pantomime when she was sixteen. However, 
twelve years of performance preceded this, and requires attention. Further, the 
importance of pantomime helped shift Vesta’s position in the public eye and thus her 
performance of gender. The early period of her career must consequently be 
considered on its own terms.  In this early period, she took to the stage to play either 
children her own age or the grown man Sims Reeves, becoming the ‘pocket’ 
version. The first of these, we know from the reviews, generally had her taking on 
the role of the Victorian waif. While, on the one hand, this was close to her real life 
and thus the role made her vulnerable, on the other, the pathos aroused had a 
power to it. As Judith Walkowitz has noted, “melodrama allowed the weak to speak 
out and gain agency in their own defence.”321 We also know that Harry Ball was 
responsible for producing some of this material, such as the skit-song ‘Poor Joe’ 
with its subtitle ‘At the Workhouse Door.’ In this character — in the parlance of the 
times, ‘pathetic’ — she was the little boy at the workhouse door, not the little girl.322 
She later would also be ‘Little Jim the collier boy’, whose life must have been just as 
cheerful as that of ‘poor Joe’.323 All of her performance material from this time shows 
a marked preference for sentimental music, songs which connected with a ‘tender 
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emotion’; the OED emphasises positive emotions, such as love; but in musical 
material, sentimental songs also expressed longing, loneliness, unfulfilled desire. As 
a genre, sentimentality was popular in myriad art forms: music certainly, but also 
novels and plays of the period.324 Interestingly, the appearance of this material in 
Vesta’s case also reveals an autonomy of choice in her repertoire. In her 1919 
autobiography she was quite candid about her preference, in her youth, for not only 
sentimental songs, but also specifically sad ones.325 She described one song, 
written by her father, which unfortunately no longer survives. Its impact on little Tilley 
and her audience, however, does remain on record. This ballad, ‘The Blind Brother’, 
discussed in Chapter 2, made the audience weep at her portrayal.326 It is interesting 
to note that in her performance she was reproducing, in the way of Victorian 
melodrama, not a person. Though Joe (of the workhouse door) and Jim (of the coal 
pit) were named, they were avatars for a particular type of person, rather than 
intended to be taken as actual people: they were embodiments of (rather unhappy) 
ideals.327 There was something about the idea of little Tilley being this waif — which 
she might have been, had she not had talent and a loving father and luck — that 
affected the viewing audience.328 In the case of her stage performance, it would be 
safe to engage with the idea, because to be on stage she could not equally be at the 
workhouse door. What this play of emotions has to do with her gender performance 
also raises a number of questions. Superficially, of course, the invocation of tears 
calls to mind a more feminine field of sensibility. However, little Tilley, ‘wallowing’ in 
the blind brother of her song, is fully in control of this production of emotion, and 
control of all kinds is in turn associated with masculinity. When the audience cries, it 
pushes her to not only continue her performance, but also to manipulate the 
audience’s emotional response that much more forcefully. She herself was not 
overwhelmed, by her account. Hers is the control over the how the emotion is 
produced and received by her audience. An excess of emotion might signal an 
aesthetic failure, but she was too young to care just yet, and maintaining authority 
over the production of it was sufficient. Further, she was playing boy children, who 
were out trying to earn or beg their bread, by working herself. The palimpsest of the 
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male embodiment of labour was a reproduction of that boy on a meta-performance 
level. 
The repertoire she borrowed from Sims Reeves was also emotive, if not usually 
quite so tear-jerking as her waif songs. In taking on his songs, she took on a rather 
different role: a poised and professional adult man. Reeves, a well-known tenor who 
toured the halls singing popular songs, was known for both his songs and also his 
impressively luxurious moustache. Thus, for a pre-pubescent Tilley playing at adult 
masculinity, he provided not only an already-loved repertoire, but also the accessory 
to make the impersonation convincing. While the moustache has none of the profile 
in reviews and interviews that, later, her wig would have329, we do know that she 
used one for her impersonation: a photograph of little Tilley with spectacles and a 
moustache whose tips reached her chin features in the plates of her 1934 
autobiography, alongside her description of the act: 
I wore my little dress suit and an enormous black moustache to imitate Sims 
Reeves, and with a sheet of music in my hand I acted as I imagined the great 
tenor would, as I sang his songs.330 
It should also be noted that choosing such a respectable performer in many ways 
would defend both father Harry and little Tilley against any charges of impropriety, in 
light of a child being in such an adult establishment as a provincial music hall.331 Vic 
Gammon describes how Sims Reeves would have appeared on stage:  
[He performed] usually in a concert hall or theatre; everybody was formally 
dressed. Reeves sang from the stage, dressed in a dark suit and white bow tie. 
He was accompanied either by a pianist or in some cases by a group of 
instrumentalists. Everything was done according to ‘good form’.332 
Gammon’s analysis of Reeves’s repertoire supports the perception of ‘good form’ in 
the form and content of the songs themselves. He does not analyse the music, but 
nods towards their status as parlour songs. In form, they have more musical 
complexity than music hall songs, with melodies taken from such scions of art music 
as Purcell, Schubert, Mendelssohn, and Beethoven. Charles Gounod and Charles 
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Dibdin, among others, also make a showing.333 Lyrically, Reeves devoted the vast 
majority of his repertoire to sentimental and love songs334 and to the songs we know 
were adopted by little Tilley – ‘Come into the garden Maud’, ‘When Other Lips’, ‘The 
anchor’s weighed’, ‘My pretty Jane’ – fall into these two categories. At this stage, 
prior to becoming a ‘boy’ – in the pantomime sense, and also beyond – little Tilley 
could play at being a fully adult man in the way her pubescent and post-pubescent 
body could not accommodate. While outwardly playing the adult part, her voice 
betrayed her youth if not also her gender. As Brenda Stilwell has shown in her work 
on Brenda Lee in the 1950s, child performers have more leeway in adopting adult 
positions – in Lee’s case, sexually knowing – because there is no suggestion that 
they are actually adults.335 It is only at the point of the flowering of adolescence that 
performers – Brenda Lee, and also little Tilley – were/are compelled to modify their 
acts (and their singing) to take into account this change. For Lee this meant being 
less competent in her singing – fewer ornamentations, a more straightforward and 
‘innocent’ style – which is audible in the recordings. For little Tilley, performing 
before recording technology was available, it is less readily apparent. However, 
what is in evidence is the change in repertoire which is apparent as she took on her 
first pantomime boy role. From 1882, with the appearance of such songs as ‘The 
Newmarket Coat’, she became the ‘boy’; the young man she only played at in the 
pantomime was now her ‘regular gig.’ From the androgyny of youth, colloquially 
speaking, she moved to a position in the Neutral-third term. 
One other major development occurred prior to her move into pantomime, the 
consequences of which would be with her for the rest of her career: her change of 
name. Initially, her billing as Tilley Ball, taking her father’s stage name, invoked the 
spirit of “Ball and daughter” in their work. Becoming the pocket Sims Reeves, she 
evoked an equivalence with another man, and proved to be a good (pocket) copy of 
his power and success. Proving herself with both of these names – legitimate heir to 
her father's name, and successful at becoming Sims Reeves – the next iteration of 
her naming celebrated that fact. Granted it was slightly indirect, yet a name like ‘The 
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Great Little Tilley' suggests no shrinking violet, but rather a performer who had 
confidence in their performance. It also suggests ambition, to live up to a name like 
that. Every step away from being Tilley Ball, however, also signaled a further 
disruption, which was fixed permanently by her final (stage) name change, which 
was yet to come. 
The name change resulted from a manifestation of ‘gender trouble’ when, aged 
fourteen, she and her father came to London for the second time.336 Over the course 
of several weeks’ residency at the Royal in Holborn, and at Lusby’s in Mile End, the 
problem of her name arose. It was charged by the business with being too gender-
indeterminate to bear the weight of her performances, and a proprietor337 suggested 
that a name change would be a useful disambiguation. As Tilley was a surname in 
circulation at the time, it could easily slip from a shortening of Matilda to a 
demonstration of the convention at the time of men calling one another by their 
surnames. This was a problem for two reasons: first, the pleasure of the drag act, as 
Sara Maitland has noted, lies in the gap between what is seen (a man on stage) and 
what is known (the actor is actually a woman);338 second, however, was the very 
real fear that Tilley’s performance might actually allow her/him to pass as ‘actually’ 
male. Leaving aside the question of ‘real’ identity, from the point of view of the first 
problem, and given the shared father-daughter commitment to the stage, finding a 
name to better suit the performance was crucial.  
Feminist scholar Dale Spender, in her influential book Man Made Language, on 
male bias in language, highlights the fact that “[n]ew names systematically 
subscribe to old beliefs, they are locked into principles that already exist.”339 
Spender means this in a restrictive sense, but in the case of this young performer, 
needing to acknowledge the existing model ironically produced something quite 
strikingly different. The manner of its choosing was a story Vesta often repeated in 
newspaper interviews and was a critical reference point in the many journalistic 
biographies throughout her career. The key moment in all of them was her father’s 
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turning to the dictionary, where, as luck would have it, he opened it on the page 
where he read the word ‘vesta’. Along with another few possibilities, including ‘Lady 
Tilley’,340 it was put into his hat and she drew out the name she would use for the 
rest of her life, on stage and off. Regardless of how much the story is a true account 
of what really passed between Tilley and Harry on that day, or how much 
forethought and discussion was involved in the choice, the mobilization of the name 
‘Vesta’ was an inspired choice. As discussed in Chapter 2, the name invoked 
domesticity and danger, and spoke to the educated elite (who understood the 
mythological roots), and to the factory worker (who may have made the vestas), 
invoking safety and danger all at once.341 It is also possible that either one or both of 
the Balls were thinking of Madame Vestris, the male impersonator who also 
successfully served as lessee and manager of the Olympic theatre in the 1830s. Her 
success was mainstream as well, as she put on ‘legitimate theatre’ including an all-
female production of Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream. This was a woman 
described by a contemporary reviewer as “an actress who contrived to be at once 
so very much of a gentleman and yet so entire and unaltered a woman.”342 In any 
case, all of the possible meanings which may have intentionally or unintentionally 
been implied in her name served to support her unconventional career.343 
The matter of Tilley becoming her surname, however, is not examined in 
Vesta’s recounting of her (re)naming. Though initially obvious in its choice – they 
needed a name to replace the ‘great little’ part of her stage name – on reflection it is 
much more gender-troubling, more so than the choice of Vesta. Spender again: “all 
naming is of necessity biased and the process of naming is one of encoding that 
bias, of making a selection of what to emphasise and what to overlook on the basis 
of a ‘strict use of already patterned materials.’”344 Moving her first name to the 
position of surname meant that those who would still call her Tilley, as her father 
might, would be invoking that male privilege of speaking surname to surname. 
There is little that could better signal the parity between father and daughter than 
that positioning, based on the ‘strict use of already patterned materials.’ We can go 
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further, however, with the implications of Harry Ball helping his daughter become 
Vesta Tilley. It also effectively erased the patriarchal order, despite her father’s 
involvement in the name change, as his name vanished from hers. This was a 
performative moment where repetition of the ‘first name-surname’ pattern produced 
something which truly defied its original form. Neither Ball nor Powles mattered any 
longer; she had been remade into a person both female and male, as responsible 
for her own role in that move as her father: linguistically hermaphroditic (or rather, 
Neutral-third term).  
Pantomimes and Drury Lane 
Pantomime has recently benefited from an AHRC-funded in-depth investigation, 
from which much useful work has added to our understanding of the art form. It is 
from this recent work that we have Jim Davis’s insight, courtesy of reading the 
contemporary reviewers, that pantomime was strongly and intimately bound up with 
“Victorian notions of childhood, childhood innocence and domesticity.”345 At the 
same time, however, Davis quotes Anne Varty, who argues that “children in the 
pantomime audience could enter a magical world of infinite possibility, while the 
adults were invited to escape into a world of anarchy and subversion”.346 Between 
these two readings, it was considered to have a universal appeal. “Everyone went to 
the pantomime in Victorian England. From the Queen and her royal family to the 
humblest of her subjects. It appealed to West End and East End audiences, to 
London and the provinces, to both sexes [sic] and all ages.”347 Of these 
pantomimes, those undertaken at the theatre in Drury Lane were considered the 
most important to attend, and the most important in which to appear, particularly in 
the lead roles.348  
As touched on in the literature review, it is important to consider the role 
pantomime played in terms of Vesta’s gender presentation on stage. It is a 
complicating factor in her gender portrayal, given the assessment that women taking 
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on the principal boy role were “most definitely not male impersonators and retain 
their femininity”.349 It was also a position she undertook on both sides of the 
marriage divide, and her husband was made a feature in the paratextual activities 
around the pantomime. It is therefore important to consider just how these 
performances affected her place on the gender spectrum, and what effect this had 
on her relationship to the Neutral. How do we understand Peter Ackroyd’s view that 
“the male impersonator is never anything more than what she pretends to be: a 
feminine, noble mind in a boy’s body. It is peculiarly sentimental and therefore 
harmless reversal”?350 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Vesta took to the stage in the pantomime on 
numerous occasions for fully two decades of her career, primarily at Christmas-time 
but also occasionally at Easter, from 1881 to 1901.351 At the outset, however, all 
was not so immediately rosy. Vesta herself described her reaction to her first casting 
in a pantomime, as Robinson Crusoe in Portsmouth, as such: “I can’t do it. I really 
can’t. My goodness, how can I? Why, the whole company will laugh at me.” 
However, by her account her father insisted, and after it was done, she reflected 
that:  
To be honest, it really did me more good than would have resulted from years 
of music-hall work. It broadened my ideas, gave me more confidence in myself, 
and impressed upon me the great necessity of getting inside the skin of the 
character I was representing. And of course when, the pantomime over, I went 
touring in the provinces with my father I felt surer of myself[.]352 
While this offers a lovely insight into how that very first pantomime affected Vesta’s 
performance career, it does not explain why she was drawn to the medium time and 
again. Nor does it address the overarching question under consideration here, 
namely how Vesta’s gender presentation was affected by the pantomime. Instead of 
having it from Vesta’s pen, we shall have to reconstruct the evidence in other ways.  
Aside from the practical aspect, the cost-benefit analysis – lack of travel 
between venues due to extended runs, for instance – there must have been some 
additional benefits in playing a role such as that of principal boy, one which 
straddled the line between masculinity and femininity. It should be noted that the 
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reviews for this pantomime emphasise the same sort of attraction as described 
above by EH Shepard in his admiration for Marie Lloyd’s work: “This young lady 
possesses three great elements of success as a Pantomime hero—a pretty face, a 
beautiful figure, abundance of vivacity,” read a review in the Portsmouth Evening 
News, which also described her costume as “pretty.”353 Two weeks later, her advert 
in the Era described her as “the Beautiful Vesta Tilley.”354 It was not long, however, 
before the most obvious invocations of her body were dropped; instead the reviews 
speak of her voice, her mannerisms, even her lisp, while continuing to extol her 
‘vivacity.’355 On the one hand, what the principal boy wore was not a ‘perfect 
disguise’; even on those few occasions where she was ‘second boy’, she was 
wearing the standard principal boy costume, described here by Jacky Bratton: 
“tights, abbreviated shorts, the ‘body,’ shining or spangled surfaces, tassels, tight-
waisted corsets – which had more to do with dressing up the stage itself as a zone 
of sensation and physical excitement than with mixing the signs of gender.”356 The 
clothes were designed to accentuate the ‘femininity’ of her body; as Tracy C. Davis 
notes, “her face, ‘symmetry’, and contoured silhouette marked her gender.”357 On 
the other, as principal boy, Vesta was not entirely a woman either. While in the halls 
she may have contrived to wear something like the Newmarket coat represented in 
the music (discussed in detail below), many in her audience would have seen her 
perform the song in hose and bodice. Whatever swaggering young masculinity 
Vesta was producing in the song, it was precariously uncontained by her body and 
the clothes which adorned it. Further, as her career progressed, her appearance 
outside of the pantomime saw her exclusively in precisely tailored men’s costume. 
Seeing her always thus attired the rest of the year must have had an impact on how 
she was viewed during the pantomime, at least for those who could afford to attend 
multiple times a year.  
All of this is symptomatic of the key element which pantomime in particular 
brought to her stage performance, namely its power to take her pubescence and 
growing adulthood, and mould these into the shape of the Boy.358 In this role, male 
impersonators in general, and Vesta in particular, took on the safest possible 
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version of masculinity available to them/her. As a young man, Vesta could claim that 
she was not a sexual creature, regardless of the innuendo which might or might not 
have been present in the script, or in the songs she was performing. The innocence 
here derived from the safety of her stage-of-life, achieved by simply following the 
conventions begun in pantomime. This Boy, while seemingly opposed to the 
Neutral-third term, was never intended to be convincingly male. The costumes 
Vesta wore in her pantomime roles were not those worn outside the pantomime. 
Aside from this, in addition to all the Neutral benefits of gender ambiguity, then, 
there is also the ambiguity, impossible in real-life, of remaining a youth for decades. 
The usurpation of the natural order implicit in this is not wholly unprecedented, but 
then, as now, a stage career spanning decades was unusual. Without children, 
there were few markers to Vesta’s life which signaled the passage of time, letting 
her remain forever the boy that pantomime had made her. While not Neutral in and 
of itself, it amplified the Neutral-third term-ing of her performance, rendering it that 
much more potent.  
While there are many pantomimes to choose from in Vesta’s career, two in 
particular benefit from analysis. These are the two which received the most attention 
in both of her autobiographies, and were the most prestigious of these 
engagements, namely the two pantomimes in which she performed at Drury Lane 
theatre in London's West End. Drury Lane was prestigious enough to simply be 
called 'The Lane' in Vesta's 1919 autobiography. The manager, Augustus Harris, 
was a keen businessman who retained absolute creative control over his 
performances, which is where he and Vesta first came into conflict. As the man 
selected to turn around pantomime as a business at Drury Lane only four years 
previously, he not only produced the pantomimes but also helped “the prince of 
pantomime writers” EL Blanchard write the book (or script). This made it very 
difficult for Vesta to assert anything like creative control over her own performance 
in either of her stints under his management. Nonetheless, she did, twice over, and 
thereafter never sought out 'The Lane' again.359 
In both instances, it was the question of creative control that caused the 
greatest consternation, with Vesta insisting on asserting her own agency in her 
performance. This tale was largely documented in her 1919 autobiography, which 
remains the sole comprehensive (if naturally one-sided) account of the events. By 
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the time of writing, the main players bar Vesta herself were dead; Augustus Harris 
and Vesta had also reconciled in the intervening years, so it seems unlikely that the 
story would have been told with intentional malice. Instead, the purpose appears to 
have been to demonstrate expertise in reading an audience, and also her long-
standing ability to assert control over her performance. In 1882, for Harris's third 
pantomime at Drury Lane, Vesta appeared as Captain Tra-la-la in Sinbad.360 The 
pantomime itself became notorious among those which Harris oversaw, due to the 
story’s being overwhelmed by ‘effects’, some of which failed to work as intended. As 
one journalist noted:  
Nobody who saw it will ever forget the first night of […] Sindbad the Sailor. 
Several of the scenes had never been set when the curtain rose on that 
memorable performance, and some of the elaborate mechanical effects had 
never been tested. So, after the big bird which was to carry off Sindbad, refused 
to fly, and the great whale lay flabbily immovable on the stage, Harris had to 
come forward […] to ask the indulgence of the audience. The gallery ‘god’s’ 
comment became historic. “Ladies and gentlemen,” pleaded the impresario, 
‘”this is the heaviest pantomime I have ever produced—“ 
“By God, it is Gus!” roared ‘the god.’361 
Further, Harris had compounded his mistake by “packing the cast with music hall 
stars, all of whose specialist turns had to be accommodated.” As the Era noted 
“there was so much talent that there was not room for the employment of it all.”362 
This was the situation into which Vesta Tilley would make her Drury Lane debut. As 
might be surmised, Captain Tra-la-la was not the principal boy, the role to which she 
had already become accustomed, and for which she had been engaged in the first 
instance. That role had been given to Nelly Power instead. As Vesta reported, 
Augustus Harris was given to shuffling his performers through the various 
characters as suited him, regardless of previous promises. Given the prestige of the 
theatre and the likely positive impact on her career, however, she took the inferior 
role.363 This compromise was not the end to her troubles; likely, it annoyed her 
enough that the next 'insult' was even less palatable. Then as now, pantomime was 
a chance to showcase popular songs of the time, and for each performer to show 
what they could best do. Harris ruled all aspects of the performance with an iron fist, 
however, and insisted on dictating the songs chosen for the entirety of the 
pantomime. As he described it, the composer EL Blanchard was the architect of the 
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perfect material, and knew better what would suit the production than Vesta herself. 
She saw it differently; "the song they'd given me was absolutely unsuitable and [...] 
in rendering it I would do not only myself but the theatre an injustice." Not only did 
she object, but she then took on the challenge of taking back control over her 
performance. Where appealing to logic or contracts had failed, she attacked the 
performance itself, by following the letter of the law, as she described it, in the form 
of a pep talk to herself: "you must do just what he's given you to do, and no more 
and no less." On the opening night, she took the song they'd given her, and sang it: 
"oh, yes, I sang it right enough. But so correctly, so deadly dully [...] Not one whit of 
expression did I put into that song."364 This experience is then elaborated: "you may 
say, 'it wasn't playing the game.' I can even hear a man sneer, 'It takes a woman to 
do a thing like that.'" And of course, it is a stereotype of femininity, to take the fight 
to a more passive setting, rather than rolling up the sleeves and raising one’s fists. 
However, it ought to be noted that she did not give up, despite the many setbacks 
and the concerted lack of support for her (or anyone else's) artistic control. Having 
set-out the criticism in her recounting, she then rebutted it: "well, perhaps. Anyhow, 
my action justified itself. [...] I got my own way."365 And in getting her own way, she 
was able to make her performance a success, for herself and for the theatre, 
‘manfully’ dominating the exchange despite the feminine ‘thing like that’. Her 
behaviour showed a Neutral-third term hybridity; underhand but decisive, public but 
subtle, and overall, successful. 
On the second occasion of her appearance at the Lane, however, Harris's 
policies got the better of her again. This tale survives in both her 1919 and 1934 
autobiographies. This time, it was not that the principal boy role was taken away 
from her, but rather that the role changed because of a change in the book. 
Engaged to play Dick in 'Dick Whittington', Vesta instead found herself playing 
principal boy in 'Beauty and the Beast.' These were radically different roles; by the 
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time she had found it in herself to return to Drury Lane, she had made a success of 
pantomimes in Liverpool, Birmingham, and Newcastle and had played Dick twice 
before. This time, it was accommodation for the leading lady that forced the change; 
where 'Dick Whittington' couldn't give her a sufficiently large role, 'Beauty and the 
Beast' was the only other choice. The change in production was a concern, as, most 
crucially, it involved her wearing a mask for the majority of the production. This 
restriction "stole from me the chance to show London what I could do.”366 On this 
occasion, being unable to force a change to the pantomime, she instead 
renegotiated her contract. Rather than acquiescing to the restriction of the mask, 
she agreed to appear on stage only after the transformation, when the prince was 
once again human. All appearances of the Beast before that point would have to be 
undertaken by another actor, John D’Auban. This was a two-fold dodge: first, she 
would not be Barthes’s hermaphroditic monster, the woman-man as beast; second, 
while d’Auban played the Beast, Vesta could exploit additional economic 
opportunities, namely to appear at halls elsewhere in the West End, so increasing 
her takings over the season considerably.367 It also allowed her double the exposure 
to London audiences, raising her ‘London Idol’ profile. It is also interesting and 
important to note that none of the recountings of her dealings with Harris and the 
Drury Lane appearances mention her father's advice or role in negotiating the 
difficulties. Elsewhere in the 1919 autobiography she had no qualms describing her 
father's involvement in the development of her career, and it would be in keeping 
with that to mention his advice, if not his actions in this instance as well.368 However, 
he was not part of the first tale, suggesting that, at the very least, Vesta wanted to 
present herself as in control of her career. Her comment about the feminine nature 
of her 'strike' in 1882 contrasts sharply with the masculine capitalist aesthetic 
exemplified in 1890, where profit was key, though this may be due to the fact that 
she was solely responsible for her career in the latter instance. Nevertheless, 
whatever methods she deployed, and despite the 'usual' difficulties involved in 
playing under Augustus Harris's management, Vesta was able to succeed in 
maintaining her artistic integrity – whether that was control over her repertoire or her 
presentation on the stage. She may have been playing a ‘boy’ but her economic 
place in the world was much more mature.  
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Charity 
During this time, with her place in pantomime assured, Vesta enacted the Neutral-
third in a new dimension: charity. With vast sums of money in the business, it is not 
surprising that a relationship between the stage and charity should form, and that 
Vesta should play her part in this.369 Charity occupied a strangely gendered place in 
Victorian society, having some facets clearly associated with the feminine, and 
others with the masculine; most obvious, however, was the privilege of class 
associated with it, as middle-class people participated. On the feminine side, 
middle-class sensibility conceived women’s sphere of influence as the home. Rather 
than allowing this to stop women from participating, however, charities needing 
these otherwise underemployed women cited John Ruskin. In an “oft-reprinted 
essay”, Ruskin asserted that the link between domestic and public life lay in the fact 
that a woman’s job was to “assist in the ordering, in the comforting, and in the 
beautiful adornment of the state.”370 This was of course undertaken by women who 
were removed from the risks of ending up in the position of those they helped, so 
Vesta’s assumption of this role de facto consolidated her class position. On the 
other hand, for men, charity was an extension of paternalistic control in the public 
sphere. Beggars in the street were an unacceptable pollution of the (male) domain 
of the street, and had to be dealt with. The question of Christian charity provided a 
mechanism by means of which they could attend to the cleanliness of the public 
world and that of their own souls.  
For Vesta, the translation of these gender roles continued to be ambiguous. Her 
decision to focus her charitable activity on children was not strictly typical of charity 
interventions at the time. Well-known female philanthropists of the time, such as 
Octavia Hill and Henrietta Barnett, were reaching out to care for the women of the 
slums, as well as the children who lived with them. There were of course initiatives 
whose attention was focused on children in particular, notably Barnardo’s and the 
Waifs and Strays Society.371 It was far more common for middle- and upper-class 
‘lady visitors’ to address their benevolence to a household, children included rather 
than in particular. And yet, the ambiguous gendering of these charitable acts was 
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editorialised in contemporary newspapers. After a dramatic act of charity when 
performing in the pantomime in Newcastle in 1894, as also discussed below, a local 
paper printed an editorial which evaluated the act. In it, the ambiguous gendering is 
more structurally evident in the language used to describe Vesta herself than in the 
act of charity itself. Despite opening the article with the ubiquitous (for women) 
description of her appearance and sartorial choices, by the end she was being 
compared to “Christian professors” and John Wesley: “we venture to think this is the 
exemplification of a truly practical Christian disposition.” Further, the writer 
rhapsodized that “Miss Tilley has not only “devised liberal things,” but carried 
sunshine and enjoyment”.372 The phrase in quotation here was one in common 
currency in discussing charity. It was taken from the book of Isaiah in the Bible – 
‘but the liberal deviseth liberal things; and by liberal things shall he stand’,373 and 
invoked repeatedly in the biographies of important religious leaders.374 Again, it 
appears, at least superficially, that she is being classed as a man in her work. This 
is only reinforced by an examination of the following verses, where Isaiah calls upon 
‘women that are at ease’ to ‘rise up’, calling them ‘careless’.375 In contrast to Isaiah’s 
women, Vesta is even more markedly not/not marked female. Further, it should be 
noted that Vesta is greater than ‘the liberal’ because she is not only doing what is 
highly commended, but more than this. There is an excess here, in which Vesta is 
more than feminine, more even than masculine: language, unsurprisingly, fails to 
provide a single identity for the person thus described – Neutral. 
It should also be noted that Vesta’s charity did not look like many of the other 
charity interventions of the well-known philanthropists of the time. Rather than 
attempting to ameliorate their material conditions, or looking to change the quality of 
housing and other fundamentals – what might be considered the base of the 
pyramid in Maslow’s hierarchy of needs376 – her efforts aimed much higher, attaining 
‘love and belonging’, and even ’esteem’ - as much as charity could hope to elicit 
from the subjects of its patronage. Where the Waifs and Strays Society, which 
housed homeless children, worked towards this as a long-term goal through their 
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‘homely’ residences for children,377 Vesta’s day-long interventions were much more 
about an immediate pleasure. Thus, while performing in pantomimes in Newcastle 
and Birmingham, she organised charity dinners for the cities’ ‘destitute children’, 
providing a ‘Christmas’ meal and entertainment for 500 children in the first, and 
1000 children in the second.378 In this case, the choice of children as the 
beneficiaries of this generosity resulted in a priortising of patriarchal authority, with 
the church and its (male) leaders being deputised to make a selection from their 
communities. In a letter to the editor of the Newcastle Daily Journal she invited “the 
Newcastle clergy of every parish […] to apply to me for the number of tickets they 
can distribute to the deserving poor[.]”379 Thus, in one event, she produced a 
Victorian middle/upper-class femininity, while reproducing on-stage a male public 
figure no less powerful than the mayor of London, Dick Whittington. The description 
of her dinner in Newcastle is lovely and poignant all at once. There is the sobering 
fact that their ‘sumptuous meal’ consisted of a “basin of soup and a bun for each”, 
alongside a bag which also gave them Christmas cake and a single orange.380 A 
dinner such as Vesta and Walter might have eaten would have been impossible to 
digest, even for children so hungry that “wonderful order was maintained in the drill 
hall, the children being apparently very seriously bent […] upon satisfying their 
appetites[.]”381 On the other hand, however, is the joy of reading of these children 
behaving like children, “boisterous spirits” and all. They were given a (Christmas) 
cracker each, and “when the crackers were pulled the reports resounded amid the 
laughter and cheers of the smiling boys and girls”, many of whom put on the cracker 
hats so everyone looked equally silly during the party.382 The orchestra’s rendition of 
some of the music from the pantomime resulted in a mass singalong, particularly to 
the tear-jerking “After The Ball”: “here five hundred sang as one shrill voice […] with 
the utmost gusto, but their happy state of mind did not lend to the words that pathos 
with which Miss Tilley herself was wont to impart.”383 What these children made of 
the opportunity to eat well, and get presents from a Christmas tree, is unfortunately 
lost to us, though another newspaper reported that “[the Reverend Mr East] led the 
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company in THREE CHEERS FOR MISS TILLEY which were given with deafening 
enthusiasm” and that in turn, Vesta “could not trust herself to speak.”384 It is 
important to note that contemporaries recognised her work as giving the children 
something quite necessary: “she has time to think of, and a heart to feel for the poor 
street wanderers into whose cup so little of enjoyment is poured; and who, 
therefore, condescends to carry to them the enjoyment they otherwise could not 
have.”385 The image of the cup invokes the Dickensian bowl, with Oliver’s pleading 
for ‘some more’: entertainment in this image is as necessary as water.  
The following pantomime season, Vesta again repeated her offer, this time to 
the citizens of Birmingham. On this occasion, the town hall was mobilised for the 
purpose, having been offered as a location for the party by the mayor of the city. On 
this occasion ‘about a thousand of the poorest and most deserving children’ were 
brought together to eat a ‘savoury Irish stew’. Again, as in Newcastle, there was no 
chance of anything richer; as one report phrased it, “I am glad, too, they did not go 
in for the original menu of Roast Beef, and Plum Pudding, because it would so much 
of it have been wasted and spoilt […] children who have three good meals every 
day can easily eat three times as much as the poor little ones who don’t[.]”386 They 
were also given crackers, as before, and then treated to a programme of 
entertainment from the cast of the pantomime, which included the orchestra 
performing songs for them to sing along to. As in Newcastle, they were rowdy and 
child-like in their enthusiasm, and left with an orange in hand.387  
Repertoire 
Her repertoire during this period naturally included a wealth of material which was 
not necessarily allied with her appearance on the pantomime stage. Here, it is 
important to note the intersection with one of her other ‘before-and-after’ events, 
namely that of marriage. While under the aegis of her father’s leadership, and also 
during the two years between his death and her marriage, the choices she made in 
repertoire and performance were crucial. They were in some ways singular – 
performing the material granted her by a failed suitor – and in other respects set the 
template for the decades to come. 
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It is from this point, in the 1880s, that the sheet music publishers considered her 
enough of a draw to include her name on the cover. In this period many were still 
written by her father, but other songwriters were also commissioned, including well-
known names such as George Le Brunn, George Dance, and Oswald Stoll. Stoll 
was not as well-known at this point as some of the other writers, but he would 
become Sir Oswald Stoll, one of the most powerful men in popular entertainments in 
the Edwardian period and beyond. Stoll also nursed an unrequited crush on Vesta, 
on which more will follow in the discussion of the songs he wrote for her. The 
repertoire at this time still features the kind of sentimental ballads she was 
borrowing from other performers, but there is now evidence of her performing songs 
which were intended to engender another emotion: laughter. Again, in 1919, she 
made a point of outlining her views on this choice: ‘“If you can’t make ‘em laugh, 
make ‘em cry,” is the advice I once got from an old stager, but I try to do both.’388 
One of these early surviving examples is ‘Oh Caroline’, written by Harry Ball and 
published by Howard and Co in 1882.389 The sheet music cover features a less-
than-representative rendering of Vesta, especially when compared to a 
contemporary photograph, wearing fully masculine (passing) attire. The song has 
much the same relationship between a man and his beloved as ‘Come into the 
garden, Maud’, but with a second act calamity intended to make the audience laugh. 
While Johnny Horner (the protagonist of the tale) is calling out to Caroline, he finds 
himself abruptly in rather than on the water-butt on which he was standing. This of 
course brings him to the attention of her father, and he is in for a double soaking: 
once from the water, and once from the man of the household. Published after her 
first two forays into pantomime, it may be that this song exemplifies the 
development of her stage personae to include humour. It also showcases what 
would be an ongoing theme in her male characters: the opportunity to laugh at the 
folly of the male condition, but with redemption at the end – in this case, when 
Caroline becomes Mrs Horner. One might laugh at her men, but they are more than 
their ridiculousness; as many critics would say of her later in her career, her 
performance redeemed these men. 
                                                
388 Empire News 20 July 1919, 5. 
389 Bodleian library sheet music collection, accession number Mus. 5c c.29 (45). 
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Figure 1 – photograph author's own; sheet music British Library 
‘The Newmarket Coat’ appears to be the first of her songs in which she 
parodied the fashions and mannerisms of the very rich and also the (male) aspirants 
who signaled a change in class positions via male consumption from the 1880s.390 
The sheet music cover features a rendering of her wearing the eponymous coat, 
which is buttoned tightly at her natural waist, oddly serving to emphasise the swell391 
of her bosom. She is, however, also wearing a hat, and holding gloves and a 
walking stick, her chin tipped up in a pose of studied arrogance, and the picture as a 
whole reads convincingly masculine. This is a significant contrast to the picture from 
                                                
390 British Library Music Collections H.1260.a.(33.) For a fuller discussion of the changing 
position of menswear, see Christopher Breward The Hidden Consumer: Masculinities, 
Fashion and City Life 1860-1914 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999). 
391 Suitably enough, perhaps, as she’s playing a swell? 
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her autobiography which is captioned 'The Newmarket Coat', although the effect is 
much the same. In the song, this coat might make a young man look the part, but it 
also ‘costs just two pounds ten’, even as it causes some ‘very pretty young ladies’ to 
mistake him for ‘Lord Timbuctoo’. Lest this be seen as an advertisement for 
following fashion, however, the narrative between the second and third verses, and 
the third verse itself, soon puts paid to that idea. First, he is accosted by a woman 
who calls him ‘Freddy’ and drags him off to ‘[view] the figures’, despite the fact that ‘I 
never saw the girl before in my life.’ This in itself doesn’t seem to bother ‘Freddy’ 
much, but in the course of ‘viewing the figures’, ‘up came a man […] He said sir, I 
doubt you’re aware that’s my wife/With you[.]’ In that moment, the fuzzy headed 
desire which the girl induced by entwining her arm with his, and asking for a kiss, 
has undone him, and this is the source of the humour. His foolishness, partly visible 
through his slavishness to fashion, has caused him embarrassment from ‘that 
vixen.’ As he says, ‘Yes I found I was sold completely, as I had made an 
acquaintance with a married woman thro’ wearing — A Newmarket coat.’ This 
notion of puncturing the vanity of men who were wedded to fashion and being seen 
about town would fuel many years of Vesta’s career, even if it was their devotion to 
a particular aesthetic which allowed her to do so: their performativity allowed hers. 
Rather than a woman being foolish through fashion, as the ‘norm’ would have it, she 
stood on stage a woman dressed as a man, a hybrid comical creation: not a 
monster, yet also unnatural. There are many manifestations of the Neutral-third 
term, but this was one which was established early and remained a staple of her 
impersonations. 
A number of songs from this period also introduce a certain superficial 
misogyny which upon examination is rather more complex. The songs ‘Oh You 
Girls’392 and ‘For the sake of the dear little girls’393 both attack the mercenary way in 
which women purportedly approached courting: ‘gold-diggers’ of the 19th century. It 
is striking to compare the response to this song, where the Neutral passes 
unnoticed - the female in the male, the wolf in sheep’s clothing - to the reaction to 
another song (now lost) ‘Shall England Give In?’ Though many performers were 
discussing Gladstone and the ‘Russian crisis’394, Vesta was still too much a woman 
                                                
392 Bodleian 5c c. 1.(45). 
393 Bodleian 5c c. 3 (67). 
394 A specific incarnation of the more general ‘Eastern Question’ about the boundaries of the 
Russian and Ottoman Empires.
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to be licensed to speak of politics. While one critic called it ‘unfeminine’, another was 
more circumspect, linking it instead to ‘Oh You Girls’: 
[Another female performer] caused some excitement by political reference, as 
did Miss Vesta Tilley, who told the audience that 'We've had quite enough of Bill 
Gladstone.' According to this young lady, the worthy old gentleman must shortly 
throw up the sponge. Miss Tilley bears away the palm as a male impersonator, 
and her voice, which is particularly clear and resonant, enables her to do 
complete justice to her selections, of which 'Oh! you girls' is the most tuneful 
and best suited to her. In this ditty she scored, and was recalled.395 
The overt masculinity of commenting on foreign policy struck the audience and the 
reviewer as inappropriate. However, as a male impersonator, she was allowed to 
raise her voice, as long as it was about ‘domestic issues.’ What constituted 
‘domestic issues’ varied, as she stood in place for Joseph Chamberlain, the radical 
mayor of Birmingham, during her pantomimes there. The alliance was made explicit 
in the books for ‘Dick Whittington’, the boy who would be Lord Mayor of London.396 
Into this complicated tangle of what was permissible and what not – was it more 
bearable because she looked more the woman, and there was a script? – the 
previous reviewer’s commentary about ‘Oh! You Girls’ stands out as a non-sequitur, 
as irrelevant. However, from the outset, what would otherwise be seen as a rebuke 
from a man standing in Vesta’s place becomes much more slippery and less 
containable. ‘Oh You Girls’, for instance, begins: “I’m going to sing about you girls 
[…] Who try to ape the gentleman, And the trousers would like to wear; Who think it 
great, to stay out late […]” Even for an audience who might never have seen her 
perform, it would be immediately apparent that ‘you girls’ included Vesta Tilley, as 
she stood on stage, late at night, dressed in trousers.397 The admonition of the 
chorus, “It’s a wonder you are not afraid, afraid, When you grow old you’ll be left in 
the cold, And compelled to die an old maid! old maid!” articulates the fears of an 
audience imbricated in patriarchy. As a discursive strategy, it is a powerful one. She 
made no attempt to pretend she was not herself taking on the characteristics of a 
girl who is ‘far from slow’, and instead owned it on the stage. This punctures the 
criticism, and perversely reinforces the dominant discourse, even as she slips past 
as an exception. Here is another manifestation of the Neutral, adopting a position 
which reinforces and undermines all at once, while also profiting from it.  
                                                
395 Era 11 Apr 1885,10. 
396 By ironic coincidence, in 1884 the panto in question contained that very song. See the 
printed ‘book’ in the Lord Chamberlain’s plays collection, British Library. 
397 The same was true in ‘The Newmarket Coat’ which opens with ‘The fashions are 
changing each week I’ve heard say, They are taking the women for men….’. 
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‘For the sake of the dear little girls’, by contrast, lists the expense and 
inconvenience of courting a woman. “Oh girls are the ruin of man,” she sings in the 
first verse, going on in the second to itemise the inconveniences: “We wear masher 
collars that nigh cut our throats […] we spend the last bob for nice flowers for our 
coats […] we have our clothes made in the loudest of checks.” Then there’s the 
problem of being nice to her relatives in the third verse, and, again in the fourth, it’s 
a question of the expense: “we pretend that we’re wealthy and flash lots of quids.” 
Again, superficially this is an attack on the women who ‘want little rings, Want little 
diamonds and pearls,” but comes off instead as showcasing just how empty and 
vacuous this masculinity is, and how much control women could wield in this 
process. And once again, at first glance it reinforces the dominant discourse, but 
there is an edge there, whereby the woman standing on stage pretending to be the 
man – who is annoyed with the women he is trying to ‘mash’ – is in fact 
deconstructing him as unbearably ridiculous. In both cases, such control of the 
discourse is usually the province of men.  
It is also possible to see here, in a nascent form, her nod towards a class 
sensibility which would become critical for Vesta’s public persona in the years after 
her marriage. The song ‘Friends of My Youthful Days’ (1886)398 is narrated by a man 
who has not left behind those friends in a quest for success. He names himself ‘the 
man who stands by you in strife,/No matter when ill luck attends’ and he sings 
approvingly of those who are like him, ‘friends that I now see here.’ This kind of 
friendship and loyalty does not seem at all out of place in a song about fraternal 
relationships, and it might well be argued that it is the preserve of men to conduct 
themselves this way.399 However, this kind of loyalty is equally applicable to female 
friendships – on which more in Chapters 4 and 5 – and, tellingly, the picture of Vesta 
on the front cover of the sheet music is one of the rare instances in which she is 
depicted dressed as a woman.  
                                                
398 Bodleian 5c b. 34 (12). 
399 For a much more in depth discussion of the gendering of friendship in European thought, 
see Marc Brodie and Barbara Caine ‘Class, Sex, and Friendship: the Long Nineteenth 
Century’ and Mark Peel ‘New Worlds of Friendship: the Early Twentieth Century’ in Barbara 
Caine, ed Friendship: a history. (Abingdon: Routledge, 2014). 
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Figure 2 – photograph author's own; sheet music Bodleian library, Oxford 
Here is also an example of her alliance to a particular demographic, in the very 
obvious nod to class position in the second verse, where our male character asserts 
that “poverty isn’t a crime, and a man/Can’t help being down at the heel” and in the 
third verse says “But you in my memory have ever been/As the staunchest of 
friends I could see; I look around me, your smiles make me glad” and “’Tis then I am 
sure that success I have had,/and I’m confident all of you here.” Sung to what would 
have included a sizeable (if not exclusively) working-class audience, the song allies 
Vesta with the working-class, in sentiment and loyalty, and provides a model for 
allowing her to succeed without losing that connection. “Friends that I now see here, 
Of you I’ll sing in praise,” she said, cementing the bond of friendship between her – 
as a working member of the working-class – and her audience, all the more 
powerful for being sung in trousers. In fact, given her extensive travel in the quest 
for work, in contrast to the conventionally more geographically circumscribed 
networks of female friendship, it was only possible for her to invoke these 
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friendships via male structures of kith-ship. Her performance was all the more 
believable, or even possible, due to the hybrid nature of her gender position in this 
Neutral-third term. 
Oswald Stoll’s songs present an interesting insight, from behind the scenes, into 
Vesta’s public persona. While on the one hand his songs replicate the themes 
discussed above, on the other hand, who he was presents an interesting view into 
how the personal and the professional worked together to produce the Neutral-third 
term identity which Vesta cultivated. The son of theatre proprietors in Liverpool, Stoll 
was determined to follow in the business, which included writing songs. Some of 
these became part of Vesta’s repertoire, and one in particular – ‘Mary and John’ – 
was so successful that fans were demanding she sing it thirty years later, during her 
farewell tour. A song he provided in 1887 ‘The tablet of fame: musical panegyric’400 
served alongside another two401 as evidence of her intention to comment, as a man 
might consider his prerogative, on politics and the state of leadership. Unlike the 
Gladstone and ‘Russian crisis’ song mentioned above, however, there is not a hint 
of criticism in any of the three. They are jingoistic expressions of the glory of the 
British Empire and its masculine leadership. It is in Stoll’s other songs that she is 
perhaps a little less predictable in asserting her autonomy, due to the interesting 
complication that he was very keen on marrying her. The songs which speak of 
domestic relationships rather than political ones provide a deeply ambivalent view of 
marriage and relationships. With the songs ‘Bachelors’ (1889),402 ‘Is Marriage a 
Failure?’ (1889)403 and ‘Mary and John’ (1890),404 Vesta projected a profound 
ambiguity towards the institution of marriage, and also asserted herself against a 
suitor she rejected. In fact, the first two are decidedly anti-marriage, as sung from 
the point of view of the man. There is no ambiguity (and a great deal of hyperbole) 
in the chorus of ‘Is Marriage a Failure’:  
Is Marriage a Failure? Is Marriage a Failure? 
Oh! yes ‘tis a failure no married men deny. 
                                                
400 Bodleian Harding Mus R 3649. 
401 The songs where sheet music survive are ‘May Queen Victoria Reign’ (1887) and 
‘England is ready: patriotic song’ (1889). There were others, though, in which her position is 
unknown. These include ‘Chalk it up to Gladstone’, ‘The Peers or the People’, ‘England, dear 
England’ and ‘The Country will be Thankful’, all premiered by her in 1884, all seemingly 
unpublished. This is perhaps suggestive of what was saleable and what was not, as per her 
profile among music hall audiences. 
402 British Library, hereafter BL, Music Collections H.1260.j.(43.) 
403 BL Music Collections H.1260.j.(44.) 
404 Bodleian Mus. 5c c.8 (96). 
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See them when they’ve tried it 
That’s how to decide it 
Oh! They would be thankful if they could only die.405 
‘Bachelors’, on the other hand, lists many women who would not qualify for the 
position of ‘Charlie’ (Vesta’s) wife: women who follow fashion (‘I want no girl who 
can’t sit down--/You know why, Whose hair from red turns gold or brown--/Both, 
some try’), women who use men for their own ends (‘I want a girl who doesn’t 
mash,/Ev’ry guy,/Men old or young, just for their cash--), and women who have their 
own interests (‘Who sit all day o’er penny novelettes/For as o’er heroes’ miseries 
she frets,/Her darling husband’s dinner she forgets’). The final verse and chorus 
paints the picture of the bride ‘Charlie’ would like to find: 
I want a girl of flesh not stone, 
No alloy— 
Whose heart would beat for me alone 
With what joy! 
A tender, pure, impulsive girl, hard to find; 
A comforter when sorrow comes brave and kind 
A bright and happy home I’d see 
None deny, 
If such a girl my wife should be 
By and by— 
A John Bull’s daughter, like her dad, good and true 
Until I find one, I shall search England through 
It is now uncertain whether he wrote those songs for her as part of his attempt of 
courtship, or if they were products of his bruised ego after she had rejected him, or, 
even more strikingly, if they were a commission from her. However, it is not difficult 
to imagine that last verse of ‘Bachelors’ as a plea from young Oswald to Vesta, 
                                                
405 BL Music Collections H.1260.j.(44.) This was a live topic at the time, as evidenced by the 
publication under the aegis of The Universal Review Library of a collection of Daily 
Telegraph correspondence (a selection from 27 000 letters) responding to (Mrs) Mona 
Caird’s article which asserted that marriage indeed was a failure (1888). Others, including 
Reverend RL Tafel, also responded to this call, with a lecture entitled When is Marriage a 
Failure?; answer: when God is not an integral part of it.  
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especially with the oblique reference to ‘like her dad’, at a time when the latter was 
her constant stage companion. Again, while this song, along with the staggeringly 
popular ‘Mary and John’, superficially convey reasonably conventional male-female 
dynamics in romantic relationships, the Neutral reappears to confound them. ‘Mary 
and John’ tells the story of a couple who have broken up, because Mary has 
confronted John about a supposed infidelity with Mollie Malone. While Mary rages, 
John (‘much given to teasing’) pretends not to care as she throws the engagement 
ring at his feet. Eventually, she gives up trying to get him to apologise – ‘all now 
seemed o’er/what was the use of her waiting/Just turning ‘round she softly said, 
John goodbye’ – he then drops the joke, and tells her there’s nothing in it with 
Mollie. However, the ending is left ambiguous, as he persuades her by telling ‘her 
the tale fond lovers always tell’, and the song ends with them cuddling, and his 
asking Mary to ‘rest her head down on his breast’ and ‘So with that I’ll conclude the 
story/No doubt you will guess the rest.’406 Guessing the rest might bring us to 
matrimony, and an end to the apparently strange dynamic between Mary and John, 
but it is not explicit. This too might be the result of Oswald Stoll’s suit, the song ever 
hopeful that his/John’s unwillingness to bend to Vesta’s/Mary’s demands might still 
result in a happy ending. However, no such happy ending for Oswald and Vesta 
was forthcoming. Instead, she took his songs, and performed the range of attitudes 
towards marriage they encapsulated, while denying the real-life possibility of a union 
with him. Her rejection of his suit was not public knowledge, in that it does not 
appear to have been generally discussed in the trade press, in interviews or in 
performance reviews. However, it was well known in theatrical circles, as it features 
quite extensively in Oswald Stoll’s professional biography of 1957.407 Further, even 
though she would shortly marry a different man, she took on a cavalier attitude 
towards matrimony, as outlined in her 1934 autobiography and discussed below. In 
her songs, she portrayed not only a counter-feminine attitude towards the institution, 
but also disrupted the heteronormative and those who chose to participate in it.  
This performance of the songs is significant, both for the audiences – with the 
ambiguities present when all three songs are sung by the same performer – and 
also for her professional reputation. As with her strict demands in the pantomime, it 
was Vesta who called the shots, and sang the love-song back at her suitor by way 
of rejection. However, the uncomfortable effect this could have on the audience was 
                                                
406 Bodleian Mus. 5c c.8 (96). 
407 Felix Barker,  The house that Stoll built: the story of the Coliseum Theatre ,( London: F 
Mueller, 1957): 50. 
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also noted, in a book published at this crucial turning point: Percy Fitzgerald’s 
Music-hall land : An account of the natives, male and female, pastimes, songs, 
antics, and general oddities of that strange country.408 In this work, a thinly veiled 
allusion to Vesta, where she is dubbed Miss Skilly,409 highlights the discomfort 
around the embracing of the woman who is not wed:  
Her two favourite topics are the forlorn condition of marrieageable girls, and, 
above all, Tory patriotism. 
In the first case she portrays the patient endurance, say, of a maiden, ‘one of 
six,’ whom ‘the men’ persistently overlook, or abandon after being on the verge, 
as it were, of an offer— 
‘Why don’t he propose?/ But nobody knows—/Or do something the spinster’s 
heart to cheer./I never say ‘nay’—/Yet he gallops away,/And I must wait for 
another year.’ 
Then naturally follows a chorus, with the full strength of the house, all taking the 
time from Miss Skilly, and roaring, ‘We must wait for another year.’ 
Yet I wonder at this rather unhandsome girding at a failure in what is 
confessedly one of the most difficult departments of life. Parents should have all 
our sympathies. Constantly do we hear the smart, obsteperous lady—be she 
‘male impersonator’ or not—harp on this one topic—  
‘Ah for the rose that’s overblown—/No one to gather, till to late;/ She must sign 
and she must groan,/But lucky man can wait and wait! 
Girls, what is a girl to do?/Mothers all, I put it to you./Girls are many, men are 
few;/Girls! what is a girl to do?’ 
And of course the chorus—in which are fathers o’ families, and mothers too!—
join tumultuously in, and roar, and shriek— 
‘Girls! What is a girl to do?’ 
It seems suicidal. The girls present, however, cannot be blamed, as they are, 
naturally enough, vociferating their grievances.410 
Despite the allusion to the Tory songs, this represents the entirety of what Fitzgerald 
had to say about ‘Miss Skilly’ and her repertoire. Clearly, the ‘full strength of the 
house taking the time’ from her – time here both musical and implicitly life-stage – 
                                                
408 Percy Hetherington Fitzgerald. Music-Hall Land: an account of the natives… (London: 
Ward and Downey,1890). Fitzgerald was a well known and respected theatre critic and 
biographer, and wrote extensively on the history of the theatre. 
409 Skilly, it should be noted, was a particular kind of thin porridge or gruel, commonly served 
in workhouses. Whether Fitzgerald was making a class commentary on Vesta, simply 
indicating he found her unpalatable, or both, must be considered speculation. (OED) 
410 Fitzgerald, Music Hall Land, 18-19. Vesta’s position vis-à-vis political allegiances was a 
great deal more complicated than Fitzgerald has it, of course. 
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worried him. Enjoying this entertainment – ‘unhandsome girding’ – is entirely the 
wrong response to the situation. It is tragic: ‘suicidal.’ To take pleasure from this 
situation signals something disquieting, but Fitzgerald is left without a proper 
response; this unnameable thing signals the prospect that he was witnessing 
something Neutral. As he points out in conclusion, there is no mileage in aiming 
criticism at those women present, since they are – at least superficially – protesting 
at this situation. Criticism is impotent in the face of the Neutral. 
Marriage 
Another crucial point in the manifestation of the Neutral through Vesta Tilley’s 
performance was her marriage, at the age of 26, to Walter de Frece, son of a 
Liverpool theatre proprietor. While in some respects the legal acknowledgment of 
her womanhood restricted her ability to inhabit that Neutral-third term position, it 
also freed her to be even more radical. As discussed above, in his dossier on the 
androgyne, Barthes is adamant that the key is to stop eliding the categories of 
‘woman’ and ‘mother.’ Adding to this that anything maternal in a subject renders that 
subject androgyne means that there is no place for an adult woman in a 
heterosexual relationship who is not (conventionally) maternal. However, from the 
evidence of Vesta’s behaviour and consequent success, something Neutral was 
nonetheless at work, even as, superficially, she became more publically feminine by 
virtue of the union. 
Throughout her autobiographies, Vesta implied that her father kept a close 
watch on her male company, and he approved of Walter de Frece. Nevertheless, 
Vesta did not marry while her father was alive, nor for two years following his death. 
Walter de Frece pursued her, but she was the one to decide when her career could 
accommodate marriage. By her account, their first excursion was to a ball; Walter 
was required because, by fatherly edict, she could not attend unescorted. In 
retaliation for the manipulation, she abandoned the unwanted escort as soon as 
they came through the door, and immediately filled her dance card with other 
men.411 In her account, she was proud of this move, even though he would become 
her husband. In sharp contrast to Barthes’s androgyne – maternal in the masculine 
– this calculated manoeuvre, while dressed in a ball gown, is Neutral-third term 
territory. 
                                                
411 De Frece, Recollections, 153. 
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Despite the initial cold shoulder, Walter persisted in his suit, and Vesta reported 
that they found enough in common that the match was made. In both versions of the 
story, the Neutral-third term is in play. Her description of their courtship in her 1934 
autobiography put her firmly in the driver’s seat for the duration; her 1919 
autobiography deferred the story of their meeting, courtship and her marriage to 
him, abdicating from the feminine role of delighting in the story of romance. His 
version of events does not address the difficulties of getting her to the altar; even at 
the point of his proposal, she agreed only if he would wait ‘a few more years.’ Walter 
evidently felt that this might be her slipping away, so on his next visit he appeared at 
a point of crisis: he’d given up his apprenticeship as an architect, defying his father, 
and intended to move to London (where Vesta had been playing the halls since 
May) and start working in theatres. Even in this moment, when it is clear she was 
equally swept away by emotion, she punctured it by paraphrasing his persuasion as 
‘Let us marry at once and be happy, etc, etc.’, rejecting the accepted narratives of 
delight at a second proposal, even as she agreed and was happy about it.412 Sara 
Maitland has suggested that Vesta’s choice of husband was a narcissistic one; 
Walter de Frece was young, handsome and fashion conscious.413 In this respect 
there is doubtless a similarity between him and the protagonist of, say, ‘The 
Newmarket Coat.’ In terms of performativity, he was quoting her, at least as she 
appeared on stage. He was nineteen when they wed, a man without a profession 
(though with contacts due to family reputation): eminently moldable into the husband 
she needed, and already operating in the realm of the Neutral.414 For instance, in his 
reported adoration of her, he travelled to see her on a weekly basis wherever she 
was in the country, his time reordered to serve her.415  
Not only was Vesta inhabiting the Neutral-third term but she was transporting 
Walter there via feminine mimesis. The wedding to Walter was a low key affair, with 
a registry office service – partly because he was Jewish, she at least nominally 
Anglican – and a garden reception. Her schedule of performances did not change, 
with only a week-long interruption for the honeymoon.416 However, she did not keep 
their marriage a secret; reports of their nuptials preceded their trip to the registry 
                                                
412 De Frece, Recollections, 154. 
413 Sara Maitland quotes Oswald Stoll in his obituary for Walter: “he was a noted dandy and 
when he took money at the pay-box he refused to touch it with bare hands; insisting on 
wearing gloves[.]” Vesta Tilley, 30. 
414 This, of course, does not mean she didn’t love him; I rather think she did. 
415 De Frece, Recollections, 154. 
416 Her advert in The Era showed no discontinuity, which was also reflected in the trade 
press reviews in The Era and The Entr’Acte, August 1890. 
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office in Brixton, and congratulations followed, when she returned to work.417 
Further, despite her assertion in 1919 that Walter took up the role of her manager, in 
place of her father, by implication without interruption,418 she was self-managing 
from his death in October 1888 up until at least August 1890, with strong evidence 
that it was not until December of 1890 that she trusted him fully with the 
responsibility of being the addressee of her correspondence.419 There is some 
intimation that his responsibility for correspondence might even have been 
secretarial, rather than managerial. Regardless, he was working for her. In her 
burlesque tour, after her illness, not only was it her name on the bill, ‘The Vesta 
Tilley Burlesque company’, but in an interview she is described as ‘busy “up to the 
eyes” in burlesque and business arrangements. In the latter department, however 
she has the able assistance of her husband[.]”420 (emphasis mine). Even though 
much of this was conducted in semi-privacy, it is still a useful and clear indication as 
to nature of the performance she was quoting in this: it was the same ambiguous 
gender role she had constructed with the help of her father and the music hall stage. 
There were, of course, important events which did not form part of the 
narratives included in her autobiographies. The absences in these texts also help to 
reconstruct the Neutral, however, especially where other sources provide insight. 
One key demand on a married woman of the time421 was the production of children; 
Vesta’s response to this demand is a key example of her assumption of the Neutral-
third term. Having children would put strain on the possibilities of having a stage 
career, although it would not have been impossible, given the financial comfort in 
which they lived. So far as we know, she and Walter did not have any children, and 
while no formal disclosure was ever made, there is circumstantial evidence that the 
possibility was taken from her. In December of 1891, just over a year into her 
marriage, Vesta was rushed to hospital. This medical intervention was so serious as 
to provoke a headline which alerted the public to Vesta’s untimely demise.422 One of 
her surgeons, William Walter, was a leading obstetrician of the age, with a post at 
                                                
417 A review of the entertainment at the Cambridge Music Hall, London said: “To mark a 
certain recent happy event, Miss Vesta Tilley’s advance to the footlights on Monday night 
was accompanied by the notes of Mendelssohn’s ‘Wedding March’.” Entr’acte 30 August 
1890, 6. 
418 Empire News 7 September 1919, 4. 
419 Era, 6 December 1890, 27. 
420 Liverpool Review 17 September 1892, s4 p.29. 
421 And today, of course, thanks to gender essentialism. 
422 In true Victorian melodrama style, Walter read this headline while at his hotel, and rushed 
to where Vesta was recovering, certain she had died while he was away from her bedside. 
Thankfully, the papers were wrong. Empire News 10 August 1919, 5. 
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Manchester’s St Mary’s Hospital, the preeminent women and children’s hospital.423 
A paper published in the British Medical Journal outlined his work on a patient, Mrs 
S, with an ectopic pregnancy in both fallopian tubes,424 whom he had treated a few 
months before he would be responsible for Vesta’s care. Whatever the surgery 
might have been, it seems plausible that the choice of whether or not to have 
children was taken out of her hands. At this distance in time, it is likely we will never 
know for sure. Nevertheless, the consequence was that, for Vesta, the maternal was 
never available. If it was the case that her body was rendered neuter, it only 
presents as even more impossible and unhelpful the distinction Barthes would make 
between the physicality of the hermaphrodite and the intellectual nature of the 
androgyne. That Vesta avoided the maternal – by whatever means – allowed her to 
better inhabit (or embody?) the Neutral. 
Scholarly work on the discursive practices enacted to make ‘comedy’ happen 
serves to illuminate and complement the performativity of her gender roles. 
“Funniness involves at once breaking rules and ‘marking’ that break,” Susan Purdie 
writes, “so that correct behaviour is implicitly instated; yet in transgressing and 
recognizing the rules, jokers take power over rather than merely submitting to 
them.”425 Studies of present-day stand-up comedians highlight this difficulty for 
female comedians, such that even in the 21st century it is risky for a woman to put 
herself in a position where she is meant to be funny, rather than be the target of the 
humour. Andrea Greenbaum, in an ethnographic study of American female stand-up 
comedians, surveys some of the literature on the place of women in comedy. Her 
summation of the problems faced by late 20th century female comedians reads like a 
laundry list of Vesta’s challenges: “women […] are socially conditioned to avoid 
confrontation, but stand-up comedians […] must engage themselves with the 
audience, and by doing so, put themselves at verbal risk.” The travel which the 
profession requires “invariably negat[es] proscribed views of female attachment to 
the home.”426 She also cites Paul McGhee’s work: “for a female to develop into a 
clown, joke-teller or story teller, she must violate the cultural expectation that 
                                                
423 John Rylands University Library at the University of Manchester biographical file. See 
http://archives.li.man.ac.uk/ead/html/gb133mmc2c-p60.shtml#id2484634, accessed 
15/10/15. 
424 Written up in the British Medical Journal 2 No. 1657 (1892): 732-3. 
425 Susan Purdie, Comedy: the mastery of discourse (Hemel Hempstead: Harvester 
Wheatsheaf, 1993): 3. 
426 Andrea Greenbaum, “Women’s Comic Voices: The Art and Craft of Female Humor,” 
American Studies 38 vol 1 (1997): 118-119. 
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females should not aggressively dominate mixed-sex social interaction.”427 
However, through her Neutrality – the Neutral-third term position – Vesta could take 
on the masculine power of comedy, and then also redeem the men she destroyed, 
redeeming them with a feminine ‘understanding sympathy’, as Willson Disher called 
it.  
We must remember ‘Burlington Bertie’ because he is the clue to Vesta Tilley’s 
opinion of men. ‘He’ll fight and he’ll die like an Englishman,’ she sang in the 
midst of her mockery of his follies, which is a plain hint that Vesta Tilley’s 
understanding sympathy for her ‘victims’ has never been very far beneath the 
surface.428  
Without that sense of ‘understanding sympathy’, what Vesta was otherwise doing 
would represent what is generally the “problem” of women taking on comedy: 
speaking out of turn, and being aggressive, and masculine. Fortunately, Vesta was 
more than a woman – her comedic role did not undermine her femininity, despite the 
risk – and also more than a man – men needed her to redeem them. While it will 
remain a mystery whether she wanted to redeem the men in her act, whether this 
was something which was a survival strategy or an artistic move – or both – the net 
result was that she succeeded. She succeeded in mocking and dismantling some of 
the most privileged members of the society in which she lived, and she got away 
with it.429 
The songs she chose to perform in the years immediately after her marriage 
bear investigation. This is the period from which the material she would become 
known for is accessible through copyright libraries; and it permits rigorous 
investigation of the body of work as a whole. The collection is not complete, but 
enough survives to allow some important conclusions to be drawn regarding the 
characters she was performing, and the tropes she deployed. Of the 64 songs 
published in this period, for which there is surviving sheet music, some interesting 
trends can be noted. First, the vast majority of these songs are comedic – 54 of 
                                                
427 Paul McGhee, Humor: Its Origin and Development, (San Francisco: WH Freeman, 1979) 
cited in Greenbaum, “Women’s comic voices”, 119-120. 
428 Disher, Winkles and Champagne, 77-78. 
429 It is interesting to note that in this, she was replicating a discursive practice which was 
(also) the province of working-class women, whose “shop talk often seems to have involved 
running down their men in some way”, as Melanie Tebbutt has noted. (““Women’s talk? 
Gossip and ‘women’s words’ in working-class communities, 1880-1939” in Worker’s worlds: 
Cultures and communities in Manchester and Salford, 1880-1939 ed. Andrew Davies and 
Steven Fielding (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1992):55) Despite there being 
no explicit link made, either in the press or in the correspondence of the women writing to 
Vesta, it may be that this formed part of the appreciation of Vesta by her working-class 
peers. 
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64.430 The characters who appeared in her songs from 1890-1900 were largely all 
cut from the same cloth: men taking their leisure, men romancing women, or 
moneyed men out with their moneyed mates. Exemplars of the latter included the 
above-mentioned ‘Burlington Bertie’ – not of Bow, as he would be when Ella Shields 
sang about him – ‘The Boys of the Racketty Club’, ‘At the Races’ and the ‘Midnight 
Son’:  
(The Mid-night Son! the Mid-night Son! 
You needn’t go trotting to Nor-way! 
You’ll find him in ev-er-y door-way! 
You’ll see him in his glo-ry, if you on-ly take a run 
Down the Strand, That’s the Land of the Mid-night Son!)431 
The former included ‘Clamber Closer Clara’, ‘First She Would and then She 
Wouldn’t’, and ‘The Pretty Little Maidens’ Sea Trip’:  
We went out in a sailing yacht, but soon into a storm we got, 
Waves went ‘woosh’, and we went rolling—things were a trifle hot. 
And those pretty little maidens who had never been on the blue, 
Never had been off the shore before, cried, ‘Oh lor! nevermore 
Will we come along with you; take us back again—Oh do! 
Can’t we please get out and walk a bit—booh-oo-oo!’432  
The vast majority of the songs were meant to be comedic, with far fewer falling into 
the ‘sentimental’ category. This reflects the distinction Gammon finds between the 
‘serious’ middle-class singer (Sims Reeves) and his music hall contemporary (Sam 
Cowell), with serious songs being the province of the former, and comedic the 
latter.433 While this shows no particular gender preference – Vesta conforming to 
genre is not surprising – the focus of Cowell’s comedy does not involve him taking 
on his ‘betters’, either in class terms or in gender terms.434 Vesta, however, does 
just this, and showcases leisure – escape from daily life – something which was 
                                                
430 This is also true for songs after this period, and contrasts most sharply with the 
sentimental songs of her childhood. 
431 Lester S. Levy sheet music collection John Hopkins University library (herafter Levy) 
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432 Bodleian 5c.c.11 (34). 
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much more the province of Reeves; thereby confounding – Neutralising – her ‘place’ 
along multiple axes.  
Few and far between were the songs featuring men at work in any capacity, 
particularly anything which might constitute taking the work seriously. Among those 
few songs depicting work in an un-serious fashion was ‘Minding It For Uncle’, where 
the owner of a pawnbroker’s calls on his nephew to mind such savoury goods as 
(pawned) suits, (baked) tarts and (abandoned) babies (perhaps related to the tarts 
of the second verse): ‘I’m minding it for Uncle/He’s often minded things for me.’ 
There were in this period a few patriotic numbers as well; ‘My Friend, My Flag’ and 
‘Only a Brave Little Drummer Boy’, for instance, featured soldiers, and did the work 
of ennobling the men. However, these were comparatively rare, particularly when 
compared to the material of the next two decades, on which more below. Also, the 
drummer boy and the ‘campaigner’ of ‘My Friend, My Flag’ are neither of them at all 
comparable to the Bertie or Freddie of her comedic songs – at least not until the 
final verse: 
When there are symptoms of warlike alarms, 
And Burlington Bertie sees brothers in arms, 
Altho’ absent minded he does not forget 
That Englishmen always must pay off a debt. 
He drops all his pleasures, the polo, the hunt, 
And just like the rest he is off to the front; 
Altho’ he’s a Johnny, he’ll fight in the ruck, 
He’s wealthy and foolish, but if you want pluck: 
 
What price Burlington Bertie the boy with the Hyde Park drawl, 
What price Burlington Bertie the boy with the Bond St crawl? 
He’ll fight and he’ll die like an Englishman: forgive all his folly we can, 
Says old John Bull, ‘I plainly see these Burlington boys are the boys for me!’435 
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Written decades before the ‘class-blind’ conflict of the First World War, Vesta’s 
Bertie being at the front, ‘just like the rest’, was as confounding a characterization as 
it was for Vesta to be portraying him in the first place.436  
Before and after America 
Travelling to America was a crucial step for British performers, once the advent of 
steam ships allowed journeys of a week. There was plenty of money to be made via 
this journey, with Americans having a voracious appetite for British stars. Vesta’s 
first trip to America in 1894 was a long time in coming; she had been scheduled to 
go in 1892 when she had taken ill, and had also been courted in the years before. 
She was not the first British performer to travel to America to ply her trade, nor even 
the first male impersonator. Others had already established certain beliefs and 
prevailing views as to what a British performer might expect from an American 
audience, and what an American audience might expect a British performer to look 
and sound like. The pressure to ‘break America’ was as live then as it is for British 
musicians now, and, interviews, she reported extensively about her nerves. 
However, she was a success, and not just on stage. According to the reviews of her 
first visit, as well as her subsequent tours, she defied those expectations of accent 
(not Cockney),437 of comportment (refined)438 and of gender performance (perfect, 
both male and female).439 “Vesta Tilley is a success,” announced The Evening Sun 
the morning after her debut. “It may be added that her masculine costumes seemed 
to have the last touch of fashion and will doubtless be found worth something to see 
in that way.”440 Another paper declared her “clothes are simply Sartorial poems”.441 
Then, as now, America was very much its own country, with customs and attitudes 
of its own; then as now, however, there was a cachet for all things from the former 
motherland, and Vesta brought menswear as well as songs. The reviewers were 
                                                
436 Disher’s breathless adoration, quoted above, was written in the inter-war years, looking 
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quick to point out that “Vesta Tilley is for a man an object lesson in the art of being 
well dressed.”442  
By her second visit in 1895, she had embraced this role, and encouraged 
questions; at that early stage, she claimed that her costumes were tailored by 
Poole, the premier men’s tailor on Savile Row.443 Interviews interrogated her nous, 
and reports that she had a false shirt front had to be publicly debunked.444 Instead, 
articles such as “How Vesta Tilley Gets Into Her Dress Suit” offered tutorials.445 This 
led to articles headlined ‘It takes a woman to show a man how to wear his clothes’446 
and ‘Miss Vesta Tilley kindly shows mere men what to wear and how to wear it’.447 
However, she was also performing perfect femininity as well, when she had to meet 
interviewers, and also onstage. She commissioned a play, My Lady Molly, in which 
she dressed in both men’s and ladies’ attire; unfortunately, it was quite short lived, 
much more so than the interviewers’ interest in her ‘at home.’ It was a recurring 
theme to comment on her dresses when they met in her hotel rooms: “Her gown of 
brown crepon has a full waist of perforated silk, and her crush collar and belt are of 
heliotrope satin. On her corsage hangs pendant a tiny chatelaine watch crusted with 
diamonds and fastened with a diamond fleur de lis.” This same observer took it even 
further however: 
[She] is a little bit of a fragile woman, so slight that she would need to wear a 
leaden weight if she walked on the [Chicago] lake front lest a strong puff of wind 
should blow her away. She is pathetically thin and frail, with wide brown eyes, 
too big for her pale face, and a manner that is to masculinity as a trailing skirt is 
to bloomers.448 
It is difficult to reconcile this image of her as the leading proponent of menswear, 
with the description of her on stage. In contrast, the following review in the Sporting 
Mirror is especially startling:  
The moment Mr Vesta Tilley made his bow to the audience I felt strongly 
inclined to step on to the stage and ask him the name of his tailor—the young 
gentleman was so very smartly attired. Mr Vesta, it appears, has been to 
Chicago, for he told us all about the famous city, and how he astonished the 
Yankees at the Exhibition. This Tilley is a very nice young fellow indeed, and I 
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am informed is known generally as the “London Idol.” By the way, some stupid 
persons have been trying to “pull my leg” by saying that Vesta is not a 
masculine creature at all. Highly absurd isn’t it? When I see Mr Tilley at the 
Sports on the 27th I shall tell him all about it and have a good laugh with him at 
the expense of the wiseacres who pretend to know everything.449 
Of course, as Laurence Senelick has noted, the kind of sartorial style she 
portrayed was that of the dandy, which was already becoming queer in the sense 
we now understand it.450 This was a continuation along the same trajectory as the 
Boy of the pantomime, and women were dressing as her dressing as a man. One of 
the songs she sang on that first excursion was ‘The Pretty Little Maidens Sea Trip’, 
in which, as one of the lads, she wore a straw boater. It took less than two weeks for 
the ‘Vesta Tilley straw boater’ to be available in shops, and for women to wear. 
However, even where there was no product to buy, there was still space for Vesta’s 
opinion to inform womens’ fashions; one headline read “YOUNG WOMEN READ 
THIS It tells you just how to dress your neck to be fully up to date.”451 This 
showcases how America provided a broader opportunity for Vesta to place herself in 
that Neutral-third term space. Alongside advertising ‘how to dress your neck’, the 
articles pointed out that for the most up-to-date women in New York, Vesta was their 
role model: “If she wishes to be just a bit theatrical, there is the Vesta Tilley scarf, 
fresh from London. All the Johnnies will wear it, as well as the tailor-made girls.”452 
When she returned in 1897, Alan Dale of the New York Journal presented her with 
one of the most enduring epithets: ‘the Irving of the halls.’453 Even now, it is rare for 
a female performer to be compared to a male peer, but Dale went even further, 
illustrating in the process that in his mind, Vesta ought to be considered in the same 
rank as Henry Irving. Irving had been knighted only two years previously, and was 
the first actor to achieve this accolade. Dale asked in his article, “why didn’t the 
Queen [in the London jubilee celebration] make her Sir Vesta Tilley? She deserved 
it and it would have been a nice, graceful thing to do.”454 Here Dale does the work 
for her, giving her the title and name which confirms her hybrid identity: Neutral-third 
term. 
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In 1919, Vesta wrote of her time in America thus: “I love America. I love 
Americans. I love American ways. […] I feel as if there’s absolutely nothing I can’t 
do when in their society.” The scrutiny of her position, which continued to reveal the 
non-answers of the Neutral in endless newspaper interviews and reports, shows 
that the timing could not have been better for what she was doing, and the position 
she adopted. Her six tours filled her bank account, and also solidified her 
commitment to a careful sartorial attention to detail, the perfect costuming of male 
attire. She took this home with her to Britain, constantly evolving the ways by means 
of which she presented herself as more than male, but also as more than female, 
making it that much easier for her to remain her hybrid self: Neutral-third term. 
Costumes 
We are fortunate to be able to examine the costumes she wore during her career, 
and from them, contextualize the contemporary reports. The (accessible) material 
history for Vesta Tilley is preserved in two locations: the Worcestershire County 
Council museum collections; and the private collection held by the British Music Hall 
Society. These two repositories hold examples of her costumes primarily from the 
Edwardian period. Some of the costumes come complete with tailor’s label, with the 
name of Samuelson and Son, which gives us a day and month, as well as year, of 
manufacture. In the case of available dates, they range from 1909 to 1918. These 
garments are tailored; they are perfect examples of menswear, cut to fit Vesta so as 
to minimise her femininity. One pair of trousers comes with a quilted horsehair-
stuffed pad hanging just below the waistband.455 With this pad in place, the feminine 
shape of Vesta’s bottom would be disguised, making it appear flatter and more 
masculine. The work is finished to a high degree, as befits the work of a tailor in the 
neighbourhood of Savile Row and a branch in Paris. It should be noted that these 
suits all post-date her visits to America, as might be expected. Prior to America, the 
British press had things to say about how she was dressed – for instance, “Vesta 
Tilley, in male attire, and looking very handsome, once more convinced us of her 
ability in a song”456 – but the particulars of what she was wearing (as one might ask 
of a film star now) were not relevant. This is tantalisingly hinted at by a formal 
tailcoat, held by the British Music Hall Society, and attributed to Vesta. The tag is 
too faded to be able to offer more than a source name, unlike the full name in her 
tailored costumes, but this name is an important one: Morris Angel. Angels, the 
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costumers, is still a company in operation, as a professional costumer to stage and 
screen. Morris Angel opened a shop in 1840 to sell second hand clothing in Seven 
Dials, but soon found that more people (actors) wanted to rent than buy his clothes, 
which changed the direction of his business.457 The tailcoat is nowhere near as well 
tailored as Vesta’s later pieces. It looks the part, with velvet lapels and cuffs, but 
turning over the collar shows how unfinished it is; it is a costume, not a coat a man 
would wear out on the town.458 This single garment offers a suggestion as to what 
Vesta’s costumes might have been before her employing the firm of Samuelson and 
Son; and explains why her trips to America were so significant. They represent a 
fine-tuning of the fin-de-siècle attention to detail, and also serve as an indication of 
what it meant for Vesta to have transcontinental celebrity. It had a profound impact 
on how she enacted her performance, and whose performativity she was citing. It is 
appropriate and ironic that the clothes she bought from the Marquis of Anglesey’s 
bankruptcy sale should form part of her costume collection, when he himself had 
used Angel’s costumes for his own stage performances. The implications will be 
discussed in greater detail below.459 
Reproduction 
As discussed above, the question of the reproduction of Vesta Tilley (or Matilda De 
Frece) could not be a ‘natural’ one.460 Instead, her reproduction was twofold – 
through her audience461, and via technology. This technological reproduction took 
the form of photography and film, with the latter intersecting larger societal and 
technological changes. The availability of photo postcards of Vesta increased in the 
1890s and remained a strong part of her ‘brand’ through to the end of her career in 
1920. Of course, this coincided with the vogue for postcards which gripped late 
Victorian and Edwardian society. As Maria-Elena Buszek notes, “[in] addition to their 
sales at studios and stores, photographers and barkers sold […] carte de visite 
portraits of famous performers in the streets of the theatre districts in the same way 
in which programs and tour paraphernalia are sold at concerts today[.]”462 This 
photography had an inevitable impact on how the public viewed her, and she 
controlled the release of her images, in a time before paparazzi. What emerged 
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were photographs of her in her costumes, playing the roles she took on for her 
various songs. These photographs of her in male character predominated, but were 
supplemented with photographs of her wearing the latest feminine fashions, and 
bedecked in jewelry as befitted her profession.463 These feminine photographs are a 
visual representation of performance as much as those of her in stage attire. They 
were intended to be bought by the same people who would buy the postcards of her 
in male attire, and in their careful construction of femininity are as concerned with a 
citation of femininity as her male characters had to be of masculinity. The portraits 
were taken in the same condition as those of her in male attire, in a studio and 
requiring careful preparation to present just the right image; and they presented 
Vesta in a female dress as formal as that of her male characters. Later, photographs 
of her ‘at home’ would supplement the studio images, but they were just as staged 
as the images of her standing in front of a backdrop with appropriate props, dressed 
as a Tommy for her song ‘Six Days Leave.’464 
While it is now impossible to know how many different postcards were sold, and 
what proportion of them were of her in male costume as opposed to frocks, the 
Mander and Mitchensen collection at the University of Bristol has a sufficiently 
extensive selection of these to at least give us a glimpse into how the ratio might 
have broken down. Of the 85 postcards in the collection, there are 46 which show 
Vesta in male costume, some of which are annotated on the reverse, naming the 
song associated with the costume. However, there are 34 which have her in female 
attire – some of which are variants of the same photoshoot – and another four which 
are of her with Walter. There is even one postcard which serves to hammer home 
the performativity of both personae, a triptych showing Vesta in male costume 
flanking Vesta in female costume. As convenient as it would be to have 
backgrounds to her photography sufficiently vivid that it would be clear she had 
merely switched from one (male) costume to another (female), instead the images 
reveal a more complicated picture. It is not one which undermines the argument, 
however. Rather, the variety of locales used to photograph her in female dress 
reinforces the femininity she was performing in that moment. Thus, it is not 
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surprising to see, in addition to the studio portraits, a series which appear to taken in 
the grounds of her house. The fact it is the grounds is also significant, given the 
strong connection between ‘nature’ and femininity. Similarly, the images of her with 
her car – of which there are a number of iterations, different crops and colourations 
– show her exiting from the back, chauffeured rather than driving, though there are 
also postcards showing her behind the wheel. The photographs of her with her 
husband do more of the same work, whether formal studio portraits, or photographs 
of them out and about, on a punt in the river. She is visibly happily married, feminine 
and heterosexual, as expected. The different nature of the pictures of them on the 
Thames, where there are two photographs – one of him punting, and one of her with 
pole in hand – is first reinforced by her serious face in the former and her smile in 
the latter. It is complicated again by the Vesta-as-punter image also having Walter 
lounging back against a cushion, feet crossed at the ankles, his repose suggesting a 
husband being served by his wife. Interestingly, this image is also captioned ‘Miss 
Vesta Tilley’, where the other, with Walter-as-punter is captioned ‘Mr and Mrs Walter 
De Frece’, with a much smaller ‘Miss Vesta Tilley’ tucked in underneath. A fixed 
image such as a postcard could still contain multiple significance, since the literal 
multitude of co-existing images complicated how she was meant to be read. The 
multiplicity of images reinforced the only logical reading – neither just masculine nor 
just feminine, but instead Neutral-third term. 
Songs 1900-1920 
The material in her songs changed to match the circumstances in which she worked 
and lived. Consequently, though soldier songs were uncommon through the 1890s, 
this changed with the beginning of the South African War. Between wanting to 
remain topical and her involvement with charities for the wives and children of 
serving soldiers, these characters entered the repertoire of men she portrayed, and 
never left. They were the major addition to her stable of male tropes, which 
otherwise continued to have men on holiday (‘Sydney’s Holidays are in September’ 
or ‘It isn’t the Isle of Man Any Longer’), men out on the town (‘The Charge of the 
Night Brigade’), and attempts on the part of men to win the attention of women (‘I’m 
the Idol of the Girls’). Though they formed a minority of her songs, the repertoire 
also expanded to include police officers and curates, as well as retaining messenger 
boys, – all uniformed men. The curates and the police officers were a new direction 
in which to take the gender fluidity, unmistakably masculine roles, authority figures, 
yet undermined by Vesta’s portrayal of them. The police officers in particular – 
policemen – were dismantled not just on stage. A series of picture postcards show 
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Vesta attempting to cite a man for some misdemeanor, only to be challenged, and 
hoisted onto his shoulder.  
 
Figure 3 – photograph by author 
 
Figure 4 – photograph by author 
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Further, in an interview, she described being pulled over by an actual police officer, 
only to undermine his authority by demanding he repeat his gestures, asking him to 
stop again and again so she could better imitate him in her act. Picture postcards 
also undermined the messenger boy, with a comedic series showing ‘him’ on his 
bicycle, and then him falling off his bicycle, sprawled on the ground with it on top, 
frowning in embarrassed consternation.  
 
Figure 5 – photograph by author 
Two of the most important of her songs – at least in popular imagination – were first 
premiered during this time: ‘Jolly Good Luck To The Girl Who Loves a Soldier’ and 
‘The Army of To-day’s Alright’. They would both be songs she would perform on her 
final night on stage. 
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Edwardian Britain: suffragettes, Royal Command Performance, and the First 
World War 
Two important developments in the two decades of Vesta’s 20th century career had 
an impact on how she positioned herself, and what was possible for her. ‘What was 
possible’ of course is here interpreted from the point of view of her position as 
Neutral agent, the Neutral-third term. As ever more behaviour moved into this 
space, it became ever more threatened by assimilation into a paradigmatic position. 
These two developments – the increased militancy of the suffrage campaign and the 
First World War – as we shall see, might, on the one hand, benefit many, but, on the 
other hand, foreclosed certain routes for swerving around the paradigm. In addition, 
the profession was also changing, the landmark event being the first Royal 
Command Performance in 1912; the entertainment of the music halls was no longer 
solely the province of the working-classes.  
One of the fundamental changes in the campaign for women’s suffrage in the 
20th century was the frustration which led to the active decision among some – the 
Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU) in particular – to turn to violence. The 
behaviour of the WSPU was outrageous – indeed, the term ‘outrage’ was used to 
report their activities – coming at a point when it seemed that other methods of 
engaging with the issue were fruitless. The consequence of engaging with the 
dominant paradigm of women as submissive and subservient, and directly opposing 
it with “tactics as acts of social and political bellicosity” was to draw attention to the 
cause.465 This, alongside the campaign in general, had gender-complicating 
implications. As Elizabeth Crawford notes: 
A study of the women’s suffrage campaign highlights the tension between the 
‘masculinity’ of the political goal and the efforts to achieve it, both the ‘feminine’ 
(spectacle and fund-raising, which employed a wide range of womanly skills), 
and the ‘masculine’ (from speaking from platforms in the public in the 
nineteenth century to terrorism in the twentieth).466 
The increase in scope for what was women’s behaviour, even if it was outrageous 
and shocking, made it harder to use that space as Neutral. This was particularly the 
case because the campaign for suffrage was very definitely about women, with its 
banners shouting VOTES FOR WOMEN all around the country. Of course, there 
were women working for votes who were never in prison, who never set a fire, or 
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broke a window.467 However, the few who did made a disproportionate splash in the 
press, and their visibility produced a paradigm. That paradigm blurred the line 
between masculine and feminine behaviour, as enacted by a particularly gendered 
group of people. 
In parallel, cultural attitudes towards gender roles were also changing. The false 
‘manliness’ of the suffragettes was regularly parodied in anti-suffragette printed 
materials, showing them as ugly and neglectful of husband and children, if they 
permitted her to have them at all. These images are well known, but less well known 
or studied is the cultural shift towards the ‘man-ification’ of women, particularly in the 
realm of attire. Sally Mitchell’s work on girls reveals an attitude towards adult women 
as well, signaling that the performance of masculinity was no longer restricted to the 
music hall stage. In an advert for a book published in 1906, we get a clear view of 
the ‘fantasy’ of the footlights moving into streetlights: 
‘I Wish I Were A Man’ 
Does a girl [sic] really wish she were a man when she says so, or is it merely a 
desire to see herself in a sleek black dress-suit, with a vast expanse of shirt-
front, and a high collar? And, in addition, to be the possessor of a latchkey, to 
visit music halls, roam about unchaperoned, and enjoy life in what is supposed 
to be the good old bachelor style?468 
It was not even always a fantasy, not when pleasure gardens would provide men’s 
clothing for women to change into, permitting them the freedom to behave as those 
men.469 Though it was by far not the dominant paradigm of gender performance, 
now, and some distance from the music hall stage, ordinary women were living lives 
that had in the preceding decades only been possible on that stage.470 
While women campaigning for suffrage deliberately conducted themselves in 
ways which would land them in jail (and thus in the press – its own performance), 
the music halls were transmuting into ‘variety theatres’ and reinventing themselves 
as appropriate for royalty. Curiously, this move happened by way of the 
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development of cinema, and its growth as a commercial art form. Its development, 
naturally enough, was significantly guided by the reaction of the guardians of 
existing forms of entertainment. This would evidently include the place that film 
would have in the bill at the halls: at the end, when people would be leaving for last 
trams and trains. However, it also included the content of the film, and the people 
who were being captured on celluloid; and here the reaction was quite different: 
music hall performers and actors of the ‘legitimate’ stage alike began to consider 
their place on a different ‘stage’ as entirely appropriate. Vesta’s participation in early 
film experiments in 1900 might not have resulted in success, but she would join her 
peers in revisiting the medium during the war. In the meantime, however, the 
process began with the ‘legitimate’ actors beginning to find themselves taking their 
own ‘turn’ in the halls. This was the very end of the ‘cleaning up’ of the halls and 
their entertainments, the shift to making the halls a space in which middle-class 
families would be entirely comfortable, and part of the same process which made it 
possible for the first Royal Command Performance of variety artistes in 1912.  
A description of the day before this performance shows how the ‘every 
performer for him/herself’ nature of the halls, as had been the case when Vesta 
started her career, had been co-opted into something rather different by the time the 
King and Queen were invited: 
Everything connected with […] this evening has by now been minutely 
rehearsed and determined. The motor-omnibuses that are to convey the bulk of 
the performers […] the traffic arrangements, the staffs in front of and behind the 
curtain, the smallest details of time, ‘business’, and performance have been 
practised until nothing will be left to chance—[…] The King and Queen will 
certainly see tonight the art of the music hall at its loftiest.471  
The next day, the success of this venture was also reported. This success was 
greater than everyone hitting their marks at the appointed time; this was about the 
place that the genre had in popular consciousness, and popular culture. 
Last night the art of the variety theatre received a new and a signal honour—an 
honour, too, which that art has thoroughly earned by its steady progress from 
obscurity (not unmixed with obscenity) in ‘caves’ and ‘cellars’ to general favour 
as an indispensable form of harmless amusement housed in sumptuous 
palaces. 
Everyone stepped up to the responsibility of legitimising the art form: the 
building, the performers, and the audience.  
Three million roses sounds, we admit, like overdoing it; but the three million 
roses used by Mr P Turpin in decorating the house—not to mention the wistaria 
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[sic], the flower-wreathed coloured lights, the beautiful marble decked with 
baskets and other Renaissance ornament in gold—were disposed with so much 
fine taste that the effect was one of light and airy elegance. […As] for the 
audience, if […] the men wore tails and white ties instead of jackets and black 
ties, and the ladies appeared in something even more elaborate than the 
elaborate evening dress which is familiar in the stalls of a variety theatre—the 
audience looked, on the whole, more like an average music-hall audience than 
an audience at a gala night at the opera. And overhead tier upon tier was 
packed with the genuine enthusiastic music hall audience—some of whom had 
been waiting since the small hours of the morning to gain admittance.472 
This last part, about the ‘genuine’ audience, shows that it was not a case of ‘one 
sort’ of music hall performance breaking away to play only to the middle- and upper-
class audiences. There was, apparently, public support from the ‘genuine’ music hall 
patrons for this shift in what music hall looked and sounded like, what it even meant. 
The Daily Mail reported:  
Certainly it was an occasion to excite keen competition for seats. Not merely on 
account of the programme […] That was something, but the feeling that the 
night was historic, that it set up a milestone in the annals of variety 
entertainment—this counted for even more.473 
Everyone knew this was a watershed moment. Finally, the performers were taken 
from “the most talented and eminent of the thousands who provide nightly 
amusement in the music-halls of the country”, with no ‘riff raff’ allowed. Vesta was 
among their number, commanded to perform. It didn’t quite come off. Even in this 
context of three million roses and everyone overdressed – even Vesta, as Algy – 
there was something baffling about her performance. The Daily Mail suggested that 
Vesta “perhaps made a mistake in the choice of her song.”474 Rumours flew that the 
ladies in the Royal Box averted their eyes at the sight of betrousered feminine legs. 
Still, she was in. The least popular person in an in-group is still in the in-group. A 
letter from Buckingham Palace the following day added to the sense that, hereafter, 
there was no going back: “The King and the Queen noted with pleasure that the 
audience testified by applause and enthusiasm their enjoyment of a variety 
performance which, if ever equalled, has certainly never been surpassed since 
music-halls began.”475 Variety had far less ambiguous space – gendered or 
otherwise – for the production of the Neutral. 
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War years 
Two of Vesta’s most popular soldier songs, oft cited in lists of her best known work, 
are associated most particularly with the First World War. ‘The Army of To-day’s 
Alright’ was an early choice,476 but performed by Vesta throughout the war. This is 
the song where she made fun of the new recruit, the young man who thought too 
much of himself and showed just how un-knowing he was in the way she paraded 
him on stage. The line in the chorus ‘I joined the army yesterday so the army of 
today’s alright’ was rendered laughable, as he failed to march correctly and his 
uniform hung improperly on his body, but also offered a sense of optimism and 
hope. At a time when many men would become that soldier, and then pass through 
to a knowingness they could still see in his body, the optimism of his attitude was 
not only useful, but necessary. Her other great wartime song was ‘Jolly good luck to 
the girl who loves a soldier’.477 This song had a slightly different focus, speaking to 
the women on the home front rather than the men serving, or on the verge of doing 
so. It was no secret that there were major problems with being the spouse of a man 
serving in the armed forces; Vesta herself was heavily involved in fundraising for 
war widows during and after the South African War.478 This song, however, with its 
soldier assuring the women-folk that there could be nothing better, was laughable 
again because of his ignorance. His cheerfulness, however, and his insistence that 
he will do his duty and be a good boy, apparently won over the many women whose 
menfolk would enter service. By speaking the truth humorously – ‘to be hard on 
him’s nothing but cheek […] I was true to one girl all last week’ – and putting it in the 
mouth of the soldier in question, the soldier’s failings could be acknowledged, and 
re-embraced by the community all at once. 
The war years were devoted almost entirely to playing soldiers. On the one 
hand this seems the obvious choice. On the other, soldiers had never been her 
primary impersonation, as evidenced by the sheer variety of costumes portrayed in 
picture postcards of her. Other performers – even other male impersonators – did 
not give themselves over entirely to the performance of soldiers or sailors. Further, 
her role as ‘recruiting sergeant’ had her take up the task of recruiting men into the 
army, rather than simply being an emblematic figure. One eyewitness report from 
Manchester in 1914, as recounted in an oral history interview in the 1960s, 
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described Vesta reappearing onstage after her performance, this time dressed as a 
woman:  
She also had a big Union Jack wrapped around her and she introduced that 
song ‘We Don’t Want To Lose You But We Think You Ought To Go’. And we 
were sat at the front and she walked down and she hesitated a bit and she put 
her hand on my husband’s shoulder. And all the, all the [sic] place was full of 
the boys following her down. […] and he was with one of them and he got up 
and he went with her.479 
Here was Vesta, as Britannia, the personification of the nation with all the androgyny 
implied in that role, serving as both the soldiers being sent away, and the nation 
doing the sending. The exigencies of the war meant that she had to borrow material 
– ‘We Don’t Want To Lose You But We Think You Ought To Go’ had never been her 
song – but, then, she was always borrowing material: performativity and citation 
required it. 
Passing and its desires: continuities and discontinuities 
Given these difficult conditions, the war years provide a number of examples of 
escalation, whereby Vesta appears to have been trying to pass as male while under 
scrutiny. The war years included a number of real-life portrayals but also an 
important fictional one, namely that undertaken in her feature film, The Girl Who 
Loves a Soldier. In brief, again, this film had her pull on the uniform her sweetheart, 
Chris Barker, could no longer wear, acting as him in delivering a crucial dispatch, 
and earning him the right to marry her. Her portrayal here exceeded what she did on 
stage. Rather than just appearing as the soldier, with her ‘true sex’ audible in her 
voice, but always being only the one body, in the film she appeared as both female-
with-the-male-inside, and the male-with-the-female-inside. Though this was fiction, 
the distance was closed rather dramatically by the naming of the character she 
played as Vesta. The audience was meant to elide the actress with the role she was 
playing. From the outset, her determination to first choose her husband, and then to 
take up an active role – even one as safely feminine as nursing – pointed towards a 
latent masculinity in her character. Though the film is lost, and we cannot know 
exactly how the action played out shot by shot, the press-book offers a 
comprehensive overview of the plot. From this, it is possible to discover that not only 
does Vesta save Chris once, but she does it twice. By far the more dramatic is her 
action at the front, but before they even get there, she saves him from ‘dying’ on 
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stage as well. He has a ‘trial’ at the Gaiety Music Hall, but spying Vesta in the 
audience, 
Chris was speechless. [...] The orchestra played the opening bars of his song. 
He faltered, the audience wondered then applauded, but from the singer no 
response. The gallery were merciless, […] Then Vesta […] rose her box and did 
an astonishing thing. She started to sing his song. The uproar gradually ceased; 
all listened spellbound to her beautiful voice. Chris [… ] recovered his sang 
froid, […] and a pretty duet followed, which won for the singers loud and long 
applause, and for Chris, an instant popularity.480 
But she would do more than save him from ‘dying’ onstage. After some dramatic 
antics – Chris is sent with a dispatch to summon reinforcements for a beleaguered 
group of soldiers, he is shot and collapses due to loss of blood – “soon he is laying 
on a bed in the first aid hospital with Vesta bending over him tenderly dressing his 
wounds and soothing him.”481 Why she should feel compelled to go through his 
pockets is a mystery, though luckily she finds the dispatch. With this crucial 
document in hand, she decides to carry it for him, dressing as him to fulfill his duty, 
becoming the feminine in the masculine. Further, here on screen was proof that she 
could pass. She could pass sufficiently that the army was convinced – “as that 
young man the brave girl is congratulated by the Senior Officer”482 – the aristocracy 
convinced – “a very distinguished personage pins on the boy’s left breast the most 
coveted decoration a hero can wear”483 – even the enemy convinced:  
Her knowledge of the difficult country is slight; and mistaking the way she is 
captured by German outposts and taken to the headquarters of the enemy. 
There she is brought before the Hun Colonel, no one suspects that Vesta is 
anything else than a British Tommy.484 
Given that she appeared, alongside her future husband, to have been rehabilitated 
into appropriate gender roles – he given the medal, she subsumed into proper wifely 
domesticity – so the internality of her hybrid gender identity had been established. 
Her true nature had been revealed, that of a Neutral person who could pass for 
either female or male. An example of how well this worked accompanied reviews of 
her film. One cinema goer apparently had difficulty reading the subtitles, and had 
missed the crucial details of Vesta’s ‘true sex.’ Consequently, “we heard an old 
gentleman remark, ‘What a pretty girl that boy makes!’ and he went away quite 
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convinced that he had discovered a new and talented female impersonator.”485 Here 
there is the possibility of an answer to Butler’s question in Gender Trouble: “how 
does a body figure on its surface the very invisibility of its hidden depths?486 
Passing in ‘real life’ stories were also forthcoming during this time of upheaval, 
part of a general trend towards gender confusion. The incidents recorded in the 
press or in her own autobiographies come only in the war years, or later in 1934. 
Each of these, however, comes with a suggestion of having happened (safely) many 
years in the past. There is one story from the 1919 autobiography, describing her 
visit to a palm reader, while in male costume, as part of a bet with a friend. 
Naturally, the palm reader did not ‘sense’ Vesta’s ‘true sex’, and so told her stories 
of the girl she would marry. While potentially titillating, the notion of taking on a bet, 
and undoing the duplicity of a palm reader are more readily read within the category 
of ‘good clean fun.’487 Particularly given her professional role, it fits quite neatly as 
the sort of prank which she could do without causing any controversy. This 
replicates the story told in Alison Oram’s work about René La Vie, a woman who in 
1911 was stopped and charged for wearing male attire for a “supposedly unlawful 
purpose.” Charges were dismissed after she explained that she was a male 
impersonator, and the men she spoke to while in drag were fellow actors. She also 
explained that she was doing it for a bet, just as in Vesta’s story.488 
As in Oram’s research, outrage around this behaviour failed to materialise. 
Neither the previous story, nor the one which follows, went ‘viral’ – reiteration and 
reprinting in multiple papers – which is inevitably telling. This second story appeared 
in the local London paper, the Kensington News, and is even more surprising. In 
one paragraph – ten short sentences – she reveals an impulse, and an execution of 
that impulse, which exceeds a palm-reading prank by some measure. In an incident 
she described as ‘an amusing experience’, she explained that she decided that she 
needed to ‘test the effectiveness of my make-up.’ This was a similar line to that 
which she had used in the palm-reader story, albeit this time it was not a wager with 
anyone. It was just her own desire, and the test was one which might raise 
eyebrows: “I determined to get introduced to a girl, and see if I could flirt with her.” 
Despite the temporal difference between 1916 and now, the Oxford English 
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Dictionary offers reassurance that the current definition of ‘flirt’ is unchanged since 
at least 1781.489 What Vesta wanted was to see whether or not she could pass in a 
romantic/sexual situation, to present herself as a viable man whose attention would 
be considered expected and reasonable. Success would mean that her target would 
see Vesta as a prospective future romantic/sexual, or possibly even matrimonial, 
partner, even if she had no intention of following through. The test was to see 
whether it would be possible to maintain the illusion. It worked. “We got on very well 
together, and I asked her to lunch with me the next day,” Vesta said. The next day, 
however, Vesta appeared dressed as a woman again, and her date – who was 
waiting for ‘Freddie’ – refused to believe that the woman standing before her had 
been a man the day before. “After about a quarter of an hour’s argument,” however, 
“she was forced to admit she’d been ‘had’[.]” There is a lot to be said for the acting 
ability on Vesta’s part that it took fifteen minutes to convince her target that the 
deception had occurred. However, there is more still, because part of the reason 
this woman seems to have clung to the idea that Vesta was lying in the second 
instance, rather than the first, was because of how effective Vesta had been at 
seduction. Vesta said so explicitly: “I may mention that I gathered she was rather 
fond of ‘Freddie.’”490 However it ended – with both of them laughing at the ‘joke’ – 
the impulse is important. She wanted to pass. She wanted to see if she could be 
considered fully masculine, not just on stage, not just when people were expecting 
it. However, it had to remain a joke.491 She had to turn up the next day in a frock, 
and reassure the woman she had seduced that she had only been the butt of a joke, 
rather than acknowledge her own desires which pushed her to do it in the first 
instance. 
All of this came to a head particularly in 1919, in the first of her autobiographies. 
While the extent to which the text can be expected to be her exact words is suspect, 
given the editing undertaken to ensure that she matched the house style, it must be 
noted that she let her name stand by the words and provided the paper with 
additional installments throughout a two-month period. Given everything else known 
about how she conducted business matters, it is unlikely she would have allowed 
‘trans’ sentiments to be misattributed to her, if she did not in some respects feel 
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them.492 The key shift in 1919 was the change from 'I have managed to pass from 
time to time' to 'I should have been born a boy.' More than this, the 1919 
autobiography begins with: “sometimes I think I must have been born a boy, and 
that the wicked fairy, who is always hovering around when little children come down 
to earth appeared shortly afterwards and changed me into a baby girl.”493 The 
nature/nurture divide articulated here is quite astonishing (the latter not usually 
involving fairies) but the notion that Vesta might embody both the male and the 
female is far less so. Unlike modern transgendered identity, where the necessity is 
to change from one side of the binary divide to the other, Vesta’s life was performed 
at peace with herself. None of the interviews she gave throughout her career 
suggested that she was unhappy with the negotiation of the consequences of a 
wicked fairy who had turned Vesta away from her birth-sex: possibly because she 
was still able to perform that sex on a regular basis. The situation is far more Neutral 
than standard gender paradigms, or even that which the contemporary literature 
would permit. For instance, the same newspaper which was printing Vesta’s 
autobiography printed the beginning of a serialised story alongside it: it was titled 
‘Sunshine Sue: the charming story of a girl—who longed to be a boy.’494 Unlike 
Oram’s real-life women, however, Sue does not end up becoming a boy for very 
long at all. There is little ambiguity in that title, and certainly no Neutral-third term for 
Sue.  
On the other hand, after the close scrutiny of Vesta’s costumes during her time 
in America, and with the prospect of being able to better represent masculinity than 
men were, her preoccupation with the accuracy of her portrayal of male characters 
blossomed. For all that the Neutral-third term requires both the feminine and 
masculine, this period involved not so much a singularly embodied hybrid creation 
but rather regular shifts, or oscillations, between a perfect masculine portrayal and a 
perfectly feminine one.495 For both of these roles, it was important to be able to 
pass, sometimes perfectly, sometimes not, but all served the eventual resting place 
of the pendulum’s oscillation: the Neutral-third term. 
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The question of passing was a recurring anxiety in Vesta's performance career, 
an anxiety which only increased with the shift, after her marriage, to a strict 
observance of the boundaries between male and female performativity. Passing in 
this regard was particularly associated with accuracy, given that an exact duplication 
of perfect masculinity, when onstage and most visible, was crucial to her success. 
Her description in her 1919 autobiography of the work she did to research a song-
sketch, ‘Chatterton’, demonstrates clearly what this preoccupation looked like from 
the inside. “So for a little I lived the life of Chatterton,” she wrote, “and read 
everything that would give me an insight to his character. […] To get the colour 
necessary into my impersonation, I wandered in and out the byways of Fleet-street. 
Fountain Court and King’s Bench Walk I lingered in many an afternoon, just as 
Chatterton must have done. I kept vigil on the Embankment listening to the voice of 
the Thames.”496 Even though this song was not a success by her reckoning, it does 
demonstrate the first stages of a fixation with passing. It’s possible, even, to see her 
performance as ‘Freddie’, as discussed above497, as proof of more than just a 
gender-passing. A year after what began in America as a response to the American 
desire for the latest in homeland culture – the latest men's fashions – Vesta was on 
a quest for perfect authenticity. Looking the part had been enough while she had 
remained in Britain; after her American tours, a new category of being the part took 
over.  
This manifested itself in her purchase at auction of a variety of waistcoats from 
the Marquis of Anglesey, which she then repurposed to great effect in mocking men 
like him.498 The aim of the exercise was to increase her credibility, to better be able 
to pass onstage (even as her performance was understood to be Not Real). She 
also claimed in the American press to have spent time down on Wall Street in order 
to produce a proper character type, though she retracted this in the British press 
and instead claimed that she had used an existing (English) character instead. 
During the First World War, she made a point of dressing to exact soldier 
specifications, including having a real rifle and a regulation weight rucksack. She 
also made a point in interviews of calling out those men who sought to question her 
ability to play the part, chastising the sergeant who thought her rendition of 'The 
Army of Today's Alright' was wrong because her raw recruit persona was marching 
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incorrectly. “You don’t mind, miss, if I offer a suggestion?” he said, “But no solider 
would walk like you do after the first verse.” She described her correction of his 
misapprehension as gentle, asking him how long he’d been serving, before pointing 
out that it was unlikely that “the day after you joined up you could walk as you do 
now.”499 Her attention to detail allowed her to appear a better soldier than the actual 
soldiers. She also described her research process in the quest for perfect citation, 
which involved the kind of field research she described in trying to reach Chatterton. 
This meant visiting the barracks in London, and also standing for several hours on 
the concourse of Victoria station – acting the flâneur500, in practice – to observe 
troops embarking and debarking, in order to be able to communicate, on the stage, 
their movements, their 'authentic' masculinity. On the other hand, this close 
observation of troop movements could have been read as potentially threatening, 
had she been a man standing and watching troop movements for hours. Her actions 
when out in public were thus, on the one hand, very masculine, and, on the other, 
made easier (perhaps even possible) by her femininity. This hybrid position would of 
course follow her on stage; she was able to take on those soldierly gestures, cite 
them effectively and embody the Neutral-third term: their mannerisms and clothes, 
her songs and voice. 
There are even examples of the way in which the audience helped reinforce this 
Neutral-third term position in their response to her on stage. This is visible in tiny 
moments in time, as when this or that crowd chose to sing ‘For he’s a jolly good 
fellow’ to express their approval of Vesta’s stage show. Reports of this singing 
oscillate between acknowledging and ignoring the disconnect between the song and 
the recipient, but it must have registered on some level to be an oddity, even as the 
desire to give her (male) approbation meant that they sang it anyway. This also 
occurred on the night of her final performance at the Coliseum in London, which 
also offers an object lesson in gender slippage: the response to her very last song, 
on her very last night on the stage, which was a rendition of ‘Jolly Good Luck to the 
Girl who Loves a Soldier.’ The last two lines of the chorus, which finished her 
performance ran: “Girls, if you’d like to love a soldier, you can all—love—me.” At the 
end of this last song, on the last night she would ever set foot on stage, in the brief 
silence after she stopped, a man in the audience chose this time to shout “We 
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do!”501 Even if one discounts the now-legible queerness of her request to be loved 
by the ‘girls’ in the audience, the gender confusion of a man responding as if he was 
represented by her call to the ‘girls’ is unmistakable. There are at least two ways to 
read this: first, orobouros style, the man in the audience was reinstating the status 
quo in the same moment, stripping Vesta of her costume and identifying her body as 
female, something the male audience member could claim as his own, in the way of 
all female bodies. And yet, without the costume he would (at least verbally) strip 
away, his statement would make no sense. His ability to speak intelligibly about his 
emotions – we do love you – could only be conjured into being by Vesta passing as 
the soldier worthy of that love: fully formed, fully human. Alternately, Vesta has 
become her character; she has fully become the soldier who was ‘true to one girl all 
last week.’ In the process, she had taken the audience’s love, and transmuted their 
gender, inverting the ‘if you’d like to love a soldier’ so that it read instead as ‘if you 
love me, then you can all be girls.’ In either reading, the notion of a stable gender 
identity which might line up with performance is thoroughly disrupted – Neutralized. 
Vesta’s challenges to various constructions of gender throughout her career, 
and the subsequent production of agency which followed, came out of her close 
repetition of both male and female constructions, where her devotion to both 
exposed their fragility while simultaneously giving her (and her audience!) strength. 
Judith Butler notes that any analysis of performance, any 'reading', is a 
deconstruction, and an attack. But for Vesta, in the end, her (more than) dual 
performativity was accepted as perfectly natural. She was a woman, who performed 
as a man, crossing class boundaries, and no one thought this was at all odd, let 
alone something that needed to be stopped. "For a performance to work, then, 
means that a reading is no longer possible, or that a reading, an interpretation, 
appears to be a kind of transparent seeing, where what appears and what it means 
coincide.”502 Ultimately, Vesta Tilley's greatest triumph was her capacity to utilise the 
power of 'crossing' normative unitary gender identity, with her skill at citation 
allowing the ongoing enactment of different performativities throughout her career. 
In this way, she arguably 'passed' successfully as both, and yet also neither: the 
Neutral-third term. 
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Chapter 4: The “gay 90s”: letters from 1895 
This chapter investigates the audience: how Vesta’s manifestation of the Neutral 
was received by them, and how they then manifested the Neutral themselves. There 
are three main sources for a discussion of Vesta Tilley’s audience. One is the press 
reports of her performances. The second comes from Vesta herself: her own words 
on the subject, in her autobiographies, and also her responses in interviews. The 
third is the words of the fans themselves, retained in letters written to Vesta in 1894-
5 and 1919-20. While the first is usually the first and last resort of analysis for music 
hall audiences, the substantial commentary from Vesta herself should also be 
considered. Exceptional, however, is the access we have to the views of the 
audience members themselves. This correspondence will be the subject of the bulk 
of the analysis. Using the resources available to genealogists, the lives of the 
women – for the majority of the correspondents were women – will be 
reconstructed. That is, the public records held for birth, marriage and death, the 
relevant censuses, directories, and maps will be mobilised in establishing the 
material conditions of their existence. This will be counterposed to what the letters 
tell us about the part that their relationship with Vesta played in their lives. This 
chapter will focus on the 1890s, a decade in which Vesta was reputedly the highest 
paid woman in Britain. She was performing nearly constantly, all over the British 
Isles (including the Isle of Man), but also went to America three times in this decade. 
Not only was she highly successful and universally popular, but she also began 
speaking to the press about her audience in this decade. Coupled with the letters 
available to the researcher, it is a fruitful moment to investigate. The letters also 
serve, at least partly, to undermine Melanie Tebbutt’s observation: 
Women’s voices are hard to hear in history. They are, on the whole, only faint 
echoes of reality and straining to understand the thoughts and feelings which 
gave them meaning is rather like eavesdropping on whispers and half-heard 
conversations.503 
These letters are no echo, but the voices themselves. 
Brief overview of the collection 
The letters discussed in this chapter and in Chapter 5 come from the most important 
publicly-held collection relating to Vesta Tilley, housed at the county archives in 
Worcester, UK. The letters are found in two of the scrapbooks which belonged to 
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Vesta herself, and represent a small fraction of the correspondence which she 
received during her performance career. They represent correspondence from two 
periods of her career: 1894-5 and 1919-20, of which the first will be considered in 
this chapter, the latter in Chapter 5. The 1894-5 letters include correspondence from 
American audiences, but it is exclusively the British letters which will be investigated 
here. Of the sixty-eight letters written by British-based authors, fifty-three of them 
were written by girls or women. Given the close connection between Vesta and 
Birmingham, and the fact that she performed in pantomimes in Birmingham and 
Newcastle in this period, it is unsurprising that letters largely have return addresses 
from those two cities, with thirty-five and seventeen respectively. Without detailed 
biographical research on each of the writers, it is not possible to be certain of their 
age range. The younger writers make a point of mentioning their ages, however, 
and there are a number who wrote to Vesta in this early period. The digitisation of 
the scrapbook has led to the numbering of the letters individually; thus each one is 
identified by page and item number in the footnotes.  
The Neutral and the audience 
The Neutral manifests itself in a number of different situations for, and consequent 
behaviours of, the women in Vesta’s audience. One situation immediately faced is 
that of being the audience: this immediately required a presence in public for them. 
Just as immediately this had the potential to disrupt the paradigm, due to the 
perceived issues of women being in public at all, although this of course has class 
implications. The issue is further complicated by the question of how they were in 
public: a woman being escorted by her husband or father presented less of a threat 
to the ‘proper’ world order than a woman out with her peers (siblings or friends), or 
most worryingly, entirely by herself. That she should behave legally rather than 
illegally was entirely paradigmatic, and largely adhered to, at least in the reported 
texts. However, there is quite a range of behaviour within the legal, much of which 
was not socially permissible for women. Again, this is sometimes about the 
appropriateness of time and place, as well as the behaviour itself. There is also, 
crucially, their own perception of their behaviours; from the mild interruption of letter 
writing, to wilful property damage, their own views are key. However, equally 
important is the response from those in positions of authority. Their ability to ‘get 
away with’ these behaviours which contradict, or at least challenge, the dominant 
paradigms is a signal for the Neutral. Finally, there is the question of ultimate 
meaning: how do the situations and behaviours, in the end, produce their own 
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paradigmatic world view? Producing (reproducing?) a paradigm is decidedly un-
Neutral, of course. So it remains to be demonstrated that in the production of a 
‘desperate vitality’ meaning (and conflict) is still avoided, rather like the wrong exit 
off the motorway. 
The question of how to speak of, and represent, these women in Vesta’s 
audience will be the focus of this chapter. The same Neutral which was so critical in 
understanding Vesta’s performances is equally at work in her interactions with the 
audience in the halls, and outside them. Taking our lead from both Vesta herself, 
and the press reporting on her career, the focus of this investigation will be on the 
women in her audience. Looking to the press clippings and Vesta’s autobiographies 
again, the basic shape and constituency of her audience can be explored. However, 
these documents are not the only source, nor are they the only filter. Most 
importantly, there are the words of the women themselves, preserved in letters sent 
to Vesta. Using their texts to investigate the biographical, the material conditions in 
which they lived provide a necessary context for what the letters themselves identify 
as their response to Vesta’s performance. These letters afford us a unique view into 
the relationship between star and performer in this time, but also, and perhaps more 
interestingly, affords an opportunity to see how Vesta’s assumption of a Neutral 
space affected her audience. In the centre of these overlapping texts the material 
production of a series of paradigms – an ideosphere, in Barthes’s parlance – the 
Neutral can be found. The eye of the storm, perhaps. 
The problem with language  
As previously discussed in Chapter 1, Barthes remained adamant that language 
was fascist and could thus obviously not be Neutral. In his inaugural lecture at the 
College de France, he gave it an extra dimension: 
I call the discourse of power any discourse which engenders blame, hence guilt, 
in its recipient […] This object in which power is inscribed, for all of human 
eternity, is language, or to be more precise, its necessary expression: the 
language we speak and write.504 
However, considering this position alongside gender – and femininity specifically – 
the difficulty with which women speak at all puts rather a different complexion on the 
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issue. Looking back to Dale Spender’s work, as discussed in Chapter 3505, and 
thinking too of Luce Irigaray’s approach, it is not simply mimesis which ought to help 
rehabilitate writing. While Barthes sees it as impossible, Irigaray by contrast sees it 
only as difficult: 
The analysis of language is a precious source of information and of foresight. It 
is also an effective aid for someone who knows how to use it: a word is as good 
as a chemical. But it has its toxins as well… A discourse can poison, surround, 
close off, and imprison, or it can liberate, cure, nourish and fecundate. It is 
rarely neutral. Even if certain practices strive for neutrality in language, it is 
always just a goal, or a tangent, and never reached; it is always to be 
constructed. An ethics of neutrality can only be developed very slowly, and 
through rigorous analysis of discourse, and discourses.506 
Then of course there is the practical element. One of the principal ways in which 
Vesta and her audience confounded the paradigm for appropriate gender 
performance operated at a very high level: her speaking (writing) of their existence, 
and they speaking (writing) for themselves. While silence would appear superficially 
to imply the Neutral, it is not always the case. Barthes devotes a section of the 
course to the concept, the articulation of which remains largely within the realm of 
philosophical speech: the balance between making silence a sign and undermining 
it, and its use as a tool of morality. However, he also notes that it is sometimes 
equally important to outplay silence, and thus, to speak: 
the Neutral would be defined not by permanent silence – which, being 
systematic, dogmatic, would become the signifier of an affirmation […] but by 
the minimal expenditure of a speech act meant to neutralize silence as a 
sign?507 
As Jane Long has noted in her work on Northumberland in the 19th century, silence 
was one of the key mechanisms for producing distance between ‘poor people’ and 
everyone else. The silence of the ‘poor people’ in question allowed them to be 
constructed as ‘a race apart’, living in a place geographically apart, in the slums.508 
In Vesta’s reportage, however, these people were not separate from her, or her 
world. They were in the halls and/or outside them after the performance; in the latter 
case, they were not even separated by the limelights. And then they took up pen 
and wrote to her, rejecting the notion that “their situation their daily lives, their views 
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and their concerns, were self-evident.”509 Further, they also rejected in writing the 
suggestion that their experiences were not worthy of recording. Marion 
Glastonbury’s strong indictment of the intersectional silencing of gender and class in 
20th century working-class womens’ narratives is particularly germane here. She 
writes:  
By definition, experience is part of a bargain in the minds of articulate people; 
time, your allotted span of consciousness, is exchanged for your impression of 
the world. … Experience is that residue of existence that counts as an asset 
because this validity is acknowledged by others; its acquisition entitles us to 
speak.510  
While she argues that this is denied to working-class women due to structural 
inequity, in practice, the letters demonstrate women swerving around it regardless. 
Silence such as that assigned to poor people is of course itself a sign and thus part 
of the class paradigm.511 They wrote to Vesta with descriptions of their experiences 
in the theatre, in both minor and major ways, with language which defied such 
proscription.  
Press commentary on audiences 
A brief note on terminology: throughout the following two chapters, I will use the 
term ‘audience’ to denote the people who came to the halls to see a performance, in 
this case that of Vesta Tilley. I will use ‘fan’ to describe the individuals who appear 
to have had a particularly close affinity to her performance. In neither case is the 
term ‘historically accurate’. As Richard Butsch and Sonia Livingstone note: 
[I]n English […] ‘spectator’ was far more common than ‘audience’ in nineteenth- 
century books. Moreover, ‘audience’ still was used primarily in its older sense of 
an authority giving an audience. […] It is only in the 1920s that ‘audience’ 
approaches closely the frequency of ‘spectator’, and only exceeds it in the mid-
1930s.512 
Fan, in turn, is equally anachronistic, growing out of sport, firstly as ‘fanatic’, and 
intended to contrast with ‘aficionado’, whereby the latter was applied to an 
intellectual male elite who would be appreciative of opera, or stamp collecting, or 
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other cerebral pursuits.513 Nevertheless, in common parlance it is almost ‘neutral’ 
now, intending to signal a greater commitment than simply being part of an 
audience. This distinction between people who were present – including fans – and 
those with a higher level of commitment is a helpful one for audience studies and 
fan studies alike, and is one I find useful to preserve, particularly as audiences in 
Vesta’s case often seem to be composed entirely of fans in some periods. Given 
that she was but one name on the bill, a house-wide sell-out was in itself baffling. 
The thousands of words committed to paper about the ‘houses’ Vesta called 
into being show just how important their reactions were to the description of her 
performance. Often, the reviewers provided nothing or nearly nothing in the way of a 
description of Vesta’s performance, and instead devoted all their column inches to 
describing the audience’s reaction. This establishes a paradigmatic response to her 
performance which demanded that her performance be enjoyed and that that 
enjoyment be audibly communicated. The tyranny Barthes assigns to language, and 
especially to adjectives, is now held by the audience. However, despite this 
apparent un-Neutral situation, the larger context of Vesta as male impersonator, and 
her preferred audience as working women, proposes a different reading.  
While not identifying individuals, these reviews offer us a view into the halls, 
and a look at the cultural world into which fans were drawn when they went to see 
her. Often the audience remains undifferentiated, and is spoken of as an amorphous 
mass, all of whom were unanimous in their opinion of Vesta and her performance. 
So for instance, a review of her appearance in 1893 read:  
There is no greater favourite […] in Newcastle than Miss Vesta Tilley, and when 
she came on to the stage she was vociferously applauded, the reception being 
the warmest that has ever yet been extended to any artist visiting this hall. […] 
So intensely delighted were the audience with her efforts that they honoured 
this eminent artist with three encores.”514  
And again, in Dundee, it is everyone who has been enraptured.  
We have rarely in Dundee seen any artist achieve so instantaneous a success 
as that scored last night by Miss Vesta Tilley […] Although a perfect stranger 
she was warmly received at her first entrance, her first song was cheered to the 
echo, and from that point onwards she kept the whole of the large audience 
enthralled[.]515 
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Or, when she was performing in an Easter pantomime in Birmingham: “Miss Tilley 
had a frantic reception from the large audience, which would not let her get a word 
in edgeways till it had spent the force of its welcome.”516 Or in Glasgow, as Dick 
Whittington:  
The reception accorded her when she first came on the stage was the most 
enthusiastic, the loudest, and most spontaneous of the whole evening, and 
seldom or never has a leading ‘boy’ received a heartier reception.517 […] She 
sang and danced and smiled […] until her admirers almost lost their heads in 
their enthusiasm, and demanded more repetitions than she was physically able 
to give.518  
Sometimes the audience is invoked by implication, as in the situations during 
the 1890s where her popularity was such that the adverts warned that prices would 
have to be raised for her visit, at a time when differential ticket pricing was rare.519 
The consequences of not raising prices could be significant:  
on the occasion of the last visit of this lady to the Scotia Music Hall, Glasgow, 
the crowd desirous of seeing her was so great that they broke down the iron 
gates of entrance in their anxiety to get into the hall.520  
Or perhaps even more dramatically, The Era reported that for Vesta’s 
November 1895 visit to Birmingham “the manager had to stand at the entrance and, 
assisted by a contingent of police, turn thousands of disappointed 'Vesta Tilley 
worshippers' away”.521 Even when they tried to summon a picture of individuals, it 
could dissolve again into an ‘everyone’ invocation: “Miss Vesta Tilley is the ‘lucky 
star’ of the production; pleasing everyone by her winsome manner, from the curly-
headed youngsters to the old ones with heads thatched with grey.”522 There is also 
description of how the more ‘extreme’ behaviour of the audience was attributed to 
no one in particular:  
I lingered at the stage doorway, watching the throng pass into the lighted 
streets. These people had been worshiping at the shrine of the London idol, 
Miss Vesta Tilley […] Her carriage rattled up to the side doorway. The people 
flocked round and about, eager to catch a glimpse of their goddess as she left 
the theatre.523  
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With this sort of evidence, it is difficult to conclude that it would be anything other 
than paradigmatic to consider oneself one of those ‘worshippers’, as astonishing as 
it might be in relation to anyone else in the halls, or anything else one might do with 
one’s evening. Class and gender, even age, ceased to produce distinctions in 
response to her. 
There are, however, reviews which do offer a clearer view as to who was 
cheering, and what might be said of the material conditions from which they came. 
For instance, there is the review of her burlesque, Cartouche and Co, on its opening 
night in Birmingham:  
Miss Tilley was cheered and cheered again as she came upon the stage; the pit 
wanted a speech between the acts, and the gallery thundered its encores; 
every one of half-a-dozen costumes had a rapturous welcome; and her every 
song, good, bad, and indifferent […] won approval.524  
This reviewer makes no effort to outline which of the songs were good, bad or 
indifferent; despite the position of authority of the reviewer, the audience has a 
greater power still. They cheered all the songs, so they might as well all be the 
same. However, there is a value judgement built into the reportage, as the reviewer 
identifies sections of the hall: the gallery, the cheapest seats with the most vocal 
and unpredictable people in the hall, and the pit the next socioeconomic tier up. The 
stalls and the boxes are not mentioned. We might infer from this a class basis in the 
applause and adoration she receives. This is even more explicitly stated in another 
review:  
a large portion of the audience seemed to belong to that class that seldom goes 
to the theatre except to a pantomime. It was exceedingly refreshing to see the 
people in the pit shaken with uncontrollable laughter while the blase playgoer 
was inwardly growling ‘Chestnuts’, and to hear a perfect roar of child-like hilarity 
following a well-worn bit of comic business. It was still more like Christmas 
when Miss Tilley, wearing one of those male costumes which suit her so well, 
came down for the first time to the footlights, and was received with applause 
which kept the action of the piece waiting for two or three minutes.525 
The audience would of course do more than cheer, and the range of material 
conditions of the audience appeared here as well:  
Miss Vesta Tilley had the gratification of seeing the Prince of Wales’s Theatre, 
Birmingham, packed from floor to ceiling by 6.30 pm, on the night of her benefit, 
Friday, March 15th. During the evening she was the recipient of twenty-seven 
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magnificent floral tributes, ranging from a spray to a massive basket of 
orchids[.]”526  
This variety of tributes ranges from those taken from the gallery – the spray – to 
what might possibly be a gift from one of the boxes, and shows the importance of 
the identification of this difference of degree. A spray is as likely to count as a 
‘magnificent floral tribute’ as the much rarer and costlier orchids. This same benefit, 
it was noted, also netted her “a purse, sent round to the stage-door, from ‘six poor 
girls.’”527 No doubt the money itself was a minor contribution to the profit, but the 
sentiment is something even the paper noted, calling the gift “a present which 
probably she values more [than magnificent bouquets].” In the face of this 
enthusiasm, normal rules ceased to apply. The Neutral here appeared in the value 
of the audience’s affective response exceeding what money could buy. 
Then of course there are the reviews which take us to the emotional core of her 
audience: the women. Here the assessment is made slightly apart from the 
description of the performance to which they might be responding. It is as if women 
can only be seen with a step back from the action, with proper reflection. There is a 
hint of surprise in the reporting, as well, a suggestion that despite the evidence that 
the behaviour is not in fact exceptional, there is nonetheless something unusual 
happening. See, for example, the description in the London paper, Society Times:  
Wherever Miss Tilley has appeared she has made heaps of friends, and there 
is one peculiarity about these friends which is most highly creditable to her 
stage career. They are for the most part of the gentler sex! Wherever Miss Tilley 
has a benefit, boxes, pit and gallery are crowded with women. There are hardly 
any men to be seen, for they can’t get in, the ladies want all the room. At 
Liverpool recently the train was delayed quite five minutes in starting owing to 
the crowd of young women desirous of bidding farewell to their favourite.528  
Another review says in so many words “one is rather surprised to find that […] the 
charming personality of Miss Tilley creates sad havoc in the fair and palpitating 
bosoms of her own sex, rather than in the hearts of the sterner sort.”529 They 
encroach on more than just the stage and stage door times, however. It became 
common knowledge that the admirers in Vesta’s audience also wrote to her:  
Some of the letters are quite touching. One girl, born on the same day as Miss 
Tilley, expressed her satisfaction that ‘they would grow old together.’ Another 
wished to enter her service in any capacity, with an utter disregard of wages; 
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whilst others begged for a bit of ribbon, a faded flower, or anything she had 
touched.530  
Why, precisely, the composition of Vesta’s audience, and the population of her mail 
bag, should be so surprising or peculiar is left to the reader to account for. It would 
seem that the inverse would be less surprising – to find her fans should be 
predominantly male, perhaps? – in order to conform to the paradigm of ‘proper 
audience’. The Society Times writer suggests something along these lines:  
Such devotion from her own sex is not only unusual in the case of our feminine 
footlight favourites, but is far better than the train of beardless brainless 
nincompoops crowding round the stage door, sucking the knobs of their canes 
and leering with weak and unintelligent eyes in an asininely-insolent manner at 
the divinities of the stage.531  
While it is quite clear how the writer felt about men at the stage door, it is not 
possible, given this set of data, to determine whether or not the women admirers 
ought to be admiring anyone at all. The possibility remains, however, that both the 
composition of Vesta’s fan base and the fans themselves are anti-paradigmatic. It 
would be one thing if they had come along with their husbands or fathers, allowing 
those men to determine the collective opinion of the entertainment on offer. Instead, 
they had their own favourite, someone they sought out in defiance of any number of 
other paradigmatic positions they might have adopted. The letters examined below 
explain how. 
Despite the regular reinforcement in press reports that the audience was female 
and youthful, there is strong evidence to suggest that from the outset, Vesta’s 
audience was multi-generational. She was just as loved by married women as she 
was by their children; that she was also loved by the mothers of those married 
women is also evident, as recorded in an anecdote: 
An amusing incident occurred last week during Miss Vesta Tilley’s engagement 
at the Gaiety Theatre, Oldham. About 7.30 on Saturday night a wagonette drew 
up at the front entrance, containing a dozen or so of very old women, who had 
subscribed to hire the vehicle, and had driven from Lees, near Oldham, to hear 
Miss Vesta Tilley sing. They helped each other down carefully, brought out their 
umbrellas and wraps and small bags, from which peeped the small necks of 
small bottles, and, in fact, everything necessary to make their night drive 
comfortable. In a body they made for the pay box and paid their money. To their 
surprise, the money-taker returned their cash, informing them that not a seat 
was to be had. It took some time before the old ladies could be made to 
understand that they could not go in, but when they at last grasped the 
situation, they gave the poor money-taker a piece of their mind. After much 
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persuasion, they were all safely packed back in the wagonette, one old lady 
being heard to remark as they drove away, “I’ll be bound my mon has told yon 
money-taker not to let me in.532  
It would seem that what was meant to be ‘amusing’ in this story is the ignorance 
these women displayed in not understanding how booking systems worked. They 
had foolishly failed to book in advance, given Vesta’s immense popularity.533 
Prepared in every other respect with their conveyance, clothing and the 
refreshments for the journey, they were not prepared to have their money returned, 
to have to bundle themselves back into the wagonette and roll home. How funny. 
What is more striking to me is how much smaller their world was, as exemplified by 
the ‘one old lady’ who remarked. She attributed their inability to enter the hall to the 
machinations of her ‘mon’; and presumably the other women, in arguing with the 
money-taker, had similarly constrained world views. Despite the fact that they 
appear to consider the threshold of license to be that of their own front doors, they 
had nonetheless clubbed together, hired a carriage and gone to another town to 
take in an evening’s entertainment. For all that they seem constrained by this facet 
of the class-gender paradigm – my husband rules everything including my leisure 
time – so much more of this anecdote demonstrates how their actions baffled it. 
Vesta’s views on her fans 
When it is Vesta’s turn to explain her audience, she takes it further than the 
performances she gave in the halls, and in the pantomimes. While the reviewers 
were obliged to provide testimonials in respect of what was visible to them, she was 
able to provide a more complete picture. This picture is one of both endorsement, 
and also something else, just as there had been in the ‘straight’ reporting. For 
instance, she offered a ‘what happened backstage’ view of the exuberant audience 
in one interview, describing the response to a performance in Oldham:  
Whilst on the boards a silk handkerchief was thrown to her. Within its glossy 
folds reposed a note, in which the writer (a young woman) requested to see her 
after she had finished. What answer would Vesta give to such a wish but that 
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she would see the writer? At the stage door the donor of the handkerchief 
waited and said with fervour, “Your singing did me good. God bless you; I love 
you.””534  
Letters were a regular occurrence for Vesta, though most of them did not arrive by 
handkerchief on the stage. “I receive hosts of letters from girls wherever I go. They 
are very kind in their expressions and ask for bits of ribbon, or anything that I have 
left off wearing, for keepsakes.”535  
While the letters were described as ‘kind’ in their contents, her feelings about 
the fans appeared, in interviews, to be as mixed as those of the reporters. She 
might, for instance, begin by explaining that she was gratified by their presence. 
“What has pleased me most,” she said in a lengthy interview, “is that unlike most 
music hall artistes, the girls have always been more friendly with me than the men.” 
However, only two sentences later, she explained that,  
They waylay me at the stage doors, and I have the greatest difficulty in getting 
away from them. In Liverpool they discovered where I was staying, and as it 
had been announced as my last appearance there previous to my going to 
America, about thirty of them came to the house at midnight to bid me 
goodbye.”536  
She did not outright say that she wanted to get away from the girls at the stage 
door, or that midnight was really an inappropriate time to come calling, especially if 
you have not been introduced. And in that space, between the implied chastisement 
and where an actual chastisement should be, lies the baffling of the paradigm of 
appropriate behaviour. What happens next, when the paradigm evaporates, is 
(paradoxically) unsurprisingly surprising. Having narratively sidestepped anything 
remotely paradigmatic in the fan behaviour Vesta described, the subsequent 
anecdote provides a view into behaviour which we would now recognise as 
paradigmatic (if shocking), but which lay outside the realm of understanding then:  
The very last time I was in Newcastle they tore off the door of my carriage in 
their eagerness to see me and to shake my hand or say ‘Good night.’ I was 
staying at the Crown Hotel there, and as I went along with a doorless carriage I 
turned, and there they were running after me with the broken door held aloft.537  
Despite the shocking nature of this tale – the pursuit of the carriage, the women out 
late at night, the excess emotion, the property damage – no value judgment was 
assigned to this behaviour. Neither Vesta, nor the reporter, took the opportunity to 
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comment on this incident in any way at all. As with the women failing to gain 
entrance to the hall in Oldham, a formal judgment was withheld. As with the old 
women of Lees, the lack of precedent for how to interpret this behaviour could lead 
only to (baffled) silence. What female readers of this interview would make of what it 
meant to be a fan of Vesta Tilley could previously only be guessed at. With the 
discovery of the hundreds of letters, our earlier speculation now has a much 
stronger basis in lived experiences. 
The women themselves 
It is useful here to note that the same scholars discussed in Chapter 3 who 
have written about Vesta Tilley also wrote about her audience, speculating on who 
they were and what motivated them. The conclusion that all come to is that the 
ultimate truth is unknowable, due to a lack of sources; as Martha Vicinus noted, 
“Unfortunately we have no surviving comments by women about Tilley.”538 While this 
was true, scholars have not shied away from an attempt to understand her 
audience. Here it is especially important to note, and to challenge, the work of Sara 
Maitland.  This is not particularly because of the women themselves – “working-
class women responded to her act with a delighted camaraderie” – but because of 
the implication that they were duped by Vesta: 
Of course her overtly right-wing politics, her refusal to identify herself either with 
the causes of feminism or of working-class politics, her confinement of sexual 
daring rigidly to the stage, her individualism and her satisfaction with a private 
class transcendence were all betrayals of the women who made her the star 
that she was.539 
The best that Maitland sees for the fans is that they got a measure of hope, a 
window on gender roles and a laugh. The letters they wrote demonstrate vividly how 
much more there was for them to take from Vesta’s performance on stage, and also 
what she gave them offstage, as a correspondent,. 
The women in question, as a group, were predominantly (though not 
exclusively) working-class. Though a notoriously slippery concept, Elizabeth 
Roberts’s definition, in her oral history of the Northwest, of the term ‘working-class’ 
is probably the most useful. Starting from the Marxist perspective, she integrates 
this theoretical framework with the status her respondents claimed for themselves: 
“manual occupations and limited economic standing.” However, she also insists on 
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the fact that the work itself is insufficient to serve as the only parameter. Particularly 
for women, whose place in the ‘standard occupations’ fluctuated throughout their 
lives, Roberts insisted on looking to define also the “cultural ties and shared views 
which united working-class people.”540 Of the many ties and views which she 
identifies through her oral histories, there are a number which resonate with what 
can be known of the women who wrote to Vesta. Religion and caring for one’s 
neighbour as part of the Christian ethos comes through very strongly. So too does 
the question of respectability, which has its own life for working-class people, though 
it is often attributed to middle-class beliefs. For instance, the domestic role for girl 
children, for which they were groomed while still of school age, also produced a 
close bond between mothers and daughters as a rule. The equivalent outside of this 
context would not have had the same paradigmatic force. While these issues are 
not explicitly recorded in the census data – there is no column for religion, nor a 
measure of ‘respectability’- these issues must be borne in mind and evidence 
gathered where possible. Equally, there are points where paradigms oppose one 
another, as opposed to simply existing/failing to exist. One critical clash related to 
the question of respectability, since class membership defined it differently, as in the 
case of ‘women in public’, discussed in Chapter 1.  
Many girls would write to Vesta about a desire for the life of the stage. However, 
the same problems as discussed by Walkowitz, in her concerns about the woman 
on the street, becomes part of the discussion of women in theatres, which is an 
equally public space. Tracy C Davis’s important work, Actresses as Working 
Women, looks at a world broader than that of the women working in the theatre. 
With a focus on the late Victorian period, she discusses the morally fraught 
profession of the actress, and is able to describe the general problem that affected 
all women in the building – namely that any woman found in the theatre was 
expected to be chaperoned, or working. That is, working on stage, or working off 
stage, as a prostitute. This space was, as she puts it, “an erotically-bonded 
neighbourhood.”541 Whether out for business or pleasure, the space around the 
theatres was not necessarily going to provide safe passage for women.  Small 
wonder Long’s reading of Salvation Army reports in Newcastle provides this 
evaluation from contemporaries: “certain public spaces received special attention 
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[…] as dangerous zones for ‘reckless’ young women […] the lure of theatres, 
travelling shows, fairs and pantomimes in particular was cited”.542 
The formal means of social control, through law enforcement and the judiciary, 
were not necessarily the mechanism used to this end. As Victor Bailey shows, in his 
case study of the East End of London in the late 19th century, police and their 
surveillance were only one small part of the general decline in crime in the period. 
“Order was cemented less by policing,” he writes, “than by a complex combination 
of informal family and community sanctions, the mixed welfare of charity and state 
support, the new board schools, slum clearance, and the negotiated justice of the 
police courts.”543 He also brings to the fore Michael Ignatieff’s proposition for a new 
social history which starts from “the assumption that a society is a densely woven 
fabric of permissions, prohibitions, obligations and rules, sustained and enforced at 
a thousand points rather than a neatly organized pyramid of power.’”544 The 
relevance of these observations is in their trying to account for all the various 
paradigms the Neutral must dodge in order to survive in this period. As the question 
of girls and women taking themselves to the music hall would rarely involve the 
police courts, it is these other structures – formal and informal – in which they had to 
act (or not).  
This extended to the linguistic as well. Being in public could be accomplished 
on paper as well as in body. As a group, the letters are as clear an example of the 
manifestation of a Neutral as could be wished. They are the active of the Neutral, 
the ‘ardent, burning activity’ which had no name or place in the society in which they 
were written. Letter writing manuals of the 19th century show this most clearly.545 
Both those intended for children in schools, and those for adults outside of it, offer 
no paradigm for a letter from a woman to the star performer she wished to contact. 
The categories possible are business letters, letters between parents and children, 
letters to friends, and love letters. The last two categories come closest, but both of 
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these presume a parity between the two parties involved in the exchange. If the 
friendship letter were not written between those already close friends, if one sought 
a closer relationship to another, they would still of necessity be peers, at least 
according to those who provided the guidance. Further, to return to the manuals, 
which prescribed the whos and hows – or more often, provided sample letters for 
models – we find only examples written for schoolboys.546 While instruction may not 
have been so gendered in the classroom, and girls may have also been taught from 
those books, the clear gendering of who should be instructed on how to correctly 
correspond privileged the boys. Undercut by the notion that writing with feeling 
‘comes more naturally’ to women, nonetheless the manuals indicate that letters 
which had no model in their volumes were outside the paradigm. Additionally, and 
putting aside the contents of the guidance manuals for adults, there is the question 
of access. While public libraries were available, and catered both to young people 
and to adults of both sexes, there was still the issue of having to be the woman-in-
public in order to get to the library or the bookshop. In any case, despite deep 
structural inequity and barriers against correspondence, girls and women wrote to 
Vesta, and Vesta wrote back.  
Desire and pleasure 
Desire, Barthes says in one of his supplements, “is nothing but a passage.”547 
So too, he says, is the Neutral. The presupposition that this might mean that desire 
itself is Neutral would be false however, given the ease with which desire might 
bring about will-to-possess. On the other hand, desire is also about recognition of 
the other. In her early work, Judith Butler looked at the work of Hegel, finding that: 
“Human desire articulates the subject’s relationship to that which is not itself, that 
which is different, strange, novel, awaited, absent, lost.”548 What we want is to 
assimilate it into ourselves, make it our own, add it to our own subjectivity. The 
negative aspect of this, of course, is that it is often foiled, even as it is inevitable. 
The desire for the Neutral, especially when embodied and rendered manifest by 
Vesta on stage, was bound to cause pain. The writing of a letter was a way to 
mitigate that pain, to reach out and bring them closer together, the girl-woman of the 
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audience and Vesta the favourite performer. As discussed, merely writing the letter 
was Neutral, regardless of the content. But the desire behind that act prompted the 
articulation of desire, alongside descriptions of pleasure which had helped elicit the 
desire in the first place.  
Pleasure is rather a different matter, in both historical and philosophical terms. 
Despite all the rules and regulations, official and unofficial, women in this period, 
regardless of class, regardless of their place in the country – rural, urban, east, 
west, south, north, Scotland – found things and activities pleasurable, and sought 
them out. When and how this was done, particularly for those with little time or 
financial resources to spare, has us confronting the concept of (and literature on) 
leisure; after all, the entire concept of leisure seems to propose pleasure as well. 
However, the invention of leisure time in the aftermath of the Industrial Revolution 
brought anxieties; what sort of leisure would the working-classes, suddenly 
bequeathed time for it, undertake? It required the invention of “rational recreation” 
and everything from libraries to brass bands, in order to control this. Pleasure might 
be found, but it had to be secondary to the educative nature of the leisure activity.549 
Wanting is better than having, here. This is a complex sentiment, tied up with the 
structures of capitalism, and the colloquial ‘Protestant work ethic’ - reactions to, and 
also a part of, modernity: 
Pleasure is continually disappointed, reduced, deflated, in favour of strong, 
noble values: Truth, Death, Progress, Struggle, Joy, etc. Its victorious rival is 
Desire: we are always being told about Desire, never about Pleasure; Desire 
has an epistemic dignity, Pleasure does not.550 
Given this demonstration of the disavowal of pleasure, and how antithetical it is to 
the dominant discourse, that it should end up Neutral alongside desire is 
paradoxical yet satisfying.551 
Barthes, as ever, was writing from a very masculine point of view, and his 
philosophical points of view reflect this. While Desire might be possible for men –
indeed, expected – it is rather different for women. That women should desire 
pleasure which did not serve man was – and is – difficult or even impossible to 
imagine. Sharon Marcus notes that, 
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In restrictive heterosexual regimes, only men are allowed to be agents of 
desire, and then only if women are their objects. In the Victorian era, however, 
women as well as men could permissibly eroticize femininity.552  
Though Marcus carefully insists that the erotic need not be genital, what the girls 
and women desired from Vesta was not her femininity, but rather her Neutrality, that 
Neutral-third term. What she was to them was the same excess which Barthes 
names pleasure, and they desired more of it. 
Nevertheless, the girls and women who wrote to Vesta took their pleasure in her 
performance, and shared with her their desires, responding to her Neutral with one 
of their own. 
Letters 
Here it is useful to briefly consider to what, originating from Vesta, the writers were 
responding. In the years 1894-1895, Vesta’s star shone so brightly that it is hard to 
overstate it. The winter of 1893-4 saw her on stage for the pantomime in Newcastle, 
while 1894-5 saw her in Birmingham; in both cases, she played the title role in Dick 
Whittington, her most-often reprised, and favourite, pantomime role. In between, she 
made her first trip to the United States, playing at Tony Pastor’s theatre in New 
York, where she was a decisive hit. The rest of that year, as she toured the 
provinces, she was such a draw that theatres announced in The Era that ticket 
prices would have to be raised in consequence of her immense popularity. This was 
a performer who was still expanding what ‘top of her game’ might mean. Both 
pantomimes, and her trip to New York, were key topics for the many letters she 
received. In both Newcastle and Birmingham, she received letters prompted by the 
experience of having come to see the pantomime.  
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Figure 6 – Letter by Maggie Arnotte courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology 
Service 
Maggie Arnotte was one such writer: “I love you with all my heart vesta [sic],” 
she wrote. “[E]ver since I saw you at the Theatre Royal.”553 Maggie was one of two 
young women whose letters originate from the part of Newcastle which was most 
notorious in the 19th century for its poverty: Sandgate, one small stretch of the 
greater Quayside. This district stretched from the northern shore of the Tyne river, 
from the foundations of the old Roman bridge (now the famous swing bridge), to the 
mouth of the Ouse tributary. While in the years up to and including the 18th century 
the proximity to the river meant that it was where the well-to-do had situated 
themselves, with the coming of the Industrial Revolution, the rich gradually withdrew 
from the centre, to escape its unpleasant by-products. By the middle of the 19th 
century, it was regularly written about with fascinated horror, as Victorian class 
tourists went out in search of scandal. Sandgate provided it in copious measure, 
with reference to prostitution, destitution and wretched misery.554 It was also notable 
in this time for the fact that its adult population were majority-female,555 and women 
in the area were likely to be working out of the house,556 rather than at home, 
playing the Victorian role of domestic angel. A serious fire in 1854 slightly changed 
the complexion of the neighbourhood as many of the older timber-framed houses 
were swept away, but the lingering aftertaste of its reputation, and the fact that the 
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poor were not rehoused, meant that its human complexion remained. Maggie’s 
address in Buxton street has her a few streets away from the river, but there is little 
doubt that she was suffering. She wrote “I am not a rich girl I am just a poor girl But 
as poor as I am I love you the more[.]” For all that she was ‘a poor girl’, she was still 
able to go along to see the pantomime, at the Theatre Royal. The 1891 census, at 
which time she was only thirteen, lists her as already employed: a tobacco spinner, 
or cigar maker.557 This put her in a minority of women listed as working: 28.7% in 
Newcastle, which was less than that of the national average of 34.4%.558 Given the 
address, and given her age, no doubt she was working because the family needed 
her income. Though her sixteen-year-old brother Christopher did not list an 
occupation, an X in the column of ‘employed’ suggests that he too was contributing 
to the household. From Maggie’s letter, it would seem that she did not have to hand 
over the entirety of her wage, but kept at least some small part of it to allow her to 
go to the pantomime. Roberts records that among her respondents, working young 
people “were given back a fixed percentage of their wages, a penny in the shilling, 
and a shilling in the pound, being most common.”559 However, Maggie could not 
repeat her pantomime excursion in October 1894, when Vesta returned to perform 
at the Empire Theatre. “I would give anything to see you this week,” she wrote. “But 
I cannot afford it[.]” Roberts also notes that some young people found themselves 
with not even that penny or that shilling out of their wages. Perhaps that was the 
situation facing Maggie, as the elder daughter in her family, with wage-earning 
responsibilities as well as domestic ones. But Maggie had become invested in the 
narrative Vesta produced when playing Dick Whittington the previous winter. Maggie 
– along with hundreds of other Novocastrians – wanted more of what Vesta offered. 
This week of performances was met with the paradoxical ‘usual exceptional’ 
enthusiasm for Vesta’s appearances. Booked for a week, this was soon inadequate; 
as the Era recorded, “On account of the enormous number of people unable to gain 
admission, and Miss Tilley's arrangements only allowing only one week's stay in 
Newcastle, a special matinee will be given at the Olympia.”560 It is unclear whether 
the enormous number of people unable to gain admission were nonetheless outside 
the Empire, but Vesta’s advert cited a Newcastle newspaper report which provides a 
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compelling explanation for a special matinee: “After the performance large crowds 
waited outside the Empire to catch a glimpse of Miss Tilley, and when she entered 
her carriage she was greeted with round after round of cheering, the coachman with 
difficulty piloting his horses through the throng.”561 These crowds might even have 
included Maggie herself; it was free to stand outside the hall, after all. But Maggie 
wanted something more than the cold alley at the stage door. “I do not know what 
has put it into my head to write to you,” she wrote, even as it followed her first 
request, a request which opened the letter: “I want to see if you will take me as one 
of your own.” This is an interesting construction, particularly because Maggie is not 
asking to be given anything, as might compromise the Neutral by situating it in the 
realm of ‘will-to-possess.’ Instead, the letter in its entirety is a messy scribble of 
breathless devotion punctuated by a series of pleas she repeats again and again: I 
love you, let me love you, I will do anything for you, let me be yours. Written here 
was a desperate desire for two things: one, Vesta herself; and two, an escape from 
the circumstances into which she had been born. This was the ‘desperate vitality’ 
and the ‘will-to-live’ that the Neutral inspired. We can guess at the escape Vesta 
represented to this sixteen-year-old girl – on the threshold of one of the poorest 
districts in Newcastle, with at least three years of work already under her belt – 
watching Vesta play a role – as Dick – so similar to the trajectory of her own career, 
from humble beginnings to the highest office: highest paid principal boy in English 
pantomime, and staunch favourite the rest of the year. Being in the presence of 
such baffling impossibility must have been quite compelling. 
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Figure 7 – Letter by Nelly Pearsall courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service 
 
Figure 8 – Letter by Gertie Ward courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service 
Three months later and 200 miles away, two other girls would write very similar 
letters to Vesta. Nelly Pearsall and Gertie Ward were both twelve when they wrote 
to her, inspired again by her portrayal of Dick Whittington. Neighbours in one of the 
poor districts of central Birmingham, a short walk away from the main train station at 
New Street, they lived in a district of ‘back to backs’, the practical but notorious 
housing of 19th century industrial Britain. Both were fortunate enough to live in 
houses which fronted onto the street, rather than onto the enclosed yard with its 
communal toilets and water tap, but it was only a marginal improvement. A 
reforming vicar of the time, with a parish elsewhere in Birmingham, evocatively 
described the conditions faced by residents in such dwellings, concluding that: “The 
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very air engenders thirst, and the gloomy and sodden nature of the surroundings are 
repulsive. Is it any wonder that those who live in such places seek a change in the 
only bright spot to which they can go, namely, the public house?”562 Of course, there 
was more than one bright spot, at least for Nelly and Gertie, namely the pantomime. 
Too young for the pub, and the wrong gender besides, they nonetheless had their 
own escape. 
Where Maggie would “give the world to see” Vesta, Nelly and Gertie want to 
fulfil a rather more specific aim. Gertie’s letter opened baldly: “I like my friend have a 
great ambition for the stage.”563 Nelly, for her part, softened it slightly: “to be a great 
actress like you is my greatest ambition.”564 As a profession, it probably looked quite 
attractive from where they were sitting. Off stage, Vesta was unmissable:  
Miss Vesta Tilley does not do things by halves, and the equipage which 
conveys her to and from the theatre is fit for a Lord Mayor of London […] The 
handsome brougham drawn by a pair of spanking horses, and the liveried 
servants on the box with their smart get-up, form one of the sights of Broad 
Street.”565  
While the distance between Severn Street and the Prince of Wales theatre was 
about half a mile – a ten-minute walk – only the very last stretch was down Broad 
street. However, if Nelly and Gertie could wait after the pantomime, Vesta also left 
by brougham with ‘spanking horses.’ “There is always an admiring crowd at the 
stage door to see the lady arrive and depart,” the same article reported. What kind 
of impression that would have had on the two girls we can only guess. On stage, 
Vesta played a young man whose initial circumstances were much like their own – 
not two pennies to rub together, and then hit with circumstances outside his control, 
framed as a thief. Still, despite this, he cheekily quips, dances and sings his way to 
marriage with his sweetheart, and the mayoralty of London. The moment where 
Vesta looked, in Nelly’s recollection, “so sorry when you went to sleep on the bank, 
and the cat on the top of the milestone” at Highgate, the crucial moment where 
dreams are all that Dick has, only made the victory all the sweeter. As one of the 
reviews of the time said, “[h]er personality is peculiarly adapted for representing the 
boy hero who would become Lord Mayor”.566 Additionally, the tradition for the 
Birmingham pantomimes was to have dozens of supernumeraries on stage, 
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particularly children. Not only would the sparkling, overwhelming beauty of the 
staged production have been enticing, but would it also have seemed like there 
might be space for them on the stage? What’s more, come her benefit night, Vesta 
“presented each of the children taking part in the pantomime with a silver bangle of 
bells[.]”567 Given what Nelly and Gertie knew of the space that waited for them – 
brass work, maybe assisting in the undertaker’s business Gertie’s grandfather had 
established – working hard in the theatrical world might well have appealed.  
It was from this bleak environment that the two girls wrote letters, each 
referencing the other. What they both most wanted was a chance to be on the 
stage, to follow in Vesta’s footsteps. That the glamour of the stage was more 
appealing than the near-slums around Severn Street, where Gertie and Nelly are 
recorded as living in when they were eight, is hardly a surprise.568 Gertie’s 
household of nine people included three generations – her maternal grandparents, 
her widowed mother, two cousins who were not siblings, Gertie herself, her older 
brother, and two younger sisters.569 Just around the corner in Severn street, where 
both girls attended school, Nelly lived with her parents, four brothers and one sister, 
all of them making do with three rooms. The nature of their schooling was 
something they were keen to spell out in their letter: “we both go to severn st [sic] 
British schools and are in the seventh standard.” This was likely important in their 
minds as they approached the threshold of ‘adulthood’ in their class. Schooling in 
England was mandatory from 1880 for children up to the age of twelve, and Nelly’s 
older brother, at fourteen, was already assisting their father with bicycle wheel 
manufacturing. School was also a place where music was taught, a compulsory part 
of state school education from 1872, for boys and girls.570 Though the girls went to a 
non-sectarian council-run school, annual reports for 1893-6 suggest it offered at 
least educational merit.571 That Nelly and Gertie should have made it as far as the 
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seventh standard showed that they were much better than the average. This 
appears to have been part of the family ethos: better living through schooling. One 
of Gertie’s cousins, Annie Page, was already a teacher at their school at age 
sixteen. Gertie’s sister, confusingly also called Nellie, would also follow this career 
path, suggesting a strong support in that household for education. But both of them 
wanted to take the opportunity of education to write to Vesta, observing that: “to 
become famous is our greatest ambition.” The propriety required for education in a 
profession was something that Gertie’s letter swerved entirely. 
 
Figure 9 – Letter by Nelly Pearsall and Gertie Ward courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and 
Archaeology Service 
Vesta did not answer their letter. We know this because they wrote to her again, 
with increased desperation: “Have you received a letter written to you by two young 
girls. Please tell us if we have any hope.”572 It seems unlikely that she replied 
positively after the second attempt either, and neither Nelly nor Gertie seem to have 
followed their ambition and ended up on the stage. The pantomime ended, finally, in 
March 1895. Within the decade, the entire block of courts where Nelly and Gertie 
had grown up had been razed, to allow for the expansion of the nearby goods rail 
depot. By 1901, Gertie was living with her teacher sister and older brother, in the 
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middle of a terrace of red brick two up-two down houses,573 and she was working at 
the GPO telegraph office. They had moved as well, eastwards, their new address a 
short walk from the train station at Small Heath. Nelly, by contrast, was still living 
with her entire family, in the Brookfield district, the other side of Icknield street from 
the Jewellery Quarter, west of Severn street. The houses were of a better stock 
here, with not a court in sight. This change in circumstance was likely possible due 
to the multiple incomes from four children working, as well as their father. Nelly was 
now working as a lacquerer, nothing half so romantic as a stage career; still, it 
brought in a wage. Even Nelly’s thirteen-year-old sister Florence was already 
serving as a telephone clerk. They had more money now, money which might have 
permitted their being ‘brought out’, as they had asked of Vesta. However, “the desire 
for the Neutral continually stages a paradox […] it is nonmarketable […though] we 
don’t do anything but sell, buy, exchange desires.”574 What they wanted couldn’t be 
paid for with money. From lives lived just round the corner from one another, Nelly 
and Gertie were now three and a half miles apart, and further still from the ‘desire 
for the Neutral’ they had experienced while watching Vesta ‘impersonate’ the 
trajectory of Dick Whittington’s success.  
Vesta did not take Maggie as ‘her own’ either, though she might still have 
honoured the slightly smaller request for “a keepsake.” If Maggie was one of those 
girls whose wage went wholly to her parents, and she wanted to become Vesta’s 
‘anything-at all’ to get away from this exploitation, the lack of positive response must 
have been unbearable. Certainly Roberts records that the one tactic available to 
such girls was to become the head of their own household, and escape into early 
marriages. This was just what Maggie herself did, when she became Mrs Green in 
the summer of 1896, at the age of eighteen. It was an early marriage for both 
parties, at eighteen, when the median age across the country was 24.7 for women, 
and for men 26.3.575 She and Hugh Green, who in 1891 lived just down the road 
from Maggie and her family, were in the 1901 census found under the same roof as 
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her parents. Together, they had six children, all born in Newcastle.576 When Maggie 
died just over a year after Vesta in 1953, she was still living at 36 Benson Road in 
Newcastle, where she’d been since at least 1911.577 While it is perhaps true to say 
that the rebellion apparent in that tiny two-page letter had withered, and the more 
significant portion of her life is that which was constrained by class and gender, 
there is more here than failure. Her short letter contains the word ‘love’ or the 
phrase ‘I love you’ fourteen times. Though frantic with anxiety in its tone, the 
importance of this emotion, and the priority Maggie gave it, still comes through, in 
defiance of expectations. Reginia Gagnier, in her reading of working-class 
autobiography notes the ubiquity of non-companionate (economically oriented) 
marriage in those narratives.578 Even Ellen Ross’s Love and Toil nods towards 
marriages of love for working-class women, but the detail from her contemporary 
subjects emphasises negotiation and strategic planning over being swept away by 
feeling.579 Prioritising love at all was already a dodge of the paradigm, only 
compounded by the fact that the union she wanted was with a female performer 
much older than herself – a reaching for the Neutral, which Barthes introduced at 
the beginning of the course as “an introduction to living, a guide to life[.]”580  
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Figure 10 – Letter by Pina Gatti courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service 
The paradigms to be dodged are always multiple. For these young letter writers, 
morality or guides-to-life were not necessarily secular, or even Anglican. Maggie 
Arnotte’s father was Italian. So was Pina Gatti’s, part of a migration to the northeast 
from Italy, which added to Newcastle’s Catholic population, where he found work as 
a sea-going engineer. This migration, a consequence of the unification of Italy, was 
enormous. As Hugh Shankland notes, “between 1876 and 1915 fourteen million 
people left Italy, half of them never to return.”581 Despite this mass exodus, only a 
small number came to Britain, where the population up until 1914 was only ever 24 
000.582 Nonetheless, numbered among those were Pina’s father Antonio, and her 
namesake aunt, who had come over together sometime before 1881, one of the first 
departures. Robert Foerster’s 1919 study notes that the earliest emigrants came 
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from northern Italy, and Genoa, which the Gattis listed as their birthplace in the 1881 
census.583 Both the Arnot[te] and Gatti emigrations were among those, and life-long. 
Though there is insufficient information from the census data to be certain, it is 
plausible that both came from the same northern Italian region which had been 
losing its residents for decades prior to unification, thanks to war-related harvest 
failures, and cholera epidemics; in fact, in the Parma region, it was “a structural 
element of the economic and social balance in the mountain districts”.584 While not 
all of these emigrants were Catholic, Pina and Maggie’s fathers were, and so were 
they.585 Maggie may not have mentioned the church explicitly, but Pina’s letter 
(jointly addressed by her and friend Katie Duffy) did. This introduces another 
paradigmatic element which Roberts raises as critical for working-class lives: 
religion. It is also a crucial component of Barthes’s concept of an ideosphere – the 
linguistic system of an ideology – and how it is the “very formula of intolerances[.]”586 
The fear of countermanding the tenets of faith are implicit in the frantic tenor of 
Maggie’s letter and the assurance that “I know I am doing wrong” as well as the 
repeated requests for forgiveness; the linguistic articulation of the anxiety should be 
expiated by language as well. Pina’s letter, by contrast, does not have the same 
quantity of anxiety threaded through it, but the quality is similar. She was fourteen, 
and still in school, living in Westgate road, which coincidentally follows the path 
formerly taken by Hadrian’s Wall. Her school-friend, Katie Duffy, had gone with Pina 
to the pantomime. “[Y]ou have fascinated us so much with the way you have taken 
the part of Dick Whittington that we really must write + tell you that we enjoyed the 
Pantomime very much indeed.”587 Katie’s parents had both been born in Galway in 
Ireland, and had left for greater opportunity in England. They brought with them their 
faith, which Katie shared with Pina, along with a neighbourhood and a community. 
This district, Westgate, named after the road which formed its southern border, had 
enough of a Catholic population to provide three schools within easy walking 
distance of 397 Westgate Road. This community sustained them as outsider-
immigrants, but also constrained them. “Please Miss Vesta Tilley do not say 
anything about this letter because it is written on the sly,” she wrote. “Please Miss 
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Vesta Tilley do not say a word about it to anyone.” In fact, nearly half the letter is 
occupied with fretting over the reception of the letter, and what might become of it. 
But it is not until the very end that the cause for the anxiety becomes apparent: “Ah! 
I wish I was on the stage with you. What would I give but you know dear I am a 
Catholic + would be afraid of loosing [sic] my faith.” Ironically enough, it seems that 
Pina’s devotion to Catholicism could be credited to her aunt, after whom she was 
named. Her father’s sister, listed as the head of the household in 1881, despite their 
only being the two of them, and despite the fact she was two years younger, was a 
nun. This strong woman, who shared Pina’s name, might well have had an 
important role to play in her niece’s views on the importance of religion. The letter 
accounts for more skills than those possessed by their sistren in Birmingham; Pina 
wrote that they could “both play the piano + sing.” However, as much as the money 
to ‘bring out’ Nelly and Gertie was not available, and thus their dreams could not be 
pursued, Katie and Pina’s structural circumstances also stood between them and 
the stage. The aspects of their religious belief which provided them with community 
and nurtured their social and spiritual life is not evident in their anxiety. Rather, the 
worry and the negative manifestations of their Catholicism is brought out, and 
interrogated, if not in a systematic fashion. Despite their terror, however, these girls 
wrote anyway, reaching out as their pleasure at seeing the pantomime became a 
desire for the opportunity to join Vesta in the Neutral. Pina, later censuses reveal, 
became a schoolteacher like her aunt. Perhaps she taught music; she certainly did 
not turn to the stage, the pressure of the ideosphere overtaking. Yet, just like with 
Nellie and Gertie and Maggie, the unsustainability of the Neutral, which Vesta 
showed them, does not mean it was not real, that the pleasure it brought to them did 
not count. If the ideosphere is anti-Neutral, even to briefly challenge it is to approach 
the Neutral.  
Despite the language of Vesta’s commentary on her fans focusing on the young 
women who wrote to her, adult women also formed an important part of her fan 
base, and they also took pleasure in her performances. One letter reveals this, while 
also offering a view into familial relations, specifically between sisters. Lena, Alice 
and Florrie Oldbury, of Birmingham, wrote a group letter, penned by Lena, about 
their time out at the Gaiety Theatre in September 1894 when Vesta was visiting. 
One of the key moral touchstones in this period was the home, and the family 
inside it. Of particular interest, as Leila Silvana May has explored, is the figure of the 
sister. It is through her, by the middle-class standards of John Ruskin, that the home 
and the family can be saved. May notes that his standards – “she must be 
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enduringly, incorruptibly good” – cannot be attained by the mother, who is tainted 
with the necessity of being a sexual being. As she puts it: 
[…] the sister is the keystone of the entire system. Though as daughter or sister 
she remains morally unblemished and can justify systemic excesses in the 
name of the protection of innocence, only as a sister in her relation to her 
siblings can she model the specific virtues demanded by the nineteenth 
century.588 
A lot of this was oriented around the brother-sister relationship (because, of course, 
the male storyline had to take precedence); and May highlights the immense 
controversy around a bill which would prohibit a man from marrying his dead wife’s 
sister. This issue, said Lord Shaftesbury, was so serious that “it is the sanctity of 
home life, and the peace and purity of the English home, which are threatened”.589 
The importance of the sister in the home, for the home, required her to adhere to a 
standard even higher than that already discussed: she could not leave it without 
imperilling the family. The extreme position which May finds in the literature of 19th 
century Britain naturally enough does not necessarily correspond to ‘normal life.’ 
Nonetheless, it offers a strong contrast to the behaviour of Lena, Alice and Florrie, 
who left their brothers very much out of it when they took themselves off to the 
hall.590 Lena penned the letter on behalf of all three; she was twenty-one and 
earning a wage with her widowed mother in the pearl button business. Alice was the 
oldest at thirty-four, Florrie the youngest at thirteen, and they too were involved in 
pearl button out-work; I will return to their employment momentarily. As with all the 
letters, Lena starts with an apology which very quickly gave way to something more 
sincere:  
But we only wish to let you know how much we appreciate your talent, ever 
since we knew you were in Birmingham we couldnt [sic] rest until we had seen 
you and when we had we were worse than before for we were wanting to see 
you again. 
The desire for pleasure – knowing Vesta was in Birmingham, knowing already how 
they felt about it – was the driving force behind both the outing and the letter. 
Unfortunately, the conclusion was that, as noted above, desire is infinitely insatiable. 
That they were not satiated by seeing her once is perhaps no great surprise; that 
they were permitted, or permitted themselves, to indulge this desire more than once 
increases the impossibility of the position: “We have been to the Gaiety Palace 
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several times and we thought you were really better than ever.” Like Nelly and 
Gertie, they lived on the very fringe of an area of courts, and, like Maggie, they used 
their meagre income for pleasure. An overview (1866) of the history of the industry 
in Birmingham described the work required to make the buttons: 
No elaborate machinery is employed in the production of these buttons, and 
perhaps never can be made profitably available for them. At any rate hitherto 
skilled hand labour, assisted by nothing but the foot-lathe, is alone employed591 
While we do not know if the Oldbury family made buttons on their own account, or 
for a larger manufactory, it is quite likely that this work – the cutting and the spinning 
and the carding – was done at home. As Sonya Rose has noted, the preponderance 
of women in homework was both practical and ideological; factory jobs were 
structured for those who had no domestic responsibilities, and women were meant 
to be in the home anyway.592 
This report also noted that two thirds of those employed in the trade were 
women and children, and that the pay for women was substantially lower than it was 
for men:  
Some of the men still earn good wages, in occasional instances from £2 to £4 
per week, though the average, of course, would run much lower, say about 25s. 
in ordinary times, […] There are instances of women’s earnings reaching as 
high as 16s. to 20s. per week, but that is only with individuals very skilful in their 
particular work, or with heads of shops. The average of adult women’s wages is 
not more than 7s. to 9s., which, for girls and young children, runs down to 1s. 
6d. or 1s.593 
Though the figures are thirty years old, the differential between men’s and women’s 
pay must have been reasonably similar: one third of the pay.594 One hopes that 
John Pemberton Turner’s observation was some consolation:  
there is still a certain variety of labour and careful attention to be given to it that 
involve some exercise of the mind as well as of the mere physique; as in 
stamping, pressing, polishing, cutting out, &c., &c., so that a certain kind, of 
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sharpening of the wits goes on, more than exists in many other kinds of 
labour.595  
Dodging multiple paradigms, the sisters took at least part of their household 
money and went into town, likely on foot. As with Nelly and Gertie, it was only a mile 
from home to the theatre.596 Rather than turning their attention to the home, the 
family, and the furthering of the Victorian ideal, the three of them instead prioritised 
their desire, chasing pleasure in the Gaiety. 
The bulk of the letters written in this period have a smaller scope in terms of 
their requests for Vesta’s attention. Girls and women wrote asking for not much 
more than acknowledgment, such as ‘a line or two’, a photograph, an autograph, a 
pass to the theatre, or the opportunity to shake her hand. With this, and all the 
examples above, we run into the difficulty that Barthes regards questions as 
“terrorism”, as “perhaps the worst violence.”597 Instinctively, knowing of the 
contradictions of the Neutral, this judgment (arrogance, therefore anti-Neutral) does 
not serve the argument of this thesis. Nor does it fit with what was happening. There 
is the undeniable power imbalance between Vesta, with her liveried footmen 
bringing her to the theatre, and the girl living with ten members of her family in three 
rooms. While the audience with the capacity to tear down the railings outside a 
music hall does have a power, it is a collective, and embodied one. These letters 
are written between individuals, at a remove, with the recipient at leisure to ignore 
what is written in part or in its entirety. Their desire need not be her pleasure, and 
often it wasn’t. Further, what Maggie and Nelly and Gertie wanted of Vesta lay in the 
realm of will-to-live, rather than will-to-possess, surely a stronger Neutralizing force 
than the questions themselves. We know too that desire is the recognition of the 
other which Benjamin called ‘perfect non-violence.’ Articulating that desire could be 
achieved in the hall with shouting, or singing along to the choruses, but it could – 
and was – achieved by letter as well. The vast gulf that should have existed 
between the superstar that Vesta had become, and the young working-class girl-
women who wrote to her, the paradigmatic impossibility of them making that Other 
connection, materially was not. For Barthes, the Neutral “is mythically associated if 
not with poverty, at least with no-money, with the non-pertinence of the 
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riches/poverty opposition.”598 Vesta opened the door of possibility by revealing this 
to the audience who wrote to her, in spite of the very real riches/poverty opposition, 
producing that non-pertinence. If that baffles the paradigm, then, tautologically, the 
writing itself must do so also.  
Having looked at several letters in close detail, I will present a sample of some 
of the dozens of others from this time. These letter writers are only a selection of the 
many petitions she received, and illustrate the breadth of requests and localities 
represented. Every letter could yield an entire life story; space necessitates this 
being simply an overview of some of the desires these girls and women articulated. 
They stated them in the form of a request, with the implication of pleasure for the 
other side, should Vesta grant their wishes. May Taffe wrote to “ask you to admit a 
little Liverpool girl to see you play Dick Whittington.” May and her family had moved 
to Birmingham in the hopes of improving their situation. “Father lost his employment 
and has emigrated [to Australia]”, she wrote. Hers then continues with the 
suggestion of pleasure already received, Neutralised. “I enclose an envelope in 
case you should send me a pass + why if you don’t [sic] I’ll be just as grateful as I 
know if you can you will.”599 Her letter also includes the disclaimer that her mother 
“feared you would be displeased” if she wrote, but the letter in hand is proof that she 
did so anyway. Edith Ledgerwood wrote from Handsworth to tell Vesta how, after 
seeing her in the pantomime in Birmingham, “[I] can’t get you out of my head.” She 
then asked Vesta for a photograph, “if you could spare one.”600 Nora Hinton wrote 
from Moseley in Birmingham to ask for the “huge favour of shaking hands with you.” 
Someone who signed themselves only ‘Enthusiastic Admirer’ wrote only to ask 
Vesta to sing “Mary and John”.601 E Aitken wrote from Glasgow in thanks for 
permission to order a photograph of Vesta from Paterson’s Photographic Company 
in Sauchiehall street.602 To reinforce the reciprocity that the letter represents, it 
should be noted that she finished her letter with “all good wishes for a Merry Xmas 
and a prosperous and very happy New Year.” Meanwhile Nellie Parker wrote from 
Nottingham, from where she had travelled to see the pantomime in Birmingham. Her 
only request was “May I add my name to your long list of admirers[.]”603 These are 
only small requests, but represent an important step: as Butler has noted, “desire is 
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the tacit pursuit of identity”.604 At the time, the paradigms available to women did not 
and could not recognise women pursuing, let alone getting, what they desired. 
In addition to these letters written in the heat of the moment, it is also interesting 
to note that a number of the later letters written to Vesta describe many decades of 
involvement with Vesta’s performance. It is useful to consider what women reported 
in 1919 as behaviours and ideas from the 1880s and 1890s, which were not 
necessarily captured, or shared, at the time. These letters were written in response 
to Vesta’s 1919 autobiography, and thus, in form, often recapitulated their time as 
fans, matching the narrative she shared. Those discussed here speak of pleasure, 
and what their younger selves had received from their encounters with her 
performances, reinforcing the fact that pleasure was sought and achieved twenty-
five years earlier. 
Some writers just wanted to make sure that Vesta knew that they had made a 
point of regularly prioritising their own pleasure, time and again. They wrote of 
decades of devotion, in the face of what we know must at least have been the usual 
measure of adversity. “For about 23 years I have never missed seeing you, when 
you have come to Birmingham,” wrote Lilian Gray.605 “I have looked forward to your 
visit to Birm on each year,” wrote SM Prosser. “I have only miss [sic] three times 
seying [sic] you since 1886 + that was through illness.”606 For Selina Cordy Gardner, 
it was 1881: “I was fifteen years of age when I first had the pleasure of seeing you in 
a Pantomime at the Theatre Royal. I am now 54 years old and still feel the same 
delight in your performance to me and many thousand of your admirers”. 607 Lena 
Fletcher wrote from Newcastle for herself, but also for her mother: “It is ten years 
ago since I first heard you + almost twenty years since Mother had that very great 
pleasure”.608 For Annie Boray, Vesta “always remind[ed] me of my very Happiest 
time”. From her youth in “Dear Old Dublin” to the writing of the letter from the West 
Derby Road in Liverpool, she made clear the impact Vesta had for her: “I always 
look forward to your coming to renew that Pleasure in my Life”.609 She, and Agnes 
Henderson too: “I have seen you for my time in Dublin as I am a Irish girl + many a 
time here in Liverpool since + I always look forward to your coming with great 
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pleasure.”610 Not only were they writing to explain the paradigm-baffling pleasure of 
themselves as women, but they were also matching her story and telling a tale of 
many years’ worth of pleasure. The Neutral had been available to them for quite 
some time. 
 
Figure 11 – Letter by Edith Selmi courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service 
One exceptional letter was written by Edith Malley Selmi, an example with 
beautiful language as well as fascinating anecdotes of many years of seeing Vesta 
perform. Edith was not working-class. Her father was a journalist, and her mother a 
translator, a profession which appears in the 1911 census once she was 
widowed.611 They moved from Sheffield to Birmingham and back again, but father 
Arthur was born in Manchester, and mother Eliza in Oxford. In between they seem 
to have been in London, as that was where Edith was born. The language she used 
in her letter reflects this more privileged upbringing, with an eloquence which is a 
pleasure to read. However, having access to better education and servants did not 
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mean that she did not have restrictions on her life. As has been discussed earlier in 
this chapter, and also elsewhere in this thesis, middle-class women were subject to 
all sorts of regulations and restrictions612, and also had a lot to gain from finding 
Vesta in the Neutral. The pleasures Edith remembered in her letter are numerous, 
from seeing her in Eastbourne, to the thrill of the gallery when she was thirteen, to 
the unutterable delight of accidentally finding herself in Amy Ball Cope’s house. In a 
stream of consciousness, she moved from one memory to the other, in page after 
page of looped ecstatic writing: 
I […] saw your wonderful performance in Eastbourne, and I need not tell you 
how my heart sank to see so few people in the place. I said to my husband 
surely people have not noticed Vesta Tilly [sic] is here […] my heart was 
bumping for your number. I felt I wanted to shout you were there to all the 
people and to my delight your number went in there was an avalanche, where 
they came from I do not know […] when I was a girl 13 years of age 2’ in the 
gallery every night and I would not have exchanged for a box with anyone 
there, up there where we could, + always did shout hard from our throats what 
our hearts felt 
It is difficult to be certain as to why she was in the gallery, when that was the 
province of those for whom the cheapest seats were necessary. Perhaps this was 
part of her rebellion, choosing to ‘slum it’ so that she could be with her emotional 
peers, those shouting their hearts out even if they could not articulate it so 
eloquently. Perhaps that was where the pleasure was greatest?  
The final story she shared would likely have thrilled any of the women whose 
letters have been discussed here, particularly when they were young like Edith. 
While it is unclear precisely when this encounter happened, it must have been 
sometime in Edith’s teenage years, in the first decade of the 20th century, when the 
Malley family were in Birmingham: 
I had gone to play with a little friend of mine at Sparkhill when on my journey I 
saw a crowd of people and nosily pushed in to discover it was a lady who had 
had an attack of some kind and was just recovering and as I was going to 
Hillfield Rd the lady lived in that R[oad] I helped or to speak trully [sic] partially 
carried her home, imagine when the front door was opened I saw a large litho 
portrait of my then most beloved lady on earth Vesta Tilley another look round 
more photographs, whom Mrs Cope informed me was her dear sister Tilly how 
she worshipped you it was the great event of my life I had been near and 
touched some real thing belonging to Vesta Tilly not postcards for sale real live 
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photographs and a real live sister of yours to this day I remember our 
conversation it impressed me so.613 
The delight and joy is still palpable in the words she wrote many years after the fact, 
now a wife and mother. The wonderfully implausible ‘real live photograph’ – a 
construction which will bear revisiting in the next chapter on reproduction – and the 
meeting with Vesta Tilley’s ‘real live sister’ had, in this time and place, no paradigm. 
Even now, the palpable discomfort around celebrity-fan encounters suggests the 
paradigm is not stable. Then, it was non-existent, an impossible way to get an 
impossible thing: feminine pleasure. 
While the letters, described above, suggest unalloyed pleasure, of course this 
was not always the case for these girl-women. While none of the letters tell of such 
recklessness as ripping the doors off carriages in their joy, there are nonetheless 
many examples of behaviour which exceeded the standard paradigm. They do 
conform to the model set out in Vesta’s interviews, and show how the Neutral she 
produced was also available to them. A number of letters describe being the fans at 
the stage door, or overcoming great obstacles in the quest to see Vesta perform. 
Florence Cooke was able to remember the songs she heard Vesta sing when she 
first started going to the halls at the age of seventeen. “Although a girl,” she wrote, “I 
admired you very much + when you where [sic] principal Boy in Pantomimes + used 
to walk 3 miles to see you go in at the stage door.” If that was not quite enough of a 
baffling of the paradigm (or multiple paradigms), the following sentence helps to 
amplify this: “[it] did not satisfy me coming to see you in the theatre.”614 Louisa 
McMahon Cooper and Edith Malley Selmi (discussed above) shared their 
experiences as young women setting forth to see Vesta in her many incarnations as 
Dick Whittington in Birmingham. Both of them would describe quite strict 
punishment for this liberty, and also their willingness to bear it.615 Louisa might even 
have brushed shoulders with Florence, for she started her story where Florence 
ended it: “I could not count the times I went to see you and waited outside the 
theatre to see you enter your carriage and afterwards Prepare to meet a good 
thrashing when I got home for being late but I did not mind that I was there to see 
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you next night straight from work[.]”616 Despite the guaranteed penalties for this 
contravening of the appropriate female-behaviour paradigm, Louisa contravened it 
again, by refusing to allow the punishment to change her behaviour. Edith echoed 
this exact sentiment: “I used to run up to your hotel Colmore now I think just to touch 
you and catch a glimpse of you. […] I never used to fear the spanking that awaited 
me for sneaking out of the house,” she wrote, “if I had touched Vesta’s coat[.]”617 We 
have to tell some convoluted stories to discover paradigmatic meaning in the 
acceptance of exchanging the touch of a hem for a beating, especially the exchange 
of pleasure for pain.  
Yet there are some letters which not only demonstrate finding pleasure despite 
adversity, but they show the complete rejection of restriction. Josephine Lewis 
Wood reported the following encounter in Liverpool, an example of such dramatic 
dodging (literally in this case) that it would be illegitimate even today. One night in 
September 1888, when Vesta was playing at the Parthenon, seventeen-year-old 
Josephine was in the audience: 
I remember one night 4 of my girls [sic] friends and me hid on the stairs when 
the show was over and the door man could not put us out until we shook hands 
with you; so Mr Stoll held you by one arm while we shook hand’s [sic] with you; 
their [sic] was a Jolly old gentleman with you he said he was your Dad anyway 
we shook hands with him and went home quite pleased with ourselves[.]618  
There is much here which is beyond the pale. First, the matter of reallocating money 
for their own entertainment looks much more like the behaviour roundly criticised in 
men who privileged the pub over basic domestic requirements.619 Second, she and 
her friends refused to leave a public place at the appointed hour. From Josephine’s 
description of how everyone reacted to this refusal, the management and Vesta 
herself seem to have been nonplussed by their behaviour, as baffled as the 
paradigm. Mr Stoll – Oswald, who at this point fancied he had a chance at marrying 
Vesta – held her arm. Did Josephine and her friends seem likely to carry her off, like 
a carriage door? Third, there is the matter of them going home, “quite pleased with 
ourselves.” While we have already established that ‘pleasure is a neuter’, it is also 
important to note that the way in which it is described is also important. This is 
particularly so as Barthes contradicts Lucien Israel, who posits that “only adjectives 
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can describe pleasure.” Given the danger of adjectives, it is important that Barthes 
refuses to accept this, instead saying that ‘thousands of adjectives applied to 
pleasure won’t describe it: the only linguistic approach to pleasure is, I believe, 
metaphor[.]”620 Or, perhaps, to just state it as such: “went home quite pleased with 
ourselves.”621  
 
Figure 12 – Letter by Emily Coulton courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology 
Service 
It takes us slightly outside our decade of investigation to discuss Emily James 
Coulton, given that the incident she describes took place in 1909. However, it takes 
place in a context in which Vesta’s career was alive and well. She had just returned 
from what turned out to be her final tour of the United States, though it was not yet 
certain that this would be the case. The engagement with Vesta’s performance and 
the Neutral that Emily described looks much like many of the examples described 
above. Her introduction to Vesta came during a time when she was working in a 
warehouse in Nottingham, and the time spent in the halls was spent in the company 
of “all we girls” who went out together. Here is the now well-outlined picture of 
women out in public for their own pleasure, their own agenda. However, it was what 
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happened after she and husband Thomas moved to Birmingham which exceeds any 
possible paradigm, and among the letters describes a unique situation: 
It is exactly 10 years ago + you were then as now playing at the Grand + I badly 
wanted to come + see you, my husband promised to —bring—take me, but had 
to work overtime so could not, so I went by myself + if you had seen his face 
when I came home + heard his sigh of relief you would have smiled, The next 
day (Saturday) I was taken ill + my little girl was born on Monday morning, but 
what did it matter, I had seen Vesta622 
This takes the ‘usual’ problematic situation – woman out in public alone – and 
amplifies the peril. Heavily pregnant, she went out on her own, for her own pleasure. 
Regenia Gagnier’s reading of working-class discussion of pregnancy, through the 
lens of middle-class female reformers, suggests that any pleasure for the pregnant 
body was beyond paradigm for either working or middle-class women.623 She had 
gone so far beyond any possible paradigmatic behaviour that even now it seems 
impossible and startling. What is more, her reaction only increases this. What did it 
matter, she wrote, that she had been taken ill? What did it matter that she now had 
a daughter (one of only two children), given the most important thing was not her 
motherhood? It was that she had seen Vesta. She was wife of a printer, living in one 
of the new suburbs of Birmingham – Balsall Heath, to the southeast of the city 
centre – and already mother of one small boy; on paper, she had it all.624 Moving up 
into middle-class respectability, the value of motherhood should have formed part of 
her new class paradigm. But the most important element neglected, even rejected, 
this, as she wrote, “what did it matter, I had seen Vesta.” Here was the Neutral at 
perhaps its most burning, its most ardent. 
Finally, one last letter provides an example as extreme as that of Emily’s above, 
but rather than focusing on the exceptional departure from the domestic space to 
the theatre, it describes a woman making the stage her home. This letter, written 
from Seaforth, is sadly unsigned. We do know that she was originally from 
Newcastle, and that was where she first saw Vesta perform around 1890. The 
consequence of this was immediate: “I became a stage struck girl.” Rather than 
writing to Vesta, as had Maggie and Pina, this woman took matters into her own 
hands: “just to see you behind the scenes I went into the Ballet.” Dance certainly 
was part of the pantomime productions, and so one route to being backstage with 
Vesta would have been to be a dancer. However, ultimately this did not work out as 
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she reported: “I had no talent.” Undaunted, she tried a different tack and, instead, 
she married into the business. From this position as the wife of a performer she was 
able to legitimately keep a place in the halls, behind the scenes, where the Stoll 
Tour allowed her to be backstage with Vesta:  
[H]ow I watched you work (from the wings) + would gather your things up you 
threw off + then pass them to your maid after you had gone on with your next 
song. How proud I am to know I held Algy’s fawn coat The Midnight Son’s silk 
hat + the tiny little cap of the boys who mind the shop.”625  
That her entire life should be oriented to a backstage worship of Vesta’s 
performance is staggering in its baffling of paradigm, and for anyone’s choice of 
profession, let alone a woman. The only meaning produced was entirely particular to 
her, as she made a life in a space where women were dangerous or in danger. The 
privileging of pleasure in this letter is beyond paradigm. 
The audience who formed Vesta’s audience in the 1890s recognised that what 
she was performing was something more than a song while wearing menswear. Her 
performance on stage and off, in the newspapers, in her fancy carriage travelling the 
length of Broad Street, baffled the paradigmatic places and behaviours she should 
have been assuming. The space this opened up for them was one of desire and 
also pleasure, the heartbreak of wanting – for the Neutral is not a positive force any 
more than it is a negative one – and the joy of shouting ‘from our throats what our 
hearts felt’. The space they took for themselves points to a Neutral more obvious 
even than that of Vesta or the letters themselves, a relationship which even now has 
a certain breathless power. The larger implications of what could and did happen as 
a result of this legacy will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Fin du Vesta-siècle: letters 1919-
1920 
This chapter also investigates Vesta’s audience but from a very different period: the 
end of Vesta’s career, taking in the war years, and up to her final performance at the 
Coliseum on 6 June 1920. These years present a particular challenge. On the one 
hand, there are dozens of letters, with their windows into the lives of her audience, 
and these are an invaluable resource. On the other hand, the context is rather 
different. It is much more difficult for Vesta and her audience to find the Neutral 
during and after the immense upheaval of the ‘war to end all wars.’ When paradigms 
are shifting with startling frequency, finding oneself not in one, or very clearly in its 
opposite, is more of a stretch. Nonetheless, what these letters show is firstly a 
desire on the part of the audience to still be in that Neutral space; and secondly, that 
it was still possible, despite everything, for women to write themselves out of the 
paradigms. The most important frame for this was reproduction, which via a revision 
of Barthes’s androgyne, resulted in much activity which continued to defy 
expectations. Despite the rapid and dramatic social and technological change of the 
1910s, Vesta and her audience found ways to pursue and sustain the freedoms 
offered by the Neutral. 
Context of the war 
As with the 1890s, it is helpful to revisit in brief the Vesta-context in which the letters 
were written. This period is perhaps more striking than the 1890s since it is 
decisively coloured by the larger context of the First World War. On the one hand, 
Vesta’s performance did not significantly change: she continued playing clerks on 
holiday, and rich and idle men, and, as she had done during the South African War, 
soldiers and sailors. Her popularity remained high, as this 1916 review suggests: 
“Unfavourable weather conditions notwithstanding, the Empire Theatre was packed 
to the doors at both performances last evening, and Vesta Tilley’s appearance was 
greeted with a warmth which is vouchsafed to few artistes.”626 On the other hand, 
this period would end with her retirement from the stage, bringing about a final 
farewell between her and her audiences. 
The scholarship on the total disruption caused by the First World War is 
substantial. Every aspect of society was affected, with paradigms of understanding 
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blown apart by the violence of the conflict. Two major strands of women’s 
involvement in the war are relevant here: the female war worker; and women and 
their relationship to soldiers. In both instances, a mass of contradictions was 
apparent in both positions, and what was paradigmatic included far more than it had 
done prior to the war. Women took on work they had never done before, and were 
paid more than ever before for doing it. The military needed more personnel than 
had been required for generations, and even without taking on combat roles, women 
were instrumental. In addition, women were defined in relation to the soldier, be he 
wounded and she a nurse, be he family and in danger (or dead), be she a victim in 
need of defending, be she opportunistic or even malicious and thus a danger to him. 
All these positions made it very difficult for women to take and keep personal 
autonomy in this period, or even defy those who would prevent them from doing so. 
Women and work 
The rapid and widespread increase in female employment during the war has been 
well documented. In July 1914, 3,276,000 women worked in industry, and by April 
1918 there were 4,808,000.627 Before exploring this increase of 1.5 million women in 
employment, which was also widespread across many sectors, it should be noted 
that there was actually a competing narrative which pointed to a long-held 
expectation, alongside a reality, that girls and women would go into paid 
employment. Sally Mitchell’s survey of girls’ literature for both middle- and working-
class girls showed a change in the kind of work between 1870 and 1890, but not the 
extent of the working itself; nor was the situation in the 1890s notably different from 
the situation which would become a major issue during and after the First World 
War.628 The expectation was that work would be a part of a young woman’s life, long 
before the war began. Nonetheless, the reaction during the war made it seem like 
the process of bringing women into the workforce was a moment of discontinuity. 
Mitchell highlights that this was partly due to the compulsory education bills which 
had been enacted in the preceding decades; more schooling meant that women 
were also moving into white collar jobs such as clerking. The contrast between 1881 
and 1911 is startling: 6000 to 125,000. In practical terms, though, women were 
brought into work in all manner of jobs, from the clerical in banks and the civil 
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service, through transport, to the military auxiliary. Women were also brought into 
work as women, “rather than on the basis of particular qualifications whether of 
labour experience, age, marital status, or education.”629 Women themselves, at the 
beginning of the war, went into work that they themselves knew how to do, where 
they already had a way in, or where there were posts available and the wages were 
good. Sometimes that meant re-joining the workforce they had left, sometimes 
changing work sectors, and sometimes entering the workforce for the first time. 
Among working-class women, the last category included those who were coming to 
work for the first time “because of their age and not through the removal of social 
inhibitions.”630 Of course, it was the female munition worker who became the 
emblematic war worker, taking on a role which had not existed prior to the outbreak 
of war. This hypervisibility served to overemphasise the discontinuity, in respect of a 
role which was only one part of the overall female workforce. 
The reaction to this influx of women was mixed. The unions were worried by the 
deskilling of jobs, and by the threat to male domination in the work that they 
represented. Government had to intervene in the munitions work, where output was 
utterly paramount, regardless of longer-term consequences in terms of work 
practices or workers’ health. The Ministry of Munitions was created and took over, 
“dedicated to sweeping aside old management and union practices for the duration 
of the war”.631 It was under the auspices of this ministry that women were to be 
allowed to do work from which they had previously been excluded. Particularly in 
munitions work, it was easy to see the employment as directly aiding the war effort, 
and women taking on the responsibility of ‘doing their bit.’ The press made this 
clear, though with the caveat that “articles were often patronising and lightweight, as 
many writers were more interested in how pretty their subjects were than in the 
nature of their work.”632 This superficial view obscured another seemingly superficial 
but also significant change: Vesta was not the only woman wearing trousers for 
work. The images of women’s work collected for the Imperial War Museum during 
the war, a selection of which was published in Working for Victory, show a range of 
women at work. Among them are images of retort house workers633 at the South 
Metropolitan Gas Company, London and Glasgow, shipyard workers on 
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Tyneside,634 flour packers in Birkenhead,635 munitions workers in Nottingham, 
Swansea and Hereford,636 fire brigade workers in London,637 and women who 
served in the armed forces, including the Women’s Forestry Corps in England638 
and the Women’s Auxiliary Army Corps in France639. It was becoming increasingly 
acceptable to look like Vesta, as well as follow her lead in behaviour in work.640 The 
Imperial War Museum set out to record the contribution women were making to the 
war effort, the source of the extensive trouser-wearing footnoted above. The 
pictures were exhibited, making it possible for women to see themselves in these 
roles, whether they were new or not. However, the net result of all this recording, 
“intentional or otherwise, was to emphasise discontinuity, since there was no 
material extant to compare women’s contributions to the economy before the 
war.”641  
Where the press tried to create un-meaning, the male workers who these 
women joined were under no illusion that this was an extension of an existing 
paradigm. They opposed it, of course, but it was not baffling. They quickly mobilised 
to ensure that women would be unable to join unions, that equal pay would be 
blocked, and to prepare for the time after the war, as in the case of the TUC who 
wrote “asking the Home Secretary to revoke licenses of women conductors as soon 
as the war is ended”.642 In practice, one of the main issues was that where women 
were at all substantially employed in an industry, overall, wages were depressed.643 
It was a catch-22 that the lower wages, if paid to a man who had dependents, would 
result in the whole family suffering as a consequence.644 It seems likely that most of 
the women involved in war work saw the future as not including equal pay even as 
they were allowed to keep working when the war ended.645 The strong reaction 
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against them in the months after the war was about much more than this, and the 
position by 1920 was in many respects much worse than it had been at the 
beginning of 1914.  
The other important backlash was against the relative freedoms which came 
from the higher wages during the war. Emblematic of this was the discourse around 
female munitions workers buying themselves fur coats and luxuriating in 
extravagance, as Angela Woollacott has written:  
In January 1916, for example, the Sheffield Weekly Independent reported as 
though newsworthy two instances of ‘the thriftless manner in which some 
working-class women are squandering money.’ In one instance, in a ‘high-class 
draper’s establishment in a great Northern town’ a woman munitions worker […] 
entered and demanded to be shown the fur department. ‘Here she selects a fur 
coat and cap to match—price, 32 gs. [guineas].’ 
This was not something peculiar to Sheffield. Woolacott notes that another worker, 
Peggy Hamilton, encountred the same argument in Birmingham: “I think it’s 
disgraceful all these munition makers and their fur coats; they’re getting too much 
money’.646 There were also reports of restaurants banning munitions workers, 
despite the fact that they could well afford the luxury of a meal, if not a fur coat. 
After the war, the problem facing all of these women is noted by Deborah 
Thom: “just as the beginning of the war had turned nearly all women into potential 
war workers, now nearly all women were assumed to have been war workers.”647 
This made them subject to replacement, regardless of whether or not there was a 
man waiting to do the job because he’d done it before. Women were forced out of 
jobs newly created as a consequence of developments during the war. This was 
accomplished by legislation: “[The] Restoration of Pre-War Practices Bill” took jobs 
away from working-class women”.648 As a phenomenon, they went from being 
heroic, for stepping in, to the antithesis, presumed to be unjustly taking work away 
from men, with no acknowledgement that, although an additional million plus women 
had started work during the war, three million were already there in July 1914, upon 
whom households depended, and not just to be the angel in the home. What had 
been positively part of the dominant paradigm was now meant to be the negative 
exception, in a process of contraction which doubtlessly caused pain for many 
households, and many women. 
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Women and soldiers 
It was also disruptive to have a world where so many men were absent from day to 
day life in Britain. It was not just the matter of women taking their place in shops, 
offices and on trams, but also that the men who were on the streets of the towns 
and cities of Britain were often in uniform. The shift from the professional army of 
1914 to the citizen army of 1915 onwards was in itself a disruption to common 
understanding. Here, too, the press was keen to give women a job to do, albeit, as 
with all aspects of women’s position in society, there was a very fine line to tread, 
and many ways to get it wrong. Women were called upon to be the mothers and 
wives of soldiers, who they were obliged to reluctantly but cheerfully push out the 
door to go to war. Reluctant but cheerful was hard to manage, and, for the vast 
majority of women, would not have been a true sentiment.  
Women were expected to help populate the army, as the first few months 
showed the unprecedented nature of this new war which could not be fought by the 
army of 1914. They were meant to give up their male relations – sons, brothers, 
lovers, husbands – and if those men didn’t set out for the front on their own, then 
their women had a duty to give them a push. Not a joyful push, of course – that 
would be unfeminine – but a push nonetheless. A contemporary quote summed up 
this requirement as such: “My boy, I don’t want you to go, but if I were you I should 
go.”649 Theatre, music, art, novels: all contributed to the newly established paradigm 
required in the age of total war. All of this was badged as ‘doing their bit’, which was 
a requirement for all of society.  
Most of women’s responsibility for recruitment was meant to happen behind 
closed doors and with the men they already knew as kith and kin. In one dramatic 
example, however, women were even made representatives of the state, in public, 
with the white feather campaign. This voluntary movement – on the part of the 
women in the first instance, and it was hoped the men in the second – had women 
passing out white feathers to those who did not measure up to their perception of a 
suitable behaviour of men in public. If a man was not in uniform, he could be found 
wanting, whether or not he was actually a soldier. During the war, it was 
paradigmatic, partly because it had been conceived of by Admiral Charles Penrose 
Fitzgerald, and partly because of the general valorisation of soldiers and denigration 
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of male civilians during the war. Nicoletta Gullace notes that “the gesture is most 
commonly remembered as an insult leveled by young women self-confidently 
traversing public spaces such as market squares, cafes, and the theater district of 
the West End [of London].”650 This behaviour was exactly what had been in the 
realm of the Neutral fifteen or twenty years previously. Yet, the gesture was 
considered utterly unhelpful, and “drew upon women an avalanche of criticism for 
turning voluntary recruiting into an embarrassing farce.”651 The threat of getting it 
wrong, as the war continued and conscription was introduced, saw the incidences 
decline. However, it is still an interesting case study in terms of what was 
paradigmatic during the war. This sort of behaviour, of women being the openly 
public arbiters of appropriate masculinity, would have been so baffling to the 
paradigm as to qualify as Neutral, at least before the war. Virginia Woolf even 
likened it to street harassment: “External observation would suggest that a man still 
feels it a peculiar insult to be taunted with cowardice by a woman in much the same 
way that a woman feels it a peculiar insult to be taunted by unchastity by a man.”652 
Though this was an act which was fraught with danger for women, and after the war 
was discussed only in the context of women getting it wrong, or sending men to their 
deaths, it was then, and has remained, paradigmatic for women to be able to 
emasculate men.  
The entire confusion of shifting priorities and mounting anxiety was subject to 
the larger existential questions of what the war was for, and what made the enemy 
the enemy. Scholars have discussed the role of women in the propaganda 
campaigns, which made much of the degeneracy of the central powers, and much 
of the purity of the allies. This meant casting the Germans (‘Huns’) as the destroyers 
of femininity, including Belgian and possibly even English/British femininity, if the 
men wouldn’t fight. Nicoletta Gullace offers a synopsis of a 1915 play set in 
Belgium, Rada, which had as its culminating scene Germans threatening to rape 
Rada and Rada’s daughter. The two of them are locked in a bedroom, and the 
daughter calls out “O British! British Come! Come Quickly, British!” But of course, 
they come too late to save them. Rada shoots them both instead.653 The implication 
of the danger awaiting British women, and the pressure on British men, is not subtle. 
British women also featured in these narratives, most notably Edith Cavell, a nurse 
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who was arrested by German soldiers in Belgium for smuggling Allied soldiers back 
to their own lines. She was memorably executed for this transgression, and her 
monument outside the National Portrait Gallery was installed during the war.654 Even 
though she had taken the initiative in saving the allied soldiers and sending them 
back to the fight, she was of course still a victim. The outrage, or the threat of it, was 
meant to goad men to enlist, and it worked, at least in part; women were convenient 
(actual or prospective) victims.  
They also had to serve as the avatar of civilization, the representative life for 
which the soldiers were fighting. In this context, it was more imperative than ever 
that women conform to the dominant pre-war paradigm of angels in the home, 
representatives of an England/Britain worth dying for. This served to constrain 
behaviour, even as the options were expanding, and new paradigms were being 
established. In some cases, the paradigms were established only to be used to 
police behaviour, as in the case of illegitimate births – ‘war babies’ – a largely 
manufactured situation which was a long way from being a crisis. As Susan Grayzel 
notes, “the war baby scandal was not about facts or even illegitimacy, at least at the 
outset. It was about how to control female sexuality in order to preserve the ‘home 
life’ every British soldier or sailor was defending.”655 Not surprisingly, remaining 
Neutral when the limits of ‘respectable behaviour’ were shrinking was difficult. 
Vesta Tilley in the war years 
During the war, Vesta was hampered by the same difficulties in pursuing the Neutral 
as were the women who wrote to her. The content of the paradigmatic had changed 
in the intervening decades, as had Vesta’s position in relation to it. Still, the aim of 
having a public existence in that space was, after four and a half decades of being 
largely Neutral, still live. This meant that Vesta had a song which portrayed “the 
young man about town who marvels and rejoices at the share which women are 
taking in the nation’s work.”656 In an op-ed piece in the papers, while discussing 
men’s fashion, she took a moment to discuss the way in which women’s fashion 
were changing as they took up “many jobs hitherto sacred to men[…] And I must 
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say that I have been quite taken by the lady window cleaners in trousers.”657 It 
seemed to follow neatly that she should be called upon to then open an exhibition of 
women’s work in Leicester, in 1918, showcasing work associated with women in the 
WAAC, WRNS, and the Women’s Land Army.658 Consequently, with this, and with 
her portrayal of the soldiers, most of her work was paradigmatic, retaining the usual 
confounding of the woman playing men better than they played themselves. Further, 
the fact that the well-known war classic, “Jolly good Luck to the Girl who Loves a 
Soldier”, was already a well-known song, shows how little her characterisation of the 
soldier changed.659 While women might quite rightly have doubted that the addition 
of a uniform meant anything about a man being a ‘safe bet’, Vesta’s soldiers (still) 
were. Overall, she was ‘on message’: her past self was its own paradigm, fulfilling 
wartime demands for a certain portrayal of her characters. Further, she was also 
appearing on stage in a frock, and not at all in character. As discussed in Chapter 3, 
Kitty Hooley Morter told of a night at the Palace Theatre in Manchester in 1914.660 
Kitty reported that, during the interval, Vesta walked up and down the aisles, 
wearing an evening gown and draped in a Union Jack, singing “Oh, we don't want to 
lose you but we think you ought to go.” In this role, she was performing an 
absolutely paradigmatic kind of femininity, while singing a song which was not her 
own, in the pursuit of recruits for the army. Granted, there was a tension in the kind 
of ‘white feather’ recruitment Vesta undertook, for example in the moment when she 
put her hand on Percy Morter’s shoulder, as he sat by Kitty Hooley’s side. Though it 
was October 1914, and still early in the war, there was still a risk. Susan Grayzel 
notes this risk as that of a man, being handed the proverbial white feather, already 
being soldier, and perhaps even a wounded one. There was a risk for the woman – 
such as Vesta – of shame, for “acting so unwomanly as to challenge men in 
public.”661 So at least in that regard, there was some ambiguity in the role Vesta was 
playing, even while she undertook a particular performance of femininity in this 
instance. But Percy had not yet enlisted; and Vesta’s hand on his shoulder could not 
be denied. 
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The larger implications of her playing this particular feminine role will be 
discussed later, but it demonstrates the difficulty of swerving the paradigm when the 
paradigmatic was changing on a near-daily basis. She also performed very safe and 
positively paradigmatic soldiers, ones who were perhaps a little cheeky, as in ‘Jolly 
Good Luck…’ or ‘The Army of Today’s Alright’, or the heroic Tommy of ‘Six Days 
Leave’ who returned from the front with the proof of his engagement with the enemy 
– the German pickelhaube helmet, its iconic black leather with its silver spike on the 
top hanging from his belt. Despite the uncontroversial military men whom she chose 
to portray, the circumstances were again different. She wrote of treating these 
soldiers as she did all of her roles, with great seriousness and attention to detail, in 
a public rebuttal to the apparently numerous soldiers who’d begun challenging her 
depictions. These were the citizen soldiers, the working- and middle-class enlisted 
men, questioning an upper middle-class woman’s ability to ‘get them right.’662 Her 
discussion of this issue in the press was a point of professional pride. Her ability to 
‘get them right’ had never before been so questioned:  
I went to Victoria Station one day and watched the khaki boys arriving for a 
whole hour and half, just to try and feel as if I, too, were on leave. Not content 
with that, I often went and peered through the railings at St James’s Park so as 
to get the correct swing of the march. For I hate appearing in any role until I’ve 
thoroughly mastered it. 
I always remember my first attempt at a wounded Tommy. It took place at the 
Empire in Leeds. 
What a day that was! I nearly went crazy. First my suit didn’t arrive till five 
o’clock and then when I was on my way to the theatre I found I’d forgotten to 
buy a wounded Tommy’s cane. For five minutes I think my hair really stood on 
end, until I’d unearthed a shop where I could buy one. 
Then, “I want a real wounded Tommy stick,” I gasped to the shop man. 
“With pleasure, madam, will you carry it?” 
“Yes,” I still gasped. “and I’ll come back to-morrow and get a rubber put on.” 
Then I dashed off at the double—I was walking you see. 
But would you believe it—the very next evening I received a letter from a 
Tommy saying that, as he knew I always liked to dress correctly, he hoped I’d 
forgive him for reminding me that the cane needed a rubber. That’s the worst of 
having a reputation for being correct. I never can get off with any little 
discrepancies.663 
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And then there was the context for her retirement, which followed Walter’s 
decision to run for parliament and the bestowing of his knighthood. Even her 
campaigning on his behalf, and doing a better job of it than he did, could not 
undermine her unmistakeable acquiescence in the status quo, unlike anything she 
had ever done before. Further, though she had decided to retire to avoid 
overshadowing her husband, his success in the by-election in 1920 was reported as 
due to his wife’s campaigning.664  
As for other women in Britain, everything had to be turned to reproducing 
soldiers, which Vesta did. However, there was more to her wartime reproduction, 
and even more to the choices around her retirement tour. Furthermore, her 
reproductions meant that retirement was not the end, in the same way that 
biological children are meant to ensure immortality. Naturally enough, however, 
reproduction via the Neutral is potentially baffling, as will be seen. 
Overview of the letters 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the letters under investigation here are taken from the 
collection held by the county archives in Worcester.665 These letters are more 
numerous than those from 1894-5, and also cover a wider geographical spread, as 
Vesta undertook her farewell tour around the country. Again, Birmingham features 
heavily among return addresses, but there are also a great many letters from 
Liverpool and Birkenhead, where she had not only spent considerable time 
performing but also called home. The letters she kept from this period were also 
more numerous: 229, of which 157 were written by women or girls. In contrast to the 
letters from 1894-5, the age range was much more pronounced, with one letter 
writer identifying herself as 12, while another wrote on behalf of her 75-year-old 
grandmother. Unlike the letters written in 1894-5, which responded to a particular 
moment in her career, the letters from this period not only referenced the 
performance they had just seen, but also a lifetime’s worth of performances. As 
Vesta recapitulated her career in the serialised autobiography, fans responded in 
kind with a précis of their own time in the halls – only their experiences largely came 
from the other side of the footlights.  
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Reproduction 
In considering the letters written to Vesta at the end of her career, the question of 
the relationship of the queer and the Neutral is particularly live. This time, and these 
texts, bring to a head the long-standing tension between reading Vesta’s life as 
approaching or inhabiting the Neutral, and the other possibility, that of its queerness.  
As discussed in the previous chapter, conceptions of risk and safety were 
indeed left behind by the audience in pursuit of pleasure.666 What the later letters 
show is how reproduction and inheritance – if not family – were also left behind 
(baffled). Vesta the Neutral-third term person – neither hermaphrodite nor 
androgyne, but both – should have been sterile. Yet the letters show that this was 
not the case. As far as history records, Vesta had no biological children. While this 
in itself was far from unique, the fact that she had no children of her own, but 
nonetheless reproduced herself and also encouraged secondary forms of 
reproduction or engagement by the audience, proposes something rather 
interesting. This is more than abandoning the “time of reproduction” that Halberstam 
identifies, because it is much more than rejecting the “biological clock for women, 
and […] strict bourgeois rules of respectability and scheduling for married 
[heterosexual] couples.”667 This is taking reproduction past queer time, and queer 
space, into the queering of reproduction itself. While the Neutral and the queer are 
not automatically assumed, in this instance the queer and the Neutral are in fact in 
the same time and place. The question of reproduction is one which Barthes does 
not deal with in his dossier on the Neutral. However, the displacement of time which 
is necessary for reproduction is something with which he engaged intellectually. 
This is particularly true of Camera Lucida and his ruminations on the death of his 
mother. Here, in the quest for a photograph which would show her ‘true self’, 
Barthes confronted the question of time and death: 
if after having been reproduced as other than himself, the individual dies, 
having thereby denied and transcended himself, I who have not procreated, I 
had, in her very illness, engendered my mother.668 
Barthes, the gay man, had not provided genetic progeny with which to continue 
himself; and, with the death of his mother, she too could not be the child who would 
continue to live after her son’s death. He could not see any reproduction other than 
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his writing, awaiting “my total, undialectical death.”669 Vesta had no children by 
Walter (or any other man), but she reproduced herself nonetheless, in much more 
than photographs, or film, or sound recordings, or even in her own writing. She 
reproduced the Neutral itself via her audience, as the letters show – the ultimate 
baffling of her wartime role as a soldier and recruiter.  
Reproducing technologically 
Three major categories of technological reproduction, the latest developments of the 
age, will be considered here: photographs, sound recordings, and film. Each will be 
considered in relation to the letters she received in 1919 and 1920. A note of caution 
must be introduced, however. All three of these reproductive technologies are 
incomplete in their capture of the Neutral-third term that Vesta performed. The 
problem with the photograph is the inaudibility of her voice, which otherwise 
demonstrated the ambiguous gendering of her position. The problem with the sound 
recordings is inverted; all that was audible was the feminine, which arguably was a 
bigger problem given the accepted ‘knowledge’ that in ‘private life’ Vesta was a wife 
and lady. Finally, with The Girl Who Loves a Soldier, the difficulty was in the fact 
that she played both a woman and a man over the course of the film. It is least 
problematic, even without the sound, but it still permitted the issue revealed in the 
anecdote of the old man in the cinema in Chapter 3: was she a male impersonator 
or a female impersonator?  
Thinking about what the letters tell us about the reproduction of the photograph 
brings us back to the question of desire. The letter writing itself presents an 
important case for the passage of the desire, the passage of the Neutral:  
‘As you see,’ writes the Marquise de Merteuil, ‘when you write someone, it is for 
that person and not for yourself, so you must be sure not to say what you think 
but rather what will please that person.’ The Marquise is not in love; what she 
postulates is a correspondence, ie a tactical enterprise to defend positions, 
make conquests […] But for the lover the letter has no tactical value: it is purely 
expressive—at most, flattering (but here flattery is not a matter of self-interest, 
merely the language of devotion); what I engage in with the other is a relation, 
not a correspondence: the relation brings together two images. 
[…] 
Like desire, the love letter waits for an answer; it implicitly enjoins the other to 
reply, for without a reply the other’s image changes, becomes other.670 
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Of course, one of the sad truths is that many of the letter writers could not 
expect a response from Vesta, not in the relational sense. Dozens of letters daily 
would be too much for anyone to keep up with, even if it was kept to one line of 
response per correspondent, which would not allow for the reciprocity many wanted. 
However, many of them made a request which might elicit a response, and allow for 
that relational exchange: a photograph.  
As discussed above, the displacement of time, as Kairos, makes space for a 
Neutral.671 The displacement of time in a photograph, on which Barthes elaborates 
at length in Camera Lucida, applies equally to the postcards with Vesta’s image on 
them. Frozen in time at age 30, 40, and 50, the photograph is a fixed point, and also 
unfixed, eternal. To paraphrase Barthes’s assessment of the photograph of the 
condemned prisoner, she is always performing, she is always finished performing. 
Photographs of Vesta were instrumental in the success of her farewell tour, and 
were part of the reason so many women wrote to her. In raising funds for the 
children’s charities in the cities where she performed, she invited her audience to 
write to her for a souvenir photograph in return for a donation to the charity. For 
many, these photographs would be how they were going to remember Vesta once 
she no longer appeared on the stage, and their distribution was key to her 
reproduction. This eternal is also the essence of joy, the culmination of the relation 
they were trying to produce in writing to her. Joy is the expression of the writer who 
has got what they want: 
‘Joy has no need of heirs or of children. Joy wants itself, wants eternity, the 
repetition of the same things, wants everything to remain eternally the same.’ 
The fulfilled lover has no need to write, to transmit, to reproduce.672 
Paradoxically, then, the letter writers got their response, their relational 
encounter, by asking for what they sought, the moment where ‘everything remains 
eternally the same’: the reproduction of Vesta in her image. Of the letters written by 
women, a third asked for an image of Vesta for themselves, in remembrance.673 As 
one nameless writer said: “And when I can no longer see you I have your photo”.674 
The pleasure that this brought the recipients, even as parting must have hurt, was 
the Neutral consequence of the reproduction of the ‘what has been’. Here, of 
course, the ‘what has been’ was both Vesta herself, and the Neutral she enacted. 
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The postcards her audience demanded were the contribution of the latter towards 
ensuring its preservation. Here, it is easy to see why the images would be more 
important than the sound recordings, or even the sheet music: those were less 
potent avatars for the Neutral than the images of her in male garb. From her use of 
the postcards as souvenirs/fundraising objects, she saw them that way too. 
Returning to a rather more literal reading of the exchange Barthes describes in 
respect of the love letter – ‘the relation brings together two images’ – some of the 
letters did more than ask for her photograph. They also sent pictures of themselves, 
participating in this unusual, Neutral reproduction of themselves and the relation 
which would shortly be severed by her retirement. May Gwilliam, writing from 
Sparkbrook, Birmingham, described being a member of the audience during Vesta’s 
farewell tour, before thanking her for the postcard. Whether it had been solicited by 
post, or in person, Vesta provided a material reproduction of herself. However, May 
stands out from her fellow writers by virtue of her reciprocity:  
Well dear, I am enclosing a snapshot of myself which is the only photo I have 
got and I do hope you will keep it amongst your other little treasures as I should 
think you must wonder what the people are like that write to you.675  
May was Mary Louisa, aged 21 when she wrote this letter, living with her parents, 
unwed. Her only (legitimate) prospects for reproduction were the photograph, which 
she gave up to Vesta. Unfortunately, the photograph of May Gwilliam did not remain 
attached to her letter. However, one image did survive, a photograph of Gardner, 
sent to Vesta by her mother Selina.  
 
Figure 13 – Photograph of Doris Gardner courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology 
Service 
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Little Doris is serious in the picture, an ordinary looking child who would have been 
thirteen at the time of her mother’s letter and does not look much older than that.676 
Selina used the letter to describe the closeness between herself and Vesta, and the 
startlingly long time spent in her audience; as mentioned in Chapter 4, Selina first 
saw Vesta in 1881.677 However, it is not just her story, nor is it a photograph of her. 
Instead, she doubles the reproduction and it is her daughter’s photograph she 
includes, and her daughter’s story that she tells: 
I am encloseing [sic] a little Photo of my little girl I found her crying today and 
upon asking the reason she replied it was because she would not be able to 
see Vesta Tilley again, some years ago when quite a small child you were 
kicking off at Small Heath football grounds I happened to be passing so waited 
to see you coming out of the grounds and you very kindly spoke to her and 
gave her a flower which she as [sic] still got.678 
Selina’s letter is a rich source of the different sorts of reproduction which Vesta 
engendered. As with May, Doris also only had photographic reproduction, as later 
records show she remained unwed, living instead with her half-sister and disabled 
brother, the latter of whom had benefited, while a ‘crippled child’, from Vesta’s 
charity.679  
Sound recordings were a different matter, though they are, of course, one of the 
sources we now turn to in order to recover what constituted Vesta’s performance. 
She started recording in 1901, the early attempts at film and sound being made 
together, but the commercial recordings were available from 1904; the last was 
made at the studio in London in February or March 1919. In total, she recorded 37 
songs.680 At the same time, sound machine/gramophone purchasing was increasing 
across working- and middle-class households; on the eve of the war, there was an 
apparatus of some sort in one in three households. In 1911, the industry claimed in 
a memorandum to MPs that “about eight million talking machine records are sold 
per year in the UK, with an average retail price of 2s 6d.”681 Yet, the letters written 
by the women investigated here make absolutely no mention of them at all. Instead, 
they appear in the letters written by soldiers during the war, as requests for more 
recordings to replace those lost in transit or through the exigencies of war. She sent 
a number of military units these records, along with the gramophone to play them, 
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transporting herself in disembodied form to the Western Front.682 As has been often 
discussed, sound recording technology had been developed for the recording of 
men’s voices, for speeches and office dictation.683 The recording of music came 
second, but even with these overtones of masculinity inherent in the technology, the 
voice which came off the wax cylinders and shellac discs labelled ‘Vesta Tilley’ was 
undeniably delivering the performance within the range of soubrette/soprano, even 
during the spoken parts, even in the later recordings where the maturity/age of her 
voice became more audible. There was no body in uniform producing that sound, 
simply the uncompromised audible markers of femininity. Given the absence of 
feminine bodies in the dugouts and trenches (though of course not behind the lines, 
in the cities/towns/villages of France and Belgium), Vesta-on-record was just about 
able to retain the Neutral-third term. An English sitting room, where women were 
meant to be anyway, had a much more difficult time ‘going Neutral’ through the 
playing of Vesta’s recordings. Much more common, instead, was the reference to 
sheet music, the implications of which will be considered separately. 
Finally, there is the question of film and The Girl Who Loves A Soldier. As 
alluded to above, the appearance of Vesta in convincing male and female ‘drag’ 
over the course of the four reels has the ability to represent her in the Neutral-third 
term in a way no other technology could accomplish. She was both masculine and 
feminine on the screen, and the visual-only aspect of this accomplished the same 
end result. Besides, the guidance to the pianist or musicians offered in the press 
book included many of Vesta’s own songs. Even without her voice, it was a multi-
sensory experience where the imagination could fill in the sound of her voice. One 
poignant letter captures the importance of this reproduction, a short but shocking 
letter from Emily Powell Oakley Davies. Her letter ironically also cuts both ways, as 
she discusses her sons, a more conventional reproduction. Living a middle-class life 
in Moseley, Birmingham, the 1911 census shows her with jeweller husband William 
in an eight-roomed house, living with their three children, Gladys, Eric and William. 
Her letter of the 5th of December 1919 offers a very different view into 73 Alcester 
Road. In it, we are faced with the then-fresh grief of both sons having been killed 
during the war, Eric in France and William in Salonika. Emily wrote: 
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I am so glad you have been filmned [sic], because I have become very deaf 
owing to the great shock of losing my two (+ only) boys within five weeks of 
each other, in the dreadful war. So I am looking forward to seeing you on the 
pictures with much pleasure. 
William, aged 20, died first – 22 October 1917 – while elder brother Eric died on the 
28th of November 1917 aged 22. We cannot now know whether the news reached 
the parents sequentially, or whether there was the reported five-week gap between 
the deaths. The Commonwealth War Graves Commission allowed family to choose 
an inscription for those war dead who had their own grave. Emily and William senior 
chose ‘eldest son of…’ for Eric, and ‘Thy will be done.’ for William. Despite this 
incomprehensible double tragedy, which cost Emily her hearing, Vesta was still a 
source of pleasure. Deprived of the audible, the film version of Vesta’s performance 
could still provide the Neutral for Emily. Her recognition of the importance of the 
recording demonstrates the importance that this reproduction could have for 
proliferation of the Neutral. Although it is impossible to tell from the records which 
survive how much Neutral Emily sought out in her life in general, the letter itself 
offers a potent example. In its own way, Emily looking forward with pleasure, one 
sentence after the shocking revelation of her sons’ deaths, could itself be seen as 
Neutral. Emily could no longer use her senses to hear Vesta’s feminine voice, while 
the visual made her male – but the film could restore this for her. Finding pleasure in 
Vesta’s Neutral was only possible for her through this reproduction. 
Textual reproduction 
As ever, the context in which the audience was writing, and the text to which they 
were responding, are crucial. In 1895, the stage performance, particularly for the 
pantomimes, was paramount. In 1919-1920, the farewell tour, and also her 
serialised autobiography, were the overwhelmingly essential texts. In 1919, as 
Vesta toured, a serialised autobiography appeared in the Manchester-based Empire 
News. This weekly newspaper was filled with scandal – betrayal, divorce, suicide, 
murder – and had numerous female names in the by-lines. They also had a regular 
section on stage gossip, and, somewhere along the way, roped Vesta into providing 
content for them.684 Hers was not the first ‘self-penned’ autobiography of a music 
hall performer to appear in the paper, but hers was the first, and only, which ran to 
multiple instalments over the course of several months in the summer of 1919. 
Among many details about her career on the stage, she also took the opportunity to 
                                                
684 Given her formidable negotiating strengths, it seems likely they did this by paying her. 
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include her audience. She retold the story of the handkerchief coming from the 
Oldham audience, with its little note tucked in the corner685, explaining “You’ve no 
idea how touched I am by the appreciation I’ve had from my own sex. I get 
hundreds of letters from girls telling me the same as the dear little woman in black 
[who dropped the handkerchief].” She also retold the story of the delayed train in 
Liverpool, and the door torn off the carriage in Newcastle. In contrast to the 
observational statement of the 1890s, however, this time she provided a judgment 
on their behaviour: “Perhaps I ought to have been angry,” she wrote, “but I really felt 
like a little queen.”686 She also retold a story which had appeared in the papers in 
America, about the logistical challenge of staying in the same hotel as Adeline Patti, 
the famous operatic soprano of the late 19th century.687 In this particular story, the 
classed nature of her audience appeared, beginning with Vesta’s admission that 
“I’ve always had a great corner in my heart for the gallery girl, and I think they’re 
pretty fond of me. At any rate, they’ve always acted as if they were; for they swarm 
to see me and they send me presents, and they call me ‘Our Vesta’ and ‘Our 
Tilley.’”688 The ‘gallery girl’, or woman in the gallery, would have been sitting in the 
cheapest seats of the theatre (or maybe standing behind them). It would have been 
obvious to readers that Vesta was addressing her working-class fans. It is equally 
apparent in the words she puts into their mouths, as they waited outside the hotel 
for her to emerge, only to be disappointed by the appearance of Patti. 
““That ain’t her! That’s Patti! Where’s our Vesta?”  
A few minutes afterwards my carriage drove up, and I came down. 
I can still hear them yelling their throats out. “That’s her…. There’s Tilley… God 
bless our Vesta!” And they nearly rushed me off my feet.”689 
Most importantly, however, she provided the template for her career, the arc of its 
retelling, and then told her readers that she received many letters. Aside from 
soliciting donations for her ‘crippled children’s fund’, the fact that she shared the 
contents of some of her fan-mail (though not the names of the correspondents) 
encouraged these women to write to her. 
It is a great advantage to the researcher that Vesta de facto encouraged mini-
autobiographies from her correspondents, given the wealth and depth of detail 
                                                
685 See p.167. 
686 Empire News, 10 August 1919, 5. 
687 The Sun, 29 November 1903, s11 p.27. 
688 Empire News, 7 September 1919, 4. 
689 ibid. 
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gained from the letters. For Vesta as recipient, and the audience as writers, it was 
an opportunity to connect, to share another experience, perhaps for the last time. 
Many of the letters expressed their dismay and sadness at this permanent parting, 
at the ‘death’ of Vesta Tilley, performer. But they also devoted much attention to the 
gains they made as a consequence of their membership of her audience. This is 
where they began to describe moments of the Neutral, some of which were 
discussed in the previous chapter. Thus, in these texts, there is often a double 
reproduction: of a life lived – and often, a great deal focused on its pleasures – 
transcribed perhaps for the only time; and also of the Neutral that was so motivating 
for everyone involved. In the process, of course, these women were producing the 
Neutral yet again; the belief that one’s life should be worthy of documentation, that 
Vesta should want to read it, had no paradigm beyond the Neutral that she had 
created.690 She described various performances, cities and towns, songs; they wrote 
to position themselves in front of her for those historic moments in Vesta’s life and in 
their lives, the distance created by text allowing her to be their spectator. As Emily 
Powell Oakley Davies wrote at the end of her letter, “I am sure you will pardon me 
for writing my troubles to you, I know you are so kind + sympathetic + that means a 
lot to poor sorrowing mothers.”691 
A few examples of such letters demonstrate the wealth of information they can 
contain, and the close alliances between their pleasures, Vesta, and the 
reproduction of their lives. These letters also respond to Vesta’s mimetic 
reproduction of herself in the text of her autobiography. Here is another facet of the 
Neutral-third term, which neither the hermaphrodite nor the androgyne can achieve: 
reproduce. Though the reproduction was initially of Vesta’s own life, the process of 
sharing this mimetic doubling provided the space for the audience. Their letters to 
her engaged with that mimesis in their own writing; they returned the text to her with 
their amendments, the additions that were the details of their lives, and how she 
was involved in their fashioning. As many of the writers were again/still working-
class women, the cadence of their speech is legible on the page. In the process, 
they swerve the distinction Barthes would make between speech and writing, where 
these women wrote infrequently enough to not present any difference in mode. The 
defiance of genre Neutralises yet further.  
                                                
690 While there were working-class autobiographies written by women in this period, they 
were few and far between, and even to date are difficult to identify as such, even where they 
might exist as texts, such as with these letters. Where few existed to serve as models, 
naturally few were in turn written. 
691 s13 p.18 item 1. Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/77664530/family. 
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Figure 14 – Letter by Catherine Mary Burton, images courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and 
Archaeology Service 
Catharine (Kate) Mary Burton was living in Manchester when she wrote to 
Vesta, several decades after moving from Worcester, where she was born, only a 
year before Vesta herself – a fact that she also knew. 
I wonder if there is any one in this great industrial city who will be seeing you 
during this week, will be more sincere in their regard of you than I am 
I wonder also among all these thousands how many can claim as I can to have 
been born in the same dear old city as yourself + near the same time too – 692 
She also provided a parallel working life to that of Vesta, demonstrably undermining 
the understanding that women did not work, that we might never know who those 
women were, that there was not a community of those workers: 
How it seems as if it only happened yesterday after being at Cox + Painters 
[high-end department store] Great Malvern + learning dressmaking I went as 
Bodice Hand to a firm in Bull St. Birm[ingham] (Adams + Bromhead) Sabine + 
Stackley had the lower part for a music shop. But one evening one of the young 
ladies + myself were going home from business when we noticed a lot of 
commotion. 
We asked why it was + every one had the same reply – why its Vesta Tilley-  
                                                
692 s13 p.12 item 7. 
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The letter also has such a stream of consciousness to its form that we can follow the 
direction of her thoughts, how what followed the memory of Vesta causing a 
commotion was a description of Kate out for the evening, out for her own pleasure. 
The recollection, too, shows the durability of the memory of these pleasurable times 
and again, too, the prominent place of leisure in the autobiography of a working-
class woman: 
I was about 18 when I first went + it was to a panto called Sinbad the Sailor with 
the great G H Macdermott + Chirgwin – I can still remember so well parts of 
diferent songs GH sang – It was the first panto I had ever seen + I thought for 
years after what a peculiar thing to say when GH came Hustering on the stage 
in white satin waistcoat + breeches + a pale blue satin swallow tail coat saying 
in the Grampian Hills 
My Father fields his flock on Holloway Pills. 
How plain everything is in my mind’s eye that occurred then.  
The letter continues with more entertainment memories, and the ties between 
Vesta’s work and Kate’s, but also includes a reflection on married life, in response to 
the lines in Vesta’s autobiography on her relationship with Walter. Genealogy can 
reconstruct more of the detail, such as the fact that Kate was married twice, and that 
her two daughters joined her in the dressmaking business, but it omits her voice.693 
“I only intended sending you a few lines of congratulations + I have wandered far.” 
she wrote. Thankfully, the model of reproduction which Vesta provided, and which 
produced this letter, allowed just this. 
                                                
693 Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/75980903/family. 
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Figure 15 – Letter by Dolores Latimer courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology 
Service 
Dolores Latimer’s letter does just as good a job of allowing us to learn 
autobiographical details of her life, but, more importantly, also hear it in her own 
voice.694 Hers is a very different letter to Kate’s, as can be seen from the very 
beginning: 
Beloved Vesta, 
Kindly accept the teenie-weenie charm as a token of my eternal love + glowing 
admiration. Oh Vesta, Vesta, immortal Vesta, have you any idea what a gap 
you are leaving in our lives? we Brumites who have adored + reverenced you 
for so long! 
Our Vesta, so loyal + dear + true, how closely are you knit to our very heart-
strings. Life will not be life without you —your sweetness, your wonder, + your 
never failing charm. 
Dolores was an only child, who lived with her mother for decades, and never 
married. As with many others, she too in ‘sunny days of childhood’ went to see 
Vesta, and “In flapper days how it thrilled me to the finger-tips when a theatrical 
man-friend in discussing Vesta Tilley said “Men by her side grow nobler, girls 
                                                
694 Though she signed the letter Dolores, and this is the name I will use as it is the name she 
used, the census and electoral register details name her as Gertrude Edith. Not until 1950 
does she appear in the electoral register as Gertrude E D Latimer. Family tree available at 
http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/81988909/family.  
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purer.”” She was a teacher, which both the census and her letter reveal, already 
working at the age of 16 as a pupil teacher at a boarding school in Aston, 
Birmingham. The relevance of her role as a schoolteacher puts her firmly in the 
‘safe’ and ‘respectable’ category for those women who were unmarried and living 
alone. However, her letter demonstrates that this superficial conformity belies a 
more complicated and Neutral story: “only yesterday afternoon in School one of the 
kiddies in my class asked me to “talk about Vesta Tilley” !!!” The exclamation points 
are in the original. It seems quite likely that she did speak to her ‘kiddies’ about 
Vesta, expanding the Neutral space not only with content, but profoundly 
unconventional and, at this point, un-paradigmatic descriptions of what being a fan 
entailed: 
When I saw you this week again, I was smitten with the desire to leap the 
footlights, seize you, + hug you until you shrieked for mercy. Fortunately I 
restrained myself + will endeavour so to do at 2nd house tonight — + on the 
street, but gee it is hard. […] come sometimes to the city whose denizens 
cheerfully set out long before daybreak last Saturday a.m. in a blinding 
snowstorm to queue for “our Vesta” […] And now Goodbye — but I shall not 
apologise for having written you, for one does not say or write any defence for 
having heartily well-wished a dear one. 
In every possible respect – the authority figure of the schoolteacher, the well-
behaved young woman, the deference implicitly required when writing to a public 
figure – Dolores textually refused this paradigm and stepped neatly round it. It is 
perhaps not quite as comprehensive an autobiographical note as Kate’s, above, but 
emotionally it satisfies. Dolores lives on the page through her admiration of Vesta. 
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Figure 16 – Letter by Cecilia Gilchrist, courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology 
Service 
Cecilia Phillips Gilchrist’s letter also reads in parts as if it could have been a 
transcription of her speech, though it opens with a line which could only work in 
writing: “But i Can Adress [sic] You Better as vesta tilly, Please Excuse the Small v 
for i am off my wits End to know how to Make a large One”. Between this and her 
handwriting, it is not an encouraging beginning, fitting more with the narratives 
assigned to working-class women by middle-class reformers. However, the bulk of 
the letter is turned over to a discussion of her pleasure that Vesta’s marriage to 
Walter was apparently so happy:  
I Often Wondered if you were Married, until I Seen Your husband And Yourself 
in the Sunday Empire and I was Pleased you had Got a Good husband […] I 
could tell by Your husbands face he would Make You comfortable You are Both 
well Matched 
It was this angle which served as the main lens through which Cecilia retold her 
story, a story which began, as many of them did, by discussing the pleasure of 
seeing Vesta before marriage, whereby which she went out and saw and heard 
Vesta perform and reproduced that performance. However,  
I was Only Courting then And since I have Been Married And Got hold of a 
Drunken husband And it is Only the War that as Altered him a little for the Best, 
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that we are now having a Bit of Peace he left a Drunkards home with a few Bits 
of [illegible] So while he was Away for the 4 years when he Came Back we had 
a new home And a Piano So he Could See who was in the Fault695 
Thomas Gilchrist left to join the army right at the outset, in 1914, leaving Cecilia at 
home with five children, the youngest of whom was only a month old when war was 
declared, and two months old when her father enlisted. The ‘bit of peace’ Cecilia 
was afforded allowed her to remake her home, and reorient her family towards 
values that she saw as important, which included music: see the piano. It may also 
have provided the push to write to Vesta, despite her difficulties with cursive writing. 
Certainly, as with Kate and Dolores, and with Vesta’s autobiography as model, she 
saw herself as a legitimate subject for such a narrative. 
Reproduction of names 
There are a few known examples of babies being christened Vesta in the 
performer’s honour, though she claimed in her 1934 autobiography that there were 
‘hundreds of little Vestas in England and America.’696 One instance comes from the 
correspondence, when Henry Napier Rogan wrote to thank Vesta for the permission 
granted to Henry and his wife Sarah Alice to name their firstborn daughter Vesta. Of 
course, Henry also asks for a further favour, “a requeast [sic] to ask of you a great 
deal it means to us it may I hope be in your power to grant it namely to allow us to 
introduce our little daughter to her distinguished and illustrious namesake.“697 Vesta 
junior was at this point not yet a year old, so what she might have made of the 
encounter would not have been as meaningful for her as for her parents. What part 
Sarah Alice had in this naming is unclear; it is Henry who confesses that “it was a 
vow I took on myself to ask you ten years ago.” Vesta Rogan was not the only baby 
to be named after the star performer. The first recorded baby so christened was 
Vesta Tilley Morgan, born in Aston, Birmingham in 1882. There were quite a few 
babies born in Birmingham and environs who were given the name Vesta, and while 
we cannot be certain that they meant Vesta Tilley, rather than Vesta the Roman 
goddess or even Vesta Victoria698, given Vesta’s popularity in Birmingham, no doubt 
some of them were. Vesta Morgan was not alone in having this name, but aside 
from Vesta Rogan, we have details of only two other particular Vestas of note. The 
                                                
695 s13 p.3 item 2. Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/76911892/family. 
696 De Frece, Recollections, 47. 
697 s2 p.163 item 4.  
698 There were children christened Vesta Victoria, likely after the other music hall performer, 
but these date from a later period, coinciding with her career success. 
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first is Vesta’s niece, daughter of her sister Amy, who was born in 1901. The other is 
more dramatic, a tale which Vesta told in her 1934 autobiography:  
When I was playing a week’s engagement at the Empire, Cardiff, I received a 
letter from a collier’s wife telling me she was an expectant mother. She had told 
me […] that if her child were a girl she intended to christen her Vesta. Shortly 
afterwards she wrote to me that she was the mother of girl twins: but, not to be 
baulked in her desire, she had christened one “Vesta” and the other “Tilley”! I 
sent the twins a little silver spoon each, and consented to become their 
godmother.699 
This sort of reproduction of Vesta is obviously not a sexual reproduction, but it does 
ensure her transmission across generations. There is also the implication that the 
parents naming their daughters after Vesta were hoping that they would take on the 
characteristics of their namesake. She is a model for their daughters; if she were 
not, they would not be using her name. It could even conceivably be an extension of 
the drive to make her a friend: the next step is to make her part of the family. 
Reproduction along family lines – matriarchal reproduction 
The text of the letters also allows us to witness another form of reproduction. One 
major shift was in the appearance of a great many mentions of the ways in which 
these women either were introduced to Vesta’s performance, or themselves shared 
the discovery. In its own way, the fact that much more traditional routes of 
information sharing were used was both paradigmatic, but also anti-paradigmatic. 
As noted in the previous chapter, girls and women used friendship as a fundamental 
axis for appreciating Vesta. However, kinship ties were also crucial, and none 
appears more often than that of mothers and daughters: either mothers writing of 
taking their girl children, or women remembering being taken to the halls by their 
older female kin. This maternity is non-domestic, even irresponsible, taking time and 
funds away from the household (the primary sphere of responsibility) for the pursuit 
of bonds of pleasure.  
One clear signal among letters of both time periods, though stronger in the 
latter set, is the strength of the cross-generational relationships in the halls. Again, 
the majority share relationships which are sororal – grandmothers and mothers, with 
their daughters and granddaughters, taking themselves off to see Vesta. On the one 
hand, this is paradigmatic. As previously discussed, girls would spend a great deal 
of their time assisting in the domestic upkeep of the household, with the knock-on 
                                                
699 De Frece, Recollections, 118. It has thus far proved impossible to trace these twins. 
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effect that this “reinforced their very close bonds with their mothers.”700 In turn, 
mothers were meant to be providing the model for how their daughters would inhabit 
the restricted world of femininity as they grew older. Elizabeth Roberts makes clear 
that this is in spite of the “absence of discussion of physical affection and 
tenderness within the family, but all explicitly or implicitly reveal the depth and 
strength of the bond between themselves and their mothers.”701 On the other hand, 
the letters reveal a Neutral manifestation of mother-daughter bond, and it is 
interesting to note how the letters demonstrate a very different sort of affection and 
care between generations of women than that born around a washtub, or kitchen 
table. 
Despite the shockingly different milieu of the war years, the tensions of women 
in public continued. So much was riding on the continued health of a paradigm in 
which all this conflict was to ensure a return to – or establishment of – the 
male/female public/private divide. The prosecution and ‘victory’ of the British war 
effort was not intended to give women greater access to leisure and entertainment 
for themselves. Women writing of their sororal bonds was specifically anti-
paradigmatic because of the way those bonds were – to use the paradigmatic 
language of the time – deployed. 
There are quite a few examples of women and their daughters appearing in the 
correspondence, ranging in age from young mothers to elderly grandmothers. 
Dorothy Roddan wrote from Southport to explain that she was “a young married 
woman of 21 years with a wee baby of three months.” She wrote to tell Vesta “I 
really think you are perfectly lovely” but also to ask for a particular favour: “Will you 
please Lady de Frece send me just a little not [sic] that I can keep and pass on to 
my Baby Phyllis in rememberance [sic] of the famous Vesta Tilley.”702 Nellie 
Simpson wrote in very similar terms, also from Southport: “I’m writing this today on 
my baby’s birthday,” she said, having asked for a ‘tiny souvenir’, “in the hopes that 
your souvenir may bring her luck as well as me”.703 They knew that their daughters 
would not be able to take advantage of the space Vesta provided in light of her 
retiring – even if they would not necessarily have understood or articulated it that 
way – but the impulse to involve her in their daughters’ lives remained. Others wrote 
to tell of the inverse relationship: Lena Fletcher was preparing for Vesta’s final visit 
                                                
700 Roberts, A Woman’s Place, 25. 
701 ibid. 
702 s13 p.5 item 3 
703 s13 p.1 item 4 
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to Newcastle, so that she and her mother could attend Vesta’s farewell 
performances together. “It is ten years ago since I first heard you + almost twenty 
years since Mother had that very great pleasure,” she wrote. Even though she also 
wrote “our family will all be present”, the person singled out in importance is Mother, 
and how long she too had been devoted to Vesta. Lilias Hobley wrote on behalf of 
herself – “you do not know me – Yet secretly I loved + admired you” – and also her 
daughter Elsie Jellicoe “who simply worships you.” Elsie had moved back in with her 
mother, though she was 30 in 1919; as Lilias’s only child from a marriage that had 
broken down, that they would be close can be assumed, albeit the shared letter to 
Vesta demonstrates this viscerally. Lilias wrote to say “I feel just straight from my 
heart I must say Good-Bye to you […] Dear Miss Tilley we shall miss you sorely.”704 
That she and Elsie should share a love of Vesta, and now both be pained by the 
imminent loss of Vesta and the opportunities she afforded them for happiness and 
connection, had to be reproduced and shared, especially since their final Vesta 
performance was already in the past. “I am sorry to say not to be able to come + see 
you this week – + perhaps it is as well – I should Break down I know.”705 NF, who 
wrote about her daughters from Felling-on-Tyne, wanted to share their desire to 
replicate the woman their mother loved. In her words: “I have three small children 2 
little girls who was greatly interested to here [sic] all about you when I came home. 
One of them the youngest said Mother I do wish I could be like that great lady.” This 
is not especially surprising from the point of view of a daughter wanting to please 
her mother. However, it is additionally startling that NF should then say “I only wish 
she could but I am afraid I am wishing too much as there will not be many to come 
up to yourself.”706 Twenty-year-old Dorothy, writing from the Castle Tavern in 
Birmingham, on the other hand, seems to have shared her love of Vesta with her 
mother in law: “my Ma-in-law has always said she would come to see you even if 
you could only walk on + off the Stage.”707 The depth of feeling, regarding the 
pleasures of the Neutral as shared between generations, is reproduced in these 
letters.708 
                                                
704 s13 p.1 item 3. Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/43727829/family. 
705 s13 p.1 item 3 
706 s13 p.11 item 1 
707 s13 p.16 item 1 
708 The pleasure of the Neutral in turn is Neutral itself. 
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Figure 17 – Letter by Lily Dugmore courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology 
Service 
In some instances, the letter offers us very little in the way of data on the 
matrilineal relationships or how the Neutral manifested. One extreme example 
comes from the letter written by Lily Dugmore, “for grandma Mrs Mary Gaunt.” 
However, from the census and other historical data a much fuller picture 
emerges.709 “My grandma who is nearly 75,” wrote Lily, “who has seen you from 
your earliest girl hood, would so much liked to have seen you but was not able as 
her heart is too weak she could not stand in the queue.” This heartfelt line, which 
reads like a transcription of what Mary Gaunt was saying to her granddaughter, was 
entrusted to a girl very near (and likely dear) to Mary’s own heart. Lily was the 
daughter of Mary’s firstborn child, Edith. Mary’s first marriage in 1871 was to a man 
– William Empson – who was widowed, and whose first wife – Sarah (nee Shaw) – 
                                                
709 Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/73318495/family. 
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had been widowed twice herself. The household Mary entered, aged 25, thus had 
children from two different unions; it would be three years before she and William 
had children of their own. They also had, by the time of the 1881 census, one of 
Sarah’s nieces staying with them. From census and electoral register data, Mary’s 
relationship with Edith and Edith’s family was the closest of those with all the 
children for whom she had care, likely because Edith was her only biological child to 
survive infancy.710 In the 1891 census, when Mary’s occupation is given as a draper, 
Edith’s is draper’s assistant.711 In the 1901 census, Edith and her husband Arthur 
Dugmore were living with Mary and her second husband Richard Gaunt, and, in the 
1911 census, the three granddaughters appear in this household as well.712 Lily was 
the eldest of these, chosen for the special duty of writing to the illustrious Vesta. 
Mary wanted Vesta to know that it had been from ‘earliest girl hood’ that she 
had sought out the entertainment Vesta offered. That ‘girl hood’, it should be noted, 
was Vesta’s. One of the earliest known dates for Vesta’s appearance in Birmingham 
was barely months after the birth of Edith, when Mary was 28 and Vesta ten.713 We 
cannot know if Mary was there that week, because the historical record is 
incomplete. We do know that she could have been, because Mary had older 
children in her household who could have minded baby Edith for the evening. By 
marrying a man who came with a ready-made family, Mary skipped straight over the 
lull in the attendance many women faced, between children being small enough to 
bring to the halls, and children being old enough to stay home, or come along on 
their own account. Edith could have come along, or she could have been minded by 
Ann Sophia, William’s eldest daughter, who was twelve. 
Mary was widowed twice, lost her biological son and several stepchildren to the 
usual Victorian illnesses, and worked throughout her life; her escape to the halls – 
with its heat, light, entertainment – would no doubt have been important enough to 
her life to explain why she would reach out to Vesta, why she “would a souvenir” to 
remember some of the lighter and happier moments in those years. It is sad that, in 
the end, Mary was unable to go along to the farewell performances. What had 
helped sustain her heart through a long life of steady work and grief and loss, now 
was more than her heart could bear. 
                                                
710 Edith had a brother, William, who died aged 3. 
711 1891 census Class: RG12; Piece: 2397; Folio: 66; Page: 25; GSU roll: 6097507 
712 1901 census Class: RG13; Piece: 2848; Folio: 72; Page: 14; 1911 census Class: RG14; 
Piece: 18051 
713 Era, 9 September 1874. 
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Though mothers, daughters and granddaughters were the predominant 
relationship recorded, there were of course exceptions. Some of the letters were 
written by both parents, as in the case of George and Elizabeth Fulton, who saw 
Vesta on a date before they were married. George, the author of the letter, 
describes a joint love of Vesta between him and his wife, and their two daughters. 
On that memorable date he heard a song he still remembered twenty-seven years 
later. 
The song that impressed me that night, I think, ran as follows: 
“Hi, Boys, Hi, boys, come/with your Uncle Joe,/I’ am for a rare excursion,/I’ll 
give him diversion,/+c 
No doubt you remember the words well. I know I cannot forget them, as I 
sometimes chant them in my own way at home to my two daughters [Elizabeth 
and Ethel] age 21 and 24. These two buxom girls have repeatedly listened to 
you while, pa + ma listen to them now after a visit to “Vesta.”714  
The song in question, ‘Uncle Joe’s Spree’, describes young men out on a tear 
around town, invited and ‘chaperoned’ by their uncle Joe, who has taken the 
opportunity of his wife being away to get drunk and rowdy with his nephews. Instead 
of being a good example, this Joe was in fact leading them astray. George Fulton 
singing this song to his daughters, and encouraging them to perform in turn for him 
and their mother Elizabeth, rather confounds the paradigmatic on multiple levels.  
                                                
714 s13 p.15 item 15 
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Figure 18 – Letter from Louisa Cooper courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology 
Service 
Also exceptional, though perhaps not as singularly so as George’s letter, 
women also wrote to describe the relationship they had between Vesta, the theatre 
and their sons. Louisa McMahon Cooper, introduced in the last chapter, with her 
lack of fear of her father’s thrashing for staying out too late, wrote of relying on her 
son. “I am so sorry to say owing to ill health I am not able to see you this time […] I 
have to be content to listen to my son telling me of your good songs and how 
everyone enjoys them.”715 Louisa had two sons, Edward and John. It is not clear 
which one she trusted with the duty of being her proxy for Vesta. Either way, 
however, the deputising of a son for the pleasure of his mother has no paradigm.  
                                                
715 s13 p.18 item 2. Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/74552927/family. 
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Figure 19 – Letter by Louisa Bramwell courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology 
Service 
 
Figure 20 – Louisa Bramwell (L) with her daughter Ivy, courtesy of Robert Francis. 
Another Louisa, this time from Liverpool, also wrote of the experience of sharing 
her love of Vesta with her son. Louisa Charlotte Royle Bramwell was looking to join 
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in the chorus of the pantomime at the Parthenon. She does not specify which year, 
but likely it was the 1887-8 season, when she was 19 years old. “I was engaged for 
the chorus however my Dad objected + I couldn’t go.” – likely because she was 
pregnant with her first son. Thomas junior was born two days after her marriage to 
his father Thomas Bramwell, in May of 1888; it is little wonder that her father did not 
want to permit her to be on stage, visibly pregnant, and visibly unmarried. 
Nevertheless, Thomas junior was much loved, even as familial circumstances 
meant that he left home to join the navy on his twelfth birthday716. Louisa wrote: 
“when my Boy came on leave from the Navy he would always say, come on Mother 
give us Angels without wings or some of your old songs how happy I was then.”717 
Though he may have stood in the way (inadvertently) of her taking to the stage, he 
also served as the means by which Louisa could take up the role of being not only 
the support, but Vesta herself.  
Thomas junior did not survive the war. “I lost my boy in the Great Jutland Battle 
1916 on the HMS Invincible God Bless him,” Louisa wrote, immediately after 
realising the happiness of singing Vesta, of being Vesta for both of them. The story 
might yet be more complex still. “I saw you at the Hippodrome about 3 years ago,” 
Louisa wrote in 1919. “I felt I would like to speak to you. I was very near you being in 
the front row,” she continued, and then it all takes a bit of a turn: “but a Lump came 
in my throat + I couldn’t manage it”. In October of 1917, Vesta was at the 
Hippodrome in Liverpool, touring with her best soldier and sailor numbers. The big 
song was “Six Days Leave”, in which “dressed as a soldier fresh from the trenches, 
mud-bespattered, and fully equipped, with a German helmet dangling at her side, 
she bewails the impossibility of deriving any enjoyment from leave which allows so 
little time in ‘Blighty’.”718 There is also evidence that part of the staging of the song 
involved actual soldiers on stage as well. A newspaper clipping from Manchester, at 
a time when the song was new, includes the “preliminary hint” that “a request 
appear[ed] on the Palace screen this week asking for a certain number of 
discharged [wounded] soldiers to appear in the scena.”719 Between this, as a 
                                                
716 The presumption has to be that some of the requirement was financial, there may have 
been other reasons as well. Two brothers joined him in the military during the First World 
War, but he was the only one to leave as he did. Family tree available at 
http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/43749224/family. 
717 It should be noted that some of this ‘leave’ was actually without leave, earning him 75 
days total in detention between 1911 and 1913. He appears to have behaved himself on 
either side of those years. s13 p4 item 1 
718 Liverpool Daily Post 9 August 1917, s17 p. 74. 
719 Manchester Dispatch, 7 April 1917, s17 p.74. 
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recollection of Thomas junior’s time home on leave, those peers that made it home, 
and watching Vesta in a naval uniform, “Playing the game in the Navy”, it is little 
wonder there was a lump in Louisa’s throat. On stage stood the performer Louisa 
loved, the performer her son wanted her to be, looking like her son, seventeen 
months dead, perhaps even to the day. How could there be a paradigm for this: 
reproduction, palimpsest and necromancy at once. 
 
Figure 21 – Letter by Edith Grime courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service 
Edith Grime’s letter about her sons makes similarly startling claims about 
reproduction. It is very much a letter of two halves: one half dedicated to Edith’s love 
of Vesta as a person as well as a performer; and the other half bubbling with 
resentment for the circumstances of her own life. Her two-page autobiography does 
not have the same dramatic sweep of early and continued success as Vesta’s. 
Instead, she had apparently had to give up a dance career, to be the family anchor 
for two small boys and a (second) husband who had come back from the war in no 
fit state to work. He is trying, she said, but it’s no good. “I am sorry to say my 
Husband as not been at all well since Discharged home from the War, He as [sic] 
applied for a grant for him to get through is Examanation [sic] as a Qualified 
Chemist, but they wont grant him it.”720 It is in this second half of the letter that the 
                                                
720 s13 p.12 item 9. Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/77766176/family. 
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paradigm for mothers and daughters, even in such a form as swerved in the manner 
noted above, is totally abandoned. Having explained that she was the one with the 
history of the performance career – “ I have been at the palace [sic] in a Troupe of 
Dancers” – she then wrote about her sons, eldest Harold and youngest Walter. On 
the one hand, what she wrote was based on her own situation, one where she was 
the performer of the family: both her husbands had been pharmacists, not dancers 
or singers. On the other hand, without the Neutral-third term, without the Neutral, 
how would it be possible to account for the idea of ten-year-old Harold, brought up 
in the hypermasculine war years, to be the voice of the class critique Edith wanted 
to bring to Vesta’s door? The fact that the gender politics remain so thoroughly 
ambiguous is astonishing. 
I have two little Boys + they take some looking after, the Oldest Boy many a 
time says I wish I were the great Vesta Tilley Mama, to live in such a lovely 
house + have every thing she as [sic], He saw you in one of the paper [sic] 
taken in your garden with a little Dog. 
Here was a young boy whose father had come back from the ultimate test of 
masculinity ‘not at all well’, searching for a role model, which he appears to have 
found in a newspaper photograph of a domestic space, the (back) garden. The 
person who seems to be best placed to model success in both gender and general 
terms is someone whose particular Neutral-third-term ambiguity is reproduced even 
by someone whose letter shifts from “Just a line, to say how sorry I am, to hear of 
you giving up the Stage,” to “I am doomed to be poor.” Swerving poverty might have 
been beyond Edith’s grasp. Her son, however, appeared to be prepared to do the 
utmost to better her, even if the gender identification he chose seems impossible. 
Here was a reproduction not of Vesta, necessarily, but decidedly that of the Neutral-
third term. 
Musical reproduction 
As implied in the discussion on sound recordings above, sheet music occupies a 
dramatically different category of reproduction. Sheet music, of course, was 
published throughout Vesta’s career and comprised a collection of several hundred 
songs, compared to the several dozen sound recordings. The difference, of course, 
is that in the case of the sheet music, someone must perform it, whereas sound 
recordings brought Vesta into the room to undertake (at least some of) the 
performing herself. The performances that her audience had to enact were naturally 
mediated by the situation in which they tried to recreate Vesta’s original, and 
involved many of the same people described above: mothers, daughters, and 
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grandparents. Louisa Bramwell’s singing for her son, for instance, reproduces more 
than just ‘Angels Without Wings.’ As a subject to which many letters turned, it is 
worth exploring the limits and implications of this reproduction. 
Barthes is dismissive of the possibility of speaking of music. It suffers the worst 
possible judgment in language: “Music, by natural bent, is that which at once 
receives an adjective.”721 This is of course an anti-Neutral situation. Anything which 
automatically accepts this judgment would seemingly repel any attempt at 
Neutrality. In ‘The Grain of the Voice’ Barthes does not turn to the solution he 
suggests in The Neutral – metaphor – but instead posits a solution in which new 
terminology is instead deployed. This term – ‘grain’- only partly rehabilitates it, in 
discussing the particularity of the body doing the singing: “the encounter between a 
language and a voice […] the ‘grain’ is the body in the voice as it sings”.722 On the 
one hand, this is helpful for an elaboration of that tension between what Vesta’s 
body appears to be capable of, and what is actually produced, the interiority made 
exterior while singing songs that reflect the exterior rather than the interior. Her 
jaunty walk, one glove slapping the other hand, as she sings in a soprano, ‘my word! 
he is a nau-ghty-boy!’ benefits from this analysis. However, it does little to explain 
how the historical audience might understand and/or take on this performance for 
themselves. In fact, it is the opposite of what Barthes wants: 
the predicate is always the bulwark with which the subject’s imaginary protects 
itself from the loss which threatens it. The man who provides himself or is 
provided with an adjective is now hurt, now pleased, but always constituted. 
There is an imaginary in music whose function is to reassure, to constitute the 
subject hearing it […] and this imaginary immediately comes to language via the 
adjective.723 
The issue here is not just hearing, of course, but also how the audience reproduced 
the music which Vesta represented. Further, the constitution of subjectivity is hardly 
anti-Neutral in this case, given the place of many of Vesta’s audience in the larger 
social structures of British society at the time. Further, there is a tiny loophole, which 
brings us back round to the Neutral and the adjective. In presenting the ‘problem’ of 
language and the adjective, Barthes puts us in an awkward position. There is no 
escape from either language or the adjective, and yet somehow the Neutral must be 
available, must be possible. His suggestion is as cunning, as swerve-y as the 
Neutral would seem to require: accept the adjective, accept the predicate. Even 
                                                
721 Barthes, “Grain of the Voice”, Image Music Text (London: Fontana Press, 1977): 179. 
722 ibid, 181, 188. 
723 ibid., 179-180. 
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better, though, for our purposes is how he frames this acceptance as time-bound: 
“accept the predicate as nothing more than a moment: a time.”724 Could there be 
anything more appropriate for music, whose entire existence depends on the 
passage of time? 
Looking to the letters for examples of musical performance provides many 
interesting and moving examples. In their reproduction, in impersonating Vesta, a 
healthy measure of gender play and confusion was invoked, and the Neutral made 
manifest in her performance could not help but reappear. Amy Dunnett recounted in 
her letter the conversion Vesta was able to effect in her grandfather, Hugh Owen, 
who had a firm belief that all of music hall “must be low and vulgar.” Seeing Vesta 
while on holiday on the Isle of Man, however, changed his view. When he came 
home “full of Miss Vesta Tilley and her songs”, he had an experience to share with 
his granddaughter. “When I told him I knew some of the words of your songs I was 
at once commanded to perform[.]”725 What had been low and vulgar, was now 
suitable for the parlour and his granddaughter. But crucially, she already knew 
Vesta’s songs. Grandfather Hugh might have had a change of heart which 
precipitated the performance, but Amy could not have embodied Vesta’s 
performance without having been witness to it, without an effort to remember the 
words to ‘“The Piccadilly Johnnie”, “By the Sad Sea Waves” and “In the Pale 
Moonlight”.’ She had not, in fact, waited for the sanction of the family patriarch726 to 
step into the Neutral space which Vesta opened up for her. She led the way, and he 
followed with his self-imposed exception. 
                                                
724 Barthes, Neutral, 61. 
725 s13 p6 item 8.  
726 Hugh Owen was the only surviving male adult by the time Amy reached puberty. Family 
tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/77013114/family. 
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Figure 22 – Photograph of Josephine Lewis Wood courtesy of Jean Frazer Christopher 
 
Figure 23 – Letter by Josephine Wood courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology 
Service 
Josephine Lewis Wood, whose letter was discussed in Chapter 4, also 
performed Vesta’s songs outside of the halls, and also without sheet music. Having 
been to see Vesta at the Parthenon in September 1888, she described the following 
day at work with the friends whom she’d accompanied. These might also have 
included her sister, Minnie, who was also a shop assistant. “[We] talked about you 
all that day and tried to get your songs off; each one thinking of a bit more than the 
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other untill [sic] we got them off fine; the parrot and the parson; My Jemima, is 
Marriage a Failure; and etc.”727 Liverpool had a large music and musical instrument 
seller in Rushworths, a company which employed women to play instruments by 
way of demonstration, and also to generate sheet music sales. While it remains 
unknown whether Josephine worked for Rushworths, or another music seller, even 
if the singing of her and her work mates was work-related, it still circumvented their 
purpose as shop-girls. A shop-girl, discursively speaking, was only there to serve 
the customer, whose power over her resulted directly from having the power/money 
to be a consumer. Yet, the shop-girl is also herself “the paradigmatic consumer”728; 
from the eighteenth century onwards, women were “both consumer and commodity, 
purchaser and purchase, buyer and bought.”729 Yet, even if Josephine and her 
mates were in a music shop when they were singing, they were neither consumer 
nor commodity as they sang Vesta’s songs, reproducing her performance after the 
fact. Lise Shapiro Sanders quotes Women’s Industrial News: 
She [the shop assistant] claims a standard rate, a standard day, but first of all 
the right to spend her wages in her own way, to form her own life, to choose her 
own friends, to make her own home, the right, in fact, of the free man or woman 
to absolute and individual control, not over labour, but over leisure.730 
This dramatic statement from 1915 shows the shift brought about by the war, but, 
even in this moment, twenty-five years after Josephine held a singsong at work, the 
division between labour and leisure is seen as an unavoidable binary. Yet, looking 
at what Josephine described in her letter, the divide was spurious; what happened 
was pleasure via the Neutral. The communal opportunity of reliving the previous 
night’s pleasures happened in a public space, ignoring capitalist imperatives. In fact, 
in taking their employer’s time for their leisure, they compounded the illicitness of 
the pleasure.731  
Alongside the above-mentioned example of Louisa Bramwell’s singing for 
Thomas, and in so doing becoming Vesta, there are also examples of mothers 
teaching their children to take forward that reproduction. In fact, Louisa is also an 
example of this, though she did not write about it in her letter. Having been foiled in 
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728 Sanders, Consuming Fantasy, 11. 
729 Mary Louise Roberts. “Gender, Consumption, and Commodity Culture” The American 
Historical Review 103 no 3 (1998): 817-844. 
730 Women’s Industrial NewsI ns 19, no 69 (1915): 336, quoted in Sanders, Consuming 
Fantasy, 19. 
731 As Sanders notes, there were few non-work hours to take for leisure in any case. ibid., 
33. 
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her own attempts to take to the stage, the census demonstrates that she 
encouraged the reproduction of performance via her children: specifically, her eldest 
daughter, who (perhaps unsurprisingly) was also called Louisa. Although it is 
unclear how Louisa managed, with ten children by 1907, and moving house on a 
yearly basis throughout this time, but she somehow provided both lessons and a 
piano for Louisa junior. Following Vesta’s lead with the Neutral, Louisa gave her 
daughter what she could not have for herself, reproducing a more musical life. We 
know that this was the case because Louisa junior appeared in the 1911 census at 
the Crown Hotel in Ashby, where she was listed as a servant: the hotel pianist. 
Cecilia Philipps Gilchrist did something quite like Louisa, driven by a similar sort 
of appreciation of Vesta’s performances. Returning to her letter, she also named 
songs from her recollection. “I have Always had a Great love for your Acting 
Especily [sic] when i heard you Singing by the Sad Sea Waves in Manchester years 
Ago, And Sweet- heart May, And All of us did the Same – And I Still Sing your 
Songs,” she wrote. However, it would seem that, unlike Louisa, there were limits as 
to what was possible, and the sheet music itself appears not to have entered into it. 
Her reproduction exceeds the limits of paper, or the money needed to buy it (though 
not, of course, the money needed to buy the piano): “And Even my Children My 
Eldest 19 years of Age And they are learning them now on the Piano By Ear”.732  
In parallel, some women were of course able to make the leap to performance, 
and were at least in small measure Vesta’s peers. Hettie Halter was one such 
woman, who wrote to tell of her “big Family and nearly all in the business.” Unlike 
Nelly and Gertie in Birmingham, Hettie had the advantage in that her father Maurice 
Halter was already a friend of a theatre proprietor: Vesta’s father in law, Henry de 
Frece. This allowed for professional support: “when Mr [De Frece] had the old 
Gaiety (If I’d been away a few months and my Dad saw Mr Defreece [sic] and told 
him I was out when I was coming home, he would say I’ll give Hettie next week 
here[.]” From the reviews in The Era, we know this happened throughout the 
1890s.733 As with Vesta’s family, it was the women who had the performance 
careers; the Era carries reviews and adverts for performances undertaken by 
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733 For example, Era 31 October 1891; 25 June 1892; 2 December 1893; 9 March 1895; 10 
August 1895; 19 October 1895; 25 January 1896. 
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Hettie’s sisters, Rachael and Leah.734 Hettie and Rachel (if not other sisters) were 
regularly on tour with Miss Marie Clifford’s Spanish Choir in these years. In the 
winter of 1894-5, Hettie was on tour with a pantomime production of her own, Babes 
in the Wood, though she appeared as Maid Marian, rather than Robin Hood. Vis-a-
vis Vesta, Hettie took it even further; she too was a male impersonator, and even 
billed herself as the “pocket Vesta Tilley.”735 It is perhaps unsurprising to hear that 
other male impersonators looked to Vesta as a model for their own careers. It is 
telling, however, that though Hettie retired from the stage upon her marriage in 
1900, she still wrote of her appreciation nearly twenty years later. For all that, within 
her family, Hettie was not anti-paradigmatic, in the rest of the world her position on 
stage in the first place, and especially as a male impersonator, put her close to the 
Neutral as a matter of course. Perhaps the draw of a stronger example, or perhaps 
execution, of the Neutral is a consequence of recognising its value as a position.  
Reproduction of nothing? 
There are of course letters which make no mention of any kind of reproduction. 
There are letters which omit any mention of parents having brought them to the hall, 
as children they could in turn indoctrinate, or of sheet music, singing, or 
performance career. However, viewed from a certain angle, they did reproduce 
something: the Neutral. These women described below are among those who in 
other studies would only be considered as part of the aggregate, one of many 
figures for statistics, however they were sliced. They passed through life and into 
small-h history, real but unremarkable; the particularity of their lives, had they not 
written to Vesta, would be utterly lost, even at a remove of only three generations. 
Because they did not, for whatever reason, have children (or mention any other kind 
of reproduction, in fact) they were already dodging a paradigm of gender identity. In 
a different way than Carolyn Steedman meant it, the manifestation of the Neutral 
which allows us now to see these lives permits “a consideration of women who, by 
refusing to mother, have refused to reproduce themselves or the circumstances of 
their exile.”736 She was writing of the woman – her mother – who, when burdened 
with the consequences of sexual reproduction, refused to engage in the ways in 
                                                
734 The youngest sister, Adeline, on emigration to America, listed her profession as ‘actress.’ 
While I suspect that some of the other Halter daughters also had stage careers, due to the 
lack of information as to their stage names, it has proven impossible to trace them to date. 
Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/73289467/family. 
735 Era 25 Jun 1892 
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which the paradigms implied. While we do not know if they chose not to become 
mothers, the historical record makes clear that they did not do so. Coming at the 
issue from the other direction, there are letters from women who remained single all 
their lives, whose lack of reproductive contribution by any metric exiled them from 
the possibility of capital-H history. Their dodging of the paradigmatic was so 
complete that without the letters written to Vesta – the sole, almost-accidental, 
reproduction – they might as well not have existed. Steedman observes: “refusal to 
reproduce oneself is a refusal to perpetrate what one is, that is, the way one 
understands oneself to be in the social world.”737 However, that one reproductive 
moment, when they took-up the torch of the Neutral, from Vesta, meant that they did 
in fact reproduce something important: the Neutral. “Part of the desire to reproduce 
oneself as a body, as an entity in the real world, lies in conscious memory of 
someone approving that body,” Steedman writes.738 Here, the behaviour, the 
attitude, stands in for the body. This is possible because it is a way of life; one only 
begins the journey to discover it has ended. Perhaps unsurprisingly, reproducing 
their letters here has been curiously frustrating, because there are no neat 
conclusions. Instead, I must follow Barthes: “I display Neutrals.” 
Jane Sophia Baker wrote to Vesta in 1919 from the village of Barthomley, 
where she had worked for forty-five years as a housekeeper, from the age of 
sixteen.739 Near Chester, this little village had an important church and Jane served 
the vicars at the vicarage. From her length of service, and her description of her 
theatre excursions, it sounds as if it was a tolerable post, with time given for leisure: 
“I’ve never missed you, for years if you were any where near I was in London in 
January + went six times to see you at the Coliseum.”740 However, the reason for 
the letter was not to recount the number of times Jane had managed to take time 
away from work, but rather the fact that, on this final occasion, she could not. “I have 
been looking forward to seeing + hearing you in Manchester for a long time, + am so 
disappointed I am not able to get away. […] my time is not my own.” In Jane’s one 
brief letter, she appears as someone who chose pleasure and the Neutral that Vesta 
offered, despite the restrictions of living-in domestic servitude, and despite the 
institutional criticism, such as that coming from the church, for such entertainments. 
She also offers a criticism of it, too – in her disappointment, yes, but also in the 
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structure of the sentences, which in the original letter are the opposite of how they 
are presented here: ‘my time is not my own’, followed by ‘I’ve never missed you’. 
When it is up to me, when my time is my own, I prioritise you, Jane is saying. I am 
being prevented from doing what is right, (something others have failed to grasp) 
and I want you to know. To leave in any case would be to oppose the paradigm of 
appropriate behavior, as a member of staff, and as a woman; to write the letter was 
to baffle it. 
Flo Bayliss, writing from Birmingham, did not have the complications of being in 
service to keep her from the hall where Vesta was singing and dancing her final 
farewell. “I was very fortunate in being able to see you twice at “Grand” last week. I 
had to be there come what may.”741 Flo, too, was older – at 54 – and recollected 
happy times seeing Vesta perform. Flo was working as a clerk in the 1911 census, 
along with several of her siblings, five (of seven) of whom were still at home – a 
family producing non-reproducers.  
I feel I know you very well indeed for despite the fact of from time to time 
coming in contact with various members of your family, i have followed the 
course of your career since my early teens with the keenest interest + 
admiration. […]it may interest you to know that I have among my special 
treasures besides Photos, Souvenirs, interesting press articles etc, one or two 
programmes of your Pantomime days which I love to look at ocasionally [sic]. 
[…] I always make a point of seeing you whenever I am in a town where you 
happen to be + as I generally come to London most Easters I always see you if 
at all possible + always here at home. […] An interviewer evidently at one time 
remarked to you that you were not quite at your best in Panto. Well tho I have 
only been an Amateur Actress all my life I consider myself a fair judge + be that 
as it may I say now as I said then that no one can play Dick Whittington or so 
idealize the part like “Our Vesta”.[…] The parts you played there are still fresh in 
my mind though you may feel inclined to say I was there at the romantic stage 
but that is my opinion + I felt I wanted you to know it. 
Flo’s confidence in her right to participate in Vesta’s world – as a spectator, as 
someone who was there in the audience, but also as someone who was 
knowledgeable enough to disagree with a theatre critic – is plain to see. Instead of 
marrying and birthing children, Flo instead reproduced herself as an expert in her 
own pleasure. 
The five letters of Elsie Stares are exceptional. Although there are a few letter-
writers who appear twice in the collection of Vesta’s correspondence, she is alone in 
her multiple appearances. They are letters written in the margins of a busy life in 
London, during and immediately after the First World War, and are among the very 
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few London-penned letters which survive in the collection. Even then, Elsie was 
born in Portsmouth, one of three children; only she and one brother survived to 
adulthood. By 1911, it seems as if her father Thomas had left, and she alone was 
residing with her mother. Both of them were working in menial jobs, with Elsie, at 
seventeen, a general domestic servant, and Ellen, at 42, a charwoman742; as Carl 
Chinn has noted, “charwomen were likely to have to resort to their work because 
they were either widows or were the wives of husbands who were in irregular or low 
paid employment.”743 However, he also notes there was freedom in charring; unlike 
working as a domestic, it did not require ‘living in’.744 Without the pressures of being 
‘on call’ at all times, women could maintain their own households, or give them up. 
Elsie and Ellen, sometime between 1911 and 1917, made the move to the great 
metropolis, where Elsie’s return address on her letters was often given as a 
confectioner in the Queen’s Road in west London. It is tempting to imagine Elsie 
wearing a starched apron, surrounded by glass jars full of sweets. However, as she 
had been working as a domestic in Portsmouth, it is possible that she was instead 
seeing to the tidiness of the shop, with none of the respectability of the shop-girl 
working ‘front of house.’ On the other hand, it does seem from her two addresses 
that at least she was not ‘living in’. Certainly, regardless of the work she was 
undertaking, Elsie had the time and the money to go out and be part of Vesta’s 
audience, and the confidence, at 24, to write to Vesta and tell her of those 
experiences.  
                                                
742 1911 census Class: RG14; Piece: 5550; Schedule Number: 330. 
743 Carl Chinn, They Worked All Their Lives: women of the urban poor, 1880-1939 
(Lancaster: Carnegie Publishing, 2006): 98. 
744 ibid., 99. 
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Figure 24 – Letter by Elsie Stares courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service 
The first surviving letter, penned in May of 1917, was not the first she had 
written. Nevertheless, this one, and the letters as a group, showcase a young 
working-class woman very quietly at ease (or at least faking-till-she-made-it) in 
corresponding with a major celebrity whom she loved. The first letter opens with a 
very casual and comfortable: “Just a line to thank you very much for the many 
pleasant hours I spent at the [Shepherd’s] Bush Empire last week.”745 As an opening 
line, it might be written to someone who was Elsie’s friend, who had invited her 
round for tea, or supper, and this was the thank-you note for the courtesy. “I trust 
you are having a nice week at Brighton,” she wrote a couple of lines later, followed 
by the candidly, charmingly affectionate “(Oh for a pair of wings)”. Then, again, a 
few lines later, she said “I miss you very much this week but I suppose I must wait 
patiently until the time comes round for your appearance again.” But for the 
knowledge of the gulf which existed between these two women in reality, one might 
be hard-pressed to read this as a letter to someone who was de facto a stranger, 
and at a much higher station in life.  
Dear Miss Tilley I wonder if you will mind my appealing for the Girl who loves a 
Soldier again. I should like to see it now + again during the summer if only on 
Sundays, it would help the time to go quickly while I am waiting to see you 
again otherwise I do not know how I shall be able to exist until winter. I wrote to 
you at the Coliseum + shortly after the Picture was being shown quite near me I 
hardly dare hope it was owing to your kindness in sending it but if so I will now 
take the opportunity of thanking you for it.  
                                                
745 s17 p.83. 
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With this first letter she also enclosed “a small gift by the same post hoping you will 
accept it.” Perhaps the gift was a collection of sweets from work, though all we have 
now is the postscript: “Please excuse the untidy parcel as I was in a great hurry, + 
afraid of missing the Post as I have only just left business.” While it is immediately 
evident that Elsie cared a great deal for Vesta and also of what she thought, there 
was equally very little care for the usual “niceties” or the sort of formality that might 
be expected. She secured the time from work to write the letter, and might even 
have snuck out the sweets to send her. As with Josephine Lewis Wood, the job was 
important for the freedom of having money, but not for the work in itself. 
She wrote again in December of the same year, beginning with a slightly more 
frantic tone. Given the reason, it is rather understandable, though the timing is also 
surprising from the perspective of priority; Vesta is the person she wrote to, first 
thing the following morning. “I trust you will forgive me for writing to you again but I 
feel I must I need not tell you I am terribly grieved to know that you were in London 
to experience one of these terrible raids I do hope you are quite safe.”746 The 
newspaper report the next morning gave the following account of an air raid by 
Gotha bombers: 
Three groups of raiders crossed the Kent coast between 6.15 and 6.25 pm, and 
three other groups crossed the Essex coast between 6.10 and 6.45 pm. […] 
Most of the raiders were turned back by gunfire at various places, only about 
five machines actually reaching and bombing the capital between 7 and 8 pm. 
After the main attack on London had terminated a single aeroplane made its 
way over the capital about 9 pm. […] Latest police reports state that ten 
persons were killed and seventy injured in London in last night’s air raid.747 
Elsie went on to write the following plea: “I hope you will cancel all your London 
engagements, dearly as I love to see you I could not wish you here in danger.” The 
first thing was to write to her, the second was to express her wish – not a demand – 
that her – Elsie’s – greater happiness would be in knowing that Vesta was safe. 
Unfortunately for Elsie, Vesta did not heed this plea; instead, she continued to 
perform in London, on one occasion going so far as to insist on taking to the stage 
during a raid, in the process keeping people in their seats at the Coliseum.748 Elsie 
did not write how she felt about this, or at least not anywhere we can see.  
                                                
746 s17 p.114. 
747 Daily Mirror, 20 December 1917, 2. 
748 She apparently said, to the man who would follow her, “It’s your turn now. Now you go on 
and have a basinful of it!” Felix Barker, The House that Stoll Built: the story of the Coliseum 
Theatre (London: F Mueller, 1957): 125. 
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The next preserved letter came in 1919, after the war had ended. In this one, 
she wrote “No doubt you will be surprised to hear from me again”. Her letter is just 
as informal and cosy in its presumed friendship as the previous two, as she 
apologised: “sorry I did not write before to congratulate you,749 but I was so upset to 
hear that you were retiring”.750 Again, the implication is evident: even with the 
apparent contradiction of the first line, Elsie retained the self-confidence and self-
belief in the reciprocity between them that Vesta might actually be missing Elsie’s 
particular congratulations. With the shock and heartbreak of the impending 
retirement at the forefront of her mind, for the first time Elsie made a request of 
Vesta. “I hope I shall have the pleasure of an interview with you, on your farewell 
appearance at the Coliseum, with your kind permission which I trust you will favour 
me” she wrote, following this with “you are the only favourite to me + the last one, I 
shall ever make”.  
We don’t know if this request was granted. We do know that Vesta, at the very 
least, did correspond with her, as Elsie wrote again in May of 1920. “Many thanks 
for your kind letter + nice photograph,” she wrote. “I have quite fallen in love with 
your dear little pets […] [t]he three autographed photos you have sent me will 
always be my dearest treasures through life”.751 Here, after the relief of a reply, she 
slipped momentarily into the breathless punctuation-free stream of consciousness of 
so many of her other co-correspondents.  
Dear Vesta, I am so happy to know that you will be playing at the Coliseum next 
week, + I shall see you once again after all the long months of waiting, I think I 
shall almost reside at the Coliseum during your stay there I hope to go every 
night.  
This time, she signed her letter “Best Wishes + Love Yours Sincerely Elsie xx”, 
instead of, as in previous letters, “Miss Elsie Stares”752 or simply “Miss Stares”. For 
all of the chummy informality of her correspondence to this point, there was still 
something more that Vesta could offer, and that Elsie could offer in return. Even 
though we do not have Vesta’s letter of reply, in pragmatic terms we at least know 
that they could share their “great passion” for animals, through the photographs of 
Vesta with her dogs. Here also was Vesta meeting Elsie in the Neutral space that 
the former had inaugurated, and Elsie was now reproducing herself. It was 
                                                
749 Presumably this congratulation was for the knighthood that her husband received, which 
made Vesta Lady de Frece. 
750 s13 p.2 item 7. Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/77616397/family. 
751 s13 p.25 item 13. 
752 s17 p.83. 
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important, and not just to Elsie, that Vesta was Elsie’s “only favourite”. In fact, 
through a quirk of her use of language, Elsie’s words are in fact absolutely 
appropriate: when she wrote “you are the only favourite to me + the last one, I shall 
ever make” she inadvertently demonstrates the truth that she (and so many of her 
peers) did make Vesta.  
 
Figure 25 – Letter by Elsie Stares courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service 
Elsie wrote one last time, seventeen days later, and every phrase carries the 
weight of its finality. She wrote on the 5th of June, in the hours before Vesta’s final 
performance at the Coliseum. “I cannot realize it even yet, ever since the 
announcement of your retirement was published I have thought about it only as a 
dream, it is too awful for reality, to think we have to come to a parting of the 
ways”.753 Here, for the first time, she undermined the implied intimacy of her earlier 
letters through details of her own life:754 “your appearances have always been the 
great event of each year to me since I first saw you at the Portsmouth Hippodrome 
                                                
753 s13 p.25 item 6 
754 …which was absolutely crucial in working out where in the country she was born, and 
what her background was! 
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about 12 years ago” and “I am glad that you are interested in Brighton I shall be 
taking my holiday there in August, + hope you will be there too as it will be glorious 
to be in the same place as you”. But there is also, again, a great deal of heartbreak: 
“I feel that I never wish to go to a music hall again after tonight as there is nothing to 
interest me when you have gone + I shall not take the “Era” after next Wednesday, 
as I should only be looking for news of you in vain”. Elsie, in the years after Vesta’s 
retirement, shared a flat in west London with her mother, through to her mother’s 
death in March of 1929 from a stroke. Elsie’s own premature death came barely 
months later, in September, tuberculosis ending her life at the age of 36. Her sister-
in-law witnessed her death, and she was buried in a pauper’s grave in Paddington 
(Old) Cemetery where she has no marker. No one would have any reason to 
remember or even think of her, utterly uninteresting and unremarkable to History, 
except for the five letters which she wrote, and Vesta saved – the Neutral world they 
built together. 
Elsie’s final words were wonderfully intimate, and evoked the possibility of 
romantic love. This letter was again signed simply ‘Elsie’, but was followed by 
“please return these tonight xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx”. Fan studies has often 
acknowledged the paradigm of romantic or sexual love between audience and 
performer, but then also very quickly shied away from it, uncomfortable about what it 
might mean, uncertain how to articulate in an academic mode something so intimate 
and personal. Some early texts even pathologise this behaviour, as something as 
unnatural as the hermaphrodite.755 In the context of the letters to Vesta, I wish only 
to draw attention to the fact that Vesta in the Neutral-third term opens up the space 
for this, a space which even in contemporary fan studies remains much closer to 
Neutral than to anything paradigmatic.756 These examples reveal this Neutral, which 
was largely if not wholly invisible to commentators at the time. It is also fitting that 
Elsie should have the pleasure of the farewell kiss. 
                                                
755 One well known example is Fred and Judy Vermorel. Starlust (London: WH Allen, 1985) 
but this would also include Ehrenreich et al, “Beatlemania” and Jensen, “Fandom as 
pathology” for instance. 
756 Outside of the academic frame, the 21st century sexual behaviour of young girls is 
stringently policed, and abject in its ‘anti-paradigmatic’ position. However, academic texts 
tend to repudiate this populist position, but without necessarily offering anything else to take 
its place. 
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Figure 26 – Letter by Lottie Gill courtesy of Worcestershire Archive and Archaeology Service 
One final letter picks up this thread of attraction between fan and performer, this 
time from Lottie Gill, who wrote from Wigan in October 1919. From her letter it is 
clear that there had been an earlier piece of correspondence, but the earlier letter 
has not been saved. Whatever it said, Lottie was very worried about Vesta’s 
reaction to it, and the lack of response. From what Lottie says in the second letter, it 
appears to a modern reader as something genuinely startling. “Tell me Dear. Did I 
do wrong by asking you such a question, did I dear? tell me dear for I should be so 
sorry if I did, I should be very sorry to bother you in the least; love is kind you know,” 
she wrote, seemingly as frantic as sixteen-year-old Maggie Arnotte from Chapter 4.  
Now come tell me when one feels craving, feels they would do anything, just to 
put this little matter right, when they feel they would so love to come to see you 
tell me are they not to be pitied? O yes dear they are, well that is my case at 
present and have you never been something like it? you have not? never in 
your life? have you never loved anyone dearly in your own sex I mean of course 
Please Vesta please please I ask you, won’t you make a heart the lighter, won’t 
you take the burden off my shoulders?757 
                                                
757 s13 p.7 item 8. Family tree available at http://trees.ancestry.co.uk/tree/77823166/family. 
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It appears that the question was some variant on ‘may I come and see you/stay with 
you’, since she wrote in her next line, “I should never take the liberty on my 
shoulders to come without your consent” but the question of just how she framed it 
remains. The question she poses of Vesta – ‘have you never loved anyone in your 
own sex’ – suggests the motivation for Lottie’s request, and is breath-taking in its 
implications. Some of this is more than likely down to her character and upbringing; 
as she says, “certainly do like my own way and like doing what I want being the 
youngest of a squad, you can take my word for it I have generally managed it in life 
so far.” Lottie was the youngest of eight, her mother widowed when she was still an 
infant. There were sixteen years between her and her eldest sister Esther, with 
whom she was still living at the time of the 1911 census.758 She wrote from the 
same address in 1919, so it is likely that the same household of four unmarried 
sisters was intact at that stage, when Lottie was 29. With no evidence that she ever 
married, perhaps the freedom of a sororal household and the changing paradigms 
of the war, allowed Lottie to be honest about her feelings towards Vesta. Certainly 
this looks nothing like the ideal home that Lord Shaftesbury thought depended on 
sisters in the household, given that Lottie was managing to do ‘what I want.’ But to 
be Neutral is not to be oppositional, it is to confound. Lottie wrote “I wish I had 
nothing to do but follow you about I would just love it, of course if you was to listen 
to some people, they would [illegible] you I had nothing to do”. Some might suggest 
that Lottie had nothing to do, but this would not in turn suggest that she could or 
should follow Vesta around. And then there is the question of loving ‘anyone in your 
own sex’ – for women, this was still (paradigmatically) unimaginable. 
Vesta’s retirement from the stage came after a period of intense social 
upheaval, and was followed by a social contraction to a world smaller and more 
constrained for all, but particularly for women. The power of her Neutral-third term 
performance nonetheless resulted in a final reckoning which allowed the 
implications of that performance to stretch far beyond June 1920. The reproduction 
of this Neutral took on many forms, taking or making their own kairos – the sweet 
spot between too soon and too late that nonetheless baffled. Mechanical 
reproduction of Vesta’s image, voice and gesture were only part of it. The 
transmission of pleasure that her sterile Neutral-third body provided followed the 
paradigmatic kinship lines, rendering them Neutral for the purpose. However, it was 
also possible for the women who would otherwise have had no place – the childless 
                                                
758 1911 census Class: RG14; Piece: 23007, 
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spinsters rejected by heteronormative time – to be emblematic of the reproduction of 
the Neutral itself. Baffling, queer, indescribable in language, yet real; much like the 
secret “Leonardian smile” of the Mona Lisa, incomprehensible and yet beautiful, 
because, unlike a painting, or Barthes’s fantasy, this was real. 
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Conclusion 
In 1996, Simon Frith published an article, “Music and Identity”. In it, Frith wrote: “ask 
not what does popular music reveal about the people who play and use it but how 
does it create them as a people, as a web of identities?”759 In seeking to understand 
how communities of women have engaged with popular music, I looked backwards 
in time, back to the very beginnings of popular music, in British music hall. Here, I 
expected to find the roots for how we currently see our idols, how we behave as 
communities, what we recognise as expectations and limitations. Unsurprisingly, 
what I found was both as simple as that, and something a great deal more complex. 
I discovered fan letters that are far older than any that have been analysed before. 
In these letters, I found behaviours which looked very familiar to me as a 21st 
century reader; however, I also found that these behaviours were treated very 
differently then than they are now. They established the ‘norm’, but the 
consequences then were very different. The people it created operated in a very 
different system; as a consequence, they had greater freedoms even while they 
withstood constraints we rarely encounter now. Though it seems perverse, narrow 
definitions of appropriate/inappropriate behaviour provided the opportunity for the 
indefinable to take place. In seeking to understand how such a thing was possible, it 
was Roland Barthes, and his punk-era (if not punk-influenced) articulation of a way 
to avoid collaboration or conflict with the dominant narrative, or paradigm, who 
proved most helpful. By confounding expectations, fans in the 19th century were able 
to take their pleasure, and in the process continue to confound expectations. It 
doubly confounds certain preconceptions that this should have happened more than 
a hundred years ago. 
Scholars have recognised for some time that Vesta Tilley was a performer 
whose performance was exceptional. She was remarkably successful, and, in 
portraying men better than men were able to play themselves, she has served not 
only as an interesting case study in a historically specific context, but also as an 
example of the constructedness of gender. She was part of a theatrical tradition of 
cross-dressing which predated her by centuries, in both the pantomime and in 
theatre in general, but her particular performance exceeded those parameters. It 
was recognised by theatrical critics at the time, and by scholars since, but, in light of 
her exceptionalism, it has until now proven difficult to find an appropriate term to 
                                                
759 Simon Frith, “Music and Identity” in Taking Popular Music Seriously: selected essays. 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007): 293-312. 
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explain what was happening; it did not quite suit to call it carnivalesque, or queer. As 
with her contemporaries on the French stage, Sarah Bernhardt and Rosa Bonheur, 
there was a certain amount of ‘cultural unintelligibility’, which Mary Louise Roberts 
called ‘eccentricity’; and this is most usefully recognised precisely as something 
unnameable. I have called this ‘unnameable’ the Neutral. Tilley’s performance of a 
hybrid gender position embraces the Neutral; she evades the historical weight of the 
terms ‘hermaphrodite’ and ‘androgyne’, while more or less occupying the same 
position.  
Though unlooked for, one other consequence of this thesis is the discovery that 
Barthes was arguably wrong in his assertion regarding the fantastic nature of his 
own proposal. Relegating the Neutral to the realm of fantasy is in fact a misstep, 
given the evidence not only of Vesta Tilley and her career, but also the effect her 
career had on the girls and women who formed the majority of her audience. This is 
materially legible in the letters they wrote and in the lives they lived. The community 
of practice they formed around the Neutral means not only that the Neutral is not a 
fantasy, but that it is always a strategy available to individuals and communities. In 
fact, with its lack of confrontation, the Neutral is particularly suited to those who 
have been socially disempowered, even while it remains true that the Neutral is not 
in itself a positive force. Though the Neutral, which Vesta and her audience 
inhabited, has become part of a complex of paradigmatic positions in the 21st 
century, the strategy remains sound. “Getting away with it” is still a possible option, 
so long as the position assumed is indefinable. 
Furthermore, the Neutral’s position as always-possible (even as what falls 
under the rubric of Neutral changes) presents us with a useful tool for history and 
cultural studies. For when it is impossible to speak of the queerness of behaviour, 
as Vesta in a tuxedo would be now, or even ten years after her retirement, the 
Neutral offers another possibility. Throughout history, there have been people who 
have, for whatever reason, be it desire or necessity, occupied positions which were 
neither part of the dominant narrative, nor directly opposing it. In short, then and 
now, people deliberately adopt non-paradigmatic positions. In the case of Vesta 
Tilley, it is clear that we need a different way to explain what now reads as queer, a 
non-dominant position just as inexplicable as in the cross-dressing women 
described in the popular press survey undertaken by Alison Oram. However, the 
implications are more than just providing another name for what we can now call 
queer. Throughout history there are no doubt any number of other situations which 
exceeded names and social positions contemporarily available. These situations, as 
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other scholars may discover, could perhaps also be helpfully explained through 
recourse to the Neutral. 
Finally, this thesis has attempted to reveal that which has been out of reach to 
historians because of the paucity of sources: namely, the emotional lives of the 
lower-class women who made up Vesta’s audience. The discovery and investigation 
of these letters not only offers a fuller picture of these historical lives, but does so by 
letting women speak for themselves. In some cases, the limited education of most of 
these women renders the distinction between written and spoken language barely 
significant. These personal missives, focused on ineffable human imperatives, such 
as love, materially demonstrate their humanity. They speak to matters not only of 
physical survival – though those themes are there – but also of what they required 
for psychic survival. As Barthes wrote of the Neutral, they demonstrate ‘a desperate 
vitality’, a ‘will-to-live.’ 
The limits of space have not allowed for a thorough study of all the different 
ways in which the Neutral manifested itself in the performance career of Vesta 
Tilley, nor all the ways in which her fans might have met her in that space. The 
focus has remained on how gender identity was negotiated, and the consequences 
of these non-normative positions for manifestations of desire and reproduction. 
Though class has of course been considered in parallel, a foregrounding of class 
negotiation, particularly as Vesta’s own position changed over the course of her 
career, would likely afford additional useful insights into how the Neutral functions in 
this domain. It has also not been possible to thoroughly investigate any more than a 
handful of the letter writers themselves. Paying the same attention to a different set 
of writers would doubtlessly provide more nuance as to the concerns investigated 
here, but also present other issues which could be usefully investigated. A 
comparative study of women of different ages within each set of letters would also 
be quite revealing, as would following that with a more focused comparison between 
girls and/or women of the same age at the time of writing, but separated by twenty-
five years of social change. As a corpus, it would also be fruitful to compare the 
letters using linguistic tools; one of the other projects which came out of the work on 
this thesis was a book chapter which looked at the 1919-20 letters via corpus 
linguistics software. The conclusion of this short study was that an examination of 
writers’ uses of evaluative adjectives demonstrated they were unconsciously writing 
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a parity between themselves and Vesta into their communications with her.760 It 
would be a natural next step to compare the two sets of letters, to see if this was 
constant through time, or if there was something particular about the letters written 
after the First World War. Finally, it would be of great interest to consider the longer-
term implications, both for Matilda De Frece, and for the audience she left behind 
upon retirement. The broad strokes of ‘what happened next’ include the Maud Allen 
and Radclyffe Hall trials, but also ‘Le Garçonne’ on the stages of theatres in Paris 
and Berlin in the 1920s, and Marlene Dietrich wearing a tuxedo (which helped pave 
the way for Madonna, Lady Gaga, and Janelle Monae). But what all of these 
historical changes meant for the woman who had been Vesta Tilley is still unknown, 
as are the results that the occasional reproductions of Vesta Tilley had on the 
communities where her fans lived. What did it mean in the 1950s to have her name, 
when the wholly inadequate film of her life came out, three years after her death? 
The Neutral is not necessarily progressive, but at this stage, we remain ignorant of 
the repercussions of the Neutral as practiced by Vesta Tilley. Via this thesis, these 
questions might now usefully be investigated.  
At the outset, this study was fuelled by a desire to discover how women were 
able to be part of popular music audiences in a time when women’s roles were more 
obviously limited to the private sphere. I have argued that women were able to be 
part of these audiences by exceeding that which should have been possible, via the 
Neutral. However, the concerns that these women had are not as distant from 
contemporary concerns as I expected. In fact, women behaved in ways 
recognisable to 21st century eyes, as fans of a star performer. It has also been 
remarkable to investigate how a woman negotiated the incredibly sexist 
entertainment world of her era, and was incredibly successful doing apparently 
exactly as she liked. Especially surprising, of course, was the fact that ‘exactly as 
she liked’ involved performing masculinity, even better than men. All of this is 
apparent thanks to the reimagining of the Neutral as a viable strategy. By applying it 
to the extraordinary things all of these women did, I have hopefully demonstrated 
this. What is more, I have identified a new way of speaking about, and 
understanding, the phenomenon of Vesta Tilley and her audience. 
 
                                                
760 Nancy Bruseker “'Where are the girls of the old brigade?': Vesta Tilley and her female 
audience in correspondence” in Ioannis Tsioulakis and Elina Hytonen-Ng Musicians and 
their Audiences (Ashgate, forthcoming). 
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Appendix 1: Vesta Tilley weekly performance 
schedule 
Date Hall Town Source 
1868 St Georges Hall Nottingham  
1870-03-13 Star Music Hall Gloucester  
1870-06-10 Alhambra Worcester scrapbook 
1870-06-12 Alhambra Worcester The Era 
1870-08-21 Royal Alhambra Gloucester The Era 
1871-08-13 Stockton-on-Tees Oxford Music Hall The Era 
1871-10-08 Concert Hall Worcester The Era 
1872-01-21 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1872-05-12 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1873-01-05 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1873-01-12 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1873-01-19 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1873-02-09 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1873-04-08 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1873-04-14 Paul's concert hall Leicester The Era 
1873-04-20 Paul's concert hall Leicester The Era 
1873-04-20 Midland Concert Hall Leicester The Era 
1873-05-12 Mechanics' Hull The Era 
1873-05-25 Mechanics' Hull The Era 
1873-11-09 Birmingham concert hall Birmingham The Era 
1874-01-12 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1874-04-05 Spa Music Hall Chesterfield The Era 
1874-04-19 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1874-09-17 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1874-09-21 Midland Concert Hall Leicester The Era 
1874-09-28 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1874-10-05 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1874-10-19 Theatre of Varieties Derby The Era 
1874-11-15 Theatre of Varieties Derby The Era 
1874-11-29 The Midland Leicester The Era 
1874-12-07 Mechanics' Hull The Era 
1874-12-20 Mechanics' Hull The Era 
1874-12-27 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1875-01-04 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1875-01-25 Paul's concert hall Leicester The Era 
1875-03-01 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1875-03-08 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1875-04-19 Corn Exchange Varieties Derby The Era 
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Date Hall Town Source 
1875-08-17 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1875-08-23 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1875-08-15 Britannia London The Era 
1875-08-22 Britannia London The Era 
1875-08-30 St Georges Hall Nottingham The Era 
1875-09-07 Star Music Hall Liverpool  
1875-09-12 New Star Music Hall Liverpool The Era 
1875-09-19 New Star Music Hall Liverpool The Era 
1875-11-07 Lecture Hall Derby The Era 
1875-12-05 Alhambra Nottingham The Era 
1876-01-03 Alhambra Nottingham The Era 
1876-01-10 Alhambra Nottingham The Era 
1876-01-17 Alhambra Palace of 
Varieties 
Hull The Era 
1876-01-24 Alhambra Palace of 
Varieties 
Hull The Era 
1876-01-31 Paul's Concert Hall Leicester The Era 
1876-02-07 Paul's Concert Hall Leicester The Era 
1876-02-21 Britannia Coventry The Era 
1876-02-28 Britannia Coventry The Era 
1876-03-06 Britannia Coventry The Era 
1876-04-03 London Temperance 
Music Hall 
Rochdale The Era 
1876-04-08 Mechanics' Nottingham The Era 
1876-05-01 Gaiety Liverpool The Era 
1876-05-22 Theatre of Varieties Bolton The Era 
1876-05-29 Theatre of Varieties Bolton The Era 
1876-06-11 The Midland Leicester The Era 
1876-06-26 Alhambra Northampton The Era 
1876-07-10 People's Theatre of 
Varieties 
Bradford The Era 
1876-07-24 New Star Music Hall Sheffield The Era 
1876-07-31 Victoria Music Hall Newcastle The Era 
1876-08-07 Victoria Music Hall Newcastle The Era 
1876-08-14 Northumberland Music 
Hall 
North Shields The Era 
1876-08-21 Northumberland Music 
Hall 
North Shields The Era 
1876-08-28 Northumberland Music 
Hall 
North Shields The Era 
1876-09-04 Britannia Coventry The Era 
1876-09-11 Britannia Coventry The Era 
1876-09-18 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1876-09-25 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1876-10-02 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1876-10-09 People's Music Hall Hanley The Era 
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1876-10-23 Theatre of Varieties Bolton The Era 
1876-10-30 Theatre of Varieties Bolton The Era 
1876-11-06 Gaiety Theatre of 
Varieties 
Barnsley The Era 
1876-11-20 New Star Music Hall Sheffield The Era 
1876-11-27 Concert Hall Worcester The Era 
1876-12-04 Museum Concert Hall Bolton The Era 
1876-12-18 Alexandra Theatre Hanley The Era 
1877-01-08 Paul's Concert Hall Leicester The Era 
1877-01-15 Paul's Concert Hall Leicester The Era 
1877-01-28 Britannia Coventry The Era 
1877-02-05 Chisholm's North Shields The Era 
1877-02-05 Chisholm's South Shields The Era 
1877-02-12 Chisholm's North Shields The Era 
1877-02-12 Chisholm's South Shields The Era 
1877-02-19 Wear Sunderland The Era 
1877-02-26 Wear Sunderland The Era 
1877-03-05 Prince of Wales Middlesborough The Era 
1877-03-12 Prince of Wales Middlesborough The Era 
1877-03-19 People's Manchester The Era 
1877-03-26 People's Manchester The Era 
1877-04-02 Stansfield's Halifax The Era 
1877-04-09 Odd Fellows' Hall Halifax The Era 
1877-04-16 Odd Fellows' Hall Halifax The Era 
1877-04-30 Victoria Music Hall Grimsby The Era 
1877-05-07 Victoria Music Hall Grimsby The Era 
1877-05-14 Alhambra Music Hall Nottingham The Era 
1877-05-28 Thornton's Varieities Leeds The Era 
1877-06-04 Thornton's Varieities Leeds The Era 
1877-06-11 Pavillion Sheffield The Era 
1877-06-18 Pavillion Sheffield The Era 
1877-07-30 New Star Music Hall Carlisle The Era 
1877-08-06 New Star Music Hall Carlisle The Era 
1877-08-13 George Varieties Preston The Era 
1877-08-20 George Varieties Preston The Era 
1877-09-10 Alhambra and 
Amphitheatre 
South Shields The Era 
1877-09-17 New Star Music Hall East Hartlepool The Era 
1877-09-24 Theatre Bishop Auckland The Era 
1877-10-01 People's Opera House Stockport The Era 
1877-10-08 People's Opera House Stockport The Era 
1877-10-15 People's Opera House Stockport The Era 
1877-10-22 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1877-10-29 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
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1877-11-05 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1877-11-12 Pavillion Sheffield The Era 
1877-11-19 Pavillion Sheffield The Era 
1877-11-26 Pavillion Sheffield The Era 
1877-12-10 Prince of Wales's Wolverhampton The Era 
1877-12-17 Britannia Coventry The Era 
1878-01-08 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1878-01-15 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1878-01-22 Varieties Bury The Era 
1878-01-29 Varieties Bury The Era 
1878-02-05 Paul's Leicester The Era 
1878-02-12 Paul's Leicester The Era 
1878-02-19 Barnard's Chatham The Era 
1878-03-25 Lusby's Summer and 
Winter Palace 
London The Era 
1878-03-25 Royal Music Hall London The Era 
1878-04-01 Lusby's Summer and 
Winter Palace 
London The Era 
1878-04-01 Royal Music Hall London The Era 
1878-04-08 Lusby's Palace London The Era 
1878-04-08 Royal Music Hall London The Era 
1878-04-15 Lusby's Palace London The Era 
1878-04-15 Royal Music Hall London The Era 
1878-04-22 Talbot Palace Nottingham The Era 
1878-04-22 Grand Albert Hall Nottingham The Era 
1878-04-29 Pavilion Sheffield The Era 
1878-05-06 Pavilion Sheffield The Era 
1878-05-13 Theatre Royal Dewsbury The Era 
1878-05-20 Theatre Royal Dewsbury The Era 
1878-05-27 Star Theatre Stockton The Era 
1878-06-03 Star Theatre Stockton The Era 
1878-06-10 Mechanics' Hull The Era 
1878-06-17 Mechanics' Hull The Era 
1878-06-24 People's Manchester The Era 
1878-07-01 People's Manchester The Era 
1878-07-08 Gordon's Varieties Southampton The Era 
1878-07-15 Gordon's Varieties Southampton The Era 
1878-07-22 Alexandra Theatre Walsall The Era 
1878-07-29 Alexandra Theatre Walsall The Era 
1878-08-05 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1878-08-12 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1878-08-19 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1878-08-26 Paul's Varieties Leicester The Era 
1878-09-02 Paul's Varieties Leicester The Era 
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1878-09-09 Pavilion Sheffield The Era 
1878-09-15 Pavilion Sheffield The Era 
1878-09-23 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-09-23 Marylebone Music Hall London The Era 
1878-09-23 Lusby's Summer and 
Winter Palace 
London The Era 
1878-09-30 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-09-30 Marylebone Music Hall London The Era 
1878-09-30 Lusby's Summer and 
Winter Palace 
London The Era 
1878-10-07 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-10-07 Marylebone Music Hall London The Era 
1878-10-07 Lusby's Summer and 
Winter Palace 
London The Era 
1878-10-14 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-10-14 Marylebone Music Hall London The Era 
1878-10-21 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-10-21 Marylebone Music Hall London The Era 
1878-10-28 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-10-28 Marylebone Music Hall London The Era 
1878-11-04 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-11-04 Marylebone Music Hall London The Era 
1878-11-11 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-11-11 Sun Music Hall London The Era 
1878-11-11 Bedford London The Era 
1878-11-18 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-11-18 Sun Music Hall London The Era 
1878-11-18 Bedford London The Era 
1878-11-25 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-11-25 Sun Music Hall London The Era 
1878-11-25 Bedford London The Era 
1878-12-02 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-12-02 Sun Music Hall London The Era 
1878-12-09 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-12-09 Sun Music Hall London The Era 
1878-12-15 Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1878-12-15 Sun Music Hall London The Era 
1878-12-23 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1878-12-30 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1879-01-07 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1879-01-14 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1879-01-21 Star (Mechanics') Hull The Era 
1879-01-28 Star (Mechanics') Hull The Era 
1879-02-04 Star Theatre of Varieties Stockton on Tees The Era 
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1879-02-11 Star Theatre of Varieties Stockton on Tees The Era 
1879-02-18 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1879-02-25 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1879-03-04 Odd Fellows' Halifax The Era 
1879-03-11 Odd Fellows' Halifax The Era 
1879-03-18 Star Bradford The Era 
1879-03-25 Star Bradford The Era 
1879-04-01 Talbot Varieties Nottingham The Era 
1879-04-08 Talbot Varieties Nottingham The Era 
1879-04-15 Pavillion Sheffield The Era 
1879-04-22 Pavillion Sheffield The Era 
1879-04-29 Pavillion Sheffield The Era 
1879-05-06 Gaiety Theatre Manchester The Era 
1879-05-13 Gaiety Theatre Manchester The Era 
1879-05-20 Opera House Stockport The Era 
1879-05-25 Alexandra Theatre Walsall The Era 
1879-05-27 Opera House Stockport The Era 
1879-06-03 Star Manchester The Era 
1879-06-10 Star Manchester The Era 
1879-06-17 Paul's Leicester The Era 
1879-06-24 Star Theatre of Varieties Stockton on Tees The Era 
1879-07-01 Star Theatre of Varieties Stockton on Tees The Era 
1879-07-08 Alexandra Theatre Walsall The Era 
1879-07-22 Royal York Southampton The Era 
1879-07-29 Royal York Southampton The Era 
1879-08-05 Belle Vue Gardens Blackpool The Era 
1879-08-12 Belle Vue Gardens Blackpool The Era 
1879-08-19 Belle Vue Gardens Blackpool The Era 
1879-08-26 Belle Vue Gardens Blackpool The Era 
1879-09-02 Alexandra Wigan The Era 
1879-09-16 Star Liverpool The Era 
1879-09-23 Star Liverpool The Era 
1879-09-23 Prince of Wales Theatre Birkenhead The Era 
1879-09-30 People's Opera House & 
Theatre 
Stockport The Era 
1879-10-07 People's Opera House & 
Theatre 
Stockport The Era 
1879-10-14 Star Opera House and 
Theatre of Varieties 
Bury The Era 
1879-10-19 Theatre Royal Rochdale The Era 
1879-10-21 Star Music Hall Carlisle The Era 
1879-10-28 Star Music Hall Carlisle The Era 
1879-11-04 Star Music Hall Carlisle The Era 
1879-11-11 Mechanics' Hall Hyde The Era 
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1879-11-18 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1879-11-25 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1879-12-02 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1879-12-09 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1879-12-16 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1879-12-23 Star Manchester The Era 
1879-12-30 Star Manchester The Era 
1880-01-06 Pavillion Lincoln The Era 
1880-01-13 Pavillion Lincoln The Era 
1880-01-20 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1880-01-27 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1880-02-03 Stanfield's Halifax The Era 
1880-02-10 Star Bradford The Era 
1880-02-24 Star Opera House and 
Theatre of Varieties 
Bury The Era 
1880-03-02 Pullans Theatre of 
Varieties 
Bradford The Era 
1880-03-07 Pullans Theatre of 
Varieties 
Bradford The Era 
1880-03-07 Allan's Varieties Burnley The Era 
1880-03-16 Alhambra Sheffield The Era 
1880-03-16 Allen's Varieties Burnley The Era 
1880-03-23 Alhambra Sheffield The Era 
1880-03-30 Scotia Glasgow The Era 
1880-04-06 Scotia Glasgow The Era 
1880-04-06 Brown's Glasgow The Era 
1880-04-13 Moss's Varieties Edinburgh The Era 
1880-04-20 Moss's Varieties Edinburgh The Era 
1880-04-27 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
Belfast The Era 
1880-05-04 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
Belfast The Era 
1880-05-11 New Star Music Hall Liverpool The Era 
1880-05-18 New Star Music Hall Liverpool The Era 
1880-05-18 Prince of Wales Theatre Birkenhead The Era 
1880-05-25 New Star Music Hall Liverpool The Era 
1880-05-25 Prince of Wales Theatre Birkenhead The Era 
1880-06-01 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1880-06-08 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1880-06-15 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1880-06-22 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1880-06-29 Alhambra Theatre Hull The Era 
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1880-07-06 Alhambra Theatre Hull The Era 
1880-07-13 Royal York Music Hall Southampton The Era 
1880-07-20 Royal York Music Hall Southampton The Era 
1880-07-27 South of England Palace Portsmouth The Era 
1880-08-03 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1880-08-10 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1880-08-17 Trevanion's Amphitheatre Blackburn The Era 
1880-08-24 Trevanion's Amphitheatre Blackburn The Era 
1880-08-31 Folly Variety Theatre Manchester The Era 
1880-09-07 Folly Variety Theatre Manchester The Era 
1880-09-14 Templeton's Varieties Halifax The Era 
1880-09-21 Templeton's Varieties Halifax The Era 
1880-10-03 Chisholm's Theatre North Shields The Era 
1880-10-10 People's Opera House & 
Theatre 
Stockport The Era 
1880-10-17 South London Palace London The Era 
1880-10-17 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1880-10-17 Marylebone London The Era 
1880-10-26 South London Palace London The Era 
1880-10-26 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1880-10-26 The Marylebone London The Era 
1880-11-02 South London Palace London The Era 
1880-11-02 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1880-11-02 The Marylebone London The Era 
1880-11-02 The Metropolitan London The Era 
1880-11-09 South London Palace London The Era 
1880-11-09 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1880-11-09 The Marylebone London The Era 
1880-11-16 South London Palace London The Era 
1880-11-16 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1880-11-16 The Marylebone London The Era 
1880-11-16 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1880-11-18 The Marylebone London The Era 
1880-11-23 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1880-11-23 The Marylebone London The Era 
1880-11-23 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1880-11-30 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1880-11-30 The Marylebone London The Era 
1880-11-30 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
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1880-12-07 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1880-12-07 The Marylebone London The Era 
1880-12-07 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1880-12-14 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1880-12-21 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1880-12-28 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1881-01-01 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1881-01-08 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1881-01-15 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1881-01-22 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1881-01-29 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1881-02-05 Theatre Royal Portsmouth  
1881-02-07 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1881-02-09 Theatre Royal Portsmouth  
1881-02-14 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1881-02-19 Theatre Royal Portsmouth The Era 
1881-02-21 resting  The Era 
1881-02-28 resting  The Era 
1881-03-07 Canterbury London The Era 
1881-03-07 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-03-07 Royal London The Era 
1881-03-14 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-03-14 Royal London The Era 
1881-03-14 Canterbury London The Era 
1881-03-21 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-03-21 Royal London The Era 
1881-03-21 Canterbury London The Era 
1881-03-28 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-03-28 Royal London The Era 
1881-03-28 Canterbury London The Era 
1881-04-02 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-04-02 Royal London The Era 
1881-04-02 Canterbury London The Era 
1881-04-11 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-04-11 Royal London The Era 
1881-04-11 Canterbury London The Era 
1881-04-16 New Star Music Hall Liverpool The Era 
1881-04-18 "Mr Edward Garcia's 
Comic Festival"  
London to Manchester by 
train 
The Era 
1881-04-23 Prince of Wales Theatre Birkenhead The Era 
1881-04-25 New Star Music Hall Liverpool The Era 
1881-05-02 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
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1881-05-09 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1881-05-16 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1881-05-23 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1881-05-30 Opera House Stockport The Era 
1881-06-06 Folly and Gaiety Music 
Halls 
Manchester Manchester 
Guardian 
1881-06-13 Folly and Gaiety Music 
Halls 
Manchester The Era 
1881-06-20 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1881-06-27 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1881-07-04 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1881-07-11 Morrella's Theatre of 
Varieties 
Cardiff The Era 
1881-07-18 The Philharmonic, 
Morrella's Theatre of 
Varieties 
Cardiff The Era 
1881-07-25 The Philharmonic, 
Morrella's Theatre of 
Varieties 
Cardiff The Era 
1881-08-01 Middlesex London The Era 
1881-08-01 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-08-01 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1881-08-08 Middlesex London The Era 
1881-08-08 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-08-08 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1881-08-15 Harwood's London The Era 
1881-08-15 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1881-08-15 Varieties London The Era 
1881-08-15 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-08-22 Alexandra Palace London The Era 
1881-08-22 Harwood's London The Era 
1881-08-22 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1881-08-22 Hoxton Theatre London The Era 
1881-08-22 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-08-29 Harwood's London The Era 
1881-08-29 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1881-08-29 Hoxton Theatre London The Era 
1881-08-29 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-09-05 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
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1881-09-05 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-09-12 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1881-09-12 Gatti's London The Era 
1881-09-12 London Pavilion London London 
Evening 
Standard 
1881-09-19 Gatti's London The Era 
1881-09-19 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-09-26 Gatti's London The Era 
1881-09-26 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-09-26 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-10-03 Gatti's London The Era 
1881-10-03 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-10-03 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-10-10 Gatti's London The Era 
1881-10-10 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-10-10 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-10-17 Gatti's London The Era 
1881-10-17 Metropolitan London The Era 
1881-10-17 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-10-24 Queen's, Poplar London The Era 
1881-10-24 Britannia London The Era 
1881-10-24 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-10-31 Queen's, Poplar London The Era 
1881-10-31 Britannia London illustrated by 
programme 
1881-10-31 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-11-07 Britannia London The Era 
1881-11-07 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-11-14 Britannia London The Era 
1881-11-14 London Pavilion London The Era 
1881-11-21 Ganneti's Grand Cirque Portsmouth The Era 
1881-11-28 Ganneti's Grand Cirque Portsmouth The Era 
1881-12-05 Oxford Brighton The Era 
1881-12-12 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1881-12-19 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1881-12-26 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-01-02 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-01-07 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-01-14 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-01-21 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-01-28 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-02-06 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-02-13 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
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1882-02-20 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-02-27 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-03-06 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-03-13 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-03-20 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1882-03-27 Folly Manchester The Era 
1882-04-01 Folly Manchester The Era 
1882-04-07 Great St James Hall  Manchester The Era 
1882-04-07 Folly Manchester Manchester 
Guardian 
1882-04-10 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1882-04-17 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1882-04-22 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1882-05-01 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1882-05-08 Mechanic's Hull The Era 
1882-05-15 Talbot Palace of Varieties Nottingham The Era 
1882-05-20 Talbot Palace of Varieties Nottingham The Era 
1882-05-27 Star Theatre Stockton The Era 
1882-06-03 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1882-06-10 on tour'  The Era 
1882-06-17 on tour'  The Era 
1882-06-26 South London Palace London The Era 
1882-06-26 Middlesex London The Era 
1882-06-26 Sun Palace London The Era 
1882-07-01 South London Palace London The Era 
1882-07-01 Middlesex London The Era 
1882-07-01 Sun Palace London The Era 
1882-07-08 South London Palace London The Era 
1882-07-08 Middlesex London The Era 
1882-07-08 Sun Palace London The Era 
1882-07-15 South London Palace London The Era 
1882-07-15 Lusby's London The Era 
1882-07-15 Sun Palace London The Era 
1882-07-19 Metropolitan London The Era 
1882-07-22 South London Palace London The Era 
1882-07-22 Lusby's London The Era 
1882-07-22 Sun Palace London The Era 
1882-07-29 South London Palace London The Era 
1882-07-29 Lusby's London The Era 
1882-08-07 Princess's Theatre Leeds The Era 
1882-08-14 Princess's Theatre Leeds The Era 
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1882-08-18 Princess's Theatre Leeds The Era 
1882-08-28 Opera House Stockport The Era 
1882-09-04 Opera House and Theatre Bury The Era 
1882-09-11 Folly Manchester The Era 
1882-09-18 Gaiety Manchester The Era 
1882-09-18 Folly Manchester The Era 
1882-09-23 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1882-09-30 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1882-10-07 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1882-10-14 Hemfrey's Preston The Era 
1882-10-21 Gaiety Preston The Era 
1882-10-28 Star Varieties Carlisle The Era 
1882-11-04 Star Varieties Carlisle The Era 
1882-11-11 Philharmonic Cardiff The Era 
1882-11-18 Philharmonic Cardiff The Era 
1882-11-25 Royal Trocadero London The Era 
1882-11-25 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1882-12-02 Royal Trocadero London The Era 
1882-12-02 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1882-12-02 Lusby's London The Era 
1882-12-02 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1882-12-09 Royal Trocadero London The Era 
1882-12-09 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1882-12-09 Lusby's London The Era 
1882-12-09 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1882-12-16 Royal Trocadero London The Era 
1882-12-16 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1882-12-16 Lusby's London The Era 
1882-12-16 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1882-12-18 ? Birmingham The Era 
1882-12-23 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1882-12-30 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-01-06 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-01-13 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-01-20 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-01-27 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-02-03 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-02-10 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-02-17 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-02-24 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-03-03 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
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1883-03-10 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1883-03-17 resting  The Era 
1883-03-24 Gatti's New Palace London The Era 
1883-03-24 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-03-31 Gatti's New Palace London The Era 
1883-03-31 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-04-07 Gatti's New Palace London The Era 
1883-04-07 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-04-14 Gatti's New Palace London The Era 
1883-04-14 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-04-21 Gatti's New Palace London The Era 
1883-04-21 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-04-28 Gatti's New Palace London The Era 
1883-04-28 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-05-05 Gatti's New Palace London The Era 
1883-05-05 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-05-12 Gatti's New Palace London The Era 
1883-05-12 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-05-19 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1883-05-26 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1883-06-02 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1883-06-09 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1883-06-16 Theatre Royal and Opera 
House 
Cork The Era 
1883-06-23 Theatre Royal and Opera 
House 
Cork The Era 
1883-06-30 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1883-07-07 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1883-07-14 The Amphitheatre Portsmouth The Era 
1883-07-21 The Amphitheatre Portsmouth The Era 
1883-07-28 Gaiety Theatre of 
Varieties 
Southampton The Era 
1883-08-04 Gaiety Theatre of 
Varieties 
Southampton The Era 
1883-08-11 Palace Nottingham The Era 
1883-08-13 Barnard's Chatham The Era 
1883-08-18 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1883-08-25 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1883-09-01 Day's Music Hall Birmingham The Era 
1883-09-08 Gaiety Palace of Varieties Leicester The Era 
1883-09-15 Star Music Hall Bradford The Era 
1883-09-22 Star Music Hall Bradford The Era 
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1883-09-29 Opera House Stockport The Era 
1883-10-06 Theatre Royal St Helen's The Era 
1883-10-13 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-10-13 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1883-10-13 Lusby's London The Era 
1883-10-20 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-10-20 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1883-10-20 Lusby's London The Era 
1883-10-27 Lusby's London The Era 
1883-10-27 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1883-10-27 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-11-03 Star London The Era 
1883-11-03 Raglan London The Era 
1883-11-03 Metropolitan London The Era 
1883-11-03 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-11-10 Star London The Era 
1883-11-10 Raglan London The Era 
1883-11-10 Metropolitan London The Era 
1883-11-10 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-11-17 Star London The Era 
1883-11-17 Metropolitan London The Era 
1883-11-17 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-11-24 Sun Palace London The Era 
1883-11-24 Metropolitan London The Era 
1883-11-24 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-11-30 Pavilion Whitechapel, London illustrated by 
programme 
1883-12-03 Sun Palace London The Era 
1883-12-03 Metropolitan London The Era 
1883-12-03 London Pavilion London The Era 
1883-12-10 Theatre Royal Brighton The Era 
1883-12-15 Star Bermondsey The Era 
1883-12-22 Theatre Royal Brighton The Era 
1883-12-29 Theatre Royal Brighton The Era 
1884-01-05 Theatre Royal Brighton The Era 
1884-01-12 Theatre Royal Brighton The Era 
1884-01-19 Theatre Royal Brighton The Era 
1884-01-26 Theatre Royal Brighton The Era 
1884-02-02 Theatre Royal Brighton The Era 
1884-02-09 Theatre Royal Brighton The Era 
1884-02-16 Star London The Era 
1884-02-16 Gatti's London The Era 
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1884-02-16 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-02-23 Star London The Era 
1884-02-23 Gatti's London The Era 
1884-02-23 Sun Palace London The Era 
1884-02-23 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-03-01 Star London The Era 
1884-03-01 Gatti's London The Era 
1884-03-01 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-03-01 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1884-03-08 Star London The Era 
1884-03-08 Gatti's London The Era 
1884-03-08 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-03-08 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1884-03-15 Gatti's London The Era 
1884-03-15 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-03-15 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1884-03-22 Gatti's London The Era 
1884-03-22 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-03-22 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1884-03-29 Gatti's London The Era 
1884-03-29 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-03-29 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1884-04-05 Gatti's London The Era 
1884-04-05 Royal London The Era 
1884-04-05 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1884-04-11 The Royal, Holborn London London 
Evening 
Standard 
1884-04-19 Oxford Brighton The Era 
1884-04-26 Royal York Music Hall Southampton The Era 
1884-05-01 Folly Variety Theatre Manchester The Era 
1884-05-03 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1884-05-10 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1884-05-17 Folly Manchester The Era 
1884-05-23 Folly Manchester Manchester 
Guardian 
1884-05-31 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1884-06-07 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1884-06-14 Theatre Royal St Helens The Era 
1884-06-21 Theatre Royal St Helens The Era 
1884-06-28 Star of Erin Dublin The Era 
1884-07-05 Star of Erin Dublin The Era 
1884-07-12 Star of Erin Dublin The Era 
1884-07-19 resting  The Era 
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1884-07-26 Folly Glasgow The Era 
1884-08-02 Folly Glasgow The Era 
1884-08-09 Folly Glasgow The Era 
1884-08-16 Moss's Varieties Edinburgh The Era 
1884-08-23 Avenue Sunderland The Era 
1884-08-30 Avenue Sunderland The Era 
1884-09-06 Opera House Bury The Era 
1884-09-13 Talbot Palace of Varieties Nottingham The Era 
1884-09-20 Talbot Palace of Varieties Nottingham The Era 
1884-09-27 People's Opera House & 
Theatre 
Stockport The Era 
1884-10-04 Star Bradford The Era 
1884-10-11 Gaiety Leicester The Era 
1884-10-18 Gaiety Leicester The Era 
1884-10-25 London Pavilion London The Era 
1884-10-25 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1884-10-25 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-11-01 London Pavilion London The Era 
1884-11-01 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1884-11-01 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-11-08 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-11-08 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1884-11-08 London Pavilion London The Era 
1884-11-15 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-11-15 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1884-11-15 London Pavilion London The Era 
1884-11-22 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-11-22 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1884-11-22 London Pavilion London The Era 
1884-11-29 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-11-29 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1884-11-29 London Pavilion London The Era 
1884-12-06 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-12-06 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1884-12-06 London Pavilion London The Era 
1884-12-13 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1884-12-13 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1884-12-13 London Pavilion London The Era 
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1884-12-20 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1884-12-27 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-01-05 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-01-12 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-01-19 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-01-26 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-02-02 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-02-09 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-02-16 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-02-23 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-03-02 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-03-09 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-03-11 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-03-16 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-03-20 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-03-23 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1885-03-30 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1885-04-06 The Cambridge London The Era 
1885-04-06 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-04-06 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1885-04-11 Alhambra London The Era 
1885-04-13 The Cambridge London The Era 
1885-04-13 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-04-13 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1885-04-20 The Cambridge London The Era 
1885-04-20 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-04-20 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1885-04-25 Alhambra Palace of 
Varieties 
London (Greenwich) illustrated by 
programme 
1885-04-27 The Cambridge London The Era 
1885-04-27 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-04-27 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1885-05-04 The Cambridge London The Era 
1885-05-04 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-05-04 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1885-05-09 Alhambra London The Era 
1885-05-11 The Cambridge London The Era 
1885-05-11 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-05-11 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1885-05-18 The Cambridge London The Era 
1885-05-18 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-05-18 The Royal, Holborn London The Era 
1885-05-25 The New Grand Paragon London The Era 
1885-05-25 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
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1885-05-25 The Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1885-05-30 Oxford London The Era 
1885-06-01 The New Grand Paragon London The Era 
1885-06-01 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-06-01 The Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1885-06-08 The New Grand Paragon London The Era 
1885-06-08 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-06-08 The Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1885-06-13 The New Grand Paragon London The Era 
1885-06-13 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-06-13 The Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1885-06-15 resting Brighton The Era 
1885-06-22 Day's Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1885-06-29 Day's Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1885-07-06 Moss's Varieties Edinburgh The Era 
1885-07-13 Moss's Varieties Edinburgh The Era 
1885-07-20 Gaiety Theatre of 
Varieties 
Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1885-07-27 Britannia Glasgow The Era 
1885-07-27 Folly Glasgow The Era 
1885-08-03 Britannia Glasgow The Era 
1885-08-03 Folly Glasgow The Era 
1885-08-10 Princess's Palace Leeds The Era 
1885-08-10 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1885-08-17 Princess's Palace Leeds The Era 
1885-08-17 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1885-08-24 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1885-08-31 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1885-09-07 Grafton Theatre of 
Varieties 
Dublin The Era 
1885-09-14 Star of Erin Dublin The Era 
1885-09-21 Star of Erin Dublin The Era 
1885-09-25 Agricultural Hall Wolverhampton The Era 
1885-09-28 Music Hall Coventry The Era 
1885-10-05 St James's Theatre Manchester The Era 
1885-10-12 Alexandra Music Hall Wigan The Era 
1885-10-19 Oxford Theatre of 
Varieties 
Brighton The Era 
1885-10-26 Oxford Theatre of 
Varieties 
Brighton The Era 
1885-11-02 Paragon London The Era 
1885-11-02 The Canterbury Palace London The Era 
1885-11-02 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-11-14 Paragon London The Era 
1885-11-14 The Canterbury Palace London The Era 
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1885-11-14 Alhambra Theatre London The Era 
1885-11-21 Royal York Music Hall Southampton The Era 
1885-11-28 Royal York Music Hall Southampton The Era 
1885-12-05 The Palace Nottingham The Era 
1885-12-12 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-12-19 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1885-12-26 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-01-04 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-01-11 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-01-18 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-01-25 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-02-01 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-02-08 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-02-15 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-02-22 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-03-01 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-03-08 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-03-13 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1886-03-22 resting  The Era 
1886-03-27 Public Hall Worcester/Redditch The Era 
1886-03-29 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1886-04-05 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1886-04-12 Odd Fellows' Hall Halifax The Era 
1886-04-17 Gaiety Theatre Halifax The Era 
1886-04-19 Princess's Palace Leeds The Era 
1886-04-25 Pavilion London Manchester 
Guardian 
1886-04-26 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1886-04-26 Metropolitan London The Era 
1886-04-26 Hammersmith London The Era 
1886-05-03 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1886-05-03 Metropolitan London The Era 
1886-05-03 Hammersmith London The Era 
1886-05-10 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1886-05-10 Collins's Palace London The Era 
1886-05-10 London Pavilion London The Era 
1886-05-17 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1886-05-17 Collins's Palace London The Era 
1886-05-17 London Pavilion London The Era 
1886-05-24 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
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1886-05-24 Collins's Palace London The Era 
1886-05-24 London Pavilion London The Era 
1886-05-29 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1886-05-29 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1886-05-29 London Pavilion London The Era 
1886-06-06 Pavilion London Manchester 
Guardian 
1886-06-07 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1886-06-07 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1886-06-07 London Pavilion London The Era 
1886-06-14 Oxford Theatre of 
Varieties 
Brighton The Era 
1886-06-21 Oxford Theatre of 
Varieties 
Brighton The Era 
1886-06-28 Day's Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1886-06-28 The Gaiety Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1886-07-05 Day's Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1886-07-05 The Gaiety Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1886-07-10 Day's Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1886-07-10 The Gaiety Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1886-07-12 resting  The Era 
1886-07-19 Folly Variety Theatre Manchester The Era 
1886-07-26 Star of Erin Dublin The Era 
1886-07-27 arrives at Kingstown port Ireland The Era 
1886-08-02 Star Theatre of Varieties Dublin The Era 
1886-08-09 Star Theatre of Varieties Dublin The Era 
1886-08-16 resting  The Era 
1886-08-23 People's Opera House & 
Theatre 
Stockport The Era 
1886-08-30 Parthenon London The Era 
1886-09-02 Royal London The Era 
1886-09-04 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1886-09-13 Thornton's Theatre of 
Varieties 
South Shields The Era 
1886-09-20 Oxford Palace Middlesbrough The Era 
1886-09-27 Avenue Theatre Sunderland The Era 
1886-10-04 Gaiety Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1886-10-11 Gaiety Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1886-10-18 Moss's Varieties Edinburgh The Era 
1886-10-25 Moss's Varieties Edinburgh The Era 
1886-11-01 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1886-11-04 Gaiety Birmingham illustrated by 
programme 
1886-11-08 Day's Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
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1886-11-08 Gaiety Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1886-11-15 Star Music Hall Bradford The Era 
1886-11-22 Princess's Palace Leeds The Era 
1886-11-29 Gaiety Wolverhampton The Era 
1886-12-06 resting Birmingham The Era 
1886-12-13 rehearsals Liverpool The Era 
1886-12-20 rehearsals Liverpool The Era 
1886-12-23 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1886-12-27 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-01-08 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-01-15 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-01-22 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-01-29 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-02-05 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-02-12 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-02-19 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-02-20 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1887-02-26 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1887-03-05 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1887-03-12 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1887-03-19 resting Birmingham The Era 
1887-04-16 Grand Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1887-04-23 Grand Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1887-04-30 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1887-05-07 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1887-05-07 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-05-11 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1887-05-14 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1887-05-14 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-05-21 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1887-05-21 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-05-28 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-05-28 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-05-28 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1887-06-04 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-06-04 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-06-04 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1887-06-11 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-06-11 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-06-11 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
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1887-06-18 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-06-18 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-06-18 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1887-06-21  London The Era 
1887-06-25 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-06-25 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-06-25 Collins's Music Hall London The Era 
1887-07-02 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-07-02 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-07-09 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-07-09 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-07-16 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-07-16 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-07-23 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-07-23 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-07-30 South London Palace London The Era 
1887-07-30 Alhambra London The Era 
1887-08-01 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1887-08-06 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1887-08-13 Gaiety Wolverhampton The Era 
1887-08-20 resting Bournemouth The Era 
1887-08-29 Grand Theatre Cardiff The Era 
1887-09-03 Day's Theatre of Varieties Cardiff The Era 
1887-09-03 Grand Theatre Cardiff The Era 
1887-09-10 Grand Theatre Cardiff The Era 
1887-09-12 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1887-09-19 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1887-09-26 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1887-10-03 Gaiety Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1887-10-10 Gaiety Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1887-10-17 Thornton's Theatre of 
Varieties 
South Shields The Era 
1887-10-24 Moss's Varieties Edinburgh The Era 
1887-10-31 Moss's Varieties Edinburgh The Era 
1887-11-07 Folly Manchester The Era 
1887-11-14 Folly Manchester The Era 
1887-11-21 Day's Birmingham The Era 
1887-11-28 Day's Birmingham The Era 
1887-12-03 Gaiety Theatre Walsall The Era 
1887-12-10 Gaiety Theatre Walsall The Era 
1887-12-17 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-12-24 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1887-12-31 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1888-01-07 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
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1888-01-14 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1888-01-21 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1888-01-28 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1888-02-06 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1888-02-07 Rotunda Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1888-02-11 Alexandra Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1888-02-20 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1888-02-25 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1888-03-03 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1888-03-10 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1888-03-17 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1888-03-24 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1888-03-26 Corn Exchange Coventry The Era 
1888-03-31 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-03-31 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-04-07 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-04-07 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-04-07 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-04-12 St James's Theatre London The Era 
1888-04-14 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-04-14 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-04-14 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-04-21 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-04-21 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-04-21 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-04-28 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-04-28 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-04-28 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-05-05 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-05-05 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-05-05 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
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1888-05-12 Royal Cambridge Hall of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-05-12 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-05-12 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-05-14 Royal Aquarium 
Westminster 
London The Era 
1888-05-26 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-05-26 Deacon's Music Hall London The Era 
1888-05-26 Metropolitan London The Era 
1888-05-19 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-05-19 Deacon's Music Hall London  
1888-05-19 Metropolitan London  
1888-05-26 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-05-26 Deacon's Music Hall London The Era 
1888-05-26 Metropolitan London The Era 
1888-06-02 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-06-02 Deacon's Music Hall London  
1888-06-02 Metropolitan London  
1888-06-09 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-06-09 Deacon's Music Hall London  
1888-06-09 Metropolitan London  
1888-06-16 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-06-16 Metropolitan London The Era 
1888-06-16 Oxford London The Era 
1888-06-23 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-06-23 Metropolitan London  
1888-06-23 Oxford London  
1888-06-30 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-06-30 Oxford London The Era 
1888-07-07 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-07-07 Gatti's Palace of Varieties 
(The Family Resort) 
London  
1888-07-07 Oxford London  
1888-07-14 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1888-07-14 Gatti's Palace of Varieties 
(The Family Resort) 
London The Era 
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1888-07-14 Oxford London The Era 
1888-07-21 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London  
1888-07-21 Gatti's Palace of Varieties 
(The Family Resort) 
London  
1888-07-21 Oxford London  
1888-07-28 resting Brighton  
1888-08-06 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1888-08-11 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham  
1888-08-18 Day's Crystal Palace Birmingham The Era 
1888-08-20 Gaiety Theatre Walsall The Era 
1888-08-25 Gaiety Theatre Walsall The Era 
1888-08-25 Parthenon Liverpool  
1888-09-01 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1888-09-08 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1888-09-10 Star Dublin The Era 
1888-09-15 Star Dublin The Era 
1888-09-22 Star Dublin The Era 
1888-09-24 People's  Manchester The Era 
1888-09-29 People's  Manchester The Era 
1888-10-01 Theatre Royal Sunderland The Era 
1888-10-06 Thornton's Theatre of 
Varieties 
Sunderland The Era 
1888-10-08 Thornton's Theatre of 
Varieties 
South Shields The Era 
1888-10-13 "compelled to refrain from 
work at present, 
overcome by the loss of 
her dear, dear Dad." 
Birmingham The Era 
1888-10-29 Moss's Varieites  Edinburgh The Era 
1888-11-05 Gaiety Newcastle The Era 
1888-11-12 Thornton's Varieties Leeds The Era 
1888-11-19 Lyceum Theatre Blackburn The Era 
1888-11-26 People's Manchester The Era 
1888-12-01 People's Manchester The Era 
1888-12-08 resting Birmingham The Era 
1888-12-15 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1888-12-22 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1888-12-29 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-01-05 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-01-12 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-01-19 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-01-26 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-02-02 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-02-09 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
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1889-02-16 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-02-23 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-03-02 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-03-09 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-03-16 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1889-03-25 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1889-03-30 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1889-04-06 Gaiety Walsall The Era 
1889-04-13 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1889-04-20 Royal Cambridge London The Era 
1889-04-20 South London Palace London The Era 
1889-04-20 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-04-23 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-04-27 Royal Cambridge London The Era 
1889-04-27 South London Palace London The Era 
1889-04-27 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-05-04 Royal Cambridge London The Era 
1889-05-04 South London Palace London The Era 
1889-05-04 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-05-11 Royal Cambridge London The Era 
1889-05-11 South London Palace London The Era 
1889-05-11 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-05-18 Royal Cambridge London The Era 
1889-05-18 South London Palace London The Era 
1889-05-18 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-05-25 Royal Cambridge London The Era 
1889-05-25 South London Palace London The Era 
1889-05-25 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-06-01 Royal Cambridge London The Era 
1889-06-01 South London Palace London The Era 
1889-06-01 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-06-08 Paragon London The Era 
1889-06-08 Oxford London The Era 
1889-06-08 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-06-15 Paragon London The Era 
1889-06-15 Oxford London The Era 
1889-06-15 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-06-22 Paragon London The Era 
1889-06-22 Oxford London The Era 
1889-06-22 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-06-29 Paragon London The Era 
1889-06-29 Oxford London The Era 
1889-06-29 Alhambra London The Era 
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1889-07-02 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-07-04 Queen's, Poplar London The Era 
1889-07-06 Paragon London The Era 
1889-07-06 Oxford London The Era 
1889-07-06 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-07-13 Paragon London The Era 
1889-07-13 Oxford London The Era 
1889-07-13 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-07-20 Oxford London The Era 
1889-07-20 South London Palace London The Era 
1889-07-20 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-07-27 Oxford London The Era 
1889-07-27 South London Palace London The Era 
1889-07-27 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-08-01 Canterbury London The Era 
1889-08-03 Alhambra London The Era 
1889-08-10 Alhambra Brighton The Era 
1889-08-17 Alhambra Brighton The Era 
1889-08-19 resting  The Era 
1889-08-26 Star of Erin Dublin The Era 
1889-08-31 Star of Erin Dublin The Era 
1889-09-09 People's Manchester The Era 
1889-09-14 People's Manchester The Era 
1889-09-16 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1889-09-21 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1889-09-28 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1889-10-05 Gaiety Wolverhampton The Era 
1889-10-07 Gaiety Walsall The Era 
1889-10-12 Gaiety Walsall The Era 
1889-10-14 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1889-10-19 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1889-10-21 Princess's Palace Leeds The Era 
1889-10-26 Princess's Palace Leeds The Era 
1889-10-28 empire Cardiff The Era 
1889-11-02 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1889-11-04 Gaiety Oldham The Era 
1889-11-09 Gaiety Oldham The Era 
1889-11-16 People's Manchester The Era 
1889-11-18 Scotia Glasgow The Era 
1889-11-23 Scotia Glasgow The Era 
1889-11-30 Scotia Glasgow The Era 
1889-12-07 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1889-12-14 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
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1889-12-21 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1889-12-28 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1889-12-29 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1890-01-04 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1890-01-11 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1890-01-18 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1890-02-08 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1890-02-15 Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1890-02-16 resting  The Era 
1890-02-24 Moss's Varieites  Edinburgh The Era 
1890-03-01 Moss's Varieites  Edinburgh The Era 
1890-03-03 Gaiety Variety Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1890-03-08 Gaiety Variety Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1890-03-10 Thornton's Varieties Leeds The Era 
1890-03-17 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1890-03-22 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1890-03-29 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1890-03-31 Grand Birmingham The Era 
1890-04-05 Grand Birmingham The Era 
1890-04-12 Grand Birmingham The Era 
1890-04-19 Grand Birmingham The Era 
1890-04-23 Grand Birmingham The Era 
1890-04-26 Grand Birmingham The Era 
1890-04-28 Gaiety Concert Hall Birmingham The Era 
1890-05-03 Alhambra Theatre Brighton The Era 
1890-05-10 Alhambra Theatre Brighton The Era 
1890-05-19 Barnard's Chatham The Era 
1890-05-24 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-05-24 Empire London The Era 
1890-05-24 Oxford London The Era 
1890-05-31 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-05-31 Oxford London The Era 
1890-05-31 Empire London The Era 
1890-06-07 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-06-07 Oxford London The Era 
1890-06-07 Empire London The Era 
1890-06-12 Pavilion London The Era 
1890-06-14 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-06-14 Empire London The Era 
1890-06-14 Oxford London The Era 
1890-06-21 Empire London The Era 
1890-06-21 Oxford London The Era 
1890-06-21 Gatti's London The Era 
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1890-06-28 Empire London The Era 
1890-06-28 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-06-28 Oxford London The Era 
1890-07-05 Oxford London The Era 
1890-07-05 Empire London The Era 
1890-07-05 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-07-12 Oxford London The Era 
1890-07-12 Empire London The Era 
1890-07-12 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-07-19 Oxford London The Era 
1890-07-19 Empire London The Era 
1890-07-19 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-07-26 Oxford London The Era 
1890-07-26 Empire London The Era 
1890-07-26 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-08-02 Oxford London The Era 
1890-08-02 Gatti's London The Era 
1890-08-02 Empire London The Era 
1890-08-02 Cambridge London The Era 
1890-08-02 Deacons London The Era 
1890-08-09 Cambridge London  
1890-08-09 Deacons London  
1890-08-16 Empire London The Era 
1890-08-16 Cambridge London The Era 
1890-08-16 Deacons London The Era 
1890-08-16 MARRIED BRIXTON The Era 
1890-09-06 Empire London The Era 
1890-09-06 Cambridge London The Era 
1890-09-13 Royal Foresters Mile End, London The Era 
1890-09-13 Empire London The Era 
1890-09-20 Empire Theatre London speculation 
1890-09-20 Gatti's, Charing Cross London speculation 
1890-09-20 Royal Foresters Mile End, London speculation 
1890-09-27 Empire Theatre London The Era 
1890-09-27 Gatti's, Charing Cross London The Era 
1890-09-27 Royal Foresters Mile End, London The Era 
1890-10-04 Empire Theatre London The Era 
1890-10-04 Gatti's, Charing Cross London The Era 
1890-10-04 Royal Foresters Mile End, London The Era 
1890-10-11   The Era 
1890-10-13 Alhambra Brighton The Era 
1890-10-18 Alhambra Brighton The Era 
1890-10-25 Argyle Theatre Birkenhead The Era 
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1890-11-01 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1890-11-08 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1890-11-10 off ill Birmingham The Era 
1890-11-11 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1890-11-15 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1890-11-22 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1890-11-29 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1890-12-06 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1890-12-13 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1890-12-20 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1890-12-26 Drury Lane Theatre London illustrated by 
programme 
1891-01-03 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-01-04 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-01-10 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-01-17 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-01-24 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-01-31 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-02-07 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-02-14 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-02-15 Drury Lane Theatre London illustrated by 
programme 
1891-02-21 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-02-28 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-03-07 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-03-14 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-03-21 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-03-28 Drury Lane Theatre London The Era 
1891-04-06 Theatre Royal Leeds The Era 
1891-04-11 Theatre Royal Leeds The Era 
1891-04-18 Theatre Royal Newcastle The Era 
1891-04-20 Comedy Theatre Manchester The Era 
1891-04-27 Her Majesty's Theatre Dundee The Era 
1891-05-02 Her Majesty's Theatre Aberdeen The Era 
1891-05-11 Princess's Theatre Glasgow The Era 
1891-05-18 Prince of Wales's Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1891-05-23 off ill  The Era 
1891-05-30 resting Bournemouth The Era 
1891-06-06 resting Bournemouth The Era 
1891-06-13 resting Bournemouth The Era 
1891-06-22 Charing Cross London The Era 
1891-06-22 Oxford London The Era 
1891-06-22 Gatti's Palace of Varieties London The Era 
1891-06-27 Charing Cross London The Era 
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1891-06-27 Oxford London The Era 
1891-06-27 Gatti's Palace of Varieties London The Era 
1891-07-04 Charing Cross London The Era 
1891-07-04 Oxford London The Era 
1891-07-04 Gatti's Palace of Varieties London The Era 
1891-07-07 Stamford-Bridge Grounds London The Era 
1891-07-11 Charing Cross London The Era 
1891-07-11 Oxford London The Era 
1891-07-11 Gatti's Palace of Varieties London The Era 
1891-07-18 Charing Cross London The Era 
1891-07-18 Oxford London The Era 
1891-07-18 Gatti's Palace of Varieties London The Era 
1891-07-18 Alhambra Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1891-07-25 Charing Cross London The Era 
1891-07-25 Oxford London The Era 
1891-07-25 Gatti's Palace of Varieties London The Era 
1891-08-03 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1891-08-08 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1891-08-15 resting  scrapbook 
1891-08-22 resting  scrapbook 
1891-08-31 New Grand Theatre Walsall The Era 
1891-09-07 Parthenon Liverpool The Era 
1891-09-12 Parthenon Liverpool scrapbook 
1891-09-19 Empire Newcastle scrapbook 
1891-09-26 Empire Newcastle scrapbook 
1891-10-03 Gaiety Edinburgh scrapbook 
1891-10-10 Gaiety Glasgow scrapbook 
1891-10-17 Gaiety Glasgow scrapbook 
1891-10-24 resting  scrapbook 
1891-10-31 Gaiety Oldham scrapbook 
1891-11-07 Grand Liverpool scrapbook 
1891-11-14 Grand Liverpool scrapbook 
1891-11-21 Alexandra Wigan scrapbook 
1891-11-28 Folly Manchester scrapbook 
1891-12-05 Folly Manchester scrapbook 
1891-12-11 off ill Manchester The Era 
1891-12-12 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1891-12-16 Hospital Manchester scrapbook 
1891-12-24 Hospital Manchester The Era 
1891-02 Theatre Royal Birmingham scrapbook 
1892-01-02 Hospital Manchester The Era 
1892-01-09 Hospital Manchester The Era 
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1892-01-16 Hospital Manchester The Era 
1892-01-21 Hospital Manchester scrapbook 
1892-01-23 Hospital Manchester The Era 
1892-01-30 Hospital Manchester The Era 
1892-02-06 Hospital Manchester The Era 
1892-02-13 Hospital Manchester The Era 
1892-02-17  Glasgow  
1892-02-20 off ill Manchester The Era 
1892-03-05 off ill  The Era 
1892-03-12 off ill Manchester The Era 
1892-03-19 off ill Manchester The Era 
1892-03-26 off ill Manchester The Era 
1892-04-02 resting  The Era 
1892-04-09 resting  The Era 
1892-04-16 resting  The Era 
1892-05-11 Opera House Blackpool The Era 
1892-05-14   The Era 
1892-05-28 resting Liverpool The Era 
1892-06-06 Empire London scrapbook 
1892-06-06 Tivoli London scrapbook 
1892-06-06 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London scrapbook 
1892-06-11 Empire London The Era 
1892-06-11 Tivoli London The Era 
1892-06-11 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1892-06-18 Tivoli London The Era 
1892-06-18 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1892-06-25 Empire London scrapbook 
1892-06-25 Tivoli London scrapbook 
1892-06-25 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London scrapbook 
1892-07-01 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London scrapbook 
1892-07-01 Tivoli London scrapbook 
1892-07-02 Empire London The Era 
1892-07-02 Tivoli London The Era 
1892-07-02 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1892-07-05 Stamford-bridge Grounds London The Era 
1892-07-09 Empire London The Era 
1892-07-09 Tivoli London The Era 
1892-07-09 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
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1892-07-16 Empire London The Era 
1892-07-16 Tivoli London The Era 
1892-07-16 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1892-07-23 Pavilion London The Era 
1892-07-23 Tivoli London illustrated by 
programme 
1892-07-23 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1892-07-25 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London illustrated by 
programme 
1892-08-01 Derby Castle Isle of Man The Era 
1892-08-06 Derby Castle Isle of Man The Era 
1892-08-13 rehearsing London The Era 
1892-08-22 Theatre Royal Birmingham scrapbook 
1892-08-29 Opera House Leicester The Era 
1892-09-05 Theatre Royal Bolton The Era 
1892-09-12 Royal Court Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1892-09-19 Grand  Nottingham The Era 
1892-09-24 Grand  Nottingham scrapbook 
1892-09-26 Comedy Manchester The Era 
1892-10-03 Theatre Royal Blackburn The Era 
1892-10-10 Theatre Royal Stockport The Era 
1892-10-17 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1892-10-20 Theatre Royal Glasgow scrapbook 
1892-10-24 Theatre Royal Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1892-10-29 Avenue Theatre Sunderland The Era 
1892-11-07 Theatre Royal Leeds The Era 
1892-11-114 Theatre Royal Bradford The Era 
1892-11-19 Theatre Royal Bradford The Era 
1892-11-26 resting? Glasgow The Era 
1892-12-03 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1892-12-05 Theatre Royal Glasgow scrapbook 
1892-12-10 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1892-12-17 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1892-12-24 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1893-01-07 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1893-01-10 Theatre Royal Glasgow scrapbook 
1893-01-21 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1893-01-28 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1893-02-04 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1893-02-11 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1893-02-17 Theatre Royal Glasgow scrapbook 
1893-02-18 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1893-02-20 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
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1893-02-25 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1893-02-27 Gaiety Glasgow scrapbook 
1893-03-11 resting  The Era 
1893-03-18 resting  The Era 
1893-03-25 resting  The Era 
1893-04-01 resting Address until Monday, 
Grand Hotel du Louvre, et 
de la Paix, Marseilles; 
after Monday, Hotel 
Splendide, Cannes 
The Era 
1893-04-08 resting stroke of luck at the 
"rouge et noir" table in 
Cannes Casino on the 
30th, Vesta won 810 
francs! "should her luck 
last we may expect Mr 
Walter De Frece to write a 
companion song to a 
certain popular one, and 
to call it 'The Woman that 
Broke the Bank'" 
The Era 
1893-04-15 resting  The Era 
1893-04-22 resting "on the continent" The Era 
1893-04-29 resting "on the continent" The Era 
1893-05-08 Folly Varieties Manchester The Era 
1893-05-13 Folly Varieties Manchester The Era 
1893-05-20 Tivoli London The Era 
1893-05-20 Oxford London The Era 
1893-05-27 Tivoli London The Era 
1893-05-27 Oxford London The Era 
1893-06-03 Tivoli London The Era 
1893-06-03 Oxford London scrapbook 
1893-06-10 Tivoli London The Era 
1893-06-10 Oxford London The Era 
1893-06-10 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-06-17 Tivoli London illustrated by 
programme 
1893-06-17 Oxford London The Era 
1893-06-17 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-06-24 Oxford London The Era 
1893-06-24 Metropolitan London The Era 
1893-07-01 Oxford London The Era 
1893-07-01 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-07-08 Oxford London The Era 
1893-07-08 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-07-08 Metropolitan London scrapbook 
1893-07-15 Oxford London The Era 
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1893-07-15 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-07-15 Metropolitan London The Era 
1893-07-22 Oxford London The Era 
1893-07-22 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-07-22 Metropolitan London The Era 
1893-07-23 Oxford London scrapbook 
1893-07-28 Metropolitan London scrapbook 
1893-07-28 Oxford London scrapbook 
1893-07-29 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-08-07 New Olympic London The Era 
1893-08-07? Palace Theatre London scrapbook 
1893-08-07 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-08-12 New Olympic London The Era 
1893-08-12 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1893-08-12 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-08-19 New Olympic London The Era 
1893-08-19 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1893-08-19 Gatti's London The Era 
1893-08-26 resting  The Era 
 driving holiday in Sussex  scrapbook 
1893-08-28 Falcon Cliff Isle of Man The Era 
1893-08-30 Falcon Cliff Isle of Man The Era 
1893-09-02 Falcon Cliff Isle of Man scrapbook 
1893-09-04 New Empire Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1893-09-05 New Empire Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1893-09-09 Gaiety Oldham The Era 
 Gaiety Oldham scrapbook 
1893-09-16 Gaiety Oldham The Era 
1893-09-18 City Varieities Leeds The Era 
1893-09-23 City Varieities Leeds scrapbook 
1893-09-30 Grand Walsall scrapbook 
1893-10-03 Gaiety Birmingham scrapbook 
1893-10-07 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1893-10-10 Gaiety Birmingham scrapbook 
1893-10-14 Empire Palace Edinburgh The Era 
1893-10-16 Empire Palace Edinburgh scrapbook 
1893-10-21 Empire Palace Edinburgh The Era 
1893-10-30 Gaiety Glasgow scrapbook 
1893-11-03 St Andrew's Hall Glasgow The Era 
1893-11-06 Scotia Glasgow scrapbook 
1893-11-11 resting  The Era 
1893-11-20 Folly Manchester The Era 
1893-11-25 Folly Manchester The Era 
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1893-12-02 Empire Liverpool The Era 
1893-12-11 Theatre Royal Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1893-12-16 Theatre Royal Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1893-12-23 Theatre Royal Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1893-12-30 Theatre Royal Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1894-01-11 poor kids dinner, 
Cambridge Hall 
Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-02-16 The Tyne Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-02-28 Theatre Royal Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-03-03 Theatre Royal Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-03-04 Art Gallery, Grainger St Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-03-12 Empire Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-03-20 Thornton's Theatre of 
Varieties 
South Shields scrapbook 
1894-03-24 Olympia Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-03-30 Argyle Theatre Birkenhead? scrapbook 
1894-04-05 sail via SS Majestic New York  
1894-04-16 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1894-04-28 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1894-05-03 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1894-05-06 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1894-05-12 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1894-06-01 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1894-06-02  sets sail for London scrapbook 
1894-06-16 Paragon Theatre of 
Varieties, Mile End Road 
London scrapbook 
1894-06-23 resting Cranbrook House, 224 
Stratford Road, 
Birmingham 
scrapbook 
1894-06-30 resting Cranbrook House, 224 
Stratford Road, 
Birmingham 
scrapbook 
1894-07-07 resting Cranbrook House, 224 
Stratford Road, 
Birmingham 
scrapbook 
1894-07-21 resting Cranbrook House, 224 
Stratford Road, 
Birmingham 
scrapbook 
1894-07-28 resting Cranbrook House, 224 
Stratford Road, 
Birmingham 
scrapbook 
1894-08-04 resting Cranbrook House, 224 
Stratford Road, 
Birmingham 
scrapbook 
1894-08-18 resting Cranbrook House, 224 
Stratford Road, 
Birmingham 
scrapbook 
1894-08-25 resting Cranbrook House, 224 
Stratford Road, 
scrapbook 
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Birmingham 
1894-09-01 resting Cranbrook House, 224 
Stratford Road, 
Birmingham 
scrapbook 
1894-09-08 Empire Leicester scrapbook 
1894-09-10 Empire Leicester scrapbook 
1894-09-15 Gaiety Birmingham scrapbook 
1894-09-17 Gaiety Birmingham scrapbook 
1894-09-24 Grand Walsall scrapbook 
1894-09-29 Empire Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-10-01 Empire Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-10-05 Empire Theatre Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1894-10-08 People's Palace Sunderland scrapbook 
1894-10-15 Empire Edinburgh scrapbook 
1894-10-29 Gaiety Glasgow scrapbook 
1894-11-03 Scotia Glasgow scrapbook 
1894-11-03   scrapbook 
1894-11-05 Scotia Glasgow scrapbook 
1894-11-10   scrapbook 
1894-11-12 Folly Varieties Manchester scrapbook 
1894-11-19 Varieties Leeds scrapbook 
1894-11-24 Varieties Leeds scrapbook 
1894-12-01 resting "the south" scrapbook 
1894-12-08 resting "the south" scrapbook 
1894-12-20 Birmingham Cinderella 
Club tea party 
Birmingham scrapbook 
1894-12-26 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham scrapbook 
1894-12-29 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-01-01 Town Hall Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-01-05 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-01-12 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1895-01-19 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-01-26 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-02-02 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-02-09 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-02-16 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-02-23 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-03-02 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1895-03-04 Charity sports event Small Heath Football Club 
ground 
scrapbook 
1895-03-09 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1895-03-15 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1895-03-16 Prince of Wales Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1895-03-23 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
1895-03-30 Gaiety Birmingham The Era 
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1895-04-10 sails  SS Megantic speculation 
1895-04-13 Tony Pastors New York The Era 
1895-04-22 Tony Pastors New York  
1895-04-20 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1895-04-27 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1895-05-04 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1895-05-11 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1895-05-18 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1895-05-25 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1895-06-01 Tony Pastors New York scrapbook 
1895-06-03 Opera House Chicago scrapbook 
1895-06-15 Opera House Chicago scrapbook 
1895-06-19 sails  scrapbook 
1895-06-22 "en route to England"  scrapbook 
1895-06-26 arrives back in UK Liverpool  
1895-06-29 "returning to England"  scrapbook 
1895-07-06  Rose Cottage, Bourne 
End-on-Thames, Bucks 
scrapbook 
1895-07-13 resting during summer Rose Cottage, Bourne 
End-on-Thames, Bucks 
scrapbook 
1895-07-20 resting during summer Rose Cottage, Bourne 
End-on-Thames, Bucks 
scrapbook 
1895-08-03 resting during summer Rose Cottage, Bourne 
End-on-Thames, Bucks 
scrapbook 
1895-08-10 resting during summer Rose Cottage, Bourne 
End-on-Thames, Bucks 
scrapbook 
1895-08-17  Southport scrapbook 
1895-08-24 Cambridge Hall Southport scrapbook 
1895-08-27 Falcon Cliff, Douglas Isle of Man scrapbook 
1895-09-03 Star Dublin scrapbook 
1895-09-07 Star Dublin scrapbook 
1895-09-13 Star Dublin scrapbook 
1895-09-14 Star Dublin scrapbook 
1895-09-23 Empire Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1895-09-30 Empire Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1895-10-01 Empire Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1895-10-02 Newcastle United football 
grounds 
Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1895-10-07 Empire Palace Theatre Edinburgh scrapbook 
1895-10-08 Empire Palace Theatre Edinburgh scrapbook 
1895-10-14 Gaiety Glasgow scrapbook 
1895-10-21 Scotia Glasgow scrapbook 
1895-10-22 Scotia Glasgow scrapbook 
1895-10-28 resting one week  scrapbook 
1895-11-04 Star Music Hall Liverpool scrapbook 
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1895-11-05 Star Music Hall Liverpool scrapbook 
1895-11-09 Star Music Hall Liverpool scrapbook 
1895-11-11 Varieties Leeds scrapbook 
1895-11-19 New Empire Leicester scrapbook 
1895-11-26 Empire Palace Birmingham scrapbook 
1895-12-02 Grand Walsall scrapbook 
1895-12-05 Gaiety  scrapbook 
1895-12-07 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1895-12-14 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1895-12-21 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1895-12-28 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-01-04 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-01-05 Princes Manchester The Era 
1896-01-11 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-01-18 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-01-25 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-02-01 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-02-08 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-02-15 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-02-22 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-03-06 Princes Manchester scrapbook 
1896-03-07 Princes Manchester The Era 
1896-03-21 Resting Birmingham The Era 
1896-03-28 Cambridge Hall Southport scrapbook 
1896-03-30 Cambridge Hall Southport scrapbook 
1896-04-04 Empire Palace Sheffield The Era 
1896-04-06 Empire Palace Sheffield scrapbook 
1896-04-11 Peoples Palace St Helens The Era 
1896-04-11 Empire Palace Birmingham The Era 
1896-04-20 Empire Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1896-04-25 Empire Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1896-04-27 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1896-05-02 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1896-05-09 Scotia Music Hall Glasgow The Era 
1896-05-16 Scotia Music Hall Glasgow The Era 
1896-05-23 Thornton's Varieties South Shields The Era 
1896-05-23   scrapbook 
1896-05-30 Resting  The Era 
1896-06-06 Resting  The Era 
1896-06-06 'London season' London The Era 
1896-06-13 'London season' London The Era 
1896-06-13 Oxford London The Era 
1896-06-15 Oxford London The Era 
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1896-06-15 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-06-20 'London season' London The Era 
1896-06-27 Oxford London The Era 
1896-06-27 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-07-04 'London season' London The Era 
1896-07-04 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-07-11 'London season' London The Era 
1896-07-18 'London season' London The Era 
1896-07-18 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-07-18 Oxford London The Era 
1896-07-25 'London season' London The Era 
1896-07-25 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-07-25 Oxford London The Era 
1896-07-27 Empire Brighton The Era 
1896-08-01 resting  The Era 
1896-08-08 resting Cowes, Isle of Wight The Era 
1896-08-16 Derby Castle Isle of Man The Era 
1896-08-18 Derby Castle Isle of Man The Era 
1896-08-22 Derby Castle Isle of Man The Era 
1896-08-29 Derby Castle Isle of Man The Era 
1896-08-29 Palace Manchester  The Era 
1896-09-01 Palace Manchester  The Era 
1896-09-05 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-09-05 Pavilion London The Era 
1896-09-12 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-09-12 Pavilion London The Era 
1896-09-19 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-09-19 Pavilion London The Era 
1896-09-19 Tivoli London illustrated by 
programme 
1896-09-26 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-09-26 Pavilion London The Era 
1896-09 Grand Clapham Junction, 
London 
scrapbook 
1896-10-01 Day's Birmingham scrapbook 
1896-10-03 Tivoli London The Era 
1896-10-03 Pavilion London The Era 
1896-10-10 vacation Paris The Era 
1896-10-13 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1896-10-17   The Era 
1896-10-17 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1896-10-19 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1896-10-24 Varieties Leeds The Era 
1896-10-26 People's Palace St Helens The Era 
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1896-11-02 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1896-11-03 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1896-11-07 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1896-11-09 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1896-11-10 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1896-11-11 Empire Theatre of 
Varieties 
Heaton The Era 
1896-11-12 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1896-11-14 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1896-11-21 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1896-11-28 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1896-12-07 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1896-12-08 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1896-12-12 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1896-12-19 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1896-12-26 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1897-01-02 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1897-01-09 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1897-01-16 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1897-01-23 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1897-01-30 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1897-02-06 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1897-02-13 Theatre Royal Glasgow The Era 
1897-02-20 resting  The Era 
1897-02-27 resting  The Era 
1897-03-06 Argyle Theatre of 
Varieties 
Birkenhead scrapbook 
1897-03-08 Argyle Theatre of 
Varieties 
Birkenhead scrapbook 
1897-03-13 Thorntons Theatre of 
Varieties 
South Shields scrapbook 
1897-03-18 Thorntons Theatre of 
Varieties 
South Shields scrapbook 
1897-03-20 Empire Newcastle scrapbook 
1897-03-23 Empire Newcastle scrapbook 
1897-03-27 Empire Edinburgh scrapbook 
1897-03-30 Empire Edinburgh scrapbook 
1897-04-05 Empire Glasgow scrapbook 
1897-04-10 Empire Glasgow scrapbook 
1897-05-01 Empire Birmingham scrapbook 
1897-05-10 New Empire Liverpool scrapbook 
1897-05-17 Empire Sheffield scrapbook 
1897-06-01 Palace Manchester scrapbook 
1897-06-21 Empire Cardiff scrapbook 
1897-07-03 Tivoli London scrapbook 
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1897-07-03 Pavilion London scrapbook 
1897-07-24 Tivoli London scrapbook 
1897-07-30 Pavilion London scrapbook 
1897-08-01 Pavilion London scrapbook 
1897-08-14 Derby Castle Isle of Man scrapbook 
1897-08-21 Derby Castle Isle of Man scrapbook 
1897-08-28 Derby Castle Isle of Man scrapbook 
1897-09-04 Empire Liverpool scrapbook 
1897-09-11   scrapbook 
1897-09-15 SS Majestic  scrapbook 
1897-09-18  New York scrapbook 
1897-09-25  New York scrapbook 
1897-10-02  New York scrapbook 
1897-10-04 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-10-09 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-10-16 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-10-23 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-10-30 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-11-06 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-11-13 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-11-?? Garden Theatre New York scrapbook 
1897-11-20 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-11-27 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-12-01 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-12-04 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-12-11 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-12-18 Weber and Fields New York scrapbook 
1897-12-20 Gilmore's Auditorium Philadelphia scrapbook 
1897-12-25  American tour scrapbook 
1897-12-25  Philadelphia  
1897-12-26 Herald-square Theatre  scrapbook 
1897-12-27 Baltimore Auditorium 
Music Hall 
Baltimore scrapbook 
1897-12-31 Journalists Club 19 West Saratoga Street scrapbook 
1898-01-01  American tour scrapbook 
1898-01-08  American tour scrapbook 
1898-01-10 Park Theatre Boston scrapbook 
1898-01-15  American tour scrapbook 
1898-01-17 Park Theatre Boston  
1898-01-22 Park Theatre Boston  
1898-01-22  American tour scrapbook 
1898-01-24 Columbus theatre New York  
1898-01-26 Columbus theatre Harlem scrapbook 
1898-01-29  American tour The Era 
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1898-01-31 Gayety [sic] Theatre Brooklyn scrapbook 
1898-02-05  American tour The Era 
1898-02-07 Hyde and Behmans Brooklyn  
1898-02-12  American tour The Era 
1898-02-13 Gilmore's Auditorium Philadelphia scrapbook 
1898-02-19  American tour The Era 
1898-02-21 Baltimore Auditorium 
Music Hall 
Baltimore  
1898-02-26  American tour The Era 
1898-02-28 Avenue Theatre Pittsburgh scrapbook 
1898-03-02 Avenue Theatre Pittsburgh scrapbook 
1898-03-06 Walnut Theatre Cinncinati scrapbook 
1898-03-10 Walnut Theatre Cinncinati scrapbook 
1898-03-12  American tour The Era 
1898-03-13 Olympic Chicago scrapbook 
1898-03-14 Olympic Chicago  
1898-03-19  American tour The Era 
1898-03-26  American tour The Era 
1898-04-02  American tour The Era 
1898-04-09  American tour The Era 
1898-04-20  travelling The Era 
1898-04-23  en route for England The Era 
1898-04-30  back in England The Era 
1898-05-07 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-05-14 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-05-21 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-05-28 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-05-28 Pavilion London The Era 
1898-06-04 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-06-04 Pavilion London The Era 
1898-06-11 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-06-11 Pavilion London The Era 
1898-06-18 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-06-18 Pavilion London The Era 
1898-06-25 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-06-25 Pavilion London The Era 
1898-07-02 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-07-02 Pavilion London The Era 
1898-07-09 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-07-09 Pavilion London The Era 
1898-07-16 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-07-16 Pavilion London The Era 
1898-07-23 Tivoli London The Era 
1898-07-23 Pavilion London The Era 
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1898-07-30  "London Season" The Era 
1898-08-06  "Provincial Tour" The Era 
1898-08-08 Pavilion Southport The Era 
1898-08-13 Pavilion Southport The Era 
1898-08-20  "Provincial Tour" The Era 
1898-08-27 Derby Castle Isle of Man The Era 
1898-08-29 New Palace Theatre Hull The Era 
1898-09-03  "Provincial Tour" The Era 
1898-09-05 Empire Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1898-09-10  "Provincial Tour" The Era 
1898-09-16  Valley Parade Grounds The Era 
1898-09-17 People's Palace Bradford The Era 
1898-09-19 Empire Palace Leeds The Era 
1898-09-24  "Provincial Tour" The Era 
1898-10-01  "Provincial Tour" The Era 
1898-10-03 Empire Newcastle-on-tyne scrapbook 
1898-10-08 Empire Palace Sheffield scrapbook 
1898-10-15  "Provincial Tour" The Era 
1898-10-17 Empire Theatre Edinburgh scrapbook 
1898-10-24 Empire Theatre Glasgow scrapbook 
1898-10-29  "Provincial Tour" The Era 
1898-11-05 Empire Theatre Glasgow scrapbook 
1898-11-07 Empire Palace Birmingham illustrated by 
programme 
1898-11-12 Empire Palace Birmingham scrapbook 
1898-11-12 Pavilion London scrapbook 
1898-11-19 Pavilion London scrapbook 
1898-11-26 Pavilion London scrapbook 
1898-12-03 Pavilion London scrapbook 
1898-12-10 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool scrapbook 
1898-12-17 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool scrapbook 
1898-12-24 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1898-12-31 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool scrapbook 
1899-01-07 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-01-14 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-01-21 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-01-28 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-02-04 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-02-11 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-02-18 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-02-20 Liverpool Football Club 
Anfield Grounds 
Liverpool The Era 
1899-02-25 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-03-04 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
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1899-03-11 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-03-15 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-03-17 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-03-18 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-03-25 Prince of Wales Theatre Liverpool The Era 
1899-04-01  resting The Era 
1899-04-08  resting The Era 
1899-04-17 Palace Manchester The Era 
1899-04-24 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1899-05-01 Empire Newcastle-on-tyne The Era 
1899-05-08 Empire South Shields The Era 
1899-05-14 Tivoli London illustrated by 
programme 
1899-05-15 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1899-05-22 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1899-05-27 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1899-05-29 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1899-06-03 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1899-06-03 London season' London The Era 
1899-06-10 Tivoli London The Era 
1899-06-12 Alhambra London The Era 
1899-06-17 Tivoli London The Era 
1899-06-17 Pavilion London The Era 
1899-06-24 Tivoli London The Era 
1899-06-24 Pavilion London The Era 
1899-06-25 Boxhill London The Era 
1899-07-01 Tivoli London The Era 
1899-07-01 Pavilion London The Era 
1899-07-03 Camberwell Palace of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1899-07-04 Herne Hill Grounds London The Era 
1899-07-08 Tivoli London The Era 
1899-07-08 Pavilion London The Era 
1899-07-15 Tivoli London The Era 
1899-07-15 Pavilion London The Era 
1899-07-22 Tivoli London The Era 
1899-07-22 Pavilion London The Era 
1899-07-29 Pavilion London The Era 
1899-08-07 New Cross Empire, 
Deptford 
London The Era 
1899-08-10 Empire Stratford The Era 
1899-08-26 Derby Castle Isle of Man The Era 
1899-09-04 New Variety Theatre Walsall The Era 
1899-09-16 Oxford London The Era 
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1899-09-16 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1899-09-23 Oxford London The Era 
1899-09-23 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1899-09-30 Oxford London The Era 
1899-09-30 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1899-10-07 Oxford London The Era 
1899-10-07 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1899-10-12 The London London The Era 
1899-10-14 Oxford London The Era 
1899-10-14 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1899-10-21 Oxford London The Era 
1899-10-21 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1899-10-28 Oxford London The Era 
1899-10-28 Canterbury Theatre of 
Varieties 
London The Era 
1899-11-06 Empire Palace Leeds The Era 
1899-11-08 Empire Theatre Bradford The Era 
1899-11-13 Empire Palace Birmingham The Era 
1899-11-20 Empire Liverpool The Era 
1899-11-27 Empire Bristol The Era 
1899-12-02 Empire Bristol The Era 
1899-12-09 Metropolitan, Edgeware 
Road 
London The Era 
1899-12-16 Metropolitan, Edgeware 
Road 
London The Era 
1899-12-23 London London illustrated by 
programme 
1899-12-23 The London London The Era 
1899-12-30 The London London The Era 
1900-01-02 Pavilion London London 
Evening 
Standard 
1900-01-08 Pavilion London London 
Evening 
Standard 
1900-01-15 The London London The Era 
1900-01-22 The London London Morning Post 
1900-01-29 Pavilion London Morning Post 
1900-02-05 Pavilion London Morning Post 
1900-02-19 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1900-02-26 Empire Holloway London The Era 
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1900-03-05 Empire Deptford London The Era 
1900-03-12 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1900-03-19 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1900-03-26 Empire Leeds The Era 
1900-04-02 Empire Bradford The Era 
1900-10-08 Thornton's South Shields The Era 
1900-12-23 Theatre Royal Birmingham The Era 
1901-01-05 Theatre Royal Birmingham speculation 
1901-01-12 resting  The Era 
1901-01-19 resting  The Era 
1901-01-26 resting  The Era 
1901-02-02 resting  The Era 
1901-02-09 resting  The Era 
1901-02-16 resting  The Era 
1901-02-23 resting  The Era 
1901-03-02 resting  The Era 
1901-03-09 resting  The Era 
1901-03-16 Theatre Royal Birmingham speculation 
1901-03-23 resting  speculation 
1901-03-30 resting  The Era 
1901-04-06 resting  speculation 
1901-04-13 serious illness  The Era 
1901-04-14 resting  speculation 
1901-04-20 resting  speculation 
1901-04-27 resting  The Era 
1901-05-04 resting  The Era 
1901-05-11 resting  The Era 
1901-05-18 resting  The Era 
1901-05-25 resting  The Era 
1901-06-01 resting  The Era 
1901-06-08 resting  The Era 
1901-06-15 resting  The Era 
1901-06-22 resting  The Era 
1901-06-29 resting  The Era 
1901-07-06 resting  The Era 
1901-07-13 resting  The Era 
1901-07-20 resting  The Era 
1901-07-27 resting  The Era 
1901-08-03 resting  The Era 
1901-08-10 resting  The Era 
1901-08-17 resting  The Era 
1901-08-24 resting  The Era 
1901-08-31 resting  The Era 
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1901-09-07 resting  The Era 
1901-09-14 resting  The Era 
1901-09-21 resting  The Era 
1901-09-28 resting  The Era 
1901-10-05 resting  The Era 
1901-10-12 resting  The Era 
1901-10-19 resting  The Era 
1901-10-26 resting  The Era 
1901-11-01 resting  speculation 
1901-11-09 resting  The Era 
1901-11-16 resting  The Era 
1901-11-23 resting  The Era 
1901-11-30 resting  The Era 
1901-12-07 on tour'  speculation 
1901-12-08 Cambridge Hall Southport The Era 
1901-12-09 Alhambra Blackpool The Era 
1901-12-14 resting  The Era 
1901-12-21 resting  The Era 
1901-12-31 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1902-01-04 Palace Leicester The Era 
1902-01-11 Palace Leicester The Era 
1902-01-20 Empire Middlesborough The Era 
1902-01-27 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1902-02-01 Palace Manchester The Era 
1902-02-08 Empire Bradford The Era 
1902-02-15 Empire Hull The Era 
1902-02-22 resting  The Era 
1902-03-01 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1902-03-08 Empire Holloway London The Era 
1902-03-15 ? London The Era 
1902-03-22 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1902-03-29 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1902-04-05 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1902-04-12 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1902-04-26 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1902-05-03 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1902-05-10 Empire Leicester The Era 
1902-05-17 Argyle Birkenhead The Era 
1902-05-24 Palace Manchester The Era 
1902-05-31 Alhambra Blackpool The Era 
1902-06-07 Alhambra Blackpool The Era 
1902-06-14 resting  The Era 
1902-06-21 resting  The Era 
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1902-06-28 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1902-07-05 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1902-07-12 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1902-07-19 resting Bray, Berkshire The Era 
1902-07-26 Empire South Shields The Era 
1902-08-02 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-08-02 Oxford London The Era 
1902-08-09 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-08-09 Oxford London The Era 
1902-08-16 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-08-16 Oxford London The Era 
1902-08-23 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-08-23 Oxford London The Era 
1902-08-30 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-08-30 Oxford London The Era 
1902-09-06 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-09-06 Oxford London The Era 
1902-09-13 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-09-13 Oxford London The Era 
1902-09-20 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-09-20 Oxford London The Era 
1902-09-22 Tivoli London illustrated by 
programme 
1902-09-27 Alhambra Blackpool The Era 
1902-10-04 Palace Manchester The Era 
1902-10-11 Empire Leeds The Era 
1902-10-18 Empire Liverpool The Era 
1902-10-25 Empire Bradford The Era 
1902-11-01 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1902-11-08 Empire Holloway London The Era 
1902-11-15 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1902-11-22 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1902-11-29 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1902-12-06 resting  The Era 
1902-12-13 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-12-20 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-12-27 Tivoli London The Era 
1902-12-27 Actual palace? London  
1903-01-03 Tivoli London The Era 
1903-01-10 Tivoli London The Era 
1903-01-17 Tivoli London The Era 
1903-01-24 Tivoli London The Era 
1903-01-31 Tivoli London The Era 
1903-02-07 Tivoli London The Era 
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1903-02-14 The London London The Era 
1903-02-14 Empress Brixton London The Era 
1903-02-21 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1903-02-28 MISSING   
1903-03-07 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1903-03-14 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1903-03-21 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1903-03-28 resting  The Era 
1903-04-04 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1903-04-10 Chase's Washington (DC) scrapbook 
1903-04-11 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1903-04-15  Buffalo scrapbook 
1903-04-18 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1903-04-20 Shea's Garden Theater Toronto scrapbook 
1903-04-25 Empire South Shields The Era 
1903-05-02 Palace Manchester The Era 
1903-05-09 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1903-05-16 Palace Leicester The Era 
1903-05-23 advert says nothing but 'communications to Walter 
Defrece 
The Era 
1903-06-01 Theatre Royal Eastboarne The Era 
1903-06-08 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1903-06-15 Empire Holloway London The Era 
1903-06-22 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1903-06-29 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1903-07-06 Empire Liverpool The Era 
1903-07-11 resting  The Era 
1903-07-18 resting  The Era 
1903-07-25 resting  The Era 
1903-08-03 Oxford London The Era 
1903-08-03 Tivoli London The Era 
1903-08-08 Oxford London The Era 
1903-08-08 Tivoli London The Era 
1903-08-15 Oxford London The Era 
1903-08-15 Tivoli London The Era 
1903-08-22 Oxford London The Era 
1903-08-22 Tivoli London The Era 
1903-08-26 farewell dinner by GA 
Payne 
  
1903-08-28 en route to America sailed from Liverpool The Era 
1903-09-02 Arrives New York SS Cedric  
1903-09 Weber and Fields' Music 
Hall 
New York  
1903-09-12   The Era 
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1903-09-19   The Era 
1903-09-23  Chicago scrapbook 
1903-09-29 Opera House Fort Wayne, Indiana scrapbook 
1903-10-03 Lyric Theatre Chicago The Era 
1903-10-04 Garrick Chicago scrapbook 
1903-10-10 Lyric Theatre Chicago The Era 
1903-10 Chicago Opera House Chicago  
1903-10-17 Lyric Theatre Chicago The Era 
1903-10-24 Lyric Theatre Chicago The Era 
1903-10-31 Garrick Theatre Chicago The Era 
1903-11-05 Murray Hill Theatre New York scrapbook 
1903-11-09 Murray Hill Theatre New York  
1903-11-16 Murray Hill Theatre New York  
1903-11-21 Murray Hill Theatre New York The Era 
1903-11-30 Orpheum Brooklyn  
1903-12-05 Orpheum Brooklyn The Era 
1903-12-12 Orpheum Brooklyn The Era 
1903-12-19 Orpheum Brooklyn  
1903-12-20 Columbia Theater Boston scrapbook 
1903-12-26 Columbia Theater Boston The Era 
1904-01-02 Columbia Theater Boston The Era 
1904-01-05 Daly's Theatre New York  
1904-01-11 Daly's Theatre New York  
1904-01-16 Daly's Theatre New York  
1904-01-23 Daly's Theatre New York The Era 
1904-01-31 Circle Theatre New York  
1904-02-06 Daly's Theatre New York The Era 
1904-02-13 Daly's Theatre New York The Era 
1904-02-20 Daly's Theatre New York The Era 
1904-02-27 Daly's Theatre New York The Era 
1904-02-28 Orpheum Brooklyn  
1904-03-01 Orpheum Brooklyn The Era 
1904-03-08  Baltimore The Era 
1904-03-15 Shea's Garden Theater Buffalo The Era 
1904-03-22  Toronto The Era 
1904-03-29  Cleveland The Era 
1904-04-05  Pittsburg The Era 
1904-04-12  Washington DC The Era 
1904-04-19 Temple Detroit The Era 
1904-04-23  New York The Era 
1904-05-04 sails for home SS Oceanic The Era 
1904-05-14 travelling SS Oceanic The Era 
1904-05-23 Empire Cardiff The Era 
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1904-05-30 Empire Swansea The Era 
1904-06-06 Oxford London The Era 
1904-06-06 Tivoli London  
1904-06-13 Oxford London The Era 
1904-06-13 Tivoli London The Era 
1904-06-20 Oxford London The Era 
1904-06-20 Tivoli London The Era 
1904-06-27 Oxford London The Era 
1904-06-27 Tivoli London The Era 
1904-07-04 Tivoli London illustrated by 
programme 
1904-07-11 Tivoli London The Era 
1904-07-11 Oxford London The Era 
1904-07-11 Paragon London The Era 
1904-07-18 Tivoli London The Era 
1904-07-18 Oxford London The Era 
1904-07-18 Paragon London The Era 
1904-07-23 Tivoli London The Era 
1904-07-23 Oxford London The Era 
1904-07-30 vacation  The Era 
1904-08-06 vacation  The Era 
1904-08-13 vacation  The Era 
1904-08-20 vacation  The Era 
1904-08-27 vacation  The Era 
1904-09-03 vacation  The Era 
1904-09-12 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1904-09-19 Palace Leicester The Era 
1904-09-26 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1904-10-03 Empire Leeds The Era 
1904-10-10 Empire Bradford The Era 
1904-10-17 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1904-10-24 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1904-10-31 Palace Manchester The Era 
1904-11-07 Empire Holloway London The Era 
1904-11-14 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1904-11-21 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1904-11-28 Empire Shepherds Bush London The Era 
1904-12-05 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1904-12-10 resting  The Era 
1904-12-17 not listed  The Era 
1904-12-24 Tivoli London The Era 
1904-12-24 Oxford London The Era 
1904-12-31 Tivoli London The Era 
1904-12-31 Oxford London The Era 
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1905-01-08 Tivoli London The Era 
1905-01-08 Oxford London The Era 
1905-01-16 Tivoli London The Era 
1905-01-16 Oxford London The Era 
1905-01-23 resting  The Era 
1905-01-30 Hippodrome Stoke-on-Trent The Era 
1905-02-06 Empire Leeds The Era 
1905-02-13 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1905-02-20 Grand Theatre Halifax The Era 
1905-02-27 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1905-03-06 Palace Manchester The Era 
1905-03-07 Palace Manchester Manchester 
Guardian 
1905-03-13 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1905-03-20 Empire Liverpool The Era 
1905-03-27 Empire Hull The Era 
1905-04-03 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1905-04-10 Empire Leicester The Era 
1905-04-17 resting  The Era 
1905-04-23 Oxford London Manchester 
Guardian 
1905-05-01 Oxford London The Era 
1905-05-02 Oxford London  
1905-05-06 Oxford London  
1905-05-15 Oxford London The Era 
1905-05-19 Oxford London  
1905-05-30 Oxford London  
1905-06-08 Oxford London  
1905-06-12 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1905-06-19 Empire Holloway London The Era 
1905-06-26 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1905-07-03 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1905-07-10 Empire Shepherds Bush London The Era 
1905-07-17 resting  The Era 
1905-07-24 resting  The Era 
1905-07-31 resting  The Era 
1905-08-07 Oxford London The Era 
1905-08-15 Oxford London  
1905-08-21 Oxford London The Era 
1905-08-28 Oxford London The Era 
1905-09-08 Oxford London  
1905-09-11 Oxford London The Era 
1905-09-18 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1905-09-25 ?  The Era 
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1905-10-02 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1905-10-09 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1905-10-16 Empire Palace Theatre South Shields The Era 
1905-10-23 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1905-10-30 Empire Leeds The Era 
1905-11-06 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1905-11-13 Empire Palace Theatre Sheffield The Era 
1905-11-20 Palace Hull The Era 
1905-11-27 Empire Theatre Bradford The Era 
1905-12-04 Empire Palace Liverpool The Era 
1905-12-11 Palace Manchester Manchester 
Guardian 
1905-12-17 resting  The Era 
1905-12-25 resting  The Era 
1906-01-01 Empire Shepherd's Bush The Era 
1906-01-06 Empire Holloway, London The Era 
1906-01-15 Empire New Cross The Era 
1906-01-22 Oxford London  
1906-01-20 Empire Stratford The Era 
1906-01-29 Empire Shepherd's Bush The Era 
1906-02-03 Empire Cardiff  
1906-02-10 Empire Swansea  
1906-02-17 resting   
1906-02-24 Empire Nottingham  
1906-03-03 Empire Leicester  
1906-03-12 Hippodrome Southampton The Era 
1906-03-19 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1906-04-02 Palace Manchester The Era 
1906-04-09 Empire Palace Liverpool The Era 
1906-04-16 Albert Hall Southport The Era 
1906-04-20 sails for New York SS Cedric The Era 
1906-04-30 Colonial Theatre New York The Era 
1906-05-07 Colonial Theatre New York The Era 
1906-05-14 Orpheum Brooklyn  
1906-05-14 Colonial Theatre New York The Era 
1906-05-23 Colonial Theatre New York The Era 
1906-05-30 Colonial Theatre New York The Era 
1906-06-04  New York The Era 
1906-06-11 New Alhambra Theatre New York The Era 
 Weber's Theatre New York The Era 
1906-06-15 sails for home SS Cedric The Era 
1906-06-25 resting  The Era 
1906-07-02 resting  The Era 
1906-07-09 resting  The Era 
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1906-07-16 resting  The Era 
1906-07-23 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1906-07-30 Derby Castle Douglas, IOM The Era 
1906-08-06 Derby Castle Douglas, IOM The Era 
1906-08-13 resting  The Era 
1906-08-20 Palace Hull The Era 
1906-08-27 Empire Bradford The Era 
1906-09-03 Theatre Royal Halifax The Era 
1906-09-10 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1906-09-17 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1906-09-24 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1906-09-29 Empire Sunderland The Era 
1906-10-03 Empire Holloway London The Era 
1906-10-08 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1906-10-15 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1906-10-22 Empire Shepherds Bush London The Era 
1906-10-29 Empire Coventry The Era 
1906-11-05 Palace Manchester The Era 
1906-11-12 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1906-11-19 Palace Leicester The Era 
1906-11-26 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1906-12-03 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1906-12-10 Hippodrome Wolverhampton The Era 
1906-12-17 Empire Liverpool The Era 
1906-12-24 resting  The Era 
1906-12-31 resting  The Era 
1907-01-07 resting  The Era 
1907-01-14 resting  The Era 
1907-01-21 Hippodrome Brighton The Era 
1907-01-28 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-02-04 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-01-11 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-01-18 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-01-25 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-02-01 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-02-08 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-02-15 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-02-25 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-03-04 Palace Theatre London The Era 
1907-03-11 Empire Holloway London The Era 
1907-03-16 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1907-03-25 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1907-04-01 Empire Shepherd's Bush London The Era 
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1907-04-08 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1907-04-15 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1907-04-22 Empire Swansea The Era 
1907-04-29 Palace Manchester The Era 
1907-05-06 Palace Leicester The Era 
1907-05-13 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1907-05-20 Empire Leeds The Era 
1907-05-27 Empire Bradford The Era 
1907-06-03 Palace Hull The Era 
1907-06-10 Empire Liverpool The Era 
1907-06-15 resting  The Era 
1907-06-24 resting  The Era 
1907-07-01 Empire Sunderland The Era 
1907-07-08 resting  The Era 
1907-07-15 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1907-07-22 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1907-07-29 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1907-08-05 resting  The Era 
1907-08-12 Palace Theatre Douglas IOM The Era 
1907-08-19 Palace Theatre Douglas IOM The Era 
1907-08-26 resting  The Era 
1907-09-02 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1907-09-09 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1907-09-16 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1907-09-23 Empire South Shields The Era 
1907-09-30 Empire Leeds The Era 
1907-10-07 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1907-10-14 Palace Manchester The Era 
1907-10-21 Empire Bradford The Era 
1907-10-28 Empire Liverpool The Era 
1907-11-04 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1907-11-11 Palace Leicester The Era 
1907-11-18 Empire Birmingham The Era 
1907-11-25 Hippodrome Stoke-on-Trent The Era 
1907-12-02 Hippodrome Huddersfield The Era 
1907-12-09 Theatre Royal Halifax The Era 
1907-12-16 ???  The Era 
1907-12-23 Palace London The Era 
1907-12-31 Palace London  
1908-01-06 Palace London The Era 
1908-01-13 Palace London The Era 
1908-01-20 Palace London The Era 
1908-01-27 Palace London The Era 
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1908-02-04 Palace London The Era 
1908-02-10 Palace London The Era 
1908-02-17 Hippodrome Portsmouth The Era 
1908-02-24 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1908-03-02 Empire Holloway London The Era 
1908-03-09 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1908-03-16 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1908-03-23 Empire Shepherds Bush London The Era 
1908-03-30 Palace Hull The Era 
1908-04-06 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1908-04-13 Palace Leicester The Era 
1908-04-20 Palace Manchester The Era 
1908-04-27 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1908-05-04 Empire South Shields The Era 
1908-05-11 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1908-05-18 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1908-05-25 Empire Sunderland The Era 
1908-06-01 Empire Leeds The Era 
1908-06-08 resting  The Era 
1908-06-15 resting  The Era 
1908-06-22 resting  The Era 
1908-06-29 resting  The Era 
1908-07-06 resting  The Era 
1908-07-13 resting  The Era 
1908-07-20 resting  The Era 
1908-07-27 resting  The Era 
1908-08-03 The Kursaal Harrogate The Era 
1908-08-10 Palace Douglas IOM The Era 
1908-08-17 Albert Hall Southport The Era 
1908-08-24 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1908-08-31 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1908-09-07 Empire Palace Sheffield The Era 
1908-09-14 Palace Leicester The Era 
1908-09-21 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1908-09-28 Empire Palace Liverpool The Era 
1908-10-05 ?  The Era 
1908-10-12 Empire Shepherds Bush London The Era 
1908-10-19 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1908-10-26 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1908-11-02 resting?  The Era 
1908-11-09 Empire Palace Birmingham The Era 
1908-11-16   The Era 
1908-11-23 resting?  The Era 
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1908-11-30 resting?  The Era 
1908-12-07 resting?  The Era 
1908-12-14 Empire Palace Wolverhampton The Era 
1908-12-21 ?  The Era 
1908-12-28 ?  The Era 
1909-01-04 ?  The Era 
1909-01-11 ?  The Era 
1909-01-18   The Era 
1909-01-25 Palace London The Era 
1909-02-01 Palace London The Era 
1909-02-08 Palace London The Era 
1909-02-15 Palace London The Era 
1909-02-22 Palace London The Era 
1909-03-01 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1909-03-08 ill Brighton The Era 
1909-03-15 Empire Shepherds Bush London The Era 
1909-03 private performance Prince and Princess of 
Wales 
scrapbook 
1909-03-22 en route to New York  The Era 
1909-03-26 en route to New York actual sailing date The Era 
1909-04-05 Colonial Theatre New York The Era 
1909-04-12 Colonial Theatre New York The Era 
1909-04-19 Colonial Theatre New York The Era 
1909-04-25 Newsboys Home benefit New York scrapbook 
1909-04-26 Orpheum theatre Brooklyn scrapbook 
1909-04-26 Colonial Theatre New York The Era 
1909-05-03 ? New York The Era 
1909-05-10 Alhambra New York  
1909-05-18 Alhambra New York  
1909-05-24  New York The Era 
1909-05-29 Fifth Avenue Theatre New York The Era 
1909-05-30 resting New York The Era 
1909-06-07 "en route to London"  The Era 
1909-06-14 "en route to London"  The Era 
1909-06-21 "en route to London"  The Era 
1909-06-28 "en route to London"  The Era 
1909-06  Buffalo  
1909-06  Boston  
1909-07-03 sails for England SS Celtic The Era 
1909-07-12 "en route to London"  The Era 
1909-07-19 "en route to London"  The Era 
1909-07-26 resting Maidenhead The Era 
1909-07-31 resting Maidenhead The Era 
1909-08-09 Palace Douglas IOM The Era 
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1909-08-16 Palace Douglas IOM The Era 
1909-08-23 resting?  The Era 
1909-08-31 The Kursaal Harrogate The Era 
1909-09-06 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1909-09-13 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1909-09-20 Empire Bolton The Era 
1909-09-27 Palace Manchester The Era 
1909-10-04 Empire Bradford The Era 
1909-10-11 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1909-10-18 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1909-10-25 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1909-11-01 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1909-11-08 Hippodrome Middlesbrough The Era 
1909-11-15 Grand Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1909-11-22 resting  The Era 
1909-11-29 resting  The Era 
1909-12-06 resting  The Era 
1909-12-13 resting  The Era 
1909-12-20 Palace London The Era 
1909-12-26 Palace London The Era 
1910-01-03 Palace London The Era 
1910-01-10 Palace London The Era 
1910-01-17 Palace London The Era 
1910-01-23 Palace London The Era 
1910-01-31 Palace London The Era 
1910-02-07 Palace London The Era 
1910-02-10 Chelsea Town Hall London The Era 
1910-02-14 Palace London The Era 
1910-02-21 ??  The Era 
1910-02-28 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1910-03-07 Empire Shepherd's Bush London The Era 
1910-03-14 "London Suburban Tour" London The Era 
1910-03-21 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1910-03-28 Hippodrome Southampton The Era 
1910-04-04 Hippodrome Portsmouth The Era 
1910-04-11 Hippodrome Wiggan The Era 
1910-04-18 Palace Manchester The Era 
1910-04-25 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1910-05-02 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1910-05-09 Palace Leicester The Era 
1910-05-16 resting  The Era 
1910-05-23 Palace Oldham The Era 
1910-05-30 Empire Liverpool The Era 
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1910-06-06 resting  The Era 
1910-06-13 resting  The Era 
1910-06-20 resting  The Era 
1910-06-27 resting  The Era 
1910-07-04 resting  The Era 
1910-07-11 resting  The Era 
1910-07-18 resting  The Era 
1910-07-25 resting  The Era 
1910-08-01 Hippodrome Croydon The Era 
1910-08-08 Palace Douglas IOM The Era 
1910-08-15 Palace Douglas IOM The Era 
1910-08-22 "Concert Tour"  The Era 
1910-08-29 resting  The Era 
1910-09-05 Palace blackpool The Era 
1910-09-12 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1910-09-19 resting  The Era 
1910-09-26 Empire West Hartlepool  
1910-10-03 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1910-10-10 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1910-10-17 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1910-10-24 Empire Sunderland The Era 
1910-10-31 Empire Bradford The Era 
1910-11-07 Empire Sheffield  
1910-11-14 Empire Leeds  
1910-11-21 Palace Hull The Era 
1910-11-28 Grand Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1910-12-05 Hippodrome Huddersfield The Era 
1910-12-12 Palace Manchester The Era 
1910-12-19 resting  The Era 
1910-12-26 Palace London The Era 
1911-01-07 Palace London  
1911-01-11 Palace London  
1911-01-19 Palace London  
1911-01-30 Palace London  
1911-02-06 Palace London The Era 
1911-02-13 Palace London The Era 
1911-02-18 Palace London The Era 
1911-02-20 Hippodrome Portsmouth The Era 
1911-02-27 Empire Kilburn The Era 
1911-03-06 resting  The Era 
1911-03-13 resting  The Era 
1911-03-20 resting  The Era 
1911-03-27 Empire Finsbury Park London The Era 
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1911-04-03 Empire New Cross London The Era 
1911-04-10 Empire Stratford London The Era 
1911-04-17 Empire Shepherd's Bush London The Era 
1911-04-24 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1911-05-01 Wimbledon Theatre London The Era 
1911-05-08 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1911-05-15 Palace Leicester The Era 
1911-05-22 Theatre Royal Halifax The Era 
1911-05-29 Hippodrome Brighton The Era 
1911-06-05 Empire Liverpool The Era 
1911-06-12 resting  The Era 
1911-06-19 resting  The Era 
1911-06-26 resting  The Era 
1911-07-03 resting  The Era 
1911-07-10 resting  The Era 
1911-07-17 resting  The Era 
1911-07-24 resting  The Era 
1911-07-31 resting  The Era 
1911-08-07 resting  The Era 
1911-08-14 Palace Douglas IOM The Era 
1911-08-21 Royal Prince's Parade Bridlington The Era 
1911-08-22 ? Southport The Era 
1911-08-23 Opera House and Empire York The Era 
1911-08-24 Kursaal Harrogate The Era 
1911-08-25 Central Pier Morcambe The Era 
1911-08-28 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1911-09-04 Grand Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1911-09-11 Empire Leeds The Era 
1911-09-18 Palace Hull The Era 
1911-09-25 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1911-10-02 Empire Sunderland The Era 
1911-10-09 Empire South Shields The Era 
1911-10-16 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1911-10-23 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1911-10-30 Empire Sheffield The Era 
1911-11-06 ??  The Era 
1911-11-13 Empire Oldham The Era 
1911-11-20 Palace Manchester The Era 
1911-11-27 Hippodrome Bolton The Era 
1911-12-04 Hippodrome Lewisham London The Era 
1911-12-11 Palace Camberwell London The Era 
1911-12-11 Hippodrome Ilford The Era 
1911-12-18 resting  The Era 
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1911-12-25 Palace London The Era 
1912-01-01 Palace London The Era 
1912-01-08 Palace London The Era 
1912-01-15 Palace London The Era 
1912-01-22 Palace London The Era 
1912-01-29 Palace London The Era 
1912-02-05 Palace London The Era 
1912-02-12 Palace London The Era 
1912-02-19 Palace London The Era 
1912-02-26 ??  The Era 
1912-03-04 resting Hermitage Hotel Monte 
Carlo 
The Era 
1912-03-11 resting Hermitage Hotel Monte 
Carlo 
The Era 
1912-03-18 Victoria Palace London The Era 
1912-03-25 Hippodrome Southampton The Era 
1912-04-01 ?? Boscombe The Era 
1912-04-08 ?? Bedminster The Era 
1912-04-15 Empire Palace of 
Varieties 
Croydon The Era 
1912-04-22 Hippodrome Brighton The Era 
1912-04-29 Hippodrome Portsmouth The Era 
1912-05-06 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1912-05-13 resting Homestead, Maidenhead The Era 
1912-05-20 resting Homestead, Maidenhead The Era 
1912-05-27 Empire Shepherd's Bush London The Era 
1912-06-03 resting  The Era 
1912-06-10 resting  The Era 
1912-06-17 resting  The Era 
1912-06-24 resting  The Era 
1912-06-30 Palace London The Era 
1912-07-01 Palace London  
1912-07-08 Royal Hippodrome Belfast Ballymena 
Observer 
1912-07-15 Theatre Royal Dublin Sevenoaks 
Chronicle and 
Kentish 
Advertiser 
19/10 
1912-08-12 Opera House Leeds Leeds Mercury 
1912-08-19 Central Hall Skegness Lincolnshire 
Echo 
1912-08-22 Kursaal Harrogate Yorkshire 
Evening Post 
1912-09-02 Palace Opera House Douglas IOM The Era 
1912-09-09 Palace Blackpool The Era 
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1912-09-16 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1912-09-23 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1912-09-30 Grand Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1912-10-07 Grand Theatre Birmingham The Era 
1912-10-14 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1912-10-21 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1912-10-28 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1912-11-04 Empire Palace Liverpool The Era 
1912-11-11 Empire Palace Leeds The Era 
1912-11-18 Empire Palace Leeds The Era 
1912-11-25 Empire Palace Sheffield The Era 
1912-12-02 Empire Palace Sheffield The Era 
1912-12-09 Palace Theatre Leicester The Era 
1912-12-16 Palace Oldham The Era 
1912-12-23 on tour'  The Era 
1912-12-30 on tour'  The Era 
1913-01-08 Palace Gloucester Gloucester 
Citizen 
1913-03-03 on tour'  The Era 
1913-03-10 on tour'  The Era 
1913-03-17 on tour'  The Era 
1913-03-24 on tour'  The Era 
1913-03-31 Empire Shepherd's Bush London The Era 
1913-04-07 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1913-04-14 Empire Palace Wolverhampton The Era 
1913-04-21 on tour'  The Era 
1913-04-28 Empire Bradford The Era 
1913-05-05 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1913-05-12 on tour'  The Era 
1913-05-19 Palladium Gloucester Gloucester 
Citizen 
1913-05-26 on tour'  The Era 
1913-06-02 on tour'  The Era 
1913-06-09 on tour'  The Era 
1913-06-16 on tour'  The Era 
1913-06-23 resting  The Era 
1913-06-30 resting  The Era 
1913-07-07 resting  The Era 
1913-07-11 resting  The Era 
1913-07-18 resting  The Era 
1913-07-25 resting  The Era 
1913-08-01 resting  The Era 
1913-08-08 resting  The Era 
1913-08-15 on tour'  The Era 
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1913-08-22 on tour'  The Era 
1913-08-29 on tour'  The Era 
1913-09-06 Grand Pier Weston-super-Mare Cambridge 
Independent 
Press 
1913-10-12 ? Birmingham Litchfield 
Mercury 17/10 
1913-11-03 King's Theatre Dundee Dundee 
Courier 
1913-11-10 on tour'  The Era 
1913-11-17 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1913-11-24 Empire Palace Sheffield The Era 
1913-12-01 Empire Palace Leeds The Era 
1913-12-08 Empire Palace Liverpool The Era 
1913-12-15 New Palace Manchester Manchester 
Courier and 
Lancashire 
General 
Advertiser 
1913-12-22 resting  The Era 
1913-12-29 resting  The Era 
1914-01-05 Victoria Palace London The Era 
1914-01-12 Palace Leicester The Era 
1914-01-19 Empire Chiswick The Era 
1914-01-26 Palace Theatre, W. London The Era 
1914-02-02 Palace Theatre, W. London The Era 
1914-02-09 Palace Theatre, W. London The Era 
1914-02-16 Finsbury Park Empire London The Era 
1914-02-23 not listed  The Era 
1914-03-02 resting London The Era 
1914-03-09 resting  The Era 
1914-03-16 resting  The Era 
1914-03-23 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1914-03-30 Empire Hackney London The Era 
1914-04-06 not listed  The Era 
1914-04-13 ?? Southampton The Era 
1914-04-20 Empire Shepherd's Bush London The Era 
1914-04-27 resting  The Era 
1914-05-04 Hippodrome Portsmouth The Era 
1914-05-11 Hippodrome Bristol The Era 
1914-05-18 Hippodrome Brighton The Era 
1914-05-25 Empire Palace Birmingham The Era 
1914-06-01 resting  The Era 
1914-06-08 resting  The Era 
1914-06-15 resting  The Era 
1914-06-22 resting  The Era 
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1914-06-29 resting  The Era 
1914-07-06 resting  The Era 
1914-07-13 resting  The Era 
1914-07-20 resting  The Era 
1914-07-27 resting  The Era 
1914-08-03 ?? Redcar The Era 
1914-08-03 ?? Darlington The Era 
1914-08-10 ?? Scarborough The Era 
1914-08-17 Palace Douglas, IOM The Era 
1914-08-24 on tour'  The Era 
1914-08-31 on tour'  The Era 
1914-09-07 Palace Blackpool The Era 
1914-09-14 Empire Edinburgh The Era 
1914-09-21 Empire Newcastle The Era 
1914-09-28 on tour'  The Era 
1914-10-12 Empire Leeds The Era 
1914-10-19 Empire Glasgow The Era 
1914-10-27 Palace Manchester Manchester 
Guardian 
1914-11-09 Grand Birmingham The Era 
1914-12-08 Coliseum London illustrated by 
programme 
1914-12-14 Coliseum London illustrated by 
programme 
1915-01-11 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1915-01-18 Empire Nottingham The Era 
1915-01-25 Empire Theatre Bradford The Era 
1915-02-01 Empire Palace Sheffield The Era 
1915-02-08 Empire Palace Liverpool The Era 
1915-04-05 Palace Leicester Leicester 
Chronicle 
1915-04-12 Hippodrome Portsmouth Portsmouth 
Evening News 
1915-04-20 Palace Gloucester Gloucester 
Chronicle 
1915-04-27 Palace Bath Bath Chronicle 
and Weekly 
Gazette 
1915-05-03 Empire Finsbury Park London The Era 
1915-05-18 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1915-05-24 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1915-05-31 Coliseum London The Era 
1915-07-20 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1915-07-26 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1915-08-03 Music Hall Chester Cheshire 
Observer 
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1915-08-04 New Brighton Tower Liverpool Liverpool Echo 
1915-08-09 not listed   
1915-08-13 Hippodrome Exeter Exeter and 
Plymouth 
Gazette 
1915-09-06 Palace Blackpool  
1915-09-28 Jesmond Dene Newcastle Newcastle 
Journal 
1915-10-04 Hippodrome Newcastle Newcastle 
Journal 
1915-10-09 Palace Leeds scrapbook 
1915-10-16 Alhambra Glasgow scrapbook 
1915-10-18 Hippodrome Newcastle scrapbook 
1915-10-30 Hippodrome Leeds scrapbook 
1915-11-02 Royal Hippodrome Liverpool scrapbook 
1915-11-05 Palace Hull scrapbook 
1915-11-16 Empire Edinburgh scrapbook 
1915-11-25 Empire Birmingham scrapbook 
1915-11-27 Empire Wood Green London scrapbook 
1915-12-16 Empire Kingston scrapbook 
1915-12-28 Victoria Palace London scrapbook 
1916-01-03 Coliseum London The Era 
1916-01-06 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1916-01-10 Coliseum London The Era 
1916-01-17 Coliseum London The Era 
1916-01-22 Empire Chiswick London scrapbook 
1916-01-29 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1916-02-15 Palladium Southport scrapbook 
1916-02-28 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1916-03-15 Theatre Royal Leamington Spa scrapbook 
1916-03-18 Opera House Kidderminster scrapbook 
1916-03-30 Palace Leicester scrapbook 
1916-04-03 Empire Nottingham Nottingham 
Evening Post 
1916-04-10 Empire Bradford scrapbook 
1916-04-24 Empire Cardiff  
1916-05-06 Hippodrome Boscombe scrapbook 
1916-05-09 Hippodrome Portsmouth scrapbook 
1916-05-12 Hippodrome Portsmouth scrapbook 
1916-05-18 Hippodrome Brighton scrapbook 
1916-05-19 Empire Shepherd's Bush, London scrapbook 
1916-05-29 Hippodrome Brighton scrapbook 
1916-06-09 Coliseum London  
1916-06-23 London Opera House London  
1916-07-23 Palace Birmingham Birmingham 
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Daily Gazette 
1916-08-07 Palace Pier St. Leonards St. Leonards Hastings and 
St Leonards 
Observer 
1916-08-13 Devonshire Park Eastbourne scrapbook 
1916-08-19 Winter Gardens Bournemouth scrapbook 
1916-08-26 Pavilion Torquay scrapbook 
1916-08-31 Tower New Brighton, Wirral scrapbook 
1916-09-08 Palace Blackpool scrapbook 
1916-09-19 Empire Leeds scrapbook 
1916-09-30 Coliseum Burslem The Era 
1916-10-07 Grand Birmingham scrapbook 
1916-10-10 Palace Manchester scrapbook 
1916-10-14 Empire Newcastle scrapbook 
1916-10-31 Empire Palace Edinburgh scrapbook 
1916-11-07 Empire Glasgow scrapbook 
1916-11-14 Empire Liverpool scrapbook 
1916-11-21 Empire Sheffield scrapbook 
1916-12-10 Victoria Palace London scrapbook 
1917-01-08 Coliseum London The Era 
1917-01-09 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1917-01-10 Empire Nottingham scrapbook 
1917-01-15 Coliseum London illustrated by 
programme 
1917-01-17 Coliseum London The Era 
1917-01-27 Coliseum London Grantham 
Journal 
1917-01-30 Coliseum London The Era 
1917-02-01 Palladium Liverpool Liverpool Echo 
1917-02-06 Hippodrome Portsmouth scrapbook 
1917-02-14 Comedy Theatre London The Era 
1917-03-15 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1917-03-19 Coliseum London The Era 
1917-03-20 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1917-04-12 Grand Birmingham scrapbook 
1917-04-14 Palace Manchester scrapbook 
1917-05-17 Empire Shepherd's Bush, London scrapbook 
1917-05-22 Hippodrome Brighton scrapbook 
1917-05-26 Palace Leicester scrapbook 
1917-05-31 Leicester Bazaar Leicester The Era 
1917-06-04 Hippodrome Portsmouth The Era 
1917-06-09 Palace Blackpool scrapbook 
1917-06-11 Hippodrome Leeds scrapbook 
1917-06-12 Grand Birmingham scrapbook 
1917-08-25 Kursaal  scrapbook 
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1917-08-29 Tower New Brighton, Wirral scrapbook 
1917-09-10 Empire Newcastle scrapbook 
1917-10-02 Empire Chiswick, London scrapbook 
1917-10-23 Alhambra Glasgow scrapbook 
1917-10-27 Royal Hippodrome Liverpool scrapbook 
1917-10-29 Royal Hippodrome Liverpool The Era 
1917-11-09 Palladium Southport scrapbook 
1917-11-24 Grand Birmingham scrapbook 
1917-11-26 Grand Birmingham The Era 
1917-11-27 Hippodrome Birmingham scrapbook 
1917-12-10 Coliseum London The Era 
1917-12-18 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1917-12-18 Victoria Palace London scrapbook 
1917-12-20 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1918-01-14 Empire Wolverhampton Birmingham 
Gazette 
1918-01-21 Coliseum London Daily Mirror 
1918-01-23 Coliseum London illustrated by 
programme 
1918-01-29 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1918-02-05 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1918-02-11 Coliseum London The Era 
1918-03-04 Hippodrome Bristol scrapbook 
1918-03-12 Empire Wolverhampton scrapbook 
1918-03-13 Hippodrome Bristol scrapbook 
1918-03-19 Hippodrome Southampton scrapbook 
1918-03-30 Hippodrome Brighton scrapbook 
1918-04-01 Hippodrome Brighton The Era 
1918-04-16 Palace Leicester scrapbook 
1918-04-22 Palace Manchester Manchester 
Evening News 
1918-04-30 Alhambra Bradford scrapbook 
1918-05-03 Alhambra Bradford scrapbook 
1918-05-20 Hippodrome Portsmouth The Era 
1918-05-24 Hippodrome Portsmouth scrapbook 
1918-06-25 Palladium Southport The Era 
1918-07-17 Hippodrome Southampton scrapbook 
1918-08-10 Empire Nottingham scrapbook 
1918-08-10 Empire Liverpool scrapbook 
1918-08-20 Tower Morecambe scrapbook 
1918-08-30 Hippodrome Birkenhead scrapbook 
1918-09-02 Hippodrome Birkenhead Liverpool Daily 
Post 
1918-09-12 Hippodrome Derby The Era 
1918-09-16 Palace Birmingham Birmingham 
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Gazette 
1918-09-19 Palace Blackpool scrapbook 
1918-10-09 Palladium Southport scrapbook 
1918-10-14 Empire Sheffield Sheffield 
Evening 
Telegraph 
1918-10-17 Empire Sheffield scrapbook 
1918-10-21 Empire Liverpool Liverpool Daily 
Post 
1918-10-28 Palace Manchester Manchester 
Evening News 
1918-11-12 Empire Newcastle Newcastle 
Evening 
Chronicle 
1918-11-19 Palace Manchester scrapbook 
1918-11-25 Palace Manchester Manchester 
Evening News 
1918-12-09 Grand Birmingham Birmingham 
Mail 
1918-12-12 Grand Birmingham scrapbook 
1918-12-16 Grand Birmingham Birmingham 
Gazette 
1919-01-06 Empire Finsbury Park London The Era 
1919-01-20 Coliseum London illustrated by 
programme 
1919-01-27 Coliseum London The Era 
1919-02-03 Coliseum London The Era 
1919-02-11 Grand Birmingham scrapbook 
1919-03-02 Coliseum London illustrated by 
programme 
1919-03-17 Kingston Empire London The Era 
1919-03-22 Empire Kingston scrapbook 
1919-04-01 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1919-04-14 Palace Manchester The Era 
1919-04-19 Palace Leicester scrapbook 
1919-04-22 Palace Manchester scrapbook 
1919-05-12 Empire Cardiff The Era 
1919-05-19 Hippodrome Portsmouth The Era 
1919-06-05 Theatre Royal Plymouth scrapbook 
1919-06-08 Devonshire Park Eastbourne scrapbook 
1919-06-10 Hippodrome Newcastle scrapbook 
1919-06-21 Hippodrome Brighton scrapbook 
1919-06-25 Hippodrome Southend scrapbook 
1919-06-26 Hippodrome Brighton The Era 
1919-08-04 Hippodrome Brighton scrapbook 
1919-08-26 Hippodrome Birkenhead scrapbook 
1919-09-06 Royal Hippodrome Liverpool scrapbook 
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1919-09  Southport scrapbook 
1919-09-18 Palace Blackpool scrapbook 
1919-10-14 King's Theatre Edinburgh scrapbook 
1919-10-16 Hippodrome Newcastle scrapbook 
1919-10-21 Alhambra Glasgow scrapbook 
1919-10-27 Palace Manchester scrapbook 
1919-11-02 Coliseum London scrapbook 
1919-11-13 Hippodrome Nottingham scrapbook 
1919-11-19 Hippodrome Sheffield Nottingham 
Evening Post 
1919-11-25 Alhambra Bradford scrapbook 
1919-12-01 Grand Birmingham The Era 
1920-02-17 Prince of Wales Theatre London The Era 
1920-04-07 Hippodrome Leeds Yorkshire 
Evening Post 
1920-05-22  Brighton  
1920-05-24 Coliseum London Yorkshire 
Evening Post 
1920-05-25 Coliseum London Dundee 
Evening 
Telegraph 
1920-05-26 Coliseum London Derby Daily 
Telegraph 
1920-05-29 Coliseum London Gloucester 
Chronicle 
1920-06-01 Coliseum London Yorkshire 
Evening Post 
1920-06-05 Coliseum London Aberdeen 
Journal 
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150 Years ago 1891 E Ascherberg & Co Popsie Rowe/Claxson Bellamy Oxford 
A fortnight in July 1917 Herman Darewski Music Pub. Co 
Kenneth Lyle/Leonard 
Pounds BL/Ox 
A hystery of England or 
Chronological crammers 1905 
Francis Day and 
Hunter Edgar Bateman Oxford 
A little bit of Orange Peel 1896    
A nice quiet week 1893 Francis Day and Hunter 
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington Oxford 
A simple maiden 1892 Charles Sheard & Co Walter de Frece Oxford 
A Very Different Place 1889?    
A wise old owl 1903 Francis Day and Hunter 
Theodore Morse/Edward 
Madden/Edgar Bateman Oxford 
Adams and Eves pre 1898    
After the ball 1893 Francis Day and Hunter 
Frederick Bowyer and 
Orlando Powell BL/Ox 
After the wedding 1894    
Ah! Dear heart! (let me 
hold you like this forever) 1902 TB Harms 
Denham 
Harrison/Richard Elton 
Lilly 
archives 
Indiana 
All right Mary Ann 1884 Hopwood and Crew H. Cole BL 
An artiste's turn 1901    
An Order for the Play or 
Of all our wild ecstatic 
joys 
1886 Wiley and Co Vincent Davies/EV Page Oxbridge 
And the band on the pier 
starts playing 1910 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Worton 
David BL/Ox 
Angels Without Wings 1887  
George Le Brunn/George 
Dance  
Annie body's Rooney 1891 Francis Day and Hunter 
Michael Nolan/George 
Dance Oxford 
Are we to have 
conscription? 1904 Hopwood and Crew Tom Mellor/JF Lambe Oxford 
Arry and 'Arriet 1894  
George Le Brunn/Henry 
Chance Newton  
At the races 1890 H Beresford Walter de Frece Oxford/BL 
Baby     
Bachelors 1889 H Beresford Oswald Stoll Oxford 
Beautiful Fairy Queen 1905    
Bobby Knows His Beat 1893  HA Duffy  
Bonita 1905  
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington  
British Valour 1885 H. Beresford and Co Harry Ball/S. Norton Esq.  
Burlington Bertie 1900 Francis Day and Hunter Harry B Norris Oxford 
By the sad sea waves 1894 Francis Day and Hunter 
Lester Thomas/Lester 
Barrett 
Oxford/Lilly 
archives 
Indiana 
Captain Wallopem 1895    
Chatterton 1895  Walter de Frece  
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Chicago 1893  George Le Brunn  
Clamber closer Clara 1894 Francis Day and Hunter 
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington Oxbridge 
Come along home, papa! 1906 Monte Carlo Publishing co 
James William Tate/John 
P Harrington Oxford 
Come and be one of the 
'midnight sons'! 
1897
?/190
9 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Worton 
David Oxford 
Come down lover's lane! 1906 Francis Day and Hunter 
Bennet Scott/AJ Mills & 
W De Frece 
Lilly 
archives 
Indiana 
Come into the garden, 
Maude 1856 Boosey and Sons 
Michael Balfe (poem 
Tennyson) BL 
Cuckoo, little cuckoo 
clock! 1912 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
CW Murphy/Worton 
David Oxford 
Daughters 1888 Francis bros & Day George Dance Oxford 
Dear Boy, Ta-Ta 1896    
Dear daydreams 1906 Francis Day and Hunter Nat Clifford BL/Ox 
Do Dah 1905    
Doesn't anybody want 
the curate? 1905 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington Oxford 
Don't it do your eyesight 
good 1895 
Francis Day and 
Hunter EW Rodgers Oxford 
Don't put my father's 
picture up for sale     
D'ya think we're going to 
stand it?     
Elizabeth Ann 1882  M. Norris  
England is ready: 
patriotic song 1889 V&A Dobrowlski 
George Robinson/EG 
Bertrand Oxford 
Ere the lamps are lit 1890 Francis Day and Hunter 
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington Oxford 
Fairies 1896 Charles Price Ashley Vernon/George Arthurs Oxford 
Fairly knocked the 
Yankees in Chicago 1893 
Francis Day and 
Hunter James Walsh Oxford 
First she would and then 
she wouldn't 1894 
M Witmark & 
Sons/Chas Sheard 
& Co 
Fred Gilbert Oxford 
Fisherman's child 1888 H Beresford   
Following a fellah with a 
face like me 1908 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Edgar 
Bateman Oxford 
Following in father's 
footsteps 1902 
Francis Day and 
Hunter EW Rodgers 
Oxford/Lilly 
archives 
Indiana 
For a day or two 1903 Price &Reynolds Harry B Norris Oxford 
For the honour of old 
England 
1886
? H Beresford J Richards/E Forrest Cambridge 
For the sake of the dear 
little girls 1886 
H Beresford/JB 
Cramer and co Felix McGlennon Oxbridge 
For the Week-end  B Feldman & Co Harry B Norris Oxford 
Found drowned   S W Carlyle  
Friends of my youthful 
days 1886 H Beresford H Ball/Herbert Cole Oxbridge 
Friendship 1895    
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From Marble Arch to 
Leicester Square 1914 Frank Howard 
Kenneth Lyle/Charles 
Knight BL/Ox 
Give it to father! 1909 Francis Day and Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Worton 
David and Bert Lee Oxford 
Give me a Chance 1894 H Beresford/JB Cramer and co William J Sumner BL 
Give us a chance 1890?    
Golden Dreams of 
Childhood  A Adams H Fitter Ball  
Happy Hampton 1898 B Feldman & Co Harry B Norris Oxford 
Her Name is Jane 1894 Central Publishing Company E Clark Reed 
Lilly 
archives 
Indiana 
He's going in for this 
dance now 1896 
Francis Day and 
Hunter EW Rodgers Oxford 
He's going to meet his 
girl 1908 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Herbert Rule/Paul 
Pelham Oxford 
Hi boys     
Hola 1894  Teddy Rogers  
Home Once More (?)     
Hullo Susie 1886    
I know my business: The 
messenger boy 1907 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred W. 
Leigh Oxford 
I simply made them roar 
at our bazaar 1909 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred 
Murray & Chas Hilbury Oxford 
I want to have a Chinese 
honeymoon 1904 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington BL/Ox 
If the girl doesn't mind 1906 Francis Day and Hunter Scott Mackenzie BL/Ox 
I'll be there, love, at half 
past nine 1894 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
George Le Brunn/Wal 
Pink BL 
I'll show you around 
Paree 1914 Frank Howard 
kenneth Lyle/Andrew 
Allen BL/Ox 
I'm a bachelor 1905 Francis Day and Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/George 
Arthurs Oxford 
I'm a silly little thing 1885  Joseph Tabrar  
I'm a stranger round 
these parts 1885  Joseph Tabrar  
I'm going to be a nut 1915 Francis Day and Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred W. 
Leigh Oxford 
I'm looking for Trilby! 1895 Francis Day and Hunter 
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington Oxford 
I'm obliging brother Bertie 1908 Francis Day and Hunter 
Worton David and Percy 
Edgar Oxford 
I'm the idol of the girls 1908 Francis Day and Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred 
Murray & Chas Hilbury Oxford 
I'm the Latest Imitation of 
the Prince 1895    
In a Hammock Built for 
Two 1905 
Shapiro, Von Tilzer 
Music Co 
Harry Von Tilzer/Andrew 
B Sterling Bristol 
In dear old England's 
name! 1914 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Charles 
Knight Oxford 
In the days of the cavalier 1897 Francis Day and Hunter 
John S Baker/Charles 
Wilmott Oxford 
In the pale moonlight 1898 Frank Dean and Co Nat Clifford 
Oxford/Nati
onal 
Library of 
Australia 
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In the Royal Artillery 1905 Francis Day and Hunter 
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington Oxford 
In the summer 1897 TB Harms Leslie Stuart Oxford 
Introduce me to the lady 1911 Francis Day and Hunter R Penso/Worton David Oxford 
Is England in Danger? 1888    
Is marriage a failure? 1889 H Beresford Oswald Stoll Oxford/BL 
Is yer Mammy always 
with yer? 1896    
Isabella 1895 Charles Sheard/White-Smith C Pfleuger/W De Frece  
It isn't the Isle of Man any 
longer 1910 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Worton David and CW 
Murphy Oxford 
It's alright with the Army  1915?    
It's lucky I kept my 
Temper 1893    
It's part of a policeman's 
duty 1906 
Francis Day and 
Hunter EW Rodgers Oxford 
It's the girls I left behind 1915?    
Jack o' the Mine 1888  E Andrews  
Jolly good luck to the 
girls who love the 
soldiers! 
1907 Francis Day and Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred W. 
Leigh BL/Ox 
Just for the sake of the 
girls 1885  Felix McGlennon  
Kick-up-a-row Brigade 1895    
La Lutte pour la vie/The 
struggle for life 1890    
Little Jim the colliery boy 1872  Harry Ball  
London day by day 1893  HA Duffy  
Lost in the snow 1870?    
Lost my way 1891 Mocatta and Co   
Louisiana Loo 1895    
Love and lollipops 1881 Hopwood and Crew Fred Caughan  
Love me little, love me 
long 1893    
Love or gold 1898 B Feldman & Co EW Rodgers Oxford 
Love's language 1896 B Feldman & Co Tom Graham Oxford 
Mary and John 1890 H Beresford Oswald Stoll Oxford 
Maudie Brown or Bang 
Bang Bang 1894  
George Le Brunn/Walter 
de Frece  
May Queen Victoria 
Reign 1887 Hopwood and Crew George Dance Oxford 
Minding it for uncle 1890 H Beresford George Le Brunn/John P Harrington Oxford/BL 
Monty from Monte Carlo 1911 Von Tilzer and Co R Penso/Worton David BL 
My friend Claude 1909 Francis Day and Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Worton 
David Oxford 
My friend the Major 1894 Francis Day and Hunter EW Rodgers BL 
My friend, my flag 1892 B Mocatta & Co Fred Gilbert Oxford 
My Jemima 1888  Oswald Stoll  
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My only friend 1893    
My word, I'll have your 
socks 1909 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Percy 
Tarling Oxford 
Nahoo/Yahoo     
Near the workhouse door 
(Poor Jo) 1878  Harry Ball?  
No girl's a fairy 1908 Francis Day and Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred W. 
Leigh Oxford 
Not now, Johnnie 1882  Fred Caughan  
Nothing to fight for, 
nothing to save 1885  Harry Ball/Oswald Stoll  
Oh Caroline 1882  E Jonghmans/H Ball 
BL/Oxbridg
e 
Oh! Isn't it singular 1903? TB Harms   
Oh! London, where are 
your girls tonight? : 
London in France 
1918 Francis Day and Hunter 
R.P. Weston and Bert 
Lee Oxford 
Oh, you girls! 1885 Francis bros & Day WH Phillips Oxbridge 
On Broadway After Three 1897 TB Harms Walter de Frece BL 
On furlough 1902 Francis Day and Hunter 
Walter Tilbury/Sam 
Richards 
Oxford/Lilly 
archive 
Indiana 
Only a brave little 
drummer boy 1898 
Francis Day and 
Hunter Harry B Norris BL/Ox 
Only a pair of shoes 1896 Francis Day and Hunter E.W. Rogers  BL/Ox 
Our Drive 1894 TB Harms/Francis Day and Hunter Walter de Frece Oxford 
Our Empress Queen 1886    
Our sea trip 1894    
Out in the open air 1909 Francis Day and Hunter 
Maurice Scott/Edgar 
Bateman Oxford 
Out on the 'Ran-Dan' or 
The Gaiety Boys  
Charles Sheard & 
Co 
Norton Atkins & Safford 
Waters/Norton Atkins 
Bristol 
(cover 
only) 
Patient Penelope 1888  George Dance  
Please sir I've lost my 
way 1892 B Mocatta   
Pomponette 1909 Francis Day and Hunter 
RP Weston, Fred Barnes 
and Kenneth Lyle Oxford 
Poor Joe, or a City Waif 1876    
Poor Little Nell 1885  Harry Ball/Oswald Stoll  
Quite Right Too 1894 H Beresford George Lucas/WC Robey Oxford 
Ragged	  Robin	  and	  the	  rose	   1905	  
	   	   	  
Ragged Robin and the 
Rose 1905    
Robbery while you wait 1892  
George Le Brunn/Henry 
Chance Newton  
Rosa Lee, or a safety 
match 1893  Chas Osborne  
Seaside Walks 1912 Von Tilzer and Co R Penso/Worton David BL 
See Me Hand the Tea 
Round    // 
Shall England Give In? 1885  Harry Ball/James Rolmaz  
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Shola 1894  
George Le Brunn/Henry 
Chance Newton  
Showing Aunt Matilda 
round the town 1897 
Francis Day and 
Hunter E.W. Rogers  BL/Ox 
Sidney's in 'civies' again 1919 Francis Day and Hunter 
R.P. Weston and Bert 
Lee Oxford 
Silver bells of memory 1875 Sheffield Harry Dale BL 
Sisters! 1893 Francis Day and Hunter 
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington Oxford 
Six days leave: it's a fine 
time for a soldier 1917 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred W. 
Leigh Oxford 
Six high hats 1896    
Smiles 1896?    
Some Danced the 
Lancers     
Somebody's darling 1888 H Beresford   
Something to play with 1892 H Beresford George Le Brunn/WT Lytton Oxford 
Somewhere Else 1888  Oswald Stoll  
Song of the skylark 1894    
Sooner or Later     
Squeeze her Gently (at 
the door?) 1878    
Strolling along with 
Nancy 1878    
Strolling with Nora 1896 Howard and Co Walter Tilbury BL 
Such a smile (old in 1893)    
S-U-N-D-A-Y 1909 Francis Day and Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Chas 
Hilbury Oxford 
Sunshine and shadow 1894 Francis Day and Hunter 
George Le Brunn/Alfred J 
Morris Oxford 
Sweetheart May 1895 Francis Day and Hunter Leslie Stuart Oxford 
Sydney's holidays are in 
September: Naughty boy 1908 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred 
Murray & Chas Hilbury Oxford 
Tell them I'm all right     
That is the way of the 
world 1900 
Francis Day and 
Hunter Henry Pether BL 
That's Cleverness     
That's the time a fellow 
wants his ma 1908 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Maurice Scott/Archie 
Mills & Edgar Bateman Oxford 
The afternoon parade 1897 Francis Day and Hunter Harry B Norris Oxford 
The anchor's weighed 1864 W Williams and Co J Braham BL 
The Anglo-Saxon song 1903?    
The army of today's all 
right 1914 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred W. 
Leigh Oxford 
The bazaar maids 1896 Francis Day and Hunter 
George Le Brunn/John P 
Harrington Oxford 
The Bells have rung their 
ring-ding-dong 1894  George Dance  
The blind brother 1860s?  Harry Ball?  
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The bloom is on the 
rye/My pretty Jane 1874 Howard and Co 
Sir Henry R 
Bishop/Edward Fitzball BL 
The bogie man     
The bold militiaman 1896 Francis Day and Hunter Harry B Norris 
Oxford/Bris
tol 
The boy who knows 1909 Francis Day and Hunter 
Henry E Pether/James 
Godden Oxford 
The boys of the Racketty 
club 1894 TB Harms 
George Le Brunn/C 
Wilmot Oxbridge 
The boys that mind the 
shop 1899 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Bennett Scott/Edgar 
Bateman Oxford 
The brand new 
millionaire 1894 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
D Fitzgibbon/W Jerome 
and Walter de Frece Oxford 
The Castaway     
The Charge of the Night 
Brigade 1910 Von Tilzer and Co R Penso/Worton David BL 
The coronation dude 1902 Price &Reynolds Harry B Norris Oxford 
The daily male 1899 Francis Day and Hunter E.W. Rogers  Oxbridge 
The Dandy Grenadier   Maurice Scott  
The dandy river boy 1906 Monte Carlo Publishing co 
James William Tate/John 
P Harrington Oxford 
The end of the song 1894 TB Harms EW Rogers BL 
The evening star 1900 B Feldman & Co Harry B Norris Oxford 
The Fisherman's Child 1882 H Beresford Harry G Thompson BL 
The German Prince 1896 Francis Day and Hunter  Oxford 
The giddy little Isle of 
Man 1903 
Francis Day and 
Hunter CW Murphy Oxford 
The giddy little polka 1896     
British 
Music Hall 
Society 
The Gipsy Countess 1874 Smallwood Stephen Glover/Mrs Crawford BL 
The girl who ran away 1894 Sheard and Co/Witmarks   
The girl with the roses 
red (A story of fair 
Alsace) 
1898 Francis Day and Hunter Leslie Stuart Oxford 
The girls I've left behind 
me. 1910 Von Tilzer and Co R Penso/Worton David BL 
The home that's home for 
me 1907 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Henry E Pether/Fred W 
Leigh BL 
The Horticulturals 1892  EW Rogers  
The Lady Killer 1893  Walter de Frece?  
The lady who parlez-
vous'd 1903 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Harry Allen and John P 
Harrington Oxford 
The latest chap on Earth 1899 Francis Day and Hunter EW Rodgers Oxford 
The limelight man's 
lament 1895 
Francis Day and 
Hunter Leslie Stuart Oxford 
The little mad'moiselle 1895 Francis Day and Hunter Lester Thomas 
Oxford/Lilly 
archive 
Indiana 
The man at the wheel 1895  Walter de Frece  
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The Man who broke the 
Brokers down in Wall 
Street 
1894 TB Harms D Fitzgibbon/W Jerome Oxford 
The Midnight Son 1897 Jos.W.Stern & Co. EW Rogers Levy 
The military model 1895 Francis Day and Hunter Leslie Stuart Oxford 
The Millionaire 1894    
The Missing Melody 1893  
Joseph Tabrar/Charles 
Tracey  
The moon behind the hill 1862 B Williams Thomas Brigham Bishop BL 
The moonlight blossoms 1901 B Feldman & Co EW Rodgers Oxford 
The Naval and Military 
Bazaar or Someday 
when you are old 
1905
?  
Frank E.Tours/Herbert 
Shelley Blackpool 
The Nelson Touch 1915 Metzler and Co R.A. Knight BL 
The new policeman 1896 Francis Day and Hunter EW Rodgers Oxford 
The new woman 1895    
The Newmarket Coat 1882 H Beresford Harry Ball BL 
The only girl on the pier 1903 Price &Reynolds Harry B Norris Oxford 
The oofless Duke 1897 B Feldman & Co Harry B Norris Oxford 
The parrot and the 
parson 1888 Francis bros & Day 
Tom Richards/Frank 
Archer Oxford 
The peers or the people 1884  J. Rolmaz  
The pet of Rotten Row 
(1870
?) 
1878    
The Piccadilly crawl 1901 Francis Day and Hunter Frank Leo BL/Oxford 
The Piccadilly Johnny 
with the little glass eye 1895 
Francis Day and 
Hunter Harry B Norris 
Oxford/Lilly 
archive 
Indiana/Le
vy 
The pretty little maidens' 
sea-trip 1893 H Beresford 
George Le Brunn/Alfred J 
Morris Oxford 
The right kind of girl 1904  Kenneth Lyle/?  
The right kind of girl 1905    
The Seamy Side 1892  
George Le Brunn/Henry 
Chance Newton  
The seaside sultan 1903 TB Harms by C.W. Murphy and Wm. Hargreaves. BL 
The Shamrock's Appeal 
to the Rose 1885  J.H. Duffey  
The Sisters Scorchall 1892  
George Le Brunn/Henry 
Chance Newton  
The Smile 1892  
George Le Brunn/Alfred 
Morris  
The tablet of fame: 
musical panegyric 1887 Francis bros & Day Oswald Stoll Oxford 
The Terrible Midnight 
Burglar 1892  
George Le Brunn/Henry 
Chance Newton  
The top of the tree 1901    
The Water Show 1893  George Le Brunn  
The way of the world 1901    
The Wedding Day 1894    
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The Yachting Song (?) 1894    
Their heads nestled close 
together     
There's a girl wanted 
there 
1903
?    
There's a good time 
coming for the ladies 1915 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred W. 
Leigh Oxford 
There's only one London 
town 1906 
Monte Carlo 
Publishing co 
James William Tate/John 
P Harrington Oxford 
They dance like this 
now/No more walzes 1896    
Things are not as they 
used to be 1881 
H. Beresford and 
Co J. Cooke  
Three  Young Ladies 1891 H Beresford EW Rogers BL 
Three Chapters 1894 Francis Day and Hunter 
Walter de Frece & CE 
Pratt/Walter de Frece Oxford 
Tittle Tattle Tit 1895 Mocatta Joseph Tabrar BL 
To see if it was fit for 
father 1909 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Henry E Pether/Edgar 
Bateman Oxford 
Trilby 1895    
Uncle Joe's Spree or Hi! 
Boys, Hi! Boys, Come 
with your Uncle Joe 
1891 Francis Day and Hunter 
Geo. Le Brunn/E.W. 
Rogers Oxford 
Waltzing 1879    
We	  are	  all	  playing	  the	  game	  
in	  the	  Navy	   1916	   	   	   	  
We must have the girls 
down there 
1916
?    
Welcome, Little Stranger! 1894    
What a fellow will do for 
his wife 1903 Price &Reynolds 
Harry Allen and John P 
Harrington Oxford 
What are you doing 
there? 1882  A. Marshall  
What becomes of the old 
'uns 1891  TS Lonsdale  
What Ho! Liza Johnson 
(A Coster Coon song) 
1903
?    
What shall we do with our 
daughters?     
What the butler saw 1905    
What the butler saw 1906 M Witmark and Sons George Braham BL 
What would the seaside 
be without the ladies? 1913 
Francis Day and 
Hunter 
Kenneth Lyle and 
Andrew Allen Oxford 
When a fellah has turned 
sixteen 1898 
Francis Day and 
Hunter E.W. Rogers  BL/Ox 
When Gertie did that 
Frenchy Dance 1912 Von Tilzer and Co R Penso/Worton David BL 
When March Winds are 
Blowing 1882 H Beresford WH Phillips BL 
When Other Lips/Then 
you'll remember me 1860 Chappell and Co MW Balfe/Alfred Bunn BL 
When the right girl comes 
along 1907 
Shapiro, Von Tilzer 
Music Co 
Kenneth Lyle/Worton 
David Bristol 
When will Old England 
be herself once more? 1892 WJ Willcocks & Co Harry Ball/FV St Clair Oxford 
When you're a married 
man 1899 
Francis Day and 
Hunter EW Rodgers Oxford 
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Where are the girls of the 
old brigade? 1917 
Herman Darewski 
Music Pub. Co 
Kenneth Lyle/Fred W. 
Leigh BL/Ox 
Who said 'girls'? 1905 Francis Day and Hunter CW Murphy 
Oxford/Bris
tol 
Who's to be your leader 1885  Harry Ball/Oswald Stoll  
W-o-m-a-n (or, Whoa! 
Man, Whoa!) 
1903
?    
You dirty little boy 1882  A. Morrison  
You dream of me, love 1881 Sheard and Co Mitchell and Ball  
Youngsters of the age     
 
 
